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The First-grade Reading Group Study was an experimental effort developed

from the integraticn of research and knowledge about how young children func-

tion in a classroom, especially within the small group format. The most

*important sources of the ideas in the study were the Texas Teacher Effective-
'

ness Study (Brophy and Evertson, 1976; Note 1), program development work

done at the 'Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (1973) and Oe

work of Marion Blank.(1973).

The result of the integration of these sources was an instrUctiona4

model consisting of 22;ppc1fic principles believed to promote effective

teaching of young children in small groups. This model is presented as it

applies to first-grade reading groups in Bropby, Anderson, Greenhalgh,

bdgen, and Selig (Ndte 2), and in Appendix A.

Although the ideas present in the instructional model are based on pre-

vious research and experience suggesting their effectiveness in producing

student learning, the purivase of the study was to test the mo.del experimen-

tally to confirm this. Such experimental efforts are necessairif the find-

ings of correlational studies are to be validated and relationships b'etween

variables'explafted.

The past several years have see' mr.ny prlcess-product studies oc teaching

effectiveness, in which observed teacher behaviors are related to stu,ent

outcomes, most usually achitevemenc. For general reviews of work in this tra-

dition, see Rosenshine.(197b). Ulrich (1977), and Medley (Note 3).

These process-prodtmt studies h*ve been correlational in nature, so that

It has not been possible to say that a set of teachipg behaviors directly led

to studen4 outctmes. Ro.Senshine and Furst (1971) described three. important

stages in the design of research on teaching: descriptive, correlational. and
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experimental, and they e4;hasized th c the last step must le taken bef41

relationships between classroom process variables can be Accepted as valid,

because only experimental results will allow doncluiions about causality.

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) echoed this by noting, after an exhaustive survey

Clf existing research on the effects of classraom processes, that "frocess-

. process and process-product experiments concerning teaching should be

encouraged, but preferably for the validating of crucial relationships

previously discovered in field surveys or with strong theoretical justi-,. .

fication" (p. 466).

It was from this perspeptive, therefore, that the first-grade Reading

0roitp Study was conceived and carried out. There exisked a body of infor-
.

mation about teachng practices in a particular setting (small group

instruction in ear* elementary grades). These were integrated into an

instructional model consisting,of :12.specific principles describing teaching

'techniques which served as the "treatment" in an experimental study. Exten-

sive observational data were collected in 20 first-grade classrooms to allow

the invest4ators to examine the effects of the treatment on both student'

achievement and teacher behaviors, and to examine process-product relation-

ships, including some directly relevant to the treatment and otheri inde-

pendent of it.

This report presents and discusses data that addreSs the major ques-

Hens of the study at the claswom level of analysis. Because the report

contains mich detail and addresses many questions, the ceader is advised

to review the outline given below andconsider the suggestions before

beginning to read.

-2-



Organization of the rtwort. The report is divided into six chapters.

With the exception of Citipters 2 and 6, the text is organized arni Utegories

that correspond to parts of the instructional model and other observational

variables.

Chapter 1 presents the background and methodology of the study, and

discusses the instructional model.

Chapter 2 presents data on treatment effects on student ..chievement.

Chapter 3 presents data on group differences on process measures in

order to determine if the treatment teachers' behaviors actually differed

from the control teachers'.

Chapter 4 presents process-outcome data, in order to determine how

teaching behaviors were related to student achievement.

Chepter 5 is a discussion and contains suggestions for revising.the

instructional model for future use, given the results of this study.

Chapter'6 contains suggestions for the design of future experimental

C.

studies..

Wthin Chapters 3, 4 and 5, detailed results are presented and/or

I

discussed according to eleven categories of variables, and summaries of

results for those are provided at the end of each section in Chapters 3

and 4. The categories of variables are:

I. Getting and maintaining the students' attention (variables

derived from Principles 1 and 2 in theOstructional moiel);

2. Introducing the lesson and now material to the students

(Principles 3, 4, 5, and 6);

3. Cidling on individual studentq in the group (Principles 7,

8, 9, 10, mit !"1;



4. Dealing with individual learning rates within the group

(Principles 13, 14, 15, and 16);

5. Responding to ansWers that are not correct (Ptinciples 17,

18, and 19);

6. Responding to correct answers (Principle 20);

7. Praise and criticism (Principles 21,and 21);

8. Variables describing time usage;

9. Variables describing curriculum and content covered;

10. Variables describing other categories of academic

teacher-student interactions (response opportunities) not discussed in

the instructional model;

11. Variables describing behavior contacts.

The reader who is niost interested in general patterns, but not .111

results for specific variables, should read Chapter 1 and the discussions

(Cbapters 5 and 6), and may also want to look at the saimary sections in the

other chapters. Readers who are only .interested in certain variables

may examiue them by moving to the pertinen, 'sections (as listed dbove) in

Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Data for all analyses are presented in the tables in Nolume II. Most

of these tables are reduced copies of the computer printout, and the order

of variables in the tables does not reflect the order in which the variables

are discussed. Therefore, pertinent statistical information is provided in

the text regarding the strength of significant findings, means, and ranges.

However, variabfe numbers are provided so that the reader can look up other

information provided in Volume 11.

-4-
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clapter 1: Background and Methodology
5.

There were four important stages in planning and collecting data for

the First-grade Reading Group Study. Each is discussed in this chapter to

give the reader'the necessary backgrcund to understand results presented
A.

in other chapters.

s.
I. Development of.the instructional model. The mddel was-the basis of

the study, and was the result of 44egration of past research on effective

teaching of young children. It was described in a short booklet that was

given to teachers in the treatment*groups.

2. Selection of teachers and administration of treatment. Twenty-seven

teachers were involved in the study, divided into three groups: treatment-
.

observed, treatment,unobserved, and control. Teachers in the two treatment

groups were given the booklet describing the instructional model, and they

agreed to ikplemett the model's principles in,their &aching.

3. Classroom observation. Throughout the school year, teachers in the

treatment-observed and control groups were observed teaching their reading

groups, and data were collected with a co:Wing system Which had been designed

to measure implementation of the instructional model. .

4. Testing of students. At the end of the school year, the students

in the 27 classrooms were given the reading subtests of t e Metropolitan

Achievement Test, PLevel I. These students' scores on the Metropolitan Readi-

ness Test (given at the beginning of the year) Were used as covariates in

analyzing their achievement.

Development of the Instructional Model

The model was presented to the teachers as a set of guidelines for

Al)teacher management of roaeing roup instruction. It was "curriculum free"

-5-
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in that not focus on the content or laterials 'used tn teaching

reading, but only on teacher behaviors invdlved in managing the 064 as
! .

a whole or managing individual student responses. A major rationale for
-.J

the model was that every child should receive as much individual atten-

tion as possible within the group setting, and a major objectdve of the

model was to help teachAis achieve ehe optimal balance between attention
1.

to-the group and attention to individuals. , 4

It was emptasized hat the-teacher's role in implementing the tiodel

k
was an active and i ortnnt one. Application of the principles of the

model inyolved tea her judgment based on knowledge,of individual students'

needs and the group's needs. The principles were meant to-serve as guide-

line* to be applied as each teacher thought best for each of her groups

(as it happened, all 27 teachers were' female).

The background and rationale for each principle are discussed below.

The first 16 principles have to do with organization and management of

the group as a whole, and the rest concern teacher responses to individual

btudent answers. They are grouped as they were presented to the teachers.
'0

In the manual given to the teachers, the presentation of each principle

(denoted here.by underlining) 'was followed by a brief discussion of the

rationale and some practical examples (see'Appendix A'.

Getting and Maintaining the Students' Attention (Principles 1

Principles 1 and 2 emphasized that it Is tmportant to catch and main-_
tain the children's attention at the beginning of the lesson.

1. The; teacher 4hould use a standard and predictable signal to ;et the

children's attention. In discussing this principle, it was suggested



to the teachers that they use standard attention-gettdrs in two

situations: when engaged in transitions,from general class activi-

ties to the reading group, and when getting students' attention at'

the beginning of the group lesson. The rationale for *this principle

was that less time would be wasted in transitions and in "settling

down" behavior if the students-learned to respond "automatically"

to a familiar signal. This technique was based on reseaich

suggesting that good management systems minimize wasted time and

opportunities foi disruptive.behavior (Kounin, 1970). ,

2. Once in the group, the children should he seated with their backs

to the rest of the class while the teacher is facing.the class. The

L
rationale for this principle was that the students in ihe group

4

would be less likely to be distracted by'other activities in the

class when seated,this way, and that the teacher would be better

able to monitor Ativities in the rest of the room while teaching

the small group. Kounin (1970), discussed the importance of
'OP

-

classro7 mAttoring as an aspect of "withitness" and as a way

to prevent problems. The teacher who is working with a small

group remains responsible for the rest of the class,, and therefore

must ,prevent disruption from outside the sgroup if the reading

group lesson is to be taught effectively, and if out-of-group.

students are to spend their time productively.

Int-roducing the Lesson and New Material to the Stadents (Principles 3,4,5, & 6)

Principles 3 4 5 and 6 were cOncerned with introducing new material,

and were based on the premise that an introduction should prepare the

students for the lesson by getting their attention, teaching new skills

-7-
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and terms before asking the students to apply them, and making sure-that'

the students know what to do in activities.

a

3. The introduction 1.i.044Id contain an overiew of what is to come in
4

'order to mentally prepare the students for thevpresentation. The

rationale for this principle.was that students who are "wentally

prepared" for new knowl9dge or futute activities can better receive

and process that information. That is, an overview should help

students organize their thinking and'focus on the task at hand

by pointing out relevant aspects. Research support for this

principle'came from Brophy and Evertson.(Note 1), who found a weak

but positive relationship between use of advance organizers ht the

beginnings of lessons and studeht achievement in higher-SES

classrooms. More L4enera1 support for the principle c e from

Ausubel (1963), who emphasized-the importance of advance. organizers.

4. t is'also at the beginning of the lesson that new words and sounds

should be presented to the children so that they can use them later

when they are reading or answering questions. The rationale behind

this principle was that students who know what to expect later in the

lesson will be able to practice new skills, more easily than they

would if they encountered Unfamiliar words in the midst of reading.

It was assumed that reinforcement ot new words within the reading

lesson would be sreiter when the words were presented at the

beginning, or at least prior to encountering them within tome

context. Therefore, a rAionale f)r this principle was that break-

..

ing up new information into fntroductory and practice phases' wad

make it easier for the students to learn it.
4



5. When new words or sounds are presented, the teacher should have

the children repeat them until they can sdy,them datisfactaia.

This principle was an extension of Number 4; that is, once new

information (in this case, new words) has been presented, it is

important to initially praCtice using that infdtmation in

simple stepp so that the studentts gradually iicrease their skills
VIP

in using it. (This is presumed to be especially important with

"tool skills" such as beginning reading0 Research support for

this principle came from Brophy and Evertson (Note 1) wrho found

that.practice of new material was positively related to learning

in high-SES schools.

6. After moving into tfie lesson, but before

.use new material oeundertake new tasks,

askir the children to
9 4' 4

the 'teacher should present

a demonstration and/ore2spisnatiot_a_21ALLInewasti.mitz. The

divmssion of th4.3 principle emphasized that a good demonstration

or explanation included a carefully sequenced presentation of

the processes involved in completing an activity, and was given

in simple, clear language that children could understand. However,

it was also emphasized that the teacher is the best judge of how

much detail apd how many steps need be included in an explanation

for a given group or student. Research support for ihis principle

came from Brophy and Evertson (Note 1), who found that, in general,

lower-SES second- and third-grade students, and therefore prestiiibly

lower ability studencs or those at the beginning of basic skill

\

learning, benefited from carefully sequenced instruction, with

enough redundancy of information to insure that students understand.



e. tm,
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Calling on Individual SeMdepts in the Vroup (Pano.iples 7, ee 9, 10, 11, & 12)

Principle's 7.tfirOUgh 12 dealt with calling on ailaren. This involved

`distrib.:ing individual res'ionse opportunities during the lesson, while at the

same time keeping the entire group alert.
S.

7. The teach r should work with one individual at a time in havin the

children practide the new skill and apply the new concept, making sure

thatevenione is checked and receives feedback durin the lesson. The

rationale behind this principle was that.the teacher needed to monitor

' the progress of.each group member, and that the only way to do this

was to question each child individually. This implied that excessive

use of choral responses would not be desirable. Research'support for

this principle came from Brophy and Evertson (Note 1) who found that

second- and third-grade teachers who spent much time with individlal

students, even within a group context, were more successful than teachers

who tried to work with the class as a whole or with paits of students.

This result was interpreted to indicate that students at these grade

leyels need individual monitoring and feedback, especially when learning

new material and-trying to apply it for the first time. A consequence

of this principle was that excessive use of 'choral responses should be

avoided, since this might mean that some individuals were not genuinely

practicing a skill, and it would be difficult for the teacher to recog-

nize this from choral responses.
1
8. The teacher should use,a pattern (such as_going, frog one ehd of the

group to the othvr) for selecting children to take their turns reading

- 9
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In the group or answering questitons (as opposed to calling on Chem
_ _

msrdoiltallaturegctebly). The rationale for this principle was
awes

that students would know when to expect their turn responding, and

that this would re*sult in both lowered anxiety about being called

. .

on unexpectedly and increasedteacher control of overe4ger studJnts
..

-4«mt..
.

who tend to 'call out answers or volunteer more intrusively than

the quieter students. Research support for this principle came
_-

from Brophy and Evertson (Mote 1), who found that teachers who

did not use systematic procedures for selecting students produced

lower learning gains. This ptinciple is related to #7, which

emphasized the need to work with individuals so that all childrent

could practice skills and receive feedback. .By use of systematic

selection, the teacher insures regular contact with each student

to practice imporiant skills.

9. In'order to keepeach member of the group alert and accountable

= to all times between turns, the teacher should occasionally.-

question.a child about a previous response from another child.

. The rationale behind this principle Was that the occasional.use

of such comments would prevent any lapses of attention that might

arise from the use of ordered turns. It was felt that these two

techniques used together would produce optimal attention, as well

as the other advantages of ordered turns described above. This

technique was suggested by work done by Southwert,Educational

Development Laboratory (1973), where it was ineluded in a series

of staff development materials for working with kindergarteners

in small group settings, and in turn wa's based on the work of



Kounin (1970).

.-

IO. Calling on volunteers should be primarily restricted to parts of

the lesson in which.children are contributing personal experiences

or opinions. 'The rationale for this.principle was that teachers

who relied too much qn volunteers would not be distrilmting response

opportunities equally, so that shyer stUdents might have less

contact with the teacher and less skill practice than'they needed.

It was felt that iome situations probably were appropriate for

using volunteers, such as giving personal experiences or opinioni,

so it was left up to the teacher to decide when volunteers should

be used: However, the principle emphasized that the best way to

Achieve the objectives of lessons focusing .on reading skills was

to use ordered turns and occasionally question a student out of

t. turn. Research support for this principle came from the.findings

cited above (#7 and #8) for the use of systematic selection and

the valUe of interacting with each individual student as much as

possible.

11. When call outs occur, the teacher should remind the child that

everyone gets a turn and he must wait his turn to.answers The
'4o

rationale behind this principle is siMilar to that of 1110,

in that letting students call out answers cdten results in the

*

quieter, shyer students getting less interaction with the teacher.

Re.search support for this principle comes from Brophy and Evertson

(Note 1), who found that the frequency of call outs had negative

relationships with learning gains in high-SES schools. There

were neutral and positive relationships for this benaviOr in low-

- I
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SES schools, suggesting that call outs might be an index of student

motivation and enthusiasm. Therefore, In discussing the princi,qe,

it was emphasized that the teacher should nof be overly critical

of call outs, especially when they might indicate stildent enthusiasm.

12. The'teacher should avoid rhetorical questions, asked for effect with
-

no answer expected, or leading, questions. Other_ questioning, patterns

o be avoided are answerin one s own questions and re attn uestions.

The rationale behind this principle was that it is important for the

teacher to communicate to thc students that every teacher question

demands an answer, and that questions can be answered through applies-

tion of skills. It was felt that teachers who used these questioning

patternd too much might confuse the students or teacher them to "second-

guess" tge teacher by responding to her tone of voice or sentence
k

pattern, rather than listening to the toptent of the question. SuPpo?t..

for this principle was based on the authors' aservations of teachers

and knowledge of how young children may respond in conf4sing situa-

tions, and on the writings of Groisser (1964) and Laughlin (1961).

Dealing with Individual Learning Rates Withirtlhe(InmalELLULLIIL2LIV--

Princi"ples 13 through. 16 were concerned with meeting individual learning

'needs within the group setting. These.prineiples suggested techniques such

as breaking up the group, using'another child as a model for the group, and

4
arranging.for tutorial help for students who were not meeting learning

objectives within the standard group settini; and time.

13. At someloint during the lesson, the teacher must make a fundamental-------,----

decision abouttwhether the groue as a whole can or cannot meet a

*lesson's objectives. rhe rationa:e behind tnis arineivie was Char.
---------.

-13-



teachers who reiained aware of individual differences in .rates of

learning of new material would te more likely to prevent problems

that might arise when one or two students.in the group were not

learning as desired. In such a,pase, if the.group remained together

and the teacher taught at the level of most of the students; these

few would be left behind. On the other hand, tf she worked with

one or two students who needed exira belp, the other studenzs would

not be spending instructional time efficiently. This principle .

was suggested by work done at Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory (1973). It emphasized that the teacher should make

sure that everyone in the group has met each lesson objective

before going on to a new step, but that doing this sometimes would

mean having to break up the group to fove on a few individuals,

to avoid "losing" them.

14. If the teacher decides that the group as a whole cannot reach the

,4

ohjecttVet at tHe.same time, because of large ifidividual differences

in comprehension of the material, she should teach the more able

students through to the end of the lesson, dismiss them, and keep

in the group those few who need extra help'. This principle suggested.10111 44P 4
4

specific techniques for breaking up the group when the teacher felt

that it was wise to do so. It emphasized that the teacher should

4
9 handle the breaking of the group without fanfare and without

negative statoments regarding the students who remain for extra

help. This principle wa's also based on the staff development

mlterlals developed at thtSouthwest Educational Development .

Laboratory (1973).

-14-
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15. Sometimes the teacher may 'wish to use one or more children who

have mastered the objectives to serve as models for the others.

Doe rationale for this principle was'that sometimes students learn

more quickly or pay more attention to peers whom they respect and

.

like.. Another rationale was that for some fypes of learning%

especially rote or memory skills, it would be less frustrating'for

the teachel and a student to model.the skillb rather than to

continue working with students who have not learned them yet because

they haven't had enough exposure. This princittle was suggested by

materials produced by the SouthWest Laboratory -(1973). They recom-

mended this especially for skills used in learning a new language,

or other very basic material that needs to be overlearn0 ed to become

automatic. They suggested that students who were learning new

language patterns need the opportunity to hear correct patterns

being spoken more than opportunities to practice speaking them, at

the beginning. It was felt that this was applicable to teaching

beginning reading, because many of the skills involved there also

need to be overlearneo to the point of automatic response.

16. If one or more children still do not succeed in mgeting the objectives

within the time available for the lesson, provision should lyt made

for tutorial assistance. The rationale for this principle was that

students who failed to meet objectives within a group lesson needed

to receive extra help instead of being allowed to fall behind. That

Is, the reading group setting could not be effective for them once

they got behind andlad missed important skills that were assumed and

built on in succeeding lessons. This principle follows directly from

-15-
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the fact that the beginning reading curriculum is structured hierar-

chically. It also is compatible with the principles of programmed

instruction and of mastery learning (Bloom, 1976).

...._.___?._TsF8esndintoAnst'hatAreNotCorreot(Pr.tnciples 17,18, & 19)

The second part of the model was concerned with the teacher's role
10)

in dealing witit individual students in the group. These principles focused

prtmarily on the feedback given to students about their individual answers.
_

Teacher judgment was especially crucial for these principles, because they

distinguished among types.of questions, types of pacing, and types of student

answers:

a) A distinction was drawn between two types of questions: those which

called for short factual answers requiring only .memory, and those which could

be reasoned out. Giving se:dents hints and encouraging them to repson through

to an answer is a possible and sometimes desirable tactic to be used in

connection with the latter type of question, but not the former. Factual

questions usually require factual feedback.

b) It was assumed that different learning objectives would require

different pacing strategies. Some lesson objectives aie taught most effectively

using fast-paced drill and short answers, while others are taught better in

slower paced lessons. Extended feedback from the teacher takes time, so that

the pace 01 tlie lesson is important to consider when offering feedback.

c) Obviously, the qt.ality of the student's answer is very important to

consider when deciding on feedback. Information given to a child about a

correct response will differ from that given about an incorrect response.

The problem facing a teacher when a child does not respond at all is very

different from the problem of reacting to a partly Incorrect response.- Each

-16-



of these situations requires a different feedback response from the teacher,

depending upon the demands of the question and the capability of the child.

In general, the last six principles were based on -;_he premise thqt any

child's response, whether correct or incorrect, could be turned into a pleasant

learning experience by the teacher, using appropriate feedback that considered

both informational needs (types of question and types of answer) sad the

lesson's pace.

17. After askillia question, the teacher should wait for the child to

respond and also see that other children wait and do not call out

answers. Durilarapid,pacim she should wait a few seconds and give

the answer if there is no response. Duling_themore slowl. )aced

parts of the lesson, the teacher should wait for an answer as long

as she feels the child is thinking and will answer but not so long

-as to embarrass the child or lose the other children's attention.

r---
- If the child does not respond.within a reasonable time in slower

paced lessons, the teacher should indicate that some re!vonse is. _ . _ _ . . . . _ _ . . . _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _

exzected_hy_probing. She shoul.d then simplify ttccofdinkto Princivle 19.

The rationale for this principle was that students should learn that

a response is expe(ted of them, and that the teacher should encourage

this whenever she can without disrupting the pace of the lesson.

Research support for this principle came from Brophy and Evertson'

(Note 1) who found that teachers, especially low-SES teachers, who,
had lower rates of "no responses" had higher learning gaIns. The

work of Marion Blank (1473) also suggested this principle. Her gdide-.,

tea.binr. dtitVt-t triqi; p!,,,.t.fm !r disadvantaged pre-

OD



school children and centered on dialogues between a teacher and a

child, in which the teacher's handling of an incorrect response or

a lack of response is considered crucial. Generally, the suggestions

made in this instructtonal model about feedback to incorrect answers
.t

correspond to Blank's suggestions.

18. the teacher shoad indicate that the

answer is wrong, and theitfollow simplification procedures outlined

.in Principle 19. In communicating this principle to the teachers,.it

was emphasized that the incorrect answers should not be met with overly

negative or *rejecting reactions by the teacher, but that the student

should know clearly what was wrong about the answer. The teacher

should try to be as specific as possible about what was wrong. The

rationale for this principle was that the student needed info6attve

feedback if the incorrect answer was to be used constructively.

Research support for this principle is discussed below under Principle 19.

19. The appropriate simplification procedure is determinea by the type

of question.

a) If the spestion deals with factual knowledge that cannot be reasoned

out, the teacher should give the answer to the child and then move on.

h) lithe question is one that the child could reason out with help,

the teachr should provide clues or simplify theauestion. If clues

still do not hElp_thp child, he should be, given the answer. The

teacher should never ask another child to sgpply the answer.

In explaining this principle to the teachers, it was emphasized

that it was much more imp,,rtant for the teacher to ..tay with the child
Oa.

who has answered incorrectly, or who has failed to ret;pond, than to



I.

4

- /
go on to another student to get the answer. When the-teacher gave

the answer to the child, it could be done in several ways. The

teachers were told that this depended on the pace that they were

trying to maintain in the iesson. If it were rapid, the teacher

should probably give the answer and move on, perhaps occasionally

having the child repeat the response. If the pace were slower, the

#

question could be restated in a Aorm thatsimply called for agree7

ment, repetition, or choosi g between alternatives. When the

question was one that the st t was expected to figure outlIwith

.help if necessary), the teacher could give clues or reihraae in ways

7
that guided the child's thinking in the right direction. If these

clues did not help, the teacher could then give the answer (rather

than call on another child). -

The rationale underlying thii principle was that first graders,

at this point in their learning of basic reading skink, were more

likely to listen to and understand.informatien given during direct

interactions with the teacher than they were to learn when hearing

another student give.the answer. Al.so, there might be unfortunate

affective consequences if *teachers regularly gave up and moved on

to other students when the first student didn't answer. A teacher

who relied Instead on the "3ustaining" approach embodied in this

principle feedback was likely to commuhicate.to each student that

she expected and would be able to elicit some acceptable response

to each question, and that all students could learn to listen,

think and respond.

-19-
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0
behavibr was not as important for high -SES students. This was

interpreted to mean that studftts who are still learning.basic tool

skills (as first-graders would be, and as the lower -SES second and

third graders were) benefit more from sustained interaction with

the teacher than from listening to their peers. Another source of

Research support for this principle came from the findings

of BroOhy and EvertsOn (Note 1) for low-SES students in stcond

and third srpdes. For these students, there were positive relation-

ships with learning for teacher use of sustaining feedbadk, bUt

negative relationships for asking other students for answers. This

support was Blank,(1973) who described Several simplification

techniques useful in certain situations, depending on the charac-

teristics of the question, the child's response, and the child's

personality. A program based on tier thinking was successful in

improving performance on Ig tests of disadvantaged pre-schoolers

(Blank and Solomon, 1968). Discussion of this principle in the

teacher materials also included suggestions for giving explanations

//4.

when supplying answers to students, rather than gNing just the

answers themselves.

Aesponding to Corrret Answ. s (Principle 20)

20. When the student has answered correctly2 the teacher should acknowledge

the correctness and make sure that everyone else heard and understood

the answer. The rationale for this principle was that young students ,

do not necessarily know when they are correct, and that they deserve

informative feedback on this point. It is also important for other

students in the group that the correct answer be ackncwledged. It was



rit

suggested in this principle that if other students did not hoar of
0

understand the answer, then the teacher plight repeat the anpwer or
-

have the original student replti it. However, it was suggested

that the teacher not get,in the habit of following eve?), answer with

repetition. There was no direct,'specific research to su port this

principle, but its rationale'stemmed froim recognition of the source

of young students' misunderstandings of what is and is.not corrept

and from general stress on the impoiiance of feedback.

Praise'and Criticism (Principles 21 and 22)

21. Praise should be used in moderation. Theer should praise thinktn

and effort more than iust settin'it thianswer. and should make praise as

specific and individtial as.possible. The rationale here was that praise

should be used on au occasional basis to reinforce "the students, but

if used too much, it would lose its value. .It was assumed that

making praise as specific as possible would convey more information

to the student about his answer, and would therefore be mire effective

feedback. The'research Ilse for this principle was a set of sometimes

contradictory findings. Although there is much agreement that praise

can be an.effective motivator, there has Seen little evidence that

. .

ther#is4 strong relationship between learning or good performance

and verbal praise. It was hypothesized that one explanation for this

lack of relationship was that most praise was not given very effectively.

Therefore, it was the purpose of this principle to try to make praise

more effective and meaningfdl, and to examine its effect, given these

characteristics.
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22. Criticism should 'also,be as specific as possible, and should include

specification of desirable or correct alternatives. The rationale for

this principle was that there is soietimes a.reason.to give triticism

because it can be informative to students and can point out the relative

aspects of their behavior and/or thinking. towever,sie was felt that

the moreJspecific the criticism, the more information is presented

to students. therefore the rationale forjpis principle was very

similar to that for praise. The research base for this principle

cai r arily from Brophy and Evertsop (Note 1), 10 found that

the more effective high -SES teachers used some criticism. When

ss

used by these Leachers, tt was a reflectiou of high expedtations

and demandingness rather than negativistic responses to the student's

work. In the principle as it was explained to the teachers, it

was emphasized that specific; positive instruction should be given

along with any arrection or criticism.

In summary, these 22 principles createa an instructional model which

had'as its underlying rationale an emphasis on getting and maintaining

students' attention, sequencing information clearly for the students, and

being verycareful to provide information about the relevant aspects of a

question or answer. Although it was not expressed this way in the materials

given to teachers, the model clearly suggests that the teacher play a

controlling,and leading role in directing the reading group. In this sense,

the instructional, model can be said to be ayeflection of "direct instruction"

(Rosenshine, 1976), in that it asks the teacher to take on the role of

instructional leadership, through constant monitoring and ccntrol of students'

behavior and information processing.



Admiiistration.of Tteatment to Teachers

- After developing the instructional model, the next step in the stUdy

was to give it to teachers in the treatment groups and arrange for a control

. 0,
group who did not rective treatment. Nine elementary schools and 27 female

first-grade teacheis were involved in the ktudy, divided among three groups

as follows:

.1. Treatment-observed. Ten teachers in three schools received the

treatment 4(were instructed in the principles and agreed to use them in their

teaching) and were observed teaching each of their reading group's through6.

out the year. (Student N 192)

2. Treatment-unobserved. Seven teachers in three schools received the

treatment but were not observed during the year. This group was included to

.assess treatment effects in the absence of observation. (Student N = 147)

3. Control -ofuserved. Ten teachers in three schools were given no

special instructions about how to teach. They were observed throughbut the

year. This group Was included in order to measure natural implementation

of the principles in the absence of a treatment. (Spdent N = 218)

The schools were assigned to treatment groups by first creating three

groups of three schools each which were.comparable In SES.composition.

.Although ill of the schools were located., in neighborhoods which we predom-

inantly middle class and Anglo, there was some slight Sariation among the

schools in SES ratings assigneA'by the district. Therefore, three groups

were created so as to be balanced in this.respect, before being.randomly

a;signed as treatment or control groups.

The result of this process was that all participating teachers within

a school were assigned to the same treatment group. This opened the



possibility of a school effect in.the results, but this was -considered a

less *etious riek than the Posstble. contamination that wo4d occur if

teachers within a school were assioed to different groups.- In evknating

.fhe overall effect of the treatment on achievement the poesibility of a

sdhool effect was considered. .These analyses are discussed later in the

report.

All teachers who participated in the study had agreed to do so after

discussing it with the principal investigators. Teachers in the two treat-

)

ment groups were told the purpose of the study (i.e., to exptrimentally test

earlier correlational findings). Teachers in thescontrol grout) wete told

that the purposewof the study was to find out more about effective teaching

of first-grade reading.

19"e

The 17 teachers in the treattent groups were given a short booklet

(33 pages) wilich described the instructional model by presenting each prindiple

and its rationale (see Appendix A). They were asked to read it and meet

again a week later with one of the investigators, to discuss any questions

they had. At thid\second tneeting, the.teachers t.)ok a short, multiple-

choice test oventhefr knowledge of the principles. All treatment teachers

demonstrated sufficient knowledge of the model, and this was the extent of

the treatment,.although the teachers kept the booklets for reference. They

each agreed to implement the principles in the model as they deemed them

appropriate fox their reading groups.

Classroom Observation

Data Col l (-set ion
-

The treatment was applied in Otoller. 1474, and observations of teachers
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in tha treatment-observeliand gontiol groups began in November. From

this time until May, 1975, each of these' 20 clasetiome,was visitt4 15 to .20

and observed systematically with a coding

the study (Brophy, Mahaffey, Greenhalgh,

of the teachers (two triatment-ebserved

times (approximately once a week),

System developed specifically for

Ogden, and Selig, Note 4). Three

and one control) left their schools after 2 m-onths of observation for reasons

unrelated to tfie study. Their replaCements agreed to partA.cipate intthe

study and.were observed the rest of the year. Therefore, scores for these

teachers are based on about 12 observations.

The observation system was designed with the 22.principles in mind.

Therefore, it incorporated measures of implkentation of the model, as well

as other measures to assess the possible etfects of such implementation.'

The coding system was organized, so that it would follow the natural flaw

of activities during the rfading group, but it could be broken.down later.

into specific variables most relevant to discussion of each principle.

The system was divided into two parts. The first focused .on the

.teacher's dealing with the groups as a whole, and the second involved her

academic interactions with individuals. This division reflected,the theme.

running throughout the instructional model: the importance of maintaining

a balance between management of the group as a whole and interaction iwith

individuals within the
,

group. Appendix B contains a summary of the obser-

vation system,
4.1

and Appendix C provides a glossary of terms derived from it.

asupdatacollectedobservations. The measures in this

section described the teacher's interactions with the group as a whole.

These included activities occurring before the group lesson began,,as well

as certain contacts with the group as a whole that took place during lessons.

.
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The first thing the observer would note during each observation was
;

information'about the teacher's tonaging the transition to the group and

getting the attention of.the students once they were in 66 group. Specific.

measures here were addressed to the types of attention-getters used and the

length.of time it took te get students to the group and.to get the lesson

started. (This measured'implementation.of Principle 1.) At this point;

the observer would note how the students and the teacher were seated with

respect to tile rest of the claks (Principle 2). Once the lesson was begun,

the observer noted the use of an overview and its effects (Principle 3).

Ai this point, the les on proper would begin, and the observer would record
,

information about int ractions between the teacher and, individual students

(described below). However, during the rest of the lesson, the observer

would note certain information about the way the teacher dealt with the

group as a whole, whenever it was available. This included infofmation

about breaking up the group (as described in Principles 13 and 14), the

use of a student model (Principle 15), the quality of demonstrations

and explanations (Principle 6), the presentation of new words (Principles 4

and 5), choral responses and,group call outs (Principle 7), and the use of

undesirable types of questions directed lo the group as a whole (Principle 12).

Individual data collected durin the observations. When the teacher

started the lesson, the observer began ro desciibe eachanteraction between

the teacher and an InTidual student that started with an academic question

asked by the.teacher Orsponse oppor.tunit.ie0. Any behavior contacts

occurring during the lesson were also recorded. This coding of individual

Interactioni; continueJ until the group was dismissed, although it could

be interspersed with coding of information about the group, as described



above. .

Each response opportunity was described as to the type of selection?

the type of question, the type of answer, and the 'type of feedback. Each

of'these larger categories included several specific types of student or

teacher behavior. For example, under the general heading of "selection,"

the observer would describe each interaction as to the method of selection

used and whether is was an ordered turn, a volunteer, a call oui, etc.

Behavior contacts were described in terms of the type of student misbe-

havior (e.g., socidl, talk, misuse of materials), the type of teacher correc-
.

tion, and whether or'not the correction was specific as to desired alterna-

tives.

The data on response opportunities and behavior contacts were used to

measure implementation. of Principles 7-11 and 17-22.

All of the coding .of individual students' interactions with the teacher

was "low-inference" in that the observer was classifying specific behaviors

into categories according to preestablished definitions. Inference on the

*
observer's part was limited, So that he or she Was essentially just counting

specific behaviors when they occurred. Some parts of the group data,collec-

tion were also low-inference, in that they irlved counting or timing, but

other"asures were "high-inference". For these, the observer was asked

to rate extent of use of a behavior or degree of appropriateness of i..ts use.

The observers spent two weeks in the classrooms practicing with the

system before actually beginning data collection. Pairs observed together

until the criterion of 80 percent agre*.ment on each major section of the

coding system was reached. After that time, observers worked alone. Each

teacher was seen by two observers who alternated visits to her classroom.

.0
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Data Preparation %

At the end of the year, when all observations were completed, many .

scores were computed for each teacher to represent the implementation and

effect of each principle in the instructional model in her classroom. :These

scores represented.sums for the entire year, standarilized where necessary

by the amount of time spent in observation. There,are three types of scores

reported: rates,.proportions, and avOtages.

Rates were computed by dividing a total frequency in apategory by

either the totai amount of amp observed (yielding rate per mlnute) or the
4

number of observations (yielding the averagg number of occurrences per obserl-

vation). For the latter computations, an observation was considered to be

one.complete lesson taught to a single group. Therefore, a single teacher,

might be observed teaching.from one .to four groups in a morning, and the

data for each observation were considered separately for certain scores,

proportions were relative rates which were computed by comparing the

number of times that an event or behavior occurred to the number of times '

that it could have occurred. Therefore, proportion scores range from 400

to 1.00. Occasionally, It is easier to discuss a proportion in :ems of

percentage of time, in which ease the corresponding scores are 0% to 100%.

Example,; o( proportlons are "the proportion of observations in which the

teacher gave an overview of specific instructional content at ihe beginning

of the lesson" and the "proportion of all response opportunities which

included cOrrect answers from the child."

Averazes are usd to discut;s ratings or counts taken on a regular

basis. Vwso were base4 on the number 44,4 times the scores were reported

for a particular variable, which ranged from a few observations during



a

the year to several instances in one observation. Examples of Mich averages

are "the average nuMber of times ger observation that the teacher called.for

a choral response" and the "average.rating (on a five point scale) of ihe

percent of seudents attending to a signal for transition."

In creating vaqables from the observation system to be used to evaluate

the instructional model, several approaches were taken. In many cases, .

single frequencies were expressed both in terms bf absolute'rates per minute

of time (or per observation) and also as a proportion of the maximum possitile

score. The resulting list of variables is lengthy but thorough. .

The variables created from the low-inference dace seem complex at first

sight, due to attempts to make4each one as fine-grained as possible so as

to detect any contextual effects of types of questions, types.of answers,

and oral reading vs, questions asked outside of reading turns. The sequence

used to create these low-inference proportion variables foilows.

First, the proportion of all recorded responses ("R.O.'s") that included

: 'each separate element was computed, creating variables such as -"Proportion

of R.O.'s that were word recognition questions" and "proportion of R.O.'s

with correct answers," Then, the data were tallied separately for finer-

grained analypes according to types of questions and/or types of answers,

resulting in such variables as "proportion'of R.O.'s which were word recog-

nition questions that led to correct answers." (In the tnbles, this is

abbreviated for labeling purposes as "proportion of word recognition

questions that were correct.r The tables are reduced copies of computer

printout, so that. the labels had to fit an 80-character limit.) For some

variables, a third element was also included, as

tion of reading questions with incorrect answers

-29-
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feedback."

In addition to breaking down the variables according to the major

diviiion of the low-inference part of the'observation system (selection,

question, answer, and feedback), all variables describing response opportu-

nities were computed-for total interactions, interactions occurring during

reading turns (oral reading), and interactions occurring outside of reading

turns. This was done because oral reading and other questions were coded

differently due to the different contexts involved. 'When a childtwas

reading aloud, the observer coded information only when the child had an

interaction with the teacher during the turn. This was almost always due

to an error in reading. If the child read,completely correctly, the observer

would note separately that a turn had been completed, but would code no

other information, because no interactions with the teacher would have

occurred. However, when a child was asked a single question by the teacher

(not in a reading turn), the observer alwayS completed a line of coding

which described the type of selection, question, answer, and feedback.

Therefore, the coding data for each teacher cJntained information

about the ways she dealt with interactions dufing reading turns (which

were almost always errors) and the ways she interacted with sktudents out-

side of reading turns when asking them single questions (where the error

rate varied). There were many commonalities across the two situations,

but there were also some important contextual differences. Therefore,

separate low-inference variable.: were computed for each of these two

different kinds of interaction, and these two also were combined into

data for "total" iuteractions. rhis led to series of variables such as

n proportion of total R.O.'s which contained praise," "proportion of turn
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response opportunities which contained praise," and "proportion of nonturn

response opportunities which contained praise." It was hoped that such

divisions would yield information about what factors must be considered

in each setting when making decisions about selection, level of difficulty

of material, types of feedback, and the effects. of such behaviors on overall

pace.

Each score was computed for each teacher, representing her average

behaviacross all students and all observations.

Testing of Students

At the end of the school year, the observers administered the Metro-

politan Achievement Test, Level I, to the students in the 27 classrooms.

Only the.reading subtests were given. (Until this time, the observers had

not interacted with the students.) The teacher assisted in test admini-

stration when necessary, so that a ratio of one adult to about 15 students

taking the test was maintained in all classrooms. However, the directions

were always given by the observer, according to the test-makers' instruct:

tions (Durost, Bixler; Wrightstone, Prescott, and Balow, 1970). The tests

then were scored according to the manual and standard scores for each

student were computed from raw scores according to tables provided by the

test manufacturer.

The reading subtests were:

1. Word Knowledge--The students looked at a picture of a faMillar

object and selected one of four printed words which named 4t.

2. Word Analysis--The students listened to the test administrator

read a word, a sentence containing that word, and the word again, and

then selected the word from a group of four printed for that item number.

4)
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The words in each group of four were always similar In appearance.

3. Reading--The students read sentences or paragraphs, and then read

questions about the material, selecting the approptiate Answers from three

or four choices.

In additicp to these three scores, a Total Reading score was computed

by summing the raw scores for Word Knowledge and Reading. (This was done

according to Metropolitan scoring instructions.)

The students who had at nded school at the beginning of the year had

been given the Metropolitan Readiness Test by their teachers. These scores

were made available to the researchers, and the Total Readiness score was

used as a covariate in all analyses involving student achieve:pent. The

Total Readiness score was computed from six subtests:

1. Word Meaning:-The student selected one of three pictures which

illustrated a word given aloud by the teacher.

2. ListeningThe student selected one of three pictures which

illustrated phrases or sentences read aloud by the teacher.

3. MatehingThe student marked one of three Pictures which matched

most closely a given picture.

4. Alphabet--The student marked one of four lower-case letters which

wan read by the teather.

S. NumbersThe students followed directions read by the teachers

which tested number knowledge, such as marking the box with seven dots.

6. CopyingThe student was,0 copy designs, letters, or numbers.

manual accompanying the Headinesstest gives these correlations

743) between the Total Readiness :wore and the three reading sub-
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tests of the Achievement Test, Lavelj, when given in April of the first

grade (Hildreth, Griffiths, and 144Gauran, 1969):

Wbrd Knowledge: r = .68

Word Analysis: r = .66

Reading: r = .64

In the present sample, class means were computed to use in analyses

of other data at the class level. These correlations were found between

the Total Readiness score and each achievement subtest Qin 20).

Word Knowledge: r = .75

Word Analysis: r = .71

Reading.: r = .58

Total Reading: r = .66

These eorrelationsapiSroximateithose expected on-the basis of the test

manual, with none of the differences even approaching statistical signifi-

cance. Class means were computed for each readiness and achievement sub-

test. Table 1 (in Volume II) provides means of readine3s end achievement

test scares for each of the three groups of classes.

Data Analyses

A variety of analysis procedures were used to examine the data in the

study. These are summarized below and described in more detail in Chap-

ters 2, 3, and 4. All analyqes were performed using class means, sol/that

tile class and/or teacher is the unit of analyses, yielding an N of 20 for

analyses involving observation data and an N of 27 for analyses involving

only achievement data. (Seven treatment teachers were not observed.)
t.

Three important questions :4..re addressed with the data: 1) Did the

treatment have an effect or student achievement? (Regression analyses of



student achievement scores were performed using student readiness and

treatment group$ membership as predictors. These data are discussed in

Chapter 2.); 2) Did the treatment have an effect on behaviors? (Analyses

of variance were performed on the observation data using treatment group

as..a classifying variable. These data are discussed in Chapter 3.);

3) 4Whatimpthureatim490:Ww11_1211121eAmiors and student achievement?

(Regression analyses of student achiwiemen- were performed using variflles

from the observation system and student readiness as predictors. These

data are discussed in Chapter 4.).
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Cha ter 2: Anal sis of Achievement Data for Tree t Effects

4-

This chapter examines treatment effects on achievement to delermine

if class mean reading achievement was affected/by the teacher's membership

An one of the three groups.

Several analyses were performed using different covariates. Themost

4 important ot these analyses involved looking at claws mean achievilent.as
I.

a function of class mean readiness and treatment group membership in order

to determine if there were differences in achievement betweep'the treatment

classes and the control classes when entering readiness was taken intO

account.

Analyses Using Class Mean Readiness as a Covariate

These analyses were done by a series of linear regression models,

according to procedures discussed in Ward and Jennings (1972). This approach

to regression analysis compares pairs of linear models which describe differ-

ent relationships among the variables. The first of each pair is considered

the "fu11" model, and always accounts for more of the variance in the

criterion because it contains more predictor terms. The second model is

considered the "restricted" model. The,formatioa of each model is deter-

mined by rile hypotheses that are being tested. In opier to determine how

important is the difference between two models, their respective error sums

of squares are computed and .compared. These are the squared summed differ-

ences between the predicted and olitained criterion scores, using the regres-

sion coefficients obtained for each model to calculate the predicted scores.

The error sums of squares of the two models are then compared by means of

an.y-test. Significant differences indicate that there is a difference

in predictive power between the two models, and, therefore, that the full



. .

model Is a better representation of the data than the restricted model. %.

. . 1
4 0 .

The following models were created to describe relationships among
.

predictors for,each of the four achievement test scores:
.

.11

1. YmbG+bG+bG+b (R*G ) +b
.1 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 5 ) +b (E*0 ) + E

2 6 3 1

-. 2. Yes b7R + b8G1 + b9G2 + b
10 3

+ E
2

3. Yog b
11
R + E

3

4. Yom b
12
R + b

13
(G

1
+G

2
) +'b

14
(G

3
) + E

4

5. "Lw b' R + b G + b (G ) + E15 16 2 17 1 3 5

6. Yw b
18
R + b

18
G
1
+ b (G

2
+G

3
) + E

6

where:

Yw class mean score on one of the four achievement tests.

regression coefficients for coiresponding predictor vectors

R w ciass mean for the Total Readiness Score

G
1
a, membership.in group I (scored 1 if class was in the'

control group, and 0 otherwise)

G
2
w m6bership in gioup 2, (scored 1 if class was in the

treatment-observed group, and Cotherwise)

3
m membership in group 3 (scored 1 if classAlias in the

treatment7observed group, and 0 otherwise)

(R*G
1
), (R*G

2
), (R*G

3
)= vectors de.scribing the product of the

class mean readiness score.and group membership for each
of the groups. (R*G1) would be equal to the readiness score
if the class was in group 1, and eould be 0 otherwise. These
vectors were used in testing for interaction between readiness
and group membership.

(G
1
+G

2
), (Ci+GO, and (G

2
+G

3
Vectors containing collapsed

scores tor'group membership.. For (C1 +0
2
), a class wduld

receive a score of 1 ff in either gtoup I or 2, and a 0
otherwise. These vectors were used in testing paired
comparisons.
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E error terms (composed of the differences between the actual

criterion score and that predicted by the equation)

The following comparisons of models were made for eich of.the four

achievement tests:

- 1. Model I (full) vs., Model 2 (restr ted), (amg *nteraction).

-This comparison testedlor au interaction betwedn entering readiness and

treatment group membership. ksignificant P-ratio indicated that the data

are better described with the interactive model (Model)). No signigicance

indicated that theestricted'model without the interaction terms preOicted

the'criterion as welfas the more complex full Model.

.42. Model 2 (full) vs. Model 3 (restricted) (Test for treatment effect).

In the event that Model 2 was shown tq be as sufficient as Model 1 (by the

first test described).., Model 2 was then taken as a full kodel and compared

to Model 3 which did not include information about treatment group member-4

ship. If this test was significant, it indicated that treatment group

membership was an important predictor of achievement In addition to entering

readiness. If not significant:then the results indicated that the treat-
.

ment was not a good predictor of achievement. This is analogous to an

analysis of covariance.

3. Model 2 (full) vs., Model.4 *(restricted); Model 2 (full) vs. Model 5

(restrigted. Model 2 (full) vs. Model 6 (restricted) (Tests for group com-

parisons). These comparisons were made when Model 2 had been shown to be

a better predictor 'of achievement than Model 3, which meadt that there was.

a "treatment effect." These tests are similar to paired compat'isons which

would follow an analysis of variance. They were done by creating restricted

.
models which did not differentiate between the two groups (Models 4, 5, and

6) and comp.aring them to Model 2, which did allow different predictive
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a

weights teabe used for each sepazate group. Significance for any of these. .

tests indicated that the restricted model, which combined two groups, was

as good a description of the data' as the full model, which did not combine
1

those two groups, That is, achievement of the classes in the two groups

was significantly different, when.entering readiness vas takea into acC;IIIPT,..

Nonsignificance indicated that there were no differences in achievements

Each of these three types of tests was conducted for each of the four

achievement tests, using class mean readiness, as a covariate. Statistics

2
for model Comparisons are presented in Tables 2-6, including R valtas,

P-ratips, amid E.-levels, and results are discussed below.

Results for testf of interactions between readiness and treatment

group membership. There were no significant results indicating an inter-

action between entering readiness and treatment group membership for any of

the four tests (see Table 2).

. Results for tests for effect of treatment :roul membershi Tilese

teats revealed significant differences for eacii of the four tests. There

were weaker relationships for Word Knowledge and Word Analysis (Lai .06 .

for each) and more highly significant results for Reading (2. an .02) and

Total Reading (2. = .05). These results indicate a treat-

ment effect on class mean achievement when enteringoreadiness Is taken

Into account (see Table 3).

Results for tests for group convrisonk. In order to determine the

direction of the group effect, the comparisons were examined. Means and

standard deviations for each group are preSented in Table 1.

1. Grou 1 vs. Group. 2 (Control vs. Treatment-observed). These

tests revealed weakly significant differences between these two groups for

-38-
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the Word Kangdge and Word Analysis subtests se .07 for each), and more

highly significant differences for Reading (2. = .01) and Voial Reading

(p.og .05). The means for these two groups showed that the treatment-

observed group had higher achievement scores than.the control group.

According to the test 'takers' converbion tables, the difference was roughly

equivalent to one to two month'sgradi equivalency (Durost, et al., 1971)

(see.Table 4).

2. Group 1 vs. Group 3 (Control vs. Treatment-unobserved). There

were significant differences found between these two groups for all four

subtests: Word Knowledge (jp, = .03), Word Analysis (a = .03), Reading

= .02), and Total Reading (ja = .02). Examination of the means showed

that the treatment-unobserved group had higher achievement scores than the

control group (see Table.5).

3. Groa_LEELLAMLISIMIlks,11:212EMILMAI2tSELTIza121222EIEAL.

There were no significant differe9ces between these tWo groups on any of

tbe four subtests. Examination of the means indicated that the treatment -

unobserved group had slightly higher means'on all.tests, however. (see

Table 6).

These da.ta suggest that treatment group membership significantly

predicted achievement in addition to information about entering readiness.

1
The two treatment groups had higher achievement tfiat. the contr41 group,

and there were no significant differences between the two treatment groups.
I.

The results support the hypothesis that treatment classes would have

higher.achievement.

Other Analyses

In order to see if the results could be attributed to the confounding
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of treatment with schdols, other tests were done utilizing information

aiout the schools.

Mod'els were created of the same general form as the odes given on

page 36, but which differee in that they described achievement as a function
.at

of a) treatment group membership and school mean readiness; b) group

membership and both class and school mean readiness; or c) group membershif

'\ and class size. These analyses were performed on Total Reading achievement,.

scores only.

Results 'of analyses using school mean readiness. Reiressimmodele

were the same as those given for the tests involving class means, except

that all classes within a school received the'same school mean score for

the readiness vector (R). Wien the school mean readiness score was used

as a predictor instead orclass mean readiness, the pattern in the results

remained the same, although the 2-levels were not as low (i.e., no signifi-

cant interaction or differences between the A...4.treatment groups, but weak

or moderate relationships for an overall treatment effect and differences

between the control and treatment groups). Results are given in Table 7.

Results of analyses using both school mean and class mean readiness.

Class mean readiness correlated higher with class mean achievement than

school mean readiness (.69 vs. .39), and it was decided that class mean

was.a more ieasonable covariate. Therefore, in order to test for school

effect with as much information as possible about entering readiness,

models were created which contained both school and class mean readiness.,

as separate covariates. The results of.this series of Comparisons were

similar to those using class mean alone, except that the p7levels were

lower, and there was a significant interaction between treatment group
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4

membership and class mean readiness for the leading and Total Reading .

scorei (2. m .03). These data are presented.in Table 8.

In order to examine this unexpected interaction, the predicted scores

were plotted for each treatment group using the model.that contained both

class and school mean readiness. The third group (treatmentAinobservea

had a relatively restricted range of predicted scores when cdmpare& to

the other two groups, probably due in part to a lower N. When .the school

mean was added into the equation, it had the effect of truncating the

predicted scores even more than with the class mean scores alone, resulting

in a near.zero slope for the treatment-unobserved group. This led to

significantly different slopes for the three groups. When only class

mean readiness was used to predict achievement, the range of predicted

scores for the third gtodp was not so truncated, although it was smaller

hag those for the other two groups. The restricted range occurred in

the middle.ef the ranges found for the other two groups, so Chat classes

in the*third group did,not represent extreme scores. This, plus the fact

that class mean readiness was more highly correlated with class mean

achievement, led to the decision to use class mean readiness alone as an

ability covariate in other analyses.

Results of analypeauslEgclallp_sile. The last series of tests-used

to analyze the treatment effect compared models which included class size

in addition to class readiness. If ehere were any school effects which

were not attributable to differences in entering readiness, they might

be due to size of.classes, which did vary somewhat from school to school.

The Total Reading achievement test scores were analyzed with class size,

class mean readiness, and treatment group membership as predictors. With



class size included in the models, there was no significant interaction

between group membership and readiness, and the treatment effect remained

significant (2.- .02). That Is, class size was not contributing substasn-.

tially to the prediction of achievement, so that controlling for class

size did not remove the treatment effect on achievement. .Results are

presented in Table 9.

Summary of analyses of treatrent effects on class ichievement. The

classes in the two treatment groups had significantly higher adjusted mean

reading dchievement scores than the classes in the control group, when

class mean readineds was uped as a covariate. There were no differences

in the adjusted mead achievement scores of the two treatment groups, indi-

cating that observation did not moderate the treatment effect. No inter-

actions between entering.readiness and the treatment were found.

Several analyses were performed tp determine if the confounding of

school with treatment was responsible for the treatzlent effect. School

mean readiness and class size were each used as a predictor of achievement.

However, they did not contribuie to fhe prediction of achievement, so

that a similar pattern of results was obtained as when using class mean

readiness and. treatmentgroup as the predictors of achievement. There-

fore, school effects, at least as measured in these two ways did not

account for the treatment effect, except insofar as they may be related

to the average class readiness level.

These results indicate that the treatment had a beneficial effect.

HoweNier, in order to completely evaluate the treatment, the components

of it were examined to determine If the treatment teachers were Indeed

behaving differently from the control teachers In the ways expected, and
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if those behaviors (as defined by the principles) actually related to

adjusted student achievement. Other teacher behaviors not directly related

9

to the treatment were also compared to see if the treatment-observed group

differed from the control group in other ways. These questions led to

analyses of the extenstve set of observation variables that areftworted

in the next two chapters. Chapter 3 presenti comparisons of the treatment

and control groups on all observation meLures, including implementation

`s. of the treatment, while Chapter 4 reports relationships with.achlevement

for all of the observation variables.



Chapter 3: Results of Group Coilarisons

Data on implementation of the i tructional model in thi ireatment

and control classrooms are presented in this chapter. To determine whaer

ihe 'treatment bad any effect on teachers' behaviore, the mean scores for

the treatment group on each process measure were compared to the !man

scores of the control group,ii a series of one-way analyses of variance:

It was assumed that the scores for the control teachers represented the

base rates for these behaviors in the population of firsgrade teachers

in the area, and that any significant group differences An the eipected

directions could be attributed to the deatment. Variables measuring .

direc-implementation, indirect effects of implemehtation,, aid other.

processes unrelated to the treatment were compared for the twofgroups.

Thedata are presented for groups of related principles In the same

order that they were discussed in Chapter 1. For each principle, the

hypotheses are presented,the measures used to test them are described,

and the results are given in terms of the mesns'of the two grouiv and the

level of significance of the mean differences.

Each variable dlocussed can be examined more closely be referring to

the tables.. The numbers in parentheses indicate the variable numbers.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the tables were created directly from computer

printouts, so that the order of variables in the tables refleas.the order

within the computer program, rather than the order used to discuss them

in tne text.

Tables 10 through 12 contain statistics describing these results. The

tables art divided according to the type of measure, which may be identified

by the variable number as follows: a) Table 10 contains variables
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numbered 4026y5379, which describe the ways"that the.teacher dealt with

the group'as a whole (e.g., calling for transitions, apking for choral

responses); b) Table 11 contains 4ariables nuimbered 1-431, which describe

rates per minute of components of interactions between the teacher and an

individual student (e.g., rate of ordered selection, rate of correct

Answer); c) Table.12 contains variables numbered 60144079, which are

proportions describing the relative frequency of types of interactions.

In addition to providing the variable number, so that readers may

refer to the tables for more detail, the text also includes some statis-

tical information, When the 2.-level of a comparison is equal to or below

.10, this is reported, The means for each group are also gkven for many

of the variables to indicate the extent of use of each behavior described.

When mans are reported, they are usually given in parentheses following

the discussion of the variable, and always in the same order; the control

mean firstt then the treatment mean.

Three levels of significance were.considered,in ineerpreting the

results. When .05 t < .10,*the results are repofted, but they should

be recognized as veak relationships. When .01 < k 1 .05, results are

interpreted as representing strong relationships. because of-the rela-

tively low N for these analyses (10 for each group), the probability of
.

Type II errors is high. Therefore it is important to consider results

which fell in the range between .05 and .10 to see if they fit into a

pattern established by other, more clearly significant variables. No

single variable is decisive in interpreting data of this sort. lnsatead,

patterns of results are more important.
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Getting and Maintaining the Students' Attention (Principles 2 a 2)

Use of an attention getter. Teachers in the treatment group were

expected to use attention getters More oiten to begin transitions and to

'aegin lessons and, ai a result, to have quicker and easier transitions,

and to get the students' attention at the beginning ..77 the lesson more

easily. The use of an attention getter during transitions and at the

beginning of the lesson was measured by the proportion u all observations

in which some attention getter was used and by information about what kind

was used. There were no treatment effects for the proportion of time that

attention getters were used in eitiler transitions or at the beginning of

lessons (5312). Both control and treatment teachers used attention getters

to signal transitions very often. Mean proportion scores were .80 and .88,

respectively. However, few teachers in either group used an attention

getter to start the lesson (5321; means were .05 and .07).

Although the instructional model did not suggest that any one kind

of attention getter was best, there were differences between the groups

in the types of signals used in transitiors. The control group was more

lik ly (p . .06) to use a bell than was the treatment group (5313; .29 and

.05). nn the other hand, treatment teachers were more likely (je. a .07)

to use a verbal signal (5315; .64 and .89). When an attentton getter to

the entire group was not used, treatment teachers were more likely than

control teachers to contact individuals directly (5318; 2. a .07, .1S and

.0). There were no significant differences between the groups for any

other types of attention getters (5316, 5319).

!:yen thont. no treatment effect was found for the use of attention-

gctting signals, results for variables describing the effectiveness and



smoothness of transitions suggested a treatment effect. For example,

treatment teachers spent a smaller proportion of their total observed time

in transition to the reading group (4062; 2. = .02; means m .13 for control

and .09 for treatment).

Transitions were divided into three components, and each part was

timed. The first co4onent was the time between the first occurrence of

some signal and the arrival of the last student in the reading group area.

This was known as "transition time to group--students." The second compo-

nent was the time from the arrival of the last student in the group to

the arrival of the teacher, known as "transition time to group--teacher."

The last component of the transition was the time from the teachers'

arrival to the beginning of the lesson, known as "time to lesson, once

group is together." ihere were no,-differences between the two groups

in the average amount of time spent in each of these components (4026,

4027), but there was a difference in the apportion of the total transition

time spent in them. The treatment teachers had a larger proportion of

their transition time devoted to getting the students to the group (4059;

2 = .10; means = .34 and .43). This means that the treatment teachers,

on the average, spent almost half of their transition time in student

movement, while half was spent in teacher movement to the group and in

organizing In preparation for the lesson. The control teachers, on the

other hand, spent about 60% of their total transition time in teacher

movement and organization. One possible interpretation of these results

is that the treatment teachers were devoting less of their allotted time

to transitions, and were also better managers of their own movements

during the transition, so that proportionately less transition time was



taken for teacfier preparation. This is possibly reflective of better over-

all preparation, since fewer problems seemed to be delaying them.

In order to judge the effectiveness of the teacher's signals to the
#

students, the observers were aiked to rate on a five-point scale the percent

of staents who attended immediately to the transition signal (5303) or to

a signal given at the beginning of the lesson (5304). There were no differ-

ences between the two treatment gy4iips on these.meaSures (means is 3.34 and

3.38 for transitions, 3.74 ana 3.72 for lessons).

Another variable measuring the effectiveness of attention getters was

the frequency of teacher corrections to student's about behavior during

transitions or about inattention before beginning the lesson. There was

a difference. (2, .06) in the average number of corrections given to individ-

uals during transitions (4042). The mean for the control group was 1.29,

and for the treatment group it was .80. This probably represents fewer

problems in transitions for the.treatment group, although it could indicate

a reluctance on the part of the treatment teachers to correct students.

The number of times the teacher had to repeat an attention getter was

also noted. There were no significant differences in the number of times

that signals had to be repeated. Both groups averaged one signal per transi-

tion, and neither group used a signal very often to start the lesson (4041,

4043).

Seating_th4?JuTuip.. Principle 2 suggested that the teachers seat the

children in the group so that.they were facing thlkzeacher and the teacher

was facing the rest of the class. This was to serve the dual purpose of

maintaining the attention of students in the group once the lesson began,

and also of improving the teacher's ability to monitor the classroom.



Implementation of this principle was measured with a fivf-point rating

scale in witich the observer noted the appropriateness of both the teacher's

seating and the children's seating as the percent of;-..the iest of the class

which could be seen by each. There were no differences in .the average

rating of appropriateness of teacher seating (5301), with the control

teachers averaging 3.30, and the treatment teaehers averaging.3.63 (with

3 representing an unobstructed vifw of.60% of the class). However, there

was a difference (Eft .09) in the ayerage rating of child seating (5302).

The control teache(s averaged 2.17 and the treatment teachers averaged 2.72

(with a rating of 2 indicating that students in the !group could see 80% of

the other students).*

Summary of group differences for getting and maintaining ihe itudents'

attention (Principles 2 & 2). It was expected.that tile treatment teachers

would be more likely than the control teachers to use signals to get students'

attention at the beginning of transitions and lessons, and that once the

students were in tfie groups, treatment teachers would use seating arrange-
.

..,-

ments to maintain student attention and minimize distraction from the rest

of the room. The results indicate that these two principles were not imple-

mented more by the treatment group.

There were few differences between the treatment and control groups

regarding their use of signals to start transitions and begin lessons.

Both groups often used signals for transitions, but neither group used

signals to start lessons very frequently. There were some differences in

the types of signals used, hut these cannot be attributed directly to the

m9del. There were some results indicating that the treatment teachers

may have had more efficient transitions, although these were not uniformly



strong. Also, this cannot be directly related to3 .the principle,because

it emphasized the use of a clear signal to achieve iSick transitions and
e

the groups did not differ here. However, it is possible Chat having their

attention drawn to transitions msy.have made the treatmeht teachers more

aware of how well they organized ind conduated them.

Results for vatiables measuring group seating also did not indicate

high implementation in either group, although they suggested that the treat-

ment teachers were slightly more likely to position their reading group

students appropriately according to Principle 2 (I.e., their backs to other

students in the room).

Therefore, there was some evidence of a treatsmat effect for these

two principles, but it was not very strong. The teacheis in both groups

were already "implementing" both principles.to some extent, and.the treat-

ment did not increase this 34vel of behavior significantly.

Introducin the Lesson and New Material to the Students (Principles 3,4,51 S.6)

Using an Overview. Principle 3 suggested.that the teacher shoUld

introduce each lesson with a brief overview. Implementation of this-princi-

ple was measured bj noting what kind of overview ofinstructtonal content
,

was given during each lesson and when it was given. The observers noted

whether an overview of die instructional content was given, an overview

of the mechanics of the lesson was given ("We are going to read four pages

today."), or no overview of any kind was given. They also lcted the inclu-

sion of motivational statements in an overview, and whether these were

specific or nonspecific. They also rated the enthusiasm of the teacher's

voice during the overview, and the apparent effect on students' enthusiasm.

It was expected that the treatment teachers would be more likely to use



overview presenting specific content.

a

ta

There was no significant difference between the groups as to whether

or not an overview was given (5330), aithough there was a.trend u. .11)

in the expected direction, with the control teacheis gtving no overview

66% of the time while the treatment teachers failed to give one 51% of the

time. This suggests that there might have been some treatment effect,
.4

although the principie was far from being implemented on a.regular basis

by the treatment teachers.

When an oVerview was gilFen, there was no difference between the two

groups for inclusion of motivational itateients (5334). Th4ere was a differ-
,

ence ." .06) for the average rating of enthusiaeM in the teacher's voice

(5305), with the Control teachers being rated slightly higher on a ftve,

-

point scale (2.42 vs. 2.20). There were nodifferences tn theeffect of

overv:ews on students' enthusiasm (5306).

It must be concluded that Principle 3.was not implemented on the basis

of the treatment.

Presenting.new words. Principle 4 stated that new vords should be

presented before the studepts encountered them in the lesson, so it was

expected that treatment teachers would have a higher proportion of, new

words given at the beginning of the lesson rather than daring it. The

teacher's presentation of new words was measured b" noting when.they occurred

in the lesson, whether they were given at the beginning or the end of the

lessons whether they weregiven by the teacher or asked of a child, and

what kind of clues were given when the words were presented.

The expected difference was not found. Roth groups presented the

majority of words at the beginning of the lessA (5359; means .72 for
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control and .73 ..or t;eatment). For this principle therefore, there was

"Implementation" indepdent of the treatment (asedemonstrated by the control

group's score), and the treatment did not increase this behavior over the*

base ratepf the control group.

There was a significant effect (2. - .09) for the proportion of new.

words which were given by the teacher rather thanbeing asked of a child

(5360). 'The control teachers gave the words 42% pf the time, while treatment

teadheis only did-this'20% of the time. This behaiior was not specified in

the treatment, but might be a.reflection of other princilles which emphasized

the importance of student responses. 110

Th ere was also a significant difference between the treatment groups

in the types of clues given when ver new words were presented 0361-5364).

The treatment group was more likely (2. ... .10) to present only phonetic -

clues whenevet new words werF given to the students (341 and 54%). Again,

this behavior was not specified by the treatment, so the effect cannot be

related to it directly.

There were treatment effects for two of three variables indicating the

number' of presentations of new words. In both cases,.the treatment group

was higher than the control group. The average number of new words presented

dliring a lesson (total number of new words crZrer the year divided by the

number of observation) was different (5358; 2; .07; means 1.00 for control.

group, 1.93 for treatment group). The averege number of new words which

were presented at any one time was also higher for fhe treatment group

(5369;.s2 = .0'; means = 3.92 for control group, 5.48 for treatment group).

Thre were no sihnificant differences in the proportion of lessons in which

=new words were presented, although the direction of the differences

;
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was the same (5368; means a .24 and '.34). .

Relietition of'new words. In.order to measUre the implementatipn of

Principle 5. 'repetition of new words, the observer noted for each new.word

whether or not it,was repeated by the students and how this mai! done. There

were no significant differences in the proportion of new words that were

repeated by the students,.and the trend was not in the expected direction

(5365; means = .47 and%27). There were also no 'Significant differences

in the proportion of new words that were repeated by all of the students

rather than by only some of the students (5367; mgans = .75 and .73).

The first of these measures suggests that there was fatrly low implementation

of this principle for the treatment group'and.higher.use in the central

group, although this difference was Uot significant. However, each group

usually had all of the children repeat when repetition was used. There

was a significant difference (2. = .02) in the proportion of time words that

were repeated by choral repetition rather than individual repetition (5366;

means = .83 and .47). It may be that Principle 7, which discouraged choral

responses, caused treatment teachers to avoid having students repeat new

words (choral response" may have been the most typical way of getting this

done efficiently).

Demonstrations, and explanations. In order to measure implementation

of Principle 6, teachers' use of demonstrations and explanations to precede

student activities, the observer noted whenever a demonstl:ation occurred,

rated the sufficiency of that demonstration in his or her opinion, rated

the students' apparent comprehension of the demonstration, and noted the

ways in which the teachet checked student.comprehension. When activities

were begun without demonstrations, the observer noted whether or not they
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should have been explained (based on inferences about student confusion),

and also whether or not a deswinstration was repeated because students did

not understand. It was expected that the 4;reatment teachers would:have

more effecttve demonstrations, and therefore higher ratings for sufficiency .

and student comprehension, and fewer repetitions of demonstrations. It was

also erpected that they would have a higher proportion of activities intro-

duced by teacher demonstration when necessary, and that they would be more

likely to deliberately check for student comprehension before beginning

activities.

None of these hypotheses was supported by the data, and there was an

unexpected result for the last one. There were no signiftcant differences

for the average rating of sufficiency of demonstration (5310). On a five.-

point scale, the control mean was 2.66 and the treatment mean,was 2.68.

There was no difference in ratings of student comprehension of demonstra-

tions (5311; Ineans = 3.74 for control and 3.62 for treatment). There also

were no differences in the proportion of demonstrations that had to be

repeated due to student confusion (5351; means = .02 for control and .04

for treatment).

There also were no differences in the proportion of activities intro-
.

duced by teacher demonstration (5348; means = .93 for control, .91 for

treatment). The means for this variable indicite a high level of implev

mentation in the absence of treatment, with no treatment effect above that

base rate.

There were five categories for coding teacher checking of students'

comprehension of the demonstration: asking them questions, having them

repeat the instructions, having them demonstrate the procedure in front



of the group, starting the lesson while in the group and observing a udenti'

ability to complete the activiii, and sending students back to their seats

4

after the demonstration without checking for comprehension. It was expected

that the treatment teacher's would be less likely to dismiss students with-

out thecking, but this was not the case. In fact, the control teachers

were less likely (5357; 2m .03) to do so, with 27% of their demonstrations

ending this way, compdred to 40% for the treatment group. The control

teachers were more likely (2, .01) to keep the students in the group after
.

a demonstration and observe them while they did the activity (5356; means us

.38 and .17). There were no significant differences in the other three

ways of checking compr hension; askimg questions (5353; means u .21 for

control group and .26 or treatment) having students repeat instructions

(5354;*.02 Ind .03) a having the students'demonstrate procedures before

dismissal to do the work (5355; .16 and .19). Therefore, teachers in both

grOups were doing something to check comprehension most of the time, but

the treatment teachers were doing this less often than the control teachers.

S u nzmarofroudiffere:2thelessonaod nc7 new

material to the students (Principles 3,4,5, & 6). The four principles

in this part of the model were not implemented by the treatment group more

than the control group. In fact, the few differences that did exist either

could not be related directly to the instructional model or showed unexpected

results. It had been expected that the treatment group teachers would give

overviews more frequently, would present new words at the beginning of the

lesson more often, would have students repeat them more often, and would

give more and better cimonstrations, checking to make sure that students

understood them.



There were no differences for the use of overviews, and neither group

used them more than half the time. (There was a nonsignificant trend in

the expected direction, however.) The variables describing the introlluction

of new words did not.reveal any differences that could be.attributed direct..

ly to the treatment. (However, treatment teachers presented more new words,

and were more likely to use phonetic clues when presenting them). Mist

teachers in both groups presented new words at the beginning of the lesson,

as suggested in the treatment. There were also no differences in teachers'

use of demonstrations to precede new tasks, as teachers in both groups did

this a great dealt The control teachers were more likely to check students'

comprehension before dismissing them to their seats to do assignments,

which was not expected..

Therefore, it must be concluded that the instructional model did not

influence the treatment teachers to systematically introduce the lesson

and new material using the methods described in Principles 3 through 6.

Calling on Individual Students in the Group (Principles 7,8,9;10111, & 12)

Etallim_with one child at a time and giving feedback. Principle 7

suggested that the teacher work with one child at a time, offering oppor-

tunities to pgactice new skills and receive feedback. An implication of

this was that choral responses should be minimized. The implementation

of this principle was measured by three types of variables: the rate of

individual response opportunities (1(.0.'s), the proportion of response

opportuaities which received no feedback from the teacher, and the use of

choral or group responses. It was expected that the treatment teachers

would have higher rate of R.O.'s and lower rates of "no feedback" and

choral or group responses.
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Response opportunities were analyzed for total R.O.'s summed aver

reading turns and nonturn interactions, as well as separately for esch of

these situations. (Refer to die discussion of the observation system and

creation of variables in Chapter 1 foT further explanation of this proce-

dure.) The rate of total R.O.'s was different for the two groups (601;

( zoo .07, control mean se 1.86 interactions per minute,,treatment mean 2.20

per minute). There was also a signtficant difference in the number of

nonturn interactions per minute (o02; = .02; control mean 6, 1.20, treat-

ment mean = 1.64). There were no significant differences in the number

of reading turns per minute offered to the students (603; control mean =

.40 and treatment mean so .J6), or in the number of reading turn interac-

tions per minute (604; control mean .65, treatment mean .56):

A variqble related to this was the proportion of all response oppor-

tunities which occurred during reading turns. Here, there was a significant

difference between the two groups (605; .05, means .36 and .26).

This suggests that the treatment teachers asked proportionately more single

questions, so that more interactions occurred outside of oral reading turns.

There were no differences between the groups in the absolute rate per

minute of no feedback to CO.'s (24; means .06 for control and .10 for

treatment). There were also no differences in the proportion of total

R.O.'s which received no feedback (723; means * .07 for control and .10,

for treatment). Thete was a difference (2 * .10) in the unexpected direc-

tion for the proportion of nonturn R.O.'s which received no feedback (724;

means * .04 for control and .09 for treatment). These results suggest

that teachers in both groups gave feedback to individual students most of

the time, and therefore were actually implementing this.principle natural-



istically. However, treatment%did not prodLe higher implementation.

Wheh respouse opportunities were broken down by type of' answer, it

was evident that neither group of teachers responded to incorrect answers

very often with no feedback (793, 794; means for total incorrect answers

were 0 for both groups, and means for nonturn incorrect answers were both

.01). However, responding to correct answers with no feedback was more

likely for the treatment group than the control group (778: for total

*correct R.O.'s, 2 .10, with means m .04 for control group and .10 for

treatment group; 779: for nonturn correct R.O.'s, 2; .09, with

means .05 for control and .11 for treatment). ("No feedback" was not

examined separately for turn interactions because it happened so seldom

there.)
ro,

There were fairly strong treatment differences in the expected direc-

tion for the use of group responses rather than indivtdual.responses.

These were measured by the observer counting the frequency of teachers'

S.
use of choral responses (the teacher indicated to the students that she

wanted them to respond together) and the use of group call outs (more than

one student shouted out the answer to a question together and this response

was accepted by the teacher, even though she had not indicated that she

wanted a group response). These frequencies were analyzed as rates per

observation and as rittes per mintite. When considered as the average number

per observation, there were no significant differences between the groups

for choral responses alone, although the trend was,in the expected direc-

tion (4038; means 3.92 for.control and 2.38 for treatment). There were

differences for the average number of group call outs (4039; k= .08;

means i 6.10 for control and 3.27 fat treatment) and for the average total
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of choral responses and group call outs (4040; 2 m .05; means 10.02 for

control and 5.65 for treatment). When these same three frequencies were

examined in terms of rate per midute of observation, all three were oigni-

ficant: the rate of choral responses (4051; 2. .10, .17 for control and

.10 for treatmentf, the rate of group call outs (4052; 2. .03, .27 for

control, .13 fox treatment), and the rate of total choral responses plus

groups call outs (053; 2; .01, .44 for control and .23 for treatment).

These results indicate that even the treatment teachers were using group

responses some of the time, but their level of use was much less than that

of the control group. Therefore, it can be concluded that there was a

treatment effect for minimizing group responses.

Types of initial selection of resiondents. To measure implementation

of Principles e, 10, and 11, observers noted for each R.O. the type of

selection used to call on the students initially. Initial selection

meant the way the student was selected for the first interaction within

a possible sequence of interactions. Therefore, this was distinguished

from interactions which were the result of sustaining feedback in the

immediately prec.eding interaction. The five types of initial selection

were: .
ordered turns (the teacher chose th, student on the basis of seating

position), .nreselection (the teacher named the student and then asked.the

question, and was not r6lying on seating order to choose the child), non

volunteer (the teacher asked the question, and then called on a student

who had not raised his or her hand and the teacher was not relying on

seating 0) fr to make.the selection), volunt.eer (the.teacher called on a

student who had raised his or her hand, and who was not selected because

of seating order) , and call out (the teacher asked a question and some



student called out the answer without first ricei4ing permission, and the

content of this answer was responded to by the teadher). It was expected

that teachers in the treatment group would be more likely to use ordered

turns, and less likely to use volunteer selections, except for personal

questiohs, and would have lower rates of calling out by students.

When absolute rates of these selection types were examined, differences

in the expected direction were evident. There were significant differences

for three of the rates: ordered turns (1; tim .05, means a .22 for control

and .56 for treatment), nonvolunteer .(3) km, ..05, .17 for control and 038

for treatment), and volunteer (4; 2 = .07, .12 for control and .06 for

treatmon:). There were no significant results for the absolute rate of

preselections (2; means .08 for control and .05 for treatment) offor

call outs (5; means .07 for control and .04 for treatment).

Another way to examine implementation of these principles is to look

at the proportion of response opportunitiqs involving initial selection

by each of these methods. These were examined separately for Wtal interac-

tions, selection of reading turns, and nontutn interactions. They were

also broken down im to type of question: reading questions, in which the

student was asked to decode words or answer questions about decoding;

nonreadln questions, which were related to the reading lesson but which

did not involve actual decoding skills; and umonal questions, which

required an opinion or personal exPerience of the stuant,

The first set of variables concerns general response opportunities

twitLout break:11g them down by question type), The use of ordered selec-

sobivct to strobg treatment effect as evidenced by the propor-

tion 02 initial sele:tions which were ordered: for total interacti.,ns



(607; < .01, means .24 for control and .72 for treatment), for selection

of students to begin reading turns (608; p < .01, means I;g .29 for control

and .82 for treatment), and for selection for nonturd interactions (609;

< ,01, means .22 for control and .69 for treatment).. It is evIdent

from these results that teachers in the treatment group were using ordered

selection the majority of the time to select respondents, as was suggested

In the treatment. The control teachers were using it to some extent, but

not as much.as the treatment teachers.

Preselection was not used very often by either group, but it was used

significantly more often by the control group as measured by the proportion

of initial selections that were preselections. for total interactions

(610; 2 = .01, means = .15 for control and .04 for treatment), for selection

for reading turns (611; 2. = .01, means = .19 for vantrol aid .05 for treat-

ment), and for selection for nonturn interactions (612;1= .03, means a

.12 for control and .04 for treatment).

There were also strong treatment effects for the use of ponvolunteer

selection, with the control teachers using this technique significantly

more than the treatment teachers. Statistics for the proportion of initial

selections which were nonvolunteer were: for total lateractions (613;

2 < .01, means = .31 for control and .11 for treatment), for selection for

re-ding turns (614; p < .01, means = .34 for control and .09 for treatment),

and for nonturn Interactions (615; 2 < .01, means = .29 for control and

.11 for itreatment).

Likewise, the proportion of initial selections which were volunteers
.... 4. ft

was greater for the control teachers than for treatment teachers: for

total interactions (616; II= .01, means = .19 for control and .08 for
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treatment), for selections for reading turns (617; 2; m a., means m ,17

)(....-

for control and .03 for treatment), and for nonturn interactions (618;

.2 .. .03, means m .20 for control and .10 for treatment).

Significant differences were also present for the proportion of initial

selections which were call outsi for total R.O.'s (619; 1. m .01, means m

.11 for control and .05 for treatment), and for selection for nouturn inter:,

actions (620: its. .01, means - .17 for control and .06 for treatment).

Call outs were not used to select students for reading turns often enough

for separate analysis.

When initial selections were broken down by.type of .question, the same

patterns were evident, although they were not as strong for some types of

questions. Again, the proportions of interactions selected by ordered

turns showed highly significant differences. The 271eve1s for these compar-

isons were .01 for all types of questions: total reading questions (621),

nonturn reading questions (622), total.personal questions (623), and total

nonreading questions (624). In all cases the treatment teachers had higher

means.

Therevere also significant differences in the proportion of initial

select.lons made by preselectionsl for total reading questions (625, 2.-

.01), for nonturn reading questions (626; 2. = .02), and for total nonreading

qusestions (627; k = .06). In all.cases, the control teachers used preselec-

tions more.

The pattern was similar for use of tonvolunteer selections. There

were significant differences for total and nonturu reading questions (628,

629; L .0i for both), forlIpersonal questions (630; 2. ;* .05), and for non-

reading questions (631; P = .01), with the control teachers using nonvolun-
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teer selections more for each type.of question.

In the treatment, it was suggested to the teachers that yolunteering

should be minimized overall, especially for academic questions, but that

it might be used appropriately for personal questions. This suggestioh

was apparently understood and implemented, because the proportion of ini-

tial selections which were volunteers shows group differences for total

and, for nonturn reading questions (632, 633; Il< .01 for each), but not

for personal questions (634; 2= .19). There were also no differences in

the proportion of initial nonreading questions selected' by volunteering

(635). If it can be assumed that readirr questions are more likely to

require students to practice important skills, these results indicate that

the treatment teachers were being careful to minimize volunteering in this

more important situation, but were allowing it under otu r circumstances.

Call outs also were. examined by type of question. There were no

differences in the proportion of initial nonturn reading questions selected

by call outs (637), or the proportion of initial personal questions selected

by call outs (638). There were significant differences in the proportion

i

c

of.initial nonreadIng questions (639; 2 = . ), and in the proportion of

Initial total reading questions (636; kr. . ), which were selected by

call outs. In both cases, the control teachers had more call outs.

Those results indicate high implementation by the treatment group of`

the recommendations for selection techniques.. Ordered selection was used

only about 30 percent of the time in the absence of treatment, but this

was more than doubled in the treatment group. The control group, instead,

tended to rely primarily on nonvolunteering and volunteering selections'

with som use of preselections and some allowance pf call outs. Thercfore,



they allowed more student control of selection through iolunteering and

call outs, and when controlling selection themselves, typically they did

not do it in a systematic fashion.

Principle 11 suggested that teachers discourage call outs, and also

made some suggestions for ways of dealing with them, when they occurred.

Implementation of this part of the principle was measured by the observers

noting when call outs were accepted for academic content, when they were

also coriected, when they were not accepted but were corrected, and how

they wete corrected. It was expected that the treatment teachers more

often would correct call outs (remind the student not to call out) and

refuse to accept their content by responding to the answer itself. The

proportion of call outs which were accepted but whfgt were also corrected

by the teachers was higher in the treatment group than the control group

(1032; pL. .01, means .01 for control and ,07 for treatment). However,

this significant difference does not equate to high implementation, because

the treatment teachers did not correct most call outs when they did occur,

e as was suggested by the treatment. There was no significant difference

in the proportion of corrected call outs that were not accepted for their

content (1001; means m .93 for control and .87 for treatment). These data

indicate that when the teachers in either group did stop to correct call

outs, they were not likely to Also accept the content of that call out.

Four categories of corrections of call outs were examined: .74nagement

statements (mild corrective statements), warnitn; (moderately severe correc-

tive statements), criticism (severe corrective statements), and ignore.

When all corrected call outs were considered,there were no differences

In the ways that control teachers and treatment teachers dealt with them
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10374039). When only unaccepted call outs were examined for type of

correction, again there were no group differences in the ways teachers

dealt with them (102P. 1023). .)

/ For both unaccepted and accepted call outs, teachers were most likely

to use management statements to correct the students, rather than more

severe statements (1037; means me .53 of total call outs corrected with

management for control and .61 for treatment). One of the suggestions in

the treatment was that call outs should be corrected fairly mildly (so

as not to discourage enthusiasm but to teach the children to channel it in

a different direction). These data suggest that most teachers were using

fairly mild corrections most of the time anyway, and the treatment did not

significantly increase this type of behavior for the treatment group.

Use of comments. Principle 9 suggested that the teachei could use

occasional out-of-turn comments in order to maintain students' attention.

Howeyer, this suggestion was not implemented by the treatment group, and

there was little or no natural implementation in the control-group. The

means rounded to two places for the absolute rates per minute were .00 for

both groups, although there was a significant difference at a level of

2 u .02 (8). ,The'proportion of nonturn response -pportunities which were

comments was not significantly different, although this bordered on signif-

icance (665; . .11, means u .00 for both groups). The E ratios and

values for these data suggest that there were group differences, bt:t the

means were so low that the direction .1s not detectable at two decimal

places, and therefore, the results are meaningless.

Use of undesirable questions. POnciple 12 suggested that teachers

avoid the use of questions which might be confusing to students. In order
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to measure implementation of this principle, observers noted the frequency

of the following categories of "undesirable" questions: rhetorical, answer-

ing of one's own question without waiting for students to answer, repeating

questions, other types of confusing quitistions, and total number of undesir.

able questions. These were examined in terms of the average number per

observation, as well as the average rate per minute. Many of these viriables

were not suitable for analysis because of low frequency, and those which

were examined yielded no significant results-(4045.4049, 4055, 4058).

Undesirable types of questions did not occur often (the averne total per

observation was only .70 for the control group and .56 for the treatment
4

group). Therefore, there was natilral itiplementatiun of this principle,

even in the control group, because the problem did not occur very often,

and no efiect on' the treatment group beyond the base rates wts present.

Summary of results .for principles relating to calling on individual

students in the group (Principles 7,819110,11, S 22). This set of principles

made suggestions about giving response' opportunities to individual students

in the group, providing feedback to response opportunities, and selecting

students for R.O.'3, along w.ith general guidelines for types of questions

to avoid. It was expected that treatment teachers would,have: a lower

rate of group responses; a htgher rate of individual responses, a lower

rate of "no feedback" from the teachex; a higheerate of ordered selec-

tion and a correspondingly lower rate of volunteer selections and call

outs, at least for academic questions; a higher rate of use of comments

by otifer students; and a lower rate of use of undesirable questions.

Many of these expectitions were supported. Treatment teachers did

exhibit a lower rate of group responses, especially group call outs, and
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a higher rate of individual response opportunities, especially in nonturn

interactions (single questions occurring outside of oral reading turns).

There were unexpected findings for the use of "no feedback" to answers,

in that the treatment teachers were more likely to fail to give feedback

than the control teachers, but only in response to correct answers, when

failure to give feedback is a less serious problem.

Treatmnt teachers had a much higher rate of use of ordered selection,

in which respondents were called on in order around the group. Correspond-

ingly, treatment teachers were less likely to rely on other types of selec....

tiont Volunteering, preselection, nonvolunteers, and call (nits. These

results were strongest for reading questions.

There were no clear differences between the two groups in their use
#

of student comments (there were signifieant differences, bmt the means
e

showed very low leVel, of use In either group, and the direction is not

evident). There also were no differences between the groups in the use

of undesirable questions, with both groups demonstrating very low levels

of use.

In general, the principles in this section were implemented to differ.r

ent degrees, with the strongest effects being on the use of individual

.response opportunities and ordered selection, In fact, the results for

use Qf ordered turns probably were the strongest for any single principle,

Apparently, the suggestiona given about this in the materials were suffi-

ciently clear and reasonable to encourage ihe treatment teachers to try

the technique, and their high implementation of it suggests that it was

useful to them.



Dealing with Individual Learning Rates within the Group (Principles 13,14,15, a 10

Breaking up the group. Principles 13 end 14 were concerned with

breaking up the reading group whenever a few studonts were not meeting the

lesson's objectives. It was suggested that one way to accomplish this was

by teaching the more able students through to a certain point and dismissing

them, in order to spend more time concentrating on those few students who

were not meeting objectives. It was expected that the treatment teachers

would do this more often than the control teachers.

To mtasure implementation.of this principle, observers noted fOr every

observation of a group whether or not the group was broken up due to ability

differences in this way, whether it needed to be broken up but was not, or

whether it did not need to be broken up. The observers made these distinc-

tions on 4he basis of whether one or two students in the group were notably

behind that day, in their judgment. The observers also noted certain things

about the way a group was broken up when it did occur. I.

There were no sinyficant differences between the treatment and control

groups for the proportion of observations in which the groups were broken

up, needed to be broken up, or did not need to be broken (5338-5340).

The means for these three variables, respcctively, for the control group

were .01, .06, and .92, and for the treatment group were .03, .07, and

.89. These results suggest that there was low implementation of this

principle in the absence of treatment, and that the treatment did not

significantly increase the teachers' use of the technique. The results

also suggest that there was less need for breaking up the group due to

ability differences than was expected beforehand. Th e. descriptions of

the various ways in which groups were broken up were not analyzed, because
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this occurred so few times.

Using other students as models. .Principle 15,edggested to the teachers

that they use other students as models on occasion to help those students

who were having problems. It was therefore expected that treatment teachers

would do this more than control teacherd. Implementation of this.principle

vas to be measured by noting when it occurred, and how it was used when

it did. However, no teachers used studeuts as models at any time through-

out the year. Obviously, this result represents failure to implement the

treatment, and it demonstrates that this technique was not used by teachers

in the absence of the treatment. Perhaps the content of first-grade reading

instruction is such that models are not as useful as they might be in other

curriculum areas, or perhaps thir technique is difficult to use well, and

the brief discussion in the treatment materials was not sufficient to

encourage its use.

Providing extracurricular help. Principle 16 recommended extra

tutorial help for students not meeting lesson objectives. Since this could

not be measured directly with the observational system, pertinent data are
a

not reported in this paper. Data will be presented and discussed in a.

later paper concerned with the teacher interviews conducted at the end of

the school year.

Summary of principles related'to dealing with individual learning rates

within the group_(Principles r3,14,15, & 16). Principles 13, 14, and

15 had worse implementation than any othe group of principles. Although

/ '
.t had not lieen exp4cted that the treatment teachers would use the suggested

techniques on a daily basis, it was expecte( that they would use them more

often than the control group teachers. However, there were very few



instances of breaking up the group because of ability differences in the

way suggested, anethere were no instances of use of models in either control

or treatment classrooms.

One possible conclusion is that the behaviors suggested by these 4

principles are inappropriate for first-grade reading groups, so thai there

was no implementation because the teachers judged them as such. Another

possible conclusion is that the techniques might be useful, but the minimal

treatment was not sufkiciant. These principles were different from many

of the others in that*they were asking the teachers to.try something novel.

Most of the other principles were asking the teacher to use behaviors already

familiar to them, but perhaps more systematically. It seems likely that

coMplex or novel behaviors will require more extensive treatment. The more

a treatment or a program requires a teacher to change from his or her normal

repertoire of teaching behaviors, the more necessary it will be to provide

extensive rationales and opportunities for practice and. feedback. These

were not provided in this study, and the dam suggest that they were needed

for the principles discussed in this section.

Responding to Answers that are-not Correct (Principles 17,18, S 19)

Use of terminal and sustainingjeedback. Principles 17, 18, and 19

were concerned with the responses teachers gave to answers that were not

correct, including failures to respond.

Implementation of these principles was measured with the low-inference

part of the observation system. For every academic interaction between

the teacher and the individual student, the observer noted the type of

selection, the type of question anked, the quali y of the answer received

(whether correct, incorrect, don't know, or no response), and the type of
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41.

feedback given by the teacher to that answer. The catagories of feedback

which were related to these principles were terminal feedback, in which a

student's opportunity to improve an incorrect answer was terminated and

the answer was given, either by the teacher or another child, and sustaining

feedback, in-which the teacher stayed with the student who had made the

mistake, and continued to ask questions or to probe in an attempt to help

the student improve his or her answer during another interaction.

Three categories of terminal feedback were used: the teacher could

give the answer to the student herself; she could ask another student to

give the answer to the child; or another student could call out the answer

before the teacher had a chance to give feedback. Sustiining fee4back

also was coded into three categories: the teacher could simply repeat the

question to the student without providing additional information; she could

give clues to the student in the form of simplifying questions which required

another response; or she could esientially give the answer by a clue (by

asking a very simple question with an obvious answer that allowed the

student to make a correct response).

In addition to noting type of sustaining feedback, the observer would

note whether or not each use of sustaining feedback led to an improved

response by the student. oTherefore, for each interaction involving one

of the three types of sustaining feedback, the observer noted whether it

led to an improved response or an unimproved response. Improvement was

considered to be any response following a "no response," or some correct

anwer following an incorrect answer.

It Wag expected that the treatment teachers would use more sustaining

feedback than the control teachers. It was also expected that the treatment

t' 0
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teachers would give the answer to the.students on occasiOn, when clues were

,e

not appropriate, but would have a lower rate of use of this technique than

the control teachers, because clues or other sustaining feedback were

suitable for most questions. It was also expected that the treltatent teachers
(.

would have a lower rate of asking another student for the answer.

As with othev variables from the low-inference observation syst,11,

results are reported in terms of absolute rates per unit of time, and

relative rates (proportion of possible times a particular behavior occurred).

Variables are discussed separately for total interactions, for those occurring

only in reading turns, and for those occurring outside of reading turns.

There were no significant differences between the groups in the absolute

". rate of use of sustaining feedback (7). However, there was a significant

difference (2. .06) for the proportion of all interactions whiCh were the

result. of sustaining feedback (648; means .12 for control, .15 for treat-

ment). Separate analysis for nonturn interactions yielded a significant

difference between.cthe two groups for the proportion cf interactions that

were the result of sustaining feedback (652; 11= .02, means xi .11 for control

and .14 for treatment).

For any noncorrect answer (incorrect, "don't know," or ;enure to

respond), the teacher had to use either terminal or sustaining feedback.

Therefore, a score was computed for each teacher for the proportion of

these interactions that involved terminal feedback rather than sustaining

Thlt is, when given a choice, which of the two strategies did

tht teacher use more often? There were significant differences in use

of terminal-feedback for tntal response opportunities (757; p.< .01, means

.62 ftlr control and .44 for treatment), but not for interactions occurring



during reading turns (758; means m .66 for control and .57 for treatment).

There was a significant difference for nonturn interactions (759; It< .01,

means 08 .52 fOr control and .36 for treatment). These data suggest that .

the treatment teachers were more likely to use sustaining feedback in

situations where it was an option, especially in nonturn interactions,

although they did not use it all of the time. Their proportionate rate

of use was significantly higher than that of the control group, although

the control group also had some natural implementatiod it. the absence of

treatment. Therefore, the result of the treatment was to increase the use

of this.behavior over the base rate of natural implementation.

To examine use of feedback more specifically, variables were computed

to indicate the extent of use of each of these separate types of feedback

within the two major headings. When absolute rates per minute were examined,

there were no significant differences for the use of any category of terminal

feedback or for the first two categories of sustaining feedback (30-32,

34, 35). There was a difference in the absolute rate for the third type

of sustaining feedback, giving the ariewer by a clua (36; p:= .07, means

.00 for control ane .01 for treatment). These means certainly do not

indicate high .implementation by the treatment group, but they do indicate

that treatment teachers were using this behavior some of the time, while

control teachers hardly ever or never used this particular technique.

Variables were computed which examined the proportion of response

opportunities which involved each of the separate types of feedback. When

the proportic.n.of total response opportunities which included Dive answer
.

feedback wa,. compared, OWN' Utj:i a difference between the two groups in

the expected direction (735; p .07, means 4,- .15 for control and .04 for



veatmtnt). When the data were broken down into turn and nonturn inter-

actions, there were no significant differences (736, 737). 'However, the

means indicate that giving the answer occurred much more frequently in turn

refponse oppGrtunitie& than nonturn. Means for the two groups for the

proportion of turn response opportunities which included giving the answer

(736) were .49 for control and .41 for 4tal:ment teachers. Means for .non-

turn interactions (737) ware .03 for control and .04 for the treatment group.

When the two groups were compared fof the proportion of total response

opportunities which included asking another child for thoit answer, there

was a significant difference in the expected direczion (738; 2 = .06, means

.05 for control and .03 for treatment). This variable was not analyzed for

reading turn interactions, but a significant difference occurred with non-

L'Irn interactions (739; = .04, means = .37 for control and .03 for treat-

ment). Even though a significant treatment effect is present..the means

indicate that the proportion of interacLAons ;n which the tEacher did ask

aaother student was very low. This technique was not used extensively by

these teachers in their reading groups even in the control group, although

treatmint did seem to reduce this naturolly low level.

Th.re was a significant difference fe: the proportion of total response

o!Tortnnities which involved students caning out ftedhacK, and this was

in th expected directicn (740; p = .06, medns = .02 for control and .01

tr tre-fnent), Voen analyzed separately for turn interactions, the differ-

tihe wis '4.! significant (741). whea examined only for nonturn interactions,

there vas a significant difference, but the dirl-tion was wit detectable

t!.!: p P .01, means r .01 for control and .fil for treatment) . The same

emu Inqion can ht drawn for the use of call out feedback as for ask other
.6. 40* WO .0
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feedback. That is, there was a low incidence, even in the contro)group.

However, the treatment perhaps did seive to reduce this slightly.

. The proportion of response opportunities which involved the teacher

repeating the question was not significantly different across groups (746,

747, 748; means = .05 for both groups for total intecactions). This type

of sustaining feedback was used infrequently in the control group, and

its rate was not affected by the treatment.

There were treatment effects for the othar two types of sustaining

feedback. The proportion of all response opportuniAes that involved-clue

feedback was significantly different for the two groups in the expected

direction for total R.O.'s (749; 1< .01, mea.is L .06 for control and .09

for treatment). The same variable was also signifi,:ant for turn inter-

aciions (750; 2 = .03, means = .13 for control and .19 for trcatment), and

nonturn interactions (751; 2 = .02, means = .06 for control and .09 for

treatment). These result§ suggest that the treatment did increase the
f.

use of this feedback technique a small bUt significant amount.

The last variable of this type involved the 7roportion of response

opportunities involving give tr, 'clue feedback. There were significant

differences for total interactions for this variable (752; 2. = .02, means =

.00 for control and .01 for treatment), and for nonturn interactions (754;

p < .01, means = .00 and .01). There were no significant diffetences for

thi- variable for turn interactions (753; means = .01 and .0".. These

results suggest that this technique was not used much in the abacnce of

treatment. lhe effect of the treatment was not overwhelming, but it did

increase the teachers' use slightly.

The proportions given for thv ahovc variables are low because. the



denominator in this case is all response opportunities offered for either

total, turn, or nonturn settings. This includes correct answers, which

would r.,t usually be occasions for these kinds of feedback. Therefore,

the same types of variables were created for the specific types of answers:

incorrect, "don't know," and no response. These are examined in a later

section.

Because all tepthers, both control and treatment, used both terminal

and sustaining feedback some of the time, each of these major categories

wiz examined fur the specific type of feedback used. It was expected that

there would be times when terminal feedback would be the most sensible

thing for the teacher to do, either because of the pace of the lesson or

because of the type of question. However, when taking this option, it was

expected that treatment teachers would be less lik*ly to mik other,students

or to have call outs, and therefore probably would have proportionately
t.

more use of giving the answer.

When the proportion of all terminal feedbag* which was glyinz_the

answer by the teaeher was examined, there were no significant differences

for total or 1 r rtidifig turn response opportunities (760, 761; means for

total R.O.'s were .62 and .72, and means for turn R.O.'s were .85 and .93

for control and treatment groups, respectively) However, when only non-

turn response opportunities were e-amined, there was a significant differ-

ence between the two 3roups (762; p. .01, means = .79 and .51 for control

and treatment).

When the proporZion of all terminal feedback which was asking other

students for , In-wcr was excmired, there was no significant difference
.....,.

for total response' opportunities (763; means = .27 and .20). There was



a significant difference for nonturn interactions.(764; p .01, means =

.57 for control and .39 for treatment). This variable was not examinild

for reading turn interactions alone.

The proportion of terminal feedback which was a pan out by another

student before the teacher could respond was not different for the treatment

groups for either total interactions (765; means m .11 and .08), turn inter-

actions (766; means = .12 and .07), or nonturn Interactions (767; means *I

.14 and .10).

These data on types of terminal feedback suggest that the triatment

group was relying more on the teacher giving the.answei. herself than on

asking or allowing another student to do so, while the control group was

more likely to ask another student, especially in nonturn interactions.

This represents a treatment effect, although it is evident that both groups

of teachers used 1E11 techniques some of the time, The treatment effect

therefore was Lo modify.the frequency with which each technique was used,

not whether or not it vas used,

The three types of sustaining feedback were examined in the same way.

There were no significant differences for any type of interaction for the

proportion of sustaining feedback which was repeatin& the quvticn. The

means for total interactions, for the control and the treatment groups -

respectively, were .41 and .32 (768). For turn interactions they were

.42 and .35 (769), and for yonturn interactions they were .41 and .33 (770).

There were also no significant differences in the proportion of Lime

that chic feedback was used to sustain an interaction. (771, 772, 773;

means for total Interactions were .55 and .61, for turn Interactions .53

and .60, and for nonturn interactions .55 and .60),
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There were significant differences in the proportion of.all sustainiag

feediack which was jive bx clue feedback, for total ihteractions (774;

2 = .07, means = .04 and .01). This was not significant for turn interactions

(775; means = .04 and .05), but it was for nonturn interactions (776; 2; .01,

means = .03 and .07). These results suggest that both treatment and contzol

.tEachers used the techniques of repeating the, question or offering clues

to the students about the same proportion of *time that sustaining feedback

was used. (Remember, however, that the rate of ,use of ftstaining feedback

in general was different for the two groups.) Howevev . vervsimple clues

that eesentially gave the answer to the student but which allowed him or

her another response opportunity were seldom used by either group, but

more often by the treatment xeachers. Possibly this technique is not one

digit is readily apparent to teacheri-,and discust:Ag it in the treatment

made many treatment teachers aware of it. However, it was still not used

by the treatment teachers al: much as other, more typical types of sustaining

feedback.

Feedback to "no res2pnse" answers. To examine the use of each feedback

technique more ciocely, variables were created which examined particular

subsets of r4ponse opportunities defined by the type of Answer involved:

no rt.:sponse, 1.ty.orrest, or "don't know." The denominator of the proportion

therefore becomes, for example, "all np response answers" rather than

ftall response opportunities.
ft

There were no significant differences between the two treatment groups

on the absolute rate of no response answers per minute (23; meuns .15

for rontrol nnd .12 for treatment). However, therl was a differ,,nce between

the two groups for the proportion of total response opportunities which



were no.resvnse answers (698; 11 = .06, means .14 for control and .10 for

treatment group). When this variable was broken down, into turn and nonturn

interactions, there were no significant differanced-499, 706).

The proportion of no response answers which were responded to by the

teacher giving the answer to the student was not different for the two groups

for total interactions (833; means = .42 and .32) or for turn interactions

(814; means 7 .61 and .53). However, there was a sUnificant difference

for the use of this technique following o response in nonturn interactions

(835; 2= ..10, means Is .12 and .18).

When the use of ask other feedback in response to no response answers

was examined, there was a significant difference for total interactions

(836; .07; means = .16 and .018 for control and treatment respectively),

and also ft"... nonturn interactions (837; k 4 .01, means = .31 and .12).

This variable was not examined sepArately for tyrn interactions'.

The proportion of no reqponse answers which involved'anotherstudent

calling,out feedback showed no siguificant differences for total interactions

(838; means u .09 and .05) or for turn interactions (839; means u .10 and

.04), However, there was a significant diffetence for nonturn interactions

(840; 2 = .06, means u .11 and .05).

There were no differences for the proportion of no'.ilesponse answers

which received feedback in the foilm of reuatins.jhe question (844, 845,

846; means forjotal interactions were .10 and .12 for turn interactions

they were .07 for both groups; and for nonturn interactions they were .14

and .16 for control and treatment, respectively).

However, there uere significant differences for the proportion.of

no res_ppilso answers which were followed by clues in total interactions
Mv..
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(847; II ..c.01, means 0 .21 and .37), turn interactions (848; km .02,s

means se .18 and .32), and nonturn interactions (849; it In .04, means 0 .27

and .40).

Likewise, when the pronortion of no. responseanswers receiving Alve-

by-clue feedback was examined, there wer0 ....i.oificant differences for all

types of interactions: total (850; it < .01, means 0 .01 and .05), tutu

interactions (851; EN .08, means = .01 and .03), and nonturn interactions

(852, p = .01, means = .02 and .06).

To summarize the data on teacher feedback to no response answers, the

proportion of times teachers used .either clue or give-by-clue feedback was

significantly higher in the treatment group for all three types of inter-

actions. The frequency of use ef asking rother child for the answer was

significantly lower for the\treatment grc4 for nonturn, and total inter-

actions. (This was not analyzed separately for turn interactions.) For

nonturn interactions only, there were also:differences between the two

groups in the expected.directions for giving the answer and having other

stpdents call out the answer when sustaining feedback was not used. That

Is, the treatment teachers used giving ;he answer much more often than

either of the other two termin.al feedback techniques, while the control

teachers were more likely to have students call out the answer, or to ask'

another student to provide it.

During reading turn interactions, both treatment and contml teachers

were most likoly to glve the answer following no response. However, this

was not true for nonturn interactions, when the most common response for

the treatment teachers was to give a clu^, and for the control teachers,

to ask ;I. iher child for the answer. Since the teachers wer-. probably



trying to. maintain a fAster pace in reading turns, it made sense for them

to give the answer to the student then. However, even in the reading turn

situation, both groups of teachers used clues or other types Of sustaining

feedback some of the tire, although the treatmeut teachers were more likely

to use it, especially clue feedback, than the control teachers.

These results can be interpreted as representing a fairly strong treat

ment effect characterized by an increase in the treatment teachers' uce of

sustaining feedback, espetially clue feedback and give by_clle feedback,

and a decrease, especially for nonturn interactions, in their use of asking

another student for the ans4er. These are the behaviors specified by the

instructional model.

Feedback to incorrect answers. The .same variables were examined for

incorrect answers. In addition to looking at the six categorles of feedback

already discussed, the failure to give feedback (no feedback) and the use

of emphasis feedback, were also examined for incorrect answers. No feedback
)

was recorded by the observer when the teacher did not acknowledge the

incorrectness of an answer and did not provide the correct answe r. (This
4

is related to variables discussed for Princtple 7.) Emphasis was recorded

whenever the teacher made a. special effort to indicate what the answer was

by repeating it. These two behaviors are relevant to examination of the

principles because it was emphasized In the model that the teacher should

communicate to the students.when an answer was wrong.

There were no significant differences for the proportion of incorrect

answrrs which were responded to wfth no feedback, for elzher total inter-

acrifals (793; means for both were .00), or nonturn interactions (794; means

110%6 for both --, .01). This variable was not examined for turn interactions.



There were also no.differences in the proportion of incorreckenswers

responded to with emphasis for either total interactions 795; means = .00)

or nonturn interactions (796; means for both = .01). Obviously, neither

group responded to incorrect answers vr often with either of these types

of feedback.

When the proportion of incorrect answers responded to by the teacher

giving the answer was examined, there were no significant differences between

the two groups for total interactions (803; mans = .39 and .32), turn

interactions (804; means = .55 and .52), or nouturn interactions (805;

means = .16 and .18).

There were differences between the pwo groups for the proportion of

incorrect answers responded to by the teacher asking another child for both
IA

total interactions (806; 2, = .04, means = .15 and .08), and nonturn inter-

actions (807; 2 = .01, means = .28 and .14). This variable was not examined

separately for turn interactions. These results are in the expected direc-

tion, with the treatment teachers asking otters less often than the control

teachers.

The proportion of incorrect answers responded to by Ither students

calling out the answer showed no differences between the WO groups for total

interactions (808; means v. .04 and .03), or for turn interactions (809;

means v.. .04 and .03). However, there was a difference between the groups

for this variable in nonturn interactions (810; = .09, means = .04 and. .02).

There were no differences between the two groups for the proportion

of incorrect answers which were responded to by repeating the question for

*either total Interactions (814; meanh ...c.21 and .22), turn intcractions

(815; means = .23 and .20), or nonturn interactions (816; means = .22 and .23).



However, there were significant differences for all types of interactions

for the proportion of incorrect answets responded to with clues: total

intezact!ons (817; k < .01, means .18 and .30), turn interactions (818;

k .08; means ai .14 and .22), and nonturn interactions (819; .02, means so

.24 and .35).

The proportion of incorrect answers responded to with mgiviLtNe_mEttE

by a clue was not different for the two groups for total interactions (820;

means .01 and .03), or turn interactions (821; means as .02 for both groups).

However, there was a significant difference for nonturn interactions (822;

.06, means .01 and .03).

In order to determine if types of teacher feedback to errors differed

4

according to types of question, incorrect answers were analyzed for Cifferent

types of feedback to reading and nonreading questions. These analyses

avvealed that the same pattern reported for incorrect answers as a whole

was consistently found for both types of questions. That is, there was

more use of sustaining feedback and less use of askin another student by

- the treatment teachers. (See variables 888-895, 899-907.)

To summarize the variables which describe teacher responses to incor-

rect answers, a pattern ,of results emerged which is similar to that for no

response answers. That is, the treatment teachers had a higher relative

use of clue feedback, and,-in nonturn InteraciAons only, give by clue feed-

back, suggesting implementation of the principles describing simplification.

There alTso were cilfferences'between the two groups in the frequency with

which they used asking nnother.student for the .answer, with the treatment

teachers having a lower frequency of use thAp...the control teachers. These

results suggest that Principles 18 and 19 were often implemented by the



treatment teachers when deiling with incorrect an.swers.

Feedback to "don't know" answers. "Don't know" answers were also

examined for the types of feedback given to them. The proportion of "don't

know" answers which were responded to by the teachetAiving the answer WAS

\.

not different for the two groups for total interactions (823; means m .29

and .28), turn interactions (824; means = .60 and .56), or nonturn interactions

(825; means m .12 and 18).

The proportions of don t know answers responded to by asking another

child for the answer were not different for the two groups for total inter-

actions (826; means .17 and .12), but they were different for nouturn

interactions, with control teachers using the technique more (827; it am .08,

means m .27 and .16).

The use of other students calling out answers in response to don't

know answers was not analyzed due to low frequency of occurrence.

The rroportion of "don't know" answers responded to with the teacher

repfating the question was not significantly different for either total

interactions (828; means = .11 and .08), or nonturn interactions (829;

means = .11 and .08). This variable was not examined for turn interactions.

The proportion of don't know answers responded to with a clue from

the teacher was significantly different for the two groups for total inter-

actions (830; 2 = .03, means so .23 and .36). This variable was not examined

for turn interactions, bu'Is it was significantly different for nonturn

interactions with treAtment teachers using clues more (832; .2.= .05, means =

.19 and .36).

The use of Liyin.a. the answer by a clue as feedback to don't know

answers was not examined because of the low frequency of such occurrences.



Although the results for don't now answers.were not as strong as for

no response and incorrect answers (possibly due to the lower frequency of

"don't know" answers), similar patterns existed in that the treatment teachers

were more likely to use sustaining feedback in the form of clues, and less

likely to use askin;Lanother child for the answer. Again, there were no

differences between the two groups in the teachers' Aping the answer to

the students.

Improvement resultiftg from s. taining feedback. When suStaining feedback

was used, its immediate effect was noted the observer as either improvement

or no impravement. Improvement did not neu4sarily nean that the final

desired answer was reached in the next interaction, but ehat the student hid

answered some question correctly.or had otherwise improved his previous

response.

When the absolute rates per minute of improved and not improved responses

werg examined, no significant differences were found between the iwo groups

.(37, 38; means = .08 and .13 per minute fce, improved responses, and .04

and .05 for unimproved responses).

As an index of the teacher's relative effecti.mness using sustaining

feedback, the,proportion of all sustaining feedback which led to an improved
s,

response was computed. There were no significant differences between the

two groups on this measure for total'interactions (934; means = .68 and .73),

and turn interactions (935; means .73 and .77). However, there was a

significant difference for nonturn interactions (936; it= .04, means = .63

and .70). These results suggest that the treatment teachers were slightly

mire effective with sustaining feedback, at least in nonturn interactions,

although all teachers were generally successful in improving responses.



Each type of answer *as examined for the proportion of all such answers

which were improved, and the proportion which were sustained ail(' improved.

For incorrect answers, the proportion improved was significantly different

for the two groups (937; 2. < .01, means = .27 and .39). However, there

were no differences between the two groups for the relative effectiveness

Of suitaining feedback to incorrect answers (938; means so .68 and .72 of

all sustained incorrect answers improved). Therefore, the treatment group's

higher level of improved incorrect answers was probably the result of higher

use of sustaining feedback, and not just better use of sustainiog feedback

when it did occur.

When doet know answers were analyzed, there was a significant differ-

ence between the groups for the proportion of all don't'know answers which

was improved (939; 2 = .03, means m .19 and .32). When examining only

don't know answers which were given sustaining feedback, the proportion

of these which were improved was also significantly different for the two

groups (940; 2 m .08, means = .53 and .66). Not onfy did the treatment

teachers tend to use more sustaining feedback in response to don't know

answers, leading tc more tmprovement overall, but they tended to be' slightly

more effectivq with such sustaining feedback when it was given.

When no response answers were examined, there was a difference fer

the proportion which was improved (941; p. .< .01, means = .21 and .40).

However, there war no difference in the relative effectiveness of the

treatment and control teachers in their use of sustlining feedback to no

res.unse answers (942; means = .68 and .74).

Te summarize the variables describing improvement, the treatment teachers

were sometimes slightly more .effective in getting improved responses. with



their sustaining feedback, but, this difference was net as notable as their

greater use of such feedback.

Many times, teachers' use of sustaining feedback led to. a sequ6ce of

interactions in which the teacher continued to give clues until the student

got the answer right or until terminal feedback was eventually provided.

In order to describe the length, of such sequences, a variable was computed

which measured the proportion of sustained interactions which received

terminal feedback rather than further sustaining feedback. This represenis

interactions that were attempts to improve a child's answer but did not

result in the final answer desired by the teacher, co that she had the

choice of either continuing the sequence further or terminating. Therefore,

the higher the proportion, the more likely was the teacher to terminate

before success.

For total interactions, there was a sign ficant difference between the

groups for the proPortion of sustained interactions which were terminued

by the teacher (662; k .03, means .45 and .35). However, when broken

into turn interactioils and nonturn interactions, there were no significant

differences (663, 664; means for turn interactions were ,49 and ,371 and

means for nonturn interactiOns were .45 and .37). Th6se data suggest that

overall, the treatment teachers were likely to continue a sustaining sequence

longer than the: contol teachers. That is, they were less likely to use

terminal feedback within such a sequence and more likely to give further

sustaining fe:dback, although they frequently did terminate befoie success,

Each type of sustaining feedback was analyzed to see how often it led

t.o an improved response, and the two troups of teachers were compared to

see if ,Ine was more effettive with a particular type of feedback than
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another. There was no significant difference between the two groups for
I.

the proportion of repeatit the question feedbaik which led to'improvem-lt

for any type of interaction: total (944; Means =..68 and .69), tuin (945;.

means = .74 ind, .78), or nonturn interactions (94i; means 0 .63 and .65).

1

These meani indicate.that repeatiga_themesSion usually was accessful

when used,,especAally in reading turps. .
if

When examining the proportion of clue feedback which led to an improved

response, no differences were found between theetwo groups for total inter-'

actions (9471 means = .67 and .72), or turn interactions (948; mans = .71

and .74). However, there wes a significant difference between the two

groups for nonturn interactions (949; = .04, means 0 .62 and .71). When

treatment teachers used clues in nonturn interactions, they were relatively

more effective.

There were no.differdnces between Cele two groups for the proportion

oftiving by clue feedback which led.to improvement (950; 951; for turn

interactions, means = .79 and .8'2, and for nonturn interactions th0 were

.81 and .86). These.results suggest that this type of sustaining feedback

was easiest, as expected, although it did not absolutely guarantee a correct

answer.

$ummary of results for principles related to feedback to answers that are

not correct (Principles 17,18, & 19). ThAs group of principles as a whole had

the strongest implementation of any hi he instructional model. There was a

basic pattern observed in all three types of answers (incorrect, 'no res.pprtse

and don't know) and both major types of questions (readitm and nonreadirm).

As expected, treatment teachers used more sustaining feedback, especially

clues, and used less feedback which involved askinponother student for



O.

.
94 'the answer: There were fewer i tances of other ng oustudeets'calli tt.

, 4

.
. feedback in the treatment classrooms. The two groupslwere similar Ion,

their rate of naiviAtt...ieanswer,

In general, the differences
.

in interactions occurring outside of reading turns, during,question and
. .

especially'duiing reading turn interactions,

between the two groups were strongest

answer sequences. It is probably during such interactions that She teacher

can exert more Choi:6 about wha; kihd of feedback fo use, since the pace

Is different. In oral reading turns, correcting mistakes as quickly as

possible may be necessary to prevent interruptions of Sentence or story

meaning.

.

The treatment teach-!rs were.also slightly mere effective with suoaining

feedback than were the control teachers, when effectiveness was defined

as yielding some improvement in ple next hnswer. It is possible that they

were concentrating more on the purpose'of sustaining feedback, since the

treatment materials had discussed why it should-be beneficial. Perhaps

this is la case of a self-fulfilling prophecy on the part of the treatment

teachers: they believed that sustainink feedback should help,mand there-,

fore they were w?rking hdrder at using it, and,.in the process, made it

more useful to the students. The control teachers, on the other hand, may

have had no particularlexpectations about the efficacy ofithe technique,

4C
and therefore may not have tried so,hard to be effective with.jt. Th4s

difference between the groups is interesting because the purpose-of the

irCatment was to increase the frequency of sustAining feedback. Nothing

was sald about ways of using it more of less effectively.

RE.nrondipi to Cot-n.(1 Ath:wers (Pr incir.le 20)
0,..1/1.

Principle 20 suggested to the teachers that they should respond to



corregt answers by g4.1ilit some kind

sure that all of the students heard

of acknowledging feedback, and by making

and understood the answer. /t was

\
suuested to the teachers diet they should, when necessary, tepeat the allawer

or have it repeated, althopgh this should net be overdone. Implementation
A

of this principle was measured by .sotinwthe proportion of time that correci

answers wtr4 followed by no feedback; and the proportion'of ttme that.the

teacher erohasized the answer by repeating it or having it repeated. It

AN was expected that treatment teachers would have slower rate of no feedback-..

'and a higher tate of emphasis-feedback.

There were no significant dIfferences between the two groups in the

p.

absolute rate no feedback (24; inetins - .06- and .10) or emphasis (25;

mearis rn. .26 and ,23).

The proportion of correct answers receiving no feedback was ignificantly

different foitotal iLteractions (778; ps 40, means le .04 and ..10).and

for nonturn interactions (779; 2. .09, means ei .05 and .11). These results

are not in the direction expected, because the treat:rent teachers were,

giving feedback to corkect answers less ofteh than the control teachers

were: Indeed, the treaiment group's means indicate that about one.of every

ten c9zrect answers was not even acknowledged by the teacher.

The 'proportion.of correct answers which receivt:d emphasis was signi-

ficantly different for total interactions (780; 2 m .10, means ,40,and
4

.31), and for nonturn interactions (782; 2 e.07, means et .43 and .33).

However, there

the prOportion

was no significant difference between the two groups in

of correct answers receiving elyvhi4als_ in turn interactions

(7814 meann = .09 and .04). Again, this 'result was unexpected. Concrol

tr..::hers were emphasizing correct answers more often than treatment teachers.



Although the.treatment did not recomiltend the use.of emphasis for every answeir,'

it was hypothesized that there would be.a greater frequency of this for the

treatment group, beCause the treatment had emphasized making siure the students .

knew what the correct answer wai. Perhaps the treatment "did make the tea6hers

-more aware of problems involled with repeating answeirs. If so, it might

have served to decrease their use of this technique.

The observers ilso noted the teachers' responses to reading turns when

the)" were completed cofrectly. There was no difference between the two

groups-in the use of no feedback in.this situation (853; means Is .22 and

.24) or in the use of ......31Lettiaaii feedback (854; mewl m .12'aal .08). It,is

4

interesting to note that, for botti groups, over a fifth of all correct

PO

reading turns were not-acknowledged at zhe end by the teacher. .

in order to determine if feedback to correct'answers was different

.

according to type of question, the proportion of correct reading questions

which received no feedback was computed. There were no significant differ-

ences for this variable for either total interactions (861).of nonturn

interactions (862), although the means are ordered as they were for other

variables, with treatment teachers more likely to omit feedback.

The proportion of crmrect answers to reading questions which received

emphasis was not different Mr the two groups for total interactions (863;

means .37 and .27), or turn Interactiohs (864; means .09 and .04).

However, there was a significant difference.in nontwa interactions (865;

= .0(, means .41. and .31). Again, the control teachers emphasized

'correCt answers more.

However, when correct answers to nonreading questions were examined,

therc:Iwere no differences betweim the two groups for measures of no feedback,
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(908. 909) or for use of emphasis feedba.-1.(910, 911). .

Summary of results for feedback to correct answerl (Principle 20).

Principle 20 was not implemented gs dxpected. In fact, the results were'

opposite to those predicted.

Treatment teachers were more likely thawcontroe. teachers to fail to

givefeedback in total and nonturn interactions. However, the difference

ws.s not highly significant, and it did not hold up when examined separately

for different types of questions. One possible explanation of these ttnex

peeted results is that,feedback to correct 'answers is no.t as important as.

originally believed, and.that teachers were using it only when they felt

it was necessary. Perhaps there was something about the treatment classes

that made feedback to correct answirs less necessary than in the control

classes: Hc;wever, there is nothing apparent in the treatment that could

accourit for tgis.

The control teachers used.emphasis more often in total and nonturn

interactions, although the results were.significant.only at the .10 level.

When broken down by question typd, this pattern was maintained oniy for

nonturn interactions with reading questions. Th .-. treatment did not specify

that em Thaes should follow every correct answer, but only that the teacher

should make sure that everyone heard. In fact,..it.mentioned that there
0

could be problems with too much emphasis bylrepetition. Perhaps this made

the treatment teachers more aware of liotential problems, and therefore

lessened their tendency to emphasize answers.

Praise and Criticism (Principles 21 & 22)

Principles 21 and 22 made suggeitionsiabout the use of praise and
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criticism. 'It was eXpected that the treatment teachers would use less prokie,

and that they would be more specific with their praise 4nd criticisms

Praise. The use of praise'was iloted in the low inference part of the
.

coding system as a type of feedback to response ppportunities, and as a type

of teacher response to student behaviors.

When absdltite rates per minute were examined, there were no significant,

differences for the rates of response oppottunity praiid'(27;. means = .13 and

4-.**

.08) or behavioral_praise (425; means m "for both groups).

However, ihere was a significant difference between the two groups for

ythe proportion of all contactaresponse opportunities plus liehavioral con-
. .

tacts) that involved praise (1033; km .02, means = .12-and .07). When

. .praise was examined just for responseopportunities, there was a significant

difference between the two groups for eatal interactions (730; 2. m .02,

means = .14 and .07), and for nonturn interactions (734.2. < .01, means =

16 and .07). However, there were no differences in the use of praise in

turn interactions (131; means = .02 and .01). These results support the

hypothesized treatment effect for lower incidenCe of praise in the treatment
4

group, at'least for nonturn interactions, where most praise was given.

There was no significant difference between the two groups in the proportion

of behavioral contacts that included praise (1014; means .03 and .04).

When only correct answers were examined, there were significant differ-

.

ences between the two groupw-for the proportion of correct answers that

were praised in total interactions (785; k = .01, means .14 and .08),

turn interactions (786; k= .09, means .10 and .05), and nonturn inter-

actions (787; p.- .01, means

answers were considered, the

.15 and .08).

treatment effect

Therefore, when only torrect

for the frequency of praise



was stronger, with controPteachers praising about twice,as.often as treat,-

sent eachers.

The proportion of reading turns4thai were completely correct end given

praise was not significantly different for the tvfo'groups, although there

wasta trend in the same direction (855; maim = .22 and..12).

When broken down by type of question, the proportion of correct answers

.to mapla questions that received praise was

total interactions (868; 2.< .01, means = .20

significantly .diferent for

and .09), for turn interactions

(869; 2, = .09, means = .10 and .05), and nonturn interactions (870t 2. < .01,,

means = .21 Lnd .109). v

When nonreadingquestions in uonturn interactions were'examineav...the

proportion of correct answers that recelyed praise waa not significantly

different for the two groups (915; means.= .07 and .05): 'Therefore, it.can

be concluded that the treatment effect was strongest for reading questions

that led to correct answers.

The use of praise following incorrect answers was also examined. This

oecurred"When teachers tried to praise some part of an answer,, even though

it tias incorrect. Thesproportion'of incorrect answers that received praise

in total interactions was not.significantly differept.for the two groups

(799; means = .01.and ,00), bui there was a significant difference in non-

.

turn interactions (8logi p = .09, means = .01 and .00). Eveh though signi-

tieant, the means do not.indicate a large difference..

Reading turns (as a whole) that contained some mistakes,were also

praised some of the time, and the proportion of these which received praise

did not differ significantly for the two groups, although there was a trend-

suggesting that control teachers gave more praise in this situation also
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(859; means a .23 and .13).
/

Incorrect answers to reading questions were examined for the proportion

followed by praise,:anethere ware no significant'differencet between the

tvó groups; for ei.ther total interactions or nonturn interactions (884, 885).

In both cases, the means were .01 for the control group and .00 for the treat-

ment group. It was not possible to analyze incorrect answers to nonreading

Tiestions that recetved praise, because this happened so'seldom.

One of the more important points of principle 21 wap that praise:when

given, should be specific as to what was being praised. The proportion qf.

all praise that was specific differed for the two groups (1034; p w .04,

means = .93 and :07), When only academic praise was examined, the proportion

that was specific also differed for 9e two groups (756; 2. m .06, means go .0)

and .06)" There was not a significant difference between the two groUps in

the proportion qf behavioral praise that was specific (1029;'means .44 and

..34). Perhaps behavioral praise is Specific more often because it is typically

given only when the ,teacher wants to point nut a behavior with which he or the

is pleased. Academic praise, on the other hand, tends to be a simple statev

ment of "Good" following a response, and apparentl. y itftis.meant to acknow-

ledge and praise the correctness of the answer. It may be more.difficult

to specify, or perhaps it is less necessary to do sc because the referent

will be understood.

These data suggest that the treatmelt did have some effect in increasing .

the specificity of praise and decreasing the total amount of praise giwn by

the treatment group. However, there was pot high implementation of speci-

Hefty by the treatment group, only greater implemntation than the control

group.
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CrkilCism. Wien the two groups were examined for the absolute rate of

academic criticism per unit of time, there wis no significant difference,

with both groups having a mean* rate of .01.per minite (28). Likewise, there

was no significant difference for the rate of behavioral criticism given,

although the means were slightly higher (429; means w .03 and .02 per minutl)

TheTropoition of all contacts that were critical in astute did not

differ for the two groups, although the control group was slightly higher

than the treatment group (1035; means w .08 and .05).

When response opportunities were examined, again there was-no signi-

Ificant difference in the proportion of response opportunities receiving

criticism for either total or nonturn interactions (733, 734). In both

cases, for both troupe, the mean WAS 1% of all response opportunities

'receiving criticism. Obviously, there was little academic criticism given

in either group.

When only incorrect answers were examined, again there were no signi-
5.

ficant differences between the two groups for either tot...1. interactions ,

(801; means w .01 and .02) or nonturn interactions (802; means w ,02 and

.03). When analyzed separately for reading questions and nonreading questions,

again theroyere no aignificant differences between the grdups for either

total or nonturn interactions In the relative frequency of criticism to

incorrect answers (886, 887, 921),*

Principle 22 die not encourage criticism in the treatment teachers,

so It is not surprising that there Were no 'differences in the relative

use of criticism. However, the principle did encourage a more specific

use of criticism when it was offered. When all contacts invAving criticism

.or correction of some kind were examined, there was no difference between
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the two groups in the proportion that was specific (1036; means m .06 and

.07). This variable included not only academic criticism, but'also correc-

tion delivered by the teacher for studentsi thisbehevior. These corrections

trO.ght or might not be considered critical, but theT were definitely correc-

tive in nature. One type, the behavioral management statement (a relatively

mild correction), was examined separately for specificity. There were no

significant differences between the two groups on the'proportion of these

that were specific, with means for both groups being .09 (1030). The

proportion of total behavioral contacts that were specific demonstrated no.

group difference, with the means being .10 for each group (1019).

These data suggest that there was some natural.implementation of the.

1 principle in the control group (67* of all critical and otrective comments

were speciTic, and 10% of all behavioral corrections were specific), b....

the treatment did not increase .tke behavior of thd treatment teachers*above

this base rate. Therefore, there was no evident treatment effect for

Princtple 22 and its suggestions about use of criticism,

Summary of results for praise and criticism (Principle 21 & 22).

Principle 21, describing ways of using praise, was implemented to some

4

extent. Treatment teachers used less praise, which Is interpreted to mean

a more moderate amount of praise. This was most apparent following correct

'answets to reading questions.- There was some treatment effect for us ,..! of

specificity with praise, in that thd"treatment tedchers were more specific,

but they did not use specificity verY often, so this cannot be interpreted

to mean strong implementation of the principle.

.k
1 Principle 22 suggested that criticism. should be very specific when

4

dqivered. There were no differences between the two groups for any 4teasures*

4.

;
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of this. Conirol)teachers were already being specific about 102 of the;

time, and the treatment teachers' use of specificity was.no greater than

theirs.
e*

Many other variables were derived.from the observatiod system wtith 4

did not directly measure implementation. However, in drder

if the two groups of teachers differed in other ways, other

variables are also reported.

to determine

groups Of

44

Time Usage

There were no signiticant differences between the two voups for either

the average total time for,reading groups, which included tranhition time

plus R.0, time (4035; means go 26:26 minutes for Control and 26.85 minutes

for treatment), or for the average response opportunity time available

within that period (4029; means 'ft 22:5) minutes and 24.02 minutei)..

Several variables indicated the rate aewhich the teacher gave response

opportunities of various kinds tothe students. Some of these have already

been reported as measuring implementation of Ptlinciple 71 'total R.0,''s

per minute, (601; g .07, means = 1.86 and 2.0. per minute), and nonturn

R.O.'s per minute (602; == .02, means ... 1.20iand 1.64 per minute). There

were no significant differencgs between the tiwo groups of teachers in the

rate at which they offered reading turns (603; means .,. .40 and .36 reading

turns per minute), or in the overall re luir minute of response opportuni-

ties during reading turns (604; means = .65 and .56).

There was a significant difference between the two groups In the

proportion of all respopse opportunities Lhat.occurred during reading turns

(605; 2 = .05, means = .36 and .26). Howver, within each reading turn,.,;
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there were no differpnces between the average number of response opportunities

per turn (606; means = 1/66 and 1.56). Therefore, the difference between

the two groups for the proportion of total response opportunities that occurred

during reading turns is probably due to the higher frequehcy of nontdtn

response opportunities per minute .in the treatment group. This has already

been discussed with regard to Principle 7.

Because the treatment group was using more sustaining feedoiwk, and

because each use of sustaining feedback led to another response opportunity,

it might be argued that the higher frequency of response opportunities was

due to a higher rate of sustaining feedback. In fact, the proportion of

all response opportunities which were int.tial selections rather than sustained

selections showed no differences between the two groups (645; Means for

each group = ,66). The other 347. of response opportunities (which were

not initial selections) were due either to sustaining feedback or to the

teacher continuing with the student by asking a new question after giving

an answer through terminal feedback.

To sumarize data on the ways that time was spent in the reading groups,

it can he seen that, on the average, teachers in the two groups spent about

the same =Gent of total time teaching reading in their groups, but the

treatment teachers managed to present many more response opportunities

in nonturn situatiems. This means that they wore asking more single

enestions, but they were not having studvs read aloud more times than-
.

the control teachers.

Ohseivers noted the lesson contexts in which response opportunities

occurred. Five contexts were used: a) :dow-vaeed questioninr and answering

without use of a workbook, 3 worksheet, or basal reader; b) workbook or

.N1
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worksheet activities; c) fast paced dkilr; d) reading a story aloud from

the basal for the first time; e) reading a story aloud from the basal that

has been read previously in the group. *There were no significant differ-
C.

ences between the two groups for the Average .time spent in any context .

or the proportion cf response opportunity times.spnt in any context (4030-

4034, 4063-4067).

Whenever a teacher was ln the process of teaching a lesson and had to

leave the group for any reason, the observer noted this and timed her, absence.

It was thought that this measure might be reflecttve of teachers' overall

management ability. Thellt were no differences between the two groups for

either the average time the teacher was out of the group when she had to

leave, or the average number of times per observation that the teacher left

the group (4036, 4037).

There were significant differenges between the treatment and control

teachers for.the number of groups seen during a morning (4069; = .07,

means 2.95 for control and 3.41 for treatment), and the average group

size (4070; 11 m .09, means 7.55 for control and 6,50 tor treatment).

4

These results indicate the treatment teachers were more iikelY 'to see

fewer ch'Idren in more groups than were the control teachers, on the

average. Because the treatment said nothing about optimal size of groups,

this difference cannot be directly related to it. In fact; group assign-

ments were made before the treatment was introduced.

There was a significant difference between the two groups for the

average number of ictivities that were given to the students to do either

during a group le$son or at their seats after the lesson (5352; R. ... .03,

means u 1.02 for control and 1.80 for treatment). The treatment teachers
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Assigned slightly more.activities to their students. (Thil.measure does

not take into account lengt1Cor difficulty of activity, but only the number

of different activities.)
.

Thase diqa on time usage suggest that.the tieatment teichers may have

.

been more demanding of their students. Because groups were slightly smaller

on the average in treatment.classrooms, and because tteatmeot teachers had

higher rates of queecioning, this maylmean that their students were getting
.

exposed to more opportunities for pr4ctice of skills in the group. This,

combined With slightly more follow-up wofk, might mean that treatment students,

on the average, were exposed to more content that demanded their direct

attention by requiring them to 'Answer questiOns or complete assignthents.

Part of this could .be related to the treatment (more practice by

individuals in the group), but other parts cannot (size of group, number

of assignments). 4

Summary of Time Usage Data. On the average, control and treatment

.teachers spent the same amount of total time teaching reading in their

groups. 'They also had similar rates of use (If each of the five lesson "

contexts which were measured. However, treatment teachers had higher

rates of response opportunities per time, especially nonturn interactions,

and they also had slightly more activities assigned to the students to

follow up on the readipg group lesson. Treatment teachers hitd smaller

groups and more groups than control teachers. Some.of these differences

can be related to the treatment (more response opportunities given to

individuals), but other group differences could not bcfattributed to the

treatment (the size of the group, or the number of assignments given to

Ifie students) .
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Curriculum Used and Content Covered ,

Although the instructional model was considered/to be "curriculum-free",

informatioir was gathered about the materiafilused by the ieachers and how

much was covered during the year in order to determi..e the relationship of

this to achievement. It would be wected,that there would be few differences

tetween the treatment *and coitrol group on the choice of materials used,
Nr.

since schools were assigned randomly to treatment.

The variables described in this section were computed by reading group

rAther than by teacher, since the curri6u1um used with each group varied

even within classrooms. Therefore, these.analyses are based op 72 reading

groups, 34 in control Llassrooms and 38 in treatment classrooms.,

There were three basal series adopted by the school district for use

in first.r.grade classes: Economy, Harcourt-Brace, and Houghton-Mifflin.'

Unexpectedly, there were significant differences between the tfeatment and

control groups on the principal basal series used, The Economy series was

used signiftcantly more often in treatment reading groups than in contiol

reading groups (6002;2 < .01, megs .24, ,63). Therefore, more than

half of the treatment reading groups used Economy, while only about a

quarier of the control reading groups used this rlries. Although all of

the series included phonic skills, these were emphasized more heavily in

the Economy series.

Harcourt-Brace was used more frequently in the control reading groups

(6093; p. 2. .01, means = .30, .08), as was Houghton-Mifflin (6004; E = .05,

means m .45, .24).

These differences in choice of basals may represent a school effect.



,Sinte treatment and-school were confounded, this effect is undesirable,

but was unavoidable.

Other measures of content coveted looked at the reading level completed

by the end of the year and the number of basals covered during the year.

These comparisons showed differences, although not highly significant,

between the treatment and control classes. The treatment group finished

at a slightly higher reading level (6001; 2. m .10, means a 2,50, 2.89,

where a 3 on the scale represented the primer in the particular series).

This suggests that these first-grade readiig groups were not coirering

as much material on the avdrage as might be expected, since the first reader

(4 on this scale)41s.considered to be the target for the end of first

grade, The number of basals completed during the year was also examined,

This is similar to the variable just reported, except that the former did

not take entering level into account. The "number of basalt, completed"

reflected thl number of books the students completed, regardless of where

they started, There was also a weak significant 'difference here between

the two groups, with the treatment reading groups completing sligbtly more

than the control group (6006; p .06, meaps = 4.5, 5.1). Thls result suggests

that the treatment teachers wen moving their reading groups through the

basal at a slightly more rapid pace.

Other measures indicated whether or not the teacher used additiotial

standard curriculum materials with the students, such as workbooks. There

) were no significant differences between the treatment-and control group for

systematic use of basal workbooks (60070seans .91, .87, indicating that

almost all reading groups did use the workbooks). However, there were

differences favoring the treatment group for use of other supplementary

ft*



materials: worksheets accompanying the basal readers (6008; 2. 0 .06, means me

.06, .21) and spelling workbooks (6009; la= .03, means = .21, .45). There'

were no significant differences for the use of a handwriting workbook (6010;

means .21, .18). there were signlficant differences between the groups

for the use of an English workbook, but these favored the control group

(6011; 2. = .03, means ow .12, .00).

There. were no differences in the use of the DISTAR program, with only

a fetrcontrol reading groups using this (6012). There wire significant

differenees for the use of SRA materials, with'only a few treatment reading

groups using these (6013; 2. .03, means = .00, .13).

When the average size of the reading group was computed with groups

as the unit of analysis, tbe difference between the treatment and control

groups was more significant than that found when reading group size was

compwed as.a class mean. Again, the control group showed larger reading

groups on the average (6014; = .01, means = 8.06, 6.40). When average

class size over the entile year VAS examined, there were similar differ.-

ences, with control classes heing larger (6019; p, .01, means = 26.53,

22.79).

During the year, the observers kept track of changes in reading group

membership, Ad computed varicis indices of the stability of tie group.

There were significant differences Oetween.treatment and control classes

for the' average number of cftanges during the year in readin.1 groups (6015;

p = .02, means = 7.00: 4.30). Therefore, treatment reading groups had

fewer additions or changes. It is not knownlhether this was due to less

mobility ink.and out of the school. -r if it was due to control teachers'

more frequently rearranging the reading group within the classroom. An
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overall rating of the stability.of reading group membership was made.,

. .
based' on a ratio of changes during the year to the average groqii) size.

(A4 indicaied very stable membership and a 5 indicated very unstable

group membership.) This rating of stability of reading group membership

showed no significant differences between treatment and control clasaps:

with both Having an average rating in the middle of tiler scale (6133.6:

.k means m 2.59. 2437). This suggests that the greater number of moves in
1

the control clabses *may have been at .least partially due to their larger

size. (That is, there were the same number of moves per pupil,)

Sti..2ci/fferencemous on curriculum and content covered.

Although it was not expected, these analyses yielded *4:veral differences

between-the treatment and dontrol classes. Treatment teachers used the
4.: 4

Economy reading series -(with heavier emphasis on phonetics) more often,

and control teachers were more likely to use Houghton-Mifflin and then

Harcourt-Bract. with their.reading groups. The treatment teachers covered

slightly more basal ..Aterial during the year, and were at a slightly

highir readIng level at the end, of the year, although these results were

not highly significant. There were also some indications that the treat-

ment teachers used additional materials more than the control teachers,

such as commercqal worksheets, a spelling workbook, and SRA materials.

The control teachers used the English workbook moree although not many

of them used it. Control classes were larger on the average and had larger

reading groups than treatment classes, and there were also more changes

among reading group membership in.the control classes, although this was

probably due to their greater size, since a rating scale which controlled

for group size indicated no differences between the treatment and control

SI



grouiii on relative stability,
S.

Other Categories of Academia Teacher-student interaction 1

.
- .

.1 A I
. 'Alk"."1:,

When describing reiponse opportunities, thi observer noted for each
,

4.

interaction the type of selection, the type of question, the response of
45.

the child, and type of feeaack given. Most selection and feedback vaiiables

have already been discussed, because they directly measured implementation;

of 'some of the principles. However, variables describing types of questions

and levels of answer were also computed.

The observer described each interaction in terms of one of pine types

of questions. As discussed earlier, these could be classified as either

reading qdestions, which required .the student to .decode words or provide

information aliout sodnd and letters, and nonieading questions, which asked

the student to provide information about something tha t. had been read, or

11/4.

an idea that was being discussed. Reading'Oestions were:

1. repetition - the teacher asked the student dimply to repeat

something she-said.
4.

2. reading choice - the student had to decide between some definite

alternatiOes that had to'do with decoding words or sounds.

3. word recognition - the student was to look at a word or letter

and say its name.

4. word attack - the student had to answer a question about a part

of a word or the sound made by a letter or letters.

Nonreading clifstionwwerel

5. personal - the student was asked to provide information about

an opinion or personal experience.

\,,



6. cholce - the student had to choose bttween some definite alternatives

in order to answer a question that dld not require him to decode

a word.

7. product - the student was required to give a factual answer to a

question that was not a comprehension question. .

comprehensiori ;the student was asked to give a factual response

based on some material that had just been read.

9. interpretation - the student was asleed a "jsby" or "how" question.

that did not involve decoding a word.

When the absolute rate per minute of types of questions was eXamined,

there were no significant d erences between the two groups except for t

L
ff

the absolute rate of repsti n questions and comprehension questions (11-19).

Although the rate of repetition question" produced a significant difference

(11; .10), the means were so low that 14t was impossible to tell the
*: .4

direction (.00 for each group). The treatment group had a higher absolute

rate of occurrence of comprehension questions than the control group (18;

2.
.10, means = .08 and .15 per minute). However, the proportions of

response opportunities which were of each type of question showed no

significant'differences between the two groups. This included variables

that measured the proportion of response opportunities that were readitig

questions and nonreading questions (666-689).

Because one important part of the treatment encouraged the teachers

to use sustaining feedback by asking simplifying questions, the tyPes of

questions used for sustaining feedback were compare4. However, there were

no significant lifferenees in the types of questions used to correct errors

(653-650).



These results indicate that the treatment had very-little effect on

the general types of questions asked by the two groups..

The treatott 4id not make any direct suggestion about level of diffil.

culty or error rate, except to suggest that eimpler, easy-tovanstier questions

should follow initial mistakes. However, the overall error rates were signi-

ficantly different foi the two groups.

When the absolute rate per minute of correct, incorrect, don't know,

and no response answers were examined (20.23), there were no significant

.1
differences except for the occurrence of don't know responses (22; Em .07,

means s. :01 and .02 per minute). Although this was a statistically signi-

ficant difference, the means do not indicate a meaningful difference between

the two group$04n rate of occurrence.
8

The proportion of all response opportunities for total interactions

which involve4correct answers was significantly different for the two groups

(690; 2 = .04, means = .66 and .73).

Likewise, the proportion of total response opportunities that were

incorrect answers was significantly different for the two groups (693;

2 .04, means 4. .27 and .21).

There were no differences between the two groups for the proportion

of total response/opportunities that included don't know answers (696;

means = .01 and .02).

There was a significant difference between the two groups for the

proportion o response opportunities which included no response answers

(698; 2. = .06, iieans = .14 and .10).

However, when all types of answers were examined separately for non-.

turn interactions, there were no significant differences (691, 694, 697, 699).

7
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There were no significant differences between tile groups in the number

of mistakes made during oral reading turns that led to interactions with

.the teacher, although there WAS a near-significant trend for the control

teachers to have slightly more errors (701; means a .79 and .60 mistakes

per reading turn):

There was also a near-significant trend for differences in the proporr,

tions of reading turns that were completely correct (702; means a .60 and

.68).

These two trends suggest that the treatment teacherst btudents made

fewer.mistakes in oral reading turns. This probably.conthbuted to the

significant differences reported for the proportion of total R,O.*s which

incluOed correct or incorrect answers (690, 693), since there were no

differences between the groups for the level of answer in nonturn inter-

actions.

Variables that represented combinations of types of questions ihd

types of answers were examined to see if teachers in the two groups were

differentially successful with different types of questions.

The proportion of total reading questions which led to correct answers

was significantly different (952: 2 .05, means .62 and .70). However,

when.broken into turn and nonturn reading quastions, theke were, no differ-
.

cnces between the two groups (953, 954). There also were no significane

differences for the,proportioa of nonreading questions that lead to correct
;

answers (956). The only other significant finding for this type of variable

wad tor the proportion of total word recognition questions that were correct

(708; .11 2 .02, means = .50 and .62). When broken into word rec gnition

questions occurring during turn and nonturn interactions, there were no



1

significant differences (709, 710). Differences for other types of.questions

also were not significant (706-722).

To determine whgther the treatment teachers* higher rate of correct

answers was a reflection of their higher use of sustaining feedback, the

proportion of initial,selections which led to correct answers was examined.

These variables represent an error rate for questions asked to 4 student at

the beginning of a sequence of interactions, and therefore uould not include

any correct answers resulting from sustaining feedback with simpler questions.

For each of the five types of initial selection (ordered, preselect,

nonvolunteer, volunteer, and call out), the treatment teacheri had a slightly

0
higher rate of correct answers (640-644). However, this was significant

only for nonvolunteer selections (642; gLm .05, means m ,66 and ,72 of

such selections leading to correct answers).. ,

These data suggest that the treatment teachers, on the average, had

a relatively higher rate of cOrrect answers, and that this cannot be attri

buted to their greater us; of sufitaining feedback. The differences between

the groups wei:e not extreme, however. Both groups had more correct than

incorrect answers. For example, when all interactions were considered,

the control teachers averaged :66% correct anawers, while the treatment

teachers averaged 73%.

Two other types of feedback were observed and coded that did at relate

directly to any of tne treatment principles but might have had indirect

relationships. These two were process feedback and new _question feedback.

In 2rocesr feedback, the teacher gave a brief discussion of the process

used to arrive at a correct answer, or an explanation as to why an answer

was wrong. A newmestion was the type of feedback noted when the student

MP"
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was allowed to continue a sequence of interactions with the teacher, but

about a brand new question. This meant that the:previous question had been

answered, either by the student or by the teaCher. It is to be distinguished

from sustaining feedback following errors, in which the purpose is to address

the original question.
1.

When process.feedback was examined, there were no significant differ-

ences between the two groups for the absolute rate of occuirence (26) the

proportion of correct answers receiving protess feedback (728, 729, 783,

784, 866, 867, 912, 913) or the proportion of incorrect answers receiving

process feedback (797, 798, 882, 883, 918, 919).

There also were no significant differences between the two groups for

the absolute rate of new question feedback used (33) or the proportilon of
_

interactions which included newsuestions (743, 745, 788-790, 856, 871-873,

916, 917, 811,813, 860, 896,898, 928, 929, 841-843). Neither of these

types of feedback was discussed in the instructional model, so it was

not surprising that there were no significant differences between the two

groups.

Other variables were computed to describe th: use of a ne question

following terminal feedback, because it was felt that teachers who might

otherwise use sustaining feedback to follow errors, but who occasionally

had to use terminal feedback, would be more likely to extend a child's

response opportunity by asking a related new question, However, there

were no differences between the two groups for use or a new question with

terminal feedback (957,959).

Summary of results of group difforoneon for other responso opportunitq

categories. Other categories describing response opportunities were examined
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for differences between the treatme4 ard control groups in types of

questions asked, rate of correct adswers, and use of other types of feed-

/

back. Since none of these were ephasized In the instructional model,

no differences were expected. Several types of questions were examined

for absolute alia relative frequency, but there weke no significant

differences between the two gOups. However, there were differences in

relative error rate. Althoulgh all teachers usually asked questions that

led to correct answers, the treatment teachers had a higher rate of correct

answers, and fewer failures to respond. Mere were no differences between

A

the two groups in theiri6se of two other types of feedback: process feedv.

back (an explanation of how to find the answer) or new question feedback

(a new question is asked of the same child),

Behavior Contacts
. .

The last set of variables to be presented describe the types of be-
.

havioral corrections given by teachers to students who misbehaved while

a group was being conducted. There was no significant differencq between

the two groups for the proportion of all contactu that were behavioral

contact9 .(1031; means = .18 and .13).

The types of misbehaviors that were corrected were recorded for each

behavioral interactitn. There were no significant differences for the

absolute rate of occurrence of any type of misbehavior (413-424), and

only one significant difference in relative rates (1002-1009), dealing,

.with the proportion of behavior contacts that were for possession of

contraband (1009) . These weru corrections that resulted when students

had something in the reading group with them that was not allowed, such



as a rubber band or toy (le. m .08, means m .02 and ,01). Although this is

statistically significant, the means indicate that the actual difference

was very small.

There also were no differences between the two groups for the propor-

tion of behavioral contacts that were noninteractive and nondisruptive

(1012; means m .73 aild .67) or interactive, potentially disruptive, and

therefore more serious (10111 means ,27 and .32). These means inc.licate

that both groups of teachers used most of their corrections tor relatively

minor misbehavior, although both also had some problems with potentially

disruptive misbehaviorS.

Each behavioral contact was described in terms ol the teacher reaction

to the misbehavior. There were no significant group differences for any

type of teacher reaction (1015/.1018, 1025-1028).

Behanoral contacts were classified as being in-group (the teacher

initiated.some correction with a student in the reading group at that time)

or out-of,-group (either a student interrupted the teacher or the teacher

interrupted the group lesson te cprrect someone at his seat). There were

no differences between the two groups al teaaers for the proportion of

all corrections which were iii-group rather than out-of-group (1040; means =

.50 and .47). There was a significant difference in the proportion of all

contacts (response opportunities plus behavioral contacts) that were in-

group corrections (i)077; = .10, means u. .09 and .06).

There were no differences in th proportion of all cont3cts which

were out-of- group contacts (1078; means .09 and .07). There was a

significant difference for the proportion of all teacher-initiated contacts

(thi6 included response opportunities, in-group corrective contacts, and
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out -of-group"coniacts 1initiated by the teacher) that were teachervinitiated

out-of-group contacts (1079; g. .07, means se .06 and .04).

These data suggest that the control teachers may have had slightly

more behavior problems while teaching their reading groups than the treat-

ment teachers, although the differences are small. It is tempting to

attribute this to.the differences in the teachers' seating themselves

so as to tonitor the group and the class more carefully, and the emphasis

In the treatment as a whole on teacher control of the lesson. However,

this interpretation cannot be advanced until there are further analyses

relating classroom processes to one.another.

Variables were created to indicate the length of most of the out-of,.

group contacts. When only child,initiated out-of,group contacts were

cdtsidered, there were no significant differences between the groups for

the proportion that were brief in.duration rather than long (1041). The

same is true for only teacheranitiated out-of-group cdntacts (1042).

There was a significant difference between the two groups in the propon-i
tion out-of-group contacts that were child-initiated rather than teacher-

%

initiated (1043; 2. .02, means .12 and .50). These data suggest that

control teachers interrupted their own reading groups more than outside

students did.

There wore no sIgnif1c4t differences between the two groups in the

ways that teachers dealt with child-initiated out-of-group interruptions,

ar the wags they contacted students who were out of the group (1045-1076).

Overall, the data for behavioral corrections suggest that the control

teachers may have spent slightly more time and atteltion on control problems,

although this conclusion is based primarily on results significant only
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at the .10 level,
116

Summary of group differences on behavior contacts. The control

't teachers had slightly more behavior contacts dan did the treatment teachers.
;

They were more likely than the treatment teaches to interrupt their instruc-

tion to deal with students out of the group who were doing independent work.

However, there were no differences between the two groups for the types of

misbehaviors that occurred or the teacher reaction to4them.

Discussion

Many of the behaviors suggested by the instructional model were imple-

mented by the treatment teachers at a significantly higher rate than that

of the control teachers. Some of the principles were not implemented at

all by the treatment group, and some of them were already being used by

the control group to the same extent as the treatment group.

The principles that showed the strongest treatment'effect on.teacher

behaviors dealt with discrete, easily described behaviors that were,prob-

ably already in the teachers' general repertoires of techniques (e.g., maxi-

mizing use of ordered selection and minimizing use of volunteers and call

outs; maximizing appropriate use of sustaining feedback and minimizing

use of asking another student for the answer). Although teachers might

not have used these techniques extensively before the treatment, the descrip-

tion of the required behaviors was apparently understood. The teachers

could easily analyze their own behaviors in these terms and monitor their

use. They were also apparently convinced by the rationales for their

inclusion in the treatment. fhese were behaviors suggested by earlier

research in similar classroom settings, and so it is reasonable to assume

that the teachers recognize their potential value.



On the other hand, behaviors that showed no treatment effect and were

not highly implemented by either group were less specific and possibly novel

to the teachers (e.g., use of a model, breaking up the group; use of a signal

0

- -4

before lessons). The description And rationale for them was not sufficient'

to cause implementa4on,, It cannot 1:4 determined from.the data here if.th,

failure to implement was due to lack of specificity, novelty, lack of suf-
.

ficient rationale, or,inappropriateness for the setting.

Other behaviors were used to some extent by the control group, and the

treatment did not increase the level of use,by the treatment teachers.

Examples of such behaviors were using a signal to start the transition

" and sitting in position to be able to monitor the entire class, Lack of

significant differences for:these variables might indicate that most.teachers

recognize the efficacy of the principles and are already implementing them

regularly..

Even when a treatment effect was found, it was not an "all or nothing"

phenomenon. That is, the treatment teachers neVer used a suggested technique

all of thetime, and the control teachers always used it some of the time.

It is important to recogntze this In building realistic treatment programs

Which acknowledge that teachers must use their own judgment about when the

situation warrants a particular behavior; For example, reames a strong

treatment effect was found only for interactions occurring outside of

reading turns, where the pace is slower and the teacher's options for questions

and feedback are greater. There are probably many other important types

of contextual influikaccs to consider in studying such classroom processes,

especially when trying to bring about change in those processes. Some of
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these contextual influences are discussedin Anderson, Morgan, Evertson,

.and Brophy (Note 5). A
.4.

In summary, the treatment was generally successful in influenc

1!
change In the treatment teachers' behaviors, but the results demonstrated

that not ill components of the treatmeni were equally successful. An
t7,

analysis of the different results for these parts suggests that future

treatment models.should consideX%!!! specificity and familiarity of the

behaviors, their appropriateness for particular contexts, and the role of

teacher judgment in implementing them.

These analyses also revealed that the treatment teachers differed

from the control teachers in Ways that 6auld not.be 'attributed directly

to the treatment. In trying to account for the treatment effect on overall

achievement, these differences must.be considered. The possibility exists

that the treatment.teachers were different from the control teachers before

the study began, despite random assignment of schools to grOups, and there

is also a possibility of a Hawthorne or expectancy effect, which influenced

the treatment teachers to work harder and do a better job simply because

they knew they were an experimental group and were expected to do better.

These possibilities are discussed further din Chapter 5, where the group

differences are compared to the reOession.data to see how closely they

40
match, in order to determine whether the achievement differences were due

to the treatment.
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Chapter.4: Resultiof Regression Analyses
%

- This chapter presents relationshipi between the classroom process

variables and student achievement. In all analyses (except for one set,

which is discussed in the text), the dass mean scores were used to represent

the average readiness level of the students at the beginning of the year,

the average achievement of the students on two tests given at the end of

the year, and the average score for that class or teachev on each process

variable. Therefore, the N for all analyses (unless indicated otherwise)

was 20.

The analyses used to determine the strength and direction of process-

product relationships yere a series of comparigons of lAnear models. This

approach to regression analysis is described in Ward and Jennings (1973),

and thl computer programs used to create the particular models usectfor this .

study were developed by Veldman and Linsley (Note 6). The "models used and the

hypotheses tested in each .comparison are described below, and an explana-
4

tion is given of the tables., which are reduced from the computer outiut.
,

Data Analysis

Two seCs of linear regression equations were compared for each of the

potentially-predictive teacher or classroom behavior variables. One set

provides the degree of simple relationship to gain and also the degree of

.interaction with initial ability. The second set of equations identifies

the extent and niture of any second-degree curvilinear (quadratic) rela-

tionships between the variables. These analyses are included in the tables

whenever there is an interpretable curvilinear effeci:

Linear RelationOlps
1

The three regression equations used in this set are shown below. As



indicated, each produces it squared multiple correlation coefficient, and

compariions of these yield two F-ratios and associated chance probability

values.

a

Ach TRD + CB + (CB) (TRD) .4? E
2
RI

Aah = TRD + CB E R.4
2

Ach = TRD + E
3

R;

4. ( R
2
- R

2
) ( N - 4 )

I 2
F
I 2

( 1 ..: )

2 2
(
-

( R2 - R3 ) N - 3 )

F
2 2

( 1 R
2

)

df = I, ( N 4 )

df m I, ( N - 3

In these equations "Ach" is the Total Reading or Word Analysis -

achievement score from ihe MAT given at the end of the school year, "TRD"

is the Metropolitan readiness measure, "CB" is the particular classroom

behavior variable being Assessed, and "E" represents errors of prediction.

Each equation is solved for a set of weights which minimise the E values,

thus maximizing R
2

, which is an index of the amount of criterion variance

associated with the predictor variables in the equaticin.

;The first equation R
2
must equal or exceed that of the second, whirch

must in turn equal or exceed that of the third, because'each equation con-

tains successively less information2' The product variable in the first

nuation represents the interaction of initial ability

room behavior, and the first F-test therefore assesses

ship is the same at all levels of entering readiness,

and teacher or class

whether the relation-

The sccond model com-

parison forces the relation3hip to be common at all ability levels, and then .



asks whether the relationship is significantly greater, than zero. Because

the readiness score appears in all equations, it is said to be "statistical-

ly controlled." For instance, the second comparison ssks wbether achievement

is predictable from the teacher *behavior beyond what is predict-able from the

readiness score. In *other language, we are asking whether c sees that are

exposed to different levels of the teacher or classroom beha or, but which

are identical in initial readiness diffe ir expect (predicted)

achievement 'at the end of the year.

In the event that the interaction is found to be-statistically signifi-

cant (2. < .1.0), expected values fin the'achievement test erp calculated for

particular coMbinations of readiness level and classroom behavior in order'

to explicate the nature of the interaction.. Four combinations'are sufficient:

a) low TRD with low CB; b) TRD with high CB; c) high TRD with low CB;

d) high TRD with high CB where "high" and "low" are plus and minus 1 sigma

from the mean of the variable concerned. To facilitate comparisons across

classroom behavior variables; these values are scaled'as z scores (mean a 0,

SD a 1). In the example beipw, we dee that tin behavior is positively related,

to gain, but that it is more strongly related among classes initially low

in readiness than among-those initially high.

High

Achievement
Score

Low

Hi h TRU

Low TRD

Low
Classroom Behavior
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The second test of the series, which forces the implicit regression

lines to be parallel, may or may not be significant, independent of the

interaction effect. If both are SIgnificant, we can make a general statement'

about the classroom behavior's effeci,"but with a qualification recognizing

its interaction with initial readiness. .4

In the event that only the second test is sitnificant, we can iletermtmz

the direction of the effect of the classtoom behavior simply by ezaminini

the sign of the CB beta welght in the second. equation.

Curvilinear Relationships

The previous set of models is sensitive only to the linear .aspects of

thecrelationship between classroom behavior and gain. To determine whether

regression lines which are allowed to curve will better fit the actual data

points, another set of regression models was employed.

2
Ach TRD + CB + (CAT) (TRD) + (CB)

2
+ (TRD) (CB)

2
+ E R

I

Ach 1.1 TRD + CB + (CAT) (TRD) + E2 .

2 2
( Ri - R2 ) ( N. - )

F
2

2( 1 - R
1

)

df 2, ( N = 6 )

The second of these equations is, of course, the first of the previous

set. By adding the last two*terms - squared CB scores and their products

with the readiness scores -'we perMit the lines not only to bend once, but

to bend differently at different levels of the readiness test.

If the F test is significant, we conclude that allowing the regression

lines to bend does in.deed afford a better fit to the data. To obtain a

graphic reflection of such an effect, five expected values are computed for

a
the low readiness level and five also for the high reltdiness leVel. Class-
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room behavior values for the mean, plus and minus 112 sigma,..and plus. and
,

min s 1 sigma areslugged into the equation with a high er low readiness

,,,/

sco

)

e. The resulting set of ten values can be used to produce a plot suth

as this example?

tv1

High

Achievement
Posttest

Low

1 1

Classroom
Behavior

1

High

In this example, the suggestion would be that in

classroom behavior, it has a depressing effect on the

readiness classes and an enhancing effect on thoie of

but when the classroom behavior is relatively high or

the midrange of the

performance of low

high readiness classes

low, readiness is not

relevant. There is also the suggestion here, reflected by the dotted line,

that for average ability classes, the classroom behavior is not associated

with achievement at all.

Each variable deacribing.cltsroom processes was analyzed in the manner

shown below for two achievement &cores: Total Reading (which was the sum of

the Word Knowledge and Reading subtests) and theWord Analysis subtest. The

tables are reproduced as they come from the computer printout (Veldman and

Linsley, Note 0. The following output will be used s an example to aid the
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Figure 1:

Variable label
(Clasumoom Behavior - CB)

Criterion of interest
(TER = Total Reading scores,
WDA = Word Analysis score).

Difference in R
2
between

models.1 & 2 (test for
interaction).

Example of Tables Describinirtbe Results.of Regression Analyses

Difference in R
2
-between

mdels 2 & 3.

Beta weight represents
change in Criterion
(2 scaled) per.one
sigma increase in class-.
'room behavior. Sign
indicates directionlof
change. If interaction
is significant, best pre-
diction is obtaiked from
m:del 1:

Range in raw score points
ei the classroom behavior
at t or - 1 sigma.
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Low Readiness

Classroom Behavior z

Vaxilible ID # used
in the text.

2.< .10 will result
in the plotted inter-
action shown below.

,e< .10 indicates a
significant linear
relationship between
the classroom behavior
and criterion.
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reader in understanding the data tables.

In the text, the results ate accompanied by some statistical informa-
-

tion. When'results are significant, the 2. level is given and the range of

plus_and_minns_i_sigga is renorte4 for the classroom behavior variable.

Since two'series.of tests were run for eadh variable (one for each achieve-

ment score), both are reposted at the same time to determine the strength

of relationship. Since the N was low (20 classes for most analyses), and

since patterns in the results were considered more important than the abso-
.

lute probability level of any singXe test, a value oi 2. < .10 was selected

for considering the results to be significant* Sinee two cr.;teria were

avatlable, the folldwing rule was used to determine inclusion of results

as significant. Resultsare reported as significant if the classroom

e'

behavior variabld was related to one.'of the test scores with an assbciated

zlevel of .05 or less, or if it was related.to.both twit scores at a level

of .10 or less. Therefore, results in which the variable was weakly related

to one criteria (i.e., .05 <It < .10), but not related to the other (2. .10)

werenot reported as significant.

Variable numbers are given for all results so that the tables may be

referenced (see.below for table numbers including variables of interest).

When results are significant, information is included in parentheses to give

the variable number, the It levels for the two tests, with Total Reading first,

then Word Analysis, and the range of the classroom behavior that fell within

. plus and minus 1 sigma from the mean. For example:

(4035; .2. < .01, kg= .01;. range = 21.24 to 31.84)

would indicate that variable 4035 (which was the average time that reading

groups met) was significantly related to the Total Reading score and the

Word Analysis score, and that most groups met from 21 to 32 minutes on the
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average. The discussion of this result in the text defines thi% relation-

ship as being positive. The beta weight for the slope may he found in the

tables..

Since they were analyzed separaiely, the Asults for the Total ,Reading

scores and Word Analisis scotes Appear in different tables. The tables are

also divided according to the type of data describing classroom processes

in the same way that was done for the gyoup comparison data.

is a guide to finding variables in Tables 10 through 181

Test Score Used

Variable Describing_ as Criterion

The following.

Located
in Table

4026.16369 Reading group measures Total Reading 13

1-431 Rate variables Total Reading .14

.601-1079 Proportion variables Total Reading 15

4026-5369 Reading group measures Word Analysis 16

1-431 Rate variables Word Analysis 17

601-1079 PropOrtion variables Word Analysis 18

Throughout the text, reference is made to "low ability" or "low readi-

ness' classes, or to "high ability" or "high readinesstt classes. These refer

to classes that were one sigma below or abcve the mean respectively on class
;

mean readiness, as measured by the Metropolitan Readiness test. Whenever

interactions were detected such that the relationship with achievement depend-

ed on both the level of the classroom behavior and the entering readiness

score, the computer program plotted the relationships for such classes to

illustrate the different slopes. For purposes of brevity, the text will

refer to "low" and "high" classes, but the reader should understand that

these references are to the statistical extremes, rather than to any abso-

lute level of ability or readiness.
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Results

_._ggtl_rjlttention(j)GettinandAfaintaininStudar.__jp12s2Airiz)

Use of an attention getter and its effectiveness. There were no signi-

ficant relationships for the proportion of times that an attention getter

was used to begin a transition (5312) or to begin a lesson (5321).

The var ables describing the kinds of attention getters used in transi-

tions and at the beginning of the lesson also showed no significant rela-

tionships for either test score (5313, 5315, 5316, 5318, 5319).

Although there were no significant findings for the use of signals to

begin transitions, there were important relationships with achievement for

the smoothness of transitions. There was a significant negative relation-

ship for the proportion of total observed time that was spent in transition

(4062: es .03, < .01, range .07 to .15); therefore, the higher the

proportion of total time spent in transition, the lower the achievement.

It is likely that this variable reflects the teachers' overall management

abilities: the more effective teachers had smoother and shorter transitions.

Other variables describing time spent in transition were the average

time taken for each of three components of the transition: the time to

the group for students, the time to the group for the teacher, and the

time to the lesson once the group was together. For the first two variables,

there were no significant relationships (4026, 4027). However, the average

time taken for the lesson to begin once the students and teachei were in

the group showed significant negative linear relationships for both tests

(4028; E's .10, .03, range .59 to 1.86minutes). This variable probably

reflects the teacher's management ability, because the time in this component



was spent organizing materials and getting students' attention, A well

organized teacher would have the materials ready, and could get student

attention quickly.

These three components were also examined as proportions of the total

transition time. There were no significant relationships for any of them

for the Total Reading score, but the proportion of transition time that

was time-togroup for the teacher showed a significant interaction in the

Word Analysis score data (4060; p. .03, range m .04 to .33). Relationships

were positive for high and negative for.low classes. The negative slope

for lower ability classes makes intuitive sense, in that teachers who were

with their stu4ents sooner were decreasing "dead" time in the group when

the students were left withourdirectiOn. however, the positive findings

for higher ability classes are puzzling. In the absence ot significant

results for the Total Reading data, this finding will not be interpreted

at this point.

One of the measures of the effectiveness of attention getters during

transitions was a rating on a 5,pcint scale of the percent of children

-paying attention tc signals when they were given. , This average rating

showed significant positive linear relation ips with both tests (5303;

p's = .03, .03, range 3.05 to 3.67 on a 5-point scale). Most teachers

had 60 to 80 percent of their students attending to the transition signals,

but those who got higher attention were producing higher achievement.

Again, this result is probably a reflection of better management by the

more effective teachers. However, there were no significant relationships

for the average rating of the percent of children attending to signals

given at the beginning of the lesson (5304). Prelesson signals were not



used very often; and when they were and could be rated, the range was

fairly restricted. Therefore, the lack of significance for this variible

probably reflects its poor distribution and low frequency of occurrence.

Another measure taken to indicate effectiveriess of signals was the

number of times teachers repeated signals to start tile transition or to

get attention in the group (4041, 4043). Both variables had restricted

ranges and there were no significant findings'.

Another indication of effectiveness of signals was the average number

of individual corrections delivered by the teacher during the transition

or at the beginning of die lesson. There were no significant results for

the average nnmber of corrections during transitions 6042), but'there was

a significant negative linear relationship for the average number of indivi-

dual corrections given before staiting the lesson (4044; es m .05, .01,

range .17 to .75). The more times the teacher corrected individuals

before beginning the lesson, the lower the achievement for the class. This

variable probably also reflects the teacher's overall management ability.

Seating the group. The teacher's adherence to Principle 2 (arranging .

the group) was measured by two ratings. The appropriateness of teacKer

seating was defined as the number of students who could be seen easily by

the-teacher (a rating of 5 represented 100%). Likewise, appropriate child

seating was defined as the number of other students who could be seen easily

11

by the children in the reading group (4bere 5 represented 0%). There was

a significant positive linear relationship for the average rating of teacher

seating (5301; es ix .01, .03, range = 2.72 to 4.21). Teachers who arranged

themselves so as to see most of the out-of-group students were also those

who produced greater achievement. This variab4e probably also reflects the

't
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1!teacherts overall management ability, in that monitoring is an important

part of management. There werepo significant findings for the average

rating for child seating X5302).

Summary of results for Principles 1 and 2. The first two'principles-

in the model emphasized the-tmportance of getting and maintaining the atten-
.

tion of the students. Some specific suggestions were made in the modellor

achieving this: using clear zipals.to call for transitions are to get

attention to begin a lesson, and arranging the group so as to make monitoring

of the entire classroom easier for the teacher and dist: ictions less likely

for the students in the group. Several variables were created to measure

both the implementation of these specific suggestions and their immediate

effects.

t - .

-.

The results suggested that the more effective teachers (in terms of

achievement gains) had better control at the beginning of the lesson, as

reflected in several short-term outcomes such as time measures and ratings

of attention. However, ihe only specific behavior included in ne instruc-

tional model that was related to achievement and to these mfnagt ent skills

was the teacher seating herself to monitor the out-of-group students. Use.

of signals (as suggested by the model) did not relate td gain, but there

was restricted variance here. (Most teachers In both treatment and control

groups used signalf.: for transitions, and very few teachers used them to

start lessons.)

However, measures indicating the overall Affectiveness of transitions

and beginning lessons showed significant positive relationships with gain

(e.g., time spent in transitions, rating of student att('ntion, less need

for corrections of students once they were in the group). A measure of



time spent between the arrival of all persons in the group and the beginning

of the lesson showed negative

a.lack of teacher preparation

attention.

In general, then, these findings indicate that ate more effective

teachers had better control during transitions and when beginning lessons..

relationships. This could reflect either

and/or more ttme spent getting students'

This is probably due to overall management skills.

introduoin the Lesson and Material to the Students (Princi les 3 4 5 S 6)

Using_an overview. For each observation, the observer noted whether

the teacher gave no overview, whether she gave an overview containing only

mechanical content.(i.e., the pages to be coVered), or.whether she gave an

overview containing specific instructional content. Proportion variables

were created to refle_t the number oPobservations in whicti the teacher did

each of these things. The proportion of time in which no overview of

instructional eontent was given showed a significant negative linear rela-

tionship with Total Reading scores (5330; p. .03, range is .38 to .78).

However, this variable was not significant for the Word Analysis score.

Several variables described the content of overviews, but none was

related-to achievement. There were no significant relationships for the

variables describing mechanical overviews vs. specific instructional over-

views (5311 and 5332). There were also no significent findings for any

of the variables describing motivating statements in overviews (5334-5336).

showed no relationship with achievement (5305, 5306). Most overviews

The rated enthusiasm of the teacher's voice and of the students also

4.1

were given and received in a neutral manner.
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Therefore, the results suggest thattteachers who failed to give over-

views most ot the time hadlower achievement, but that the actuil centent

of overviews did not predict achievement.

Presentation of new, words. There were no significant relationships

for the average number of new words presented in a lesson (5358). *There

also were no significant results for the proportion of group lessons in

which any new words were given or the average number of new words that were

given at any one time (5368, 5369).

There also were no significant relationships for the proportion bf

new words given at the beginning, rather thai during the lesson (5359), or

for the proportion oi new words given by the teacher rather than askea of

a child (5360),

However, there were significant findings for the use of clues when

new wordb were presented. There was a positive linear relationship for

both tests for the proportion of new words given with phonetic clues

(5361; es = .02, .05, range = .17 to .71). there were no significant

findings for the proportida of new words given with context clues or with .

both phonetic and context clues (5362, 5363). 'However, there were weak

negaiive findings for the proportion of new words preiented with no clues

at all (5364; p's .06, .09, range .13 to .66).' This suggests that

teachers who frequently present/ new words without any clues at all had

lower achievement.

lieperition of new words. When new words were presented, the observers

noted whether or not the.teachers had the students repeat them and how this

was done when it occurred. There were no significant findings for the

proportion of new words which were repeated by students (5365). There

.



were no clear-cut findings for the proportion'of new words repeated chorally

instead of individually, but a weak negative relationship Mae suggested

(5366).

There were no significant findings for the proportion of new words

which wert repeated by all of the children iather than by some (5367).

In summary of the data describing presentation ofinew words, no variables

related to the treatment demonstrated,relationships with achievement. However,

using phonetic clues when presenting new,words was associated.with gain.

Demonstrations and-e4lanations. There were no significant findings

for the proportion of activities introduced by a teacher demonstraiion
411

(5348), or for the proportionriot requiring a demonstration (5350). (Mbet

activities were introduced by a. teacher demonstration.)

There also were no significant findings for the proportionof demonstra-

tions that had to be repeated because the students did not understand (5351).

Other variables measuring effectiveness were 5-point rating scales of the

IS sufficiency" oi .he demonstration and the percent of students in the group

who apparently comprehended it (as judged by their performance afterwords).

There were no significant findings for either of thest variables (5ird`snd

5311). The ranges were restrictedo.however, which suggasis that the ratings

may not have been sensitive to variations in quality of demonstration.

The observers noted for each demonstration If and how the teacher

checked the students' comprehensioil. There were five options for this.

The proportion of demonstiations in which student covrehension w'as checked

by having students repeat the instructions showed no relationships...wiih

achievement (5354). However, the proportion of demonstrations in which

student comprehension was checked biGactlyIallderhavinthestudeTnon-
,
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styLatett.p_terocedures before using them showed significant curvilinear

rilationships (5355; es < .01, < .01, range 0, .06 to .29). For each test

score, these curves showed inverted U-shaped relationships for bigh classes,

but shallow positive slopes for low classes. Perhaps this technique is

usually appropriate for lower level students who can show their understanding

more easily than they can explain it, but it may be inefficient for higher

level students it used too much of the time. .

4

The proportion of 'demonstrations in which student comprehension was

checked by startintthe lesson in the group so thai ihe teacher could'observe

tie students while they worked showed no significant relationships (5356).

Also, the proportion of times that students were sent to their seats after

a demonstration without any checks for comprehension showed no relationships

(5357). The* ranga of this variable was..19 to .47, indicating that it

occurred frequently in some classes, but rarely in others.

Summary of result* for variables for Princi les 3,4,5,.& 6. This group

of principles made suggestions about presenting newmaterial to students,

and was based on the rationale that it is easier for students to receive

and process information when it is broken down for them into small chunks.

The specific suggestions made were: use overviews at the beginning of the

lesson, pre:lent new words before they are encountered in reeding, have students

practice nuw words when presented, and provide carefully sequenced demon-

strations of activities which include checking for comprehension.
4

Very few of the suggested techniques showed significant relationships

with achiovement, although some variables which wre measured incidentally

did show relationships. For Total Reading scores, there was a significant

negative relationship for the absence of any overview, but this was not
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foundloTthe Word Analysis score, and other variables describing.the quality

or content of the overview showed no relationships. .These data suggest that

the use of some kind of introductory statement about the Import may be ben*-

. ficial, but no conclusions can be inferred about what that overview should

include.

There were no significant relationshipsfound for the provision of new

words at the beginning of lessons or for the repetition of new words. Howevert.

two variables meaSuring the ways in which these principles were implemented

did yield significant results. There were positive relationships for the

use of phonetic clues with presentation of new words, and there were weak

negative relationships for the absence of any clues at all. These data

suggest that presentation of new wOrds should.include informatiofi about the

phonics rules involved.

There were no significant relationsbipS for the use of demonstrations

or their rated effectiveness. There were no findings for any of the viriables

measuring the ways teachers checked for comprehension except for the propor-
,

tion of times the teacher asked the students to demonstrate the procedures

back to her. This variable showed an inverted Urahaped telationship for
4

higher-ability,students, but there was more of a straight positive slope

for lower ability classes. This suggests that students, especially tnose

of lower ability, are best checked by having them actually show that they

know how to do something, rather than by depending on thou to ask questions

or assuming that they always understand.

There were no relationships for the wroportion of time the teacher

failed tfo check students' comprehension of a demonstration before releasing

them to do some activity.
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Calling on individual Students in the GrouPrinoiples 718,9 10 11, & 121

yprI4ciKL,At.I.tleanifeedback. The rate of total

response opportunities (R'.O.'S) given per minute showed significant positive

relationships with achievement (60.1; es is .08, .05, range go 1.61 to 2.45).

The rate of nonturn response opportunities pe* minute showed strong positive

relationships (602; pn's is .01,..01, range 48 1.00 to 1.84). There were no .

significant relationships for the nOMber of reading turns per minute or for

the number of reading turn response opportunities per minute. (603, 604).

These results suggest that the more teacher interactions with individual

, students, the higher the achievement. This was especially true of inter-

actions that were single questions and answers (i.e nonturn), rather than

those occurring within reading turnm.

There were no significant relationships for the absolute rate per

minute of failures to give feedback following a itudent's answer (24).

Likewise, there were no significant findings for the proportion of total

or nonturn response opportunities receiving no_feedback (723, 724). The

ranges for these Ywo variables were .02. to .15, and .00 to .13, respectively,

indicating that omission of feedback did not occur often.

However, when examined only for correct answers, there were weak

significant positive linear relationships for the proportion of tutal

correct answers with no feedback (778; jes .09, .07, range = .00 to .15),

and for the.proportion of nonturn correct answers receiving no feedback

(770; p's = .09, .07, range = .00 to .16).

The proportion of total iacorrect answilrs which received no feedback

was not significant (793), but for nonturn R.O.'s with incorrect answers,

this variable did show a significant negative linear relationship within

4.3
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a restricted range (794; t< .01, Em .02, range av.00 to .02).

These resulis suggest that there is at weak positive relationship for

omission of feedback following Correct answers, although this did not occur

often (less than 15% of the time). However; there were negitive relationships

for no feedback following incorrect answers, although this.was rare. These

results are reasonable, even though they are in partial conflict with the'

treatment principles dealing with giving feedback to stu4ent responses..

It is obviously inappropriate-to leave an incorrect answer without feedback1

but a correct answer, especially one that is obviously, correct, nay not

require acknowledgement. Within limits, omitting feedback to correct answers

apparently was an efficient strategy.

The frequency of group responses was part of the evaluation of this

principle. Two types of group responses were noted. Choral responses

occurred when the e-e-Ciiiifjindicated that she wanted the group to respond
, -

in unison. Grou 1,outs were noted when more than one student shouted

out in response tfr a 4uestion that was not intended for the group. This

distinction was i.i0ortant, because there were different results for the

two types of group responses.

There were no significant relationships for the average number,of

choral responses per observation (4038), the average number of group call

outs per observation (4039), or the average number of these combined (4040).

However, when choral responses and .group call outs were examined as rates

of occurrence per minute, several relationships were demonstrated. There

were no significant findings for the rate per minute of choral responses

and group call outs combined (4053). However, the number of choral responses

per minute showed significant negative linear relationships (4051; es = .05,



4.

\.

.04, range .04 to .24). The number of Avoup call outs per minute demon-

.. strated significant' interactions (4052; es .05, .04, range 0 .06 to .34).

These showed negative slopes for high level classes and positive slopes for .

low level classes. These results are similar to those found by Brophy

and Evertson (Note 1) with-high and low SES classes, in which positive

relationships with call outs for low SES classes were interpreted as indi-

cations of student enthusiasm and motivation, but negative relationships

within higher SES classes were interpreted as indicating that call Outs

represented control problems in that setting.

These results suggest that it is probably better foi.'teachers to minimize

41 calling for Lhoral responses, but .that within some classes, allowing group

call outs may be desirable some of the time. However, they should not be

so prevalent as to take away time from inaividual response opportunities,

which showed much higher positive relationships, even for lower.ability

classes.

Methods of selecting students for response opportunities. Five types

of initial selection were noted with the coding system. Initial selection

referred to the 'way in which the teacher chose a student to answer a question

or read aloud at the beginning of what could be a series of interactions.

The types of inftial selection were:

1. Ordered. The teacher selected the students on the basis of their

seating position, by moving around the group in a consistent pattern and

choosing students in turn.

.2. Preselection. The teacher called a student's name, and then asked

the question. The selection was not based on the order of seating.

3. Nonvolunteer. The teacher asked a question, and then called on

1 7
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a student who had not volunteered to answer (but not ()ON basisid seating

position).

4. Volunteer: These were selections in which the teacher asked a

question, and then called on somebody whose hand was up (but not on the

basis of seating position).

5. Call out. The teacher asked a question, and before she could call

on someone.to answer it, another student called out the answer without

permission. In order for call out to be coded, the teacher had to respond

to the content of the answer by acknowledgement or feedback. If the teacher

ignored the student and called on another child, or corrected the student

for call,ing out but did not respond to the content of the answer, the inter.

action was not coded as a call out selection (i.e., it was not a response

opportunity).

There were no significant findings for the rate data describing types

of selection (1-7), but several patterns were present in analyses of the

proportion data. Proportion variables were created that examined the rela-

tive number of interactions chosen by each type of selection. As was done

for most proportion variables, these were examined for the separate types

of interactions (turn and noneurn) and for.total interactions. Response

opportunities were also broken down into reading and nonreading questions,

reading questions in nonturn interactions, and personal questions. These

variables were created to give as precise a picture as.,possible of the
1 4

Influence of type of selection, and to seelf this influence varied accord-

ing to type of.interaction or type of question. Each set of variables is

examined below.

The first set are those that are not broken down by type of question,
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but which are distinguished as to turn an onturn interactions.

The proportion of all initial selectionS t t were ordered waw positively

linearly related to achievement (607; es ai .04, .05, range m .19 to .77).

This positive finding for the use of ordered turns wis also demonstrated -

when interactions were analyzed for reading turns (608; es m .03, .05,

. .

range m .23 to .88), and noatuin interactions (609; es so .06, .07, range

' .17 to .74).

The second category, preselection, did not show elear rellp.onships

with acnievement. For the proportion of total interactions .phat were chosen

by preselections, there was a significant interaction for Total Reading

scores, although not for Word Analysis scores (610; es-0 .02, .13, range 0

.00 to .19). The interaction with, Total Reading Scores showed a negative

relationship for hlgh ability classes and a positive slope for low ability

classes. The same interactive pattern emerged for both test scores for the

proportion of reading turns selected by pieselection.(611; p < .01, Em .03,

range .00 to .25). Again, the interaction is one in which there is a

negative slope for higher Ability classes and a positive slope for lower

ability closses. When?examined for nonturn.interactions in which preselee-

tions were used, there were no significant relationships (612).

'The results suggest that preselections are not desirable in'higher

ability classes but may be useful in low ability classes. However, pre-

selections were not used frequently and so:these results must be interpreted

In light of the observed ranges: from infrequent to occasional-use. Their

occasional use in lower ability classes may represent careful matching of

question to respondent when this was necessary to catch someone's attention.

(That is, the teacher would call the child's name first, and then ask a
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question.) Greater use might represent teacher sensitivity to student atten-

tion and efforts to bring students back into the lesson. This is likely

a gteater problem with lower ability classes at this grade level, where

students may not have developed their attentional skills. On the other hana,

the negative results within higher ability classes might represent too many

problems with inattention, in groups where students should be expected to'

control their own attention most of the time. (Further ana:qWes at the

ability group level within classes may shed more tight on the meaning of

this interaction.)

The proportion of total interaCtions answered by nonvolunteers showed

a significant negative slope (613; .es .02,-.08, range .11 .08 to .34).

Use of nonvolunteer selections for reading turnq showed a similar pattern

(614; 2 < .01, E < 01, range .05 to .39). Howevei, when examined only

for selection for nonturn, interactions, there were no significant relation-

ships (615). As with other selectior variables, stronger relationships

with achievement were found for reading turns.

There were no significant relationships for any of the variables

describing proportions of interactions selected by volunteers (616, 617,

618). These seldom oCcurred more than 252 of the time. It had been expected

that extensive reliance on volunteering would be negatively related to

achievement, due to the more reticent students receiving too little practice.

Within the observed ranges, however, this was not supported.

The use of call outs as a type of selection was analyzed only for total

and nonturn interactions because call outs did not occur very often for

reading turns. For each of these, there were significant negative linear

relationships: for total interactiors (619; es .04, .01, range ... .03
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to .13); and for nonturn interactions (620; es in .01, < .01, range n .02 to

.21). That is, the higher the relative frequency of.call outs, the lower

the achievement. In the small group setting,,call outs may represent a

control problem, with a few students attempting dominate the interactions.

If this is so, then the negative findings ake sens >Nt Other variables

describing call outs suggested that this might be less of a problem in lower

ability classes, but this particular variab1,4 showed no interactions. It

might yield these differences when analyzed at other levels (i.e., ability

groups within class) where there would be more variation in ability.

The results described above were not distinguished according to question

type. In order to determine if different types of selections might be

appropriate for different types of questions (i.e., reading, nonreading,

or personal), several variables were created to describe combinations of,-

selection and question type (e.g., the proportion of all nonreading questions

selected by ordered turns). It was expected that questions tapping skills

should be selveted systematically, under careful teacher control, while

personal questions might be better selected by volunteering, allowing more

student control of who answered.

The same pattern of results was found for these more specific variables

as was found for those already discussed. There were no reversals of

significant findings. Only two types of selection, ordered and call out,

showed significant results for all types of questions examined. All other

selection types showed significant relatiottships only for reading questions.

Teacher responses_toLcall.put.s. Principle ll suggested that teachers

tiv HP!".1t7o CAI outs, responding to them with mild reminders that

taIliug out was not acceptable in the classroom. However, it was emphasized



that teachers should be careful not to *quench the enthusiasm which led to

the call out. The relationship of calling out to achievement has been

discussed in the previous section and this.section examined the ways in
A

which teachers responded to call outs when they occurred.

The proportion of call outs that were selected (that.is, were accepted

for their content and responded to) and also.corrected by the teacher was

not significantly 'related to achievement (1032). The distribution for this

variable was positively skewed, with a range of .00 to .10. This sugg4sts

that most call outs that were accepted were not corrected.

There also were no significant relationships for the proportion of

call outs which were corrected but not accepted for their content (1001).

The distribution for this variable was slightly negatively ikewed, with

the range being .79 to 1.00. These two variables considered together
4

suggest that teachers who'accepted the content of call outs were not likely

to correct them, and that if they did correct a call out, they were not

likely to accept its content. Therefore, there was no extensive test of

the principle of accepting call outs but also gently reminding students

that they were not acceptable.

Three types of corrective responses to call outs were examined:

manAismen.t. (mild corrective statements), warning (more severe statements),

and criticism (most Wevere, sometimes involving punishment). There were

no significant relationships for the proportion of corrected call outs

that included manazyment (1037) or criticism (1039). The ranges for these

variables show that management statements were most often used (from 34%

to 79Z of the time), while criticism was only used rarely (from 0 to 30%

of the time that all call outs were corrected).
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For the proportion of.corrected call outs that included warning

statements, there was a significant curvilinear relationship found for

Total Reading scores, but not for Word Analysis scores (1038; 2..for.Total

Reading ult .04, range r .04 to .21). This curve depicts an inverted4U -shaped

relationship for higher ability classes, and a very shallow relationship

for lower ability classes. This suggests that a moderate amount of severity

is sometimes the most appropriate correttion for students in higher ability

classes who call out. However,.this vas not true for lower ability classes.

No significant relationships were found for similar variables which

separately examined corrections to accepted awl unaccepted call outs (1020-

1024).

Use of comments. Student coMments on classmates' responses were not

used very often*by any teachers, and within the range available for analysis,

there were no significant relationships for the proportion of response

opportunities receiving comments for Total Reading scores. However, there

was a significant interaction for this variable with Word Analysis scores

(665; 2 = .03, range = .000 to .002). This interaction shows a negative

slope for higher ability classes and a very shallow positive slope for

low ability classes. ,However, the low frequency of occurrence does not

allow meaningful interpretation,'and the result probably represents a few

teachers using comments very few times.

Use of undesirable types of questions. There were no significant

relationships with either criterion for the average number per observation

of each type of undesirable question: rhetorical (4045), answering one's

own question (4046), asiiing a serieg of questions without stopping for

answers (4047), miscellaneous undesirable questions (4048), or the total



A

number.of undesirable questions (4049). There also weke no significant

relationships for the average rate per minute of the total number of undesir-

able questions (4048)..
4

There were significant curvilinear relationships with both ichievement

scores for the variable measuring the rate per minute that the teacher

answered her own questions without waiting for student answers (4055;es

= .06, .04, range = .00 to .02). This range is fairly restricted, and the

full distribution is positiVely skewed. Therefore, this result will not be

interpreted, especially in view of the other results for undes IX ble questions.

It must be concluded that the hypotheses about undesirable types o questions

were not tested, because so few of them appeared.

Summary of results for PrlAples 7,80,Mtllt a 12). These principles

dealt with calling on individual students in the group, and made suggestions

that individual students be given practice and feedback about importrat skills;

that choral and group responses be minimized; that students should generally

be selected in order of seating,with minimal volunteering and call outs;

that.call outs shoul corrected, although not harshly; that students

occasionally be asked to comment on another student's answer; and that

confusing questions should be avoided.

There were strong relationships with achievement for some of the variabler

measuring these principles, and weak or no relationships for others. The

overall rate of interactions with the teacher, especiagy in nonturn situations,

was positively related to achievement. That is, the more questions asked

of students, the more they learned.

There were unexpected findings for omission of feedback. There were

weak positive relationships with achievement for the absence of feedback



following correct answers, although this occurred les* am 1.5Z of tha time.

Only a small proportion of inco ect answers received no feedback, but .
. within this ranget,there were Stron negetive relationships with.achievement.

Therefore, it can be concluded that omission of feedback, after correct answers

may sometimes be appropriate, but essentially all incorrect answers should .

receive feedback from the teacher.

The rate of choral responses was negatively related to achievement,

although the rate of,group call outs showed au interaction (a negative rale-

tionahip in higher ability'classes and a positive relationship in lower

ability classes). These results suggest that choral responses should be

minimized in alk,classes, but that occasionally allowing sponianems group

call outs may be a useful zechnique in-some classes, especially in classes

of lower than average readiness.

The data on types of initial selection showed very strong findings,

in that the use of ordered turns was positively related to achievement,

while use of nonvolunteers and use7if call4outs showed negative.relationships.

There were few relationships for use of preselections, although there was

an interactive pattern suggesting that high use of preselection was nega-

tively correlated for higher ability classes, bdt was weakly positively

related to achievement in lowef ability classes.

Several variables examined the types of corrections delivered to call

outs. Very.few call outs that were accepted for tneir academic content were

also corrected for the calling out behav4or. Data deScribing corrections

showed few significant relationships with achievement, but there was one

result suggesting thnt moderately severe corrections are sometimes appro-

priate for higher ability classes.
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Requesting students to cqmment on one another.' answers occurred rarely,

and the data are therefore not interpreted.

The.use of confusing questions was also rare'and there were few. signi-

ficant results.

Responding to Individual Differences within .the Group._ Setting (Principles 13,

14, 15, a 16)

Breaking up.. theiroup due.to ability differences. There were no rela-'

tionships with either achlevement scorl for the proportion 4 times that

readidg groups were broken up due to ability differences as suggesteeby

Principles 13 and 14 (5338-5340). ,The ranges indicate thatithis occurred

generally le.s than.= of the time. The proportion of time that the Observers

judged that the group did not need to be broken uiranied from .8416 .98.,

indicating that the technique recommended by the instructional model would

not haye been appropriate most of the time. However, even the datsfiom

occasions when the observers judged that it was appropriate but was not

used yielded no significant relationships. Therefore, this technisue was

not supported by the data as being useful in this setting.

unit% a model withinethe group. No teachers were observed tilling this

technique. Possible reasons for this are discussed in the preceding chapter.

Arranging for tutgral_hela. No d:rect observational data were collected

to measure implenentation of this.principle. It will be discussed in future

reports dealing with teacher interview data and individual student data.

Summary of results for Principles related to responding to individual

differences within the group setting. No relationships with achievement

were found for any of the variables measuring these prindiPle.s. There was
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very poor implementation qf this.part of the model, yieldihg little or no

variance on most of the measures.

et,

Responding to Incorrect Answers (Principles 17,18, & 14)

Use of terminal and sustaining feedback. Whenever a student did not

answer a question correctly, the teacher had the option of providing terminal .

feedback dr sustaining feedback. Therefore, a varfable was computed expressing

the.ratio.of terminal.feedback to the total of terminal plus sustaining feed-

back. The higher this score, the more the teacher chose teriinal feedback

as a response to incorrect answers. There were signifiaant negative linear

relationships for totirresponse opportunities (757(2.'8 = .01, .02, range =

.40 to .66) and for nonturn response opportunities (759; es = .06, .07,

range = .32 to .56).. However it was.not significant for turn.response

opportimities (758; range 0 .43 to .79).

These ranges indicated that all teachers used terminal feedback some

of the time, but the results suggest that too much use of it was related

to lower achievement. Indeed, teacher's with higher achievement scores

Used more sustaining than terminal feedback.

It is not surprising that there were different reeults for interactions

occurring within reading turns and those outside of turns, because of the .

pacing requirements of these different situations. Within reading turns,

it is important to maintain a steady pace of word-calling in order to under-
,

stand the meaning of the text. Too frequent use of sustaining feedback in

//
response to errors'in turns would probably destroy the pace that is necessary

to understand the material. Howeyer, all teachers Old use sustaining

feedback some of the time during turns, and the lack of a significant
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relationship with achievement for this variable suggesis that this was not

detriiental ail the time. Probably, sustaining and terminal.feedback are

each appropriate some of the time in response to errors in reading.turns,

depending on the content being read and the.type of error. Unfortunately,

context was not deactibed at that detailed a level.

On tha other hand, the use of sustaining feedback would notmsegfously

interfere with the pace in most"hpnturn interactions, with the exception

of fast,paced drills, Which were not'observed very often. In most nonturn

interaciions, the teacher asked a single question for the purpose of teaching

a skill and allaying practice with it. When errors were made, the use of

sustilining feedbaCk, especially in the foim of clues, may have provided

further information about the skill being taught, and it was given at the
j

time that such information was needed (i.e., after an error). The pace of

such lessons'was mit as important as that of reading turns, where stopping

to work through some decoding skill would probably mean loss of practice

of another important skill; Ilmprehending the passage.

4
Types.of terminal feedback. In order to examine the effects of

different types of foedback more closely, the separate categories were

analyzed in a variety of ways. First of all, each type of terminal feedback

was expressed as the proportion of tesponse opportunities which inclu4eaN.

it .

For total interactions, the proportion that included give answer

feedback was related to achievement, although this was curvilinear for

Total Reading scores and linear for Word Analysis scores. For the Total

Reading scores, the curve was an inverted U-shaped for both high and low

ability classes. For the lower level classes, however, the relationship
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,)( was more clearly negative for scores at the-upper end of t'ble range (735;

ilm .05, range .04 to .19). For Word Analysis scores, there was a signi-'

ficant negative linear relationship for the proportion of total response

0

opportunities that included give answer feedbacle(735;km .01, range w .04

to .19).

Therefore, when expressed as a proportion of all interaciion, more

extensive use of give answer feedback was related to lower achievement.

However, remember that this variable included all response opportunities,

both those which were correct and required no ffiedback, and those for which

sustaining- feedback was moreqppropriate. The range indicates that teachers

at the high end on this variable were giving the answer in almost one out

of five interactions. This might reflect too high an error rate, and it

might also reflect an unwillingness to use'sustaining'feedback to errors,

That is, giving the answer is not necessarily an undesirable.technlque

(the more effective teachers used it some of the time), but this result

suggests that it can be used inappropriatelyt

There were no significant relationships with achievement for the

proliortion of turn (736) and nonturn (737) response opportunities that

. contained giye.aps!.Tr,feedback.

The proportion of response opportunities containing ask other feedback

was not significantly related to gain for either total interactions (738)

or nonturn interactions (739). The range of se6res for this variable was

limited (from .01 to .09). It had been expected that this would be negatively

related to achievepent, especially in lower ability classes.

The occurrence of call out feedback was examined in the same way.
41.,

The proportion of total response opportunities that contained call out
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feedback showed different results for the two test icores. With Total Reading

scores, there were no significant results. For Word Analysis scores, there

was a significant curvilinear U-shaped relationship that was generally

*negative in slope (740; 2. m 01, range = .00 to .03). The restricted range

demonstrates thit calling out as feedback was infrequent when compared to

all interactions. There were no significant relationships with either

achievement score for the proportion of turn interactions which involved

call out feedback (741). However, when noqturn interactions were examined,

significant linear interactions were found for both test scores (742; p.=

.03, .01, range = .00 to .02). The interactions depicted a negative linear

relationship for higher ability classes, and a very shallow positive one

for lower ability' classes. This same interactive pattern has been lemon-

strated elsewhere iq this study and in others (Brophpatd Rvertson, Note 1).

Such interactions are interpreted to mean that' cal.ing out behavior (within

limits) mily indicate enthusiastic participatiOn in lower ability classes,

but control problems in higher ability classes where motivation' is not as

much of a problem.

To summarize the results for the types of terminal feedback (expressed

as proportions of-All interactions), negative relatIonships were found for

the use of sivingsthe_answyr to students too frequently, and also for higher

levels of call outs from students in higher ability classes. There was a

positive relationship (within a very small range) for call outs as feedback

within lower ability classes, at least for lionturn interactions. There

were no significant relationships for the use of asking another student

for the answer.

In 'Order to examine the single types of terminal feedback in more
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defeat variables were.created that expressed each specific type as 41e

proportion of all terminal feedback that watt used. These variables telt...L.

us the relative importance of the three 'specific.techniques when terminal

feedback is selected as a general strategy. That is, if the teacher is not

going to give sustaining feedback, is one type of terminal feedback more

closely related to achievement than another? Is the appropriate use of

terminal feedback dependent on the specific kind of feedback used?

In the instructional model, givins the answer to students was consi4-

ered better.than asking another student for the answer or having students

call out feedback without permission. Therefore, positive relationshVa.

.were expected for the relative use of Liming the answer; ind negative

A results for the other two techniques. However, the proportion of terminal

feedback that was give answer feedback showed no significant relationships

with either achievement test (760, 761, and 762). The ranges for this

measure indicated that give answer feedback was used frequently when terminal

feedback was selected as a general strategy. For total response opportunities,

the range was .49 to .85; for turn interactions, it was .74 to 1.00, and

for nonturn interactions it was .23 to .56.

This technique was used more frequently than other types of terminal

feedback during reading turn interactions, and up to half the time that

terminal feedback was used in nonturn interactions. Again, the more frequent

relative use of giving, the answer to errors in reading turns probably reflects

the pacing requirements of that setting. Giving thf answer takes les$ time

than the other types of terminal feedback, and this is an itOortant considera-

tion in reading turns.

The proporition of terminal feedback that was ask.othc.t. stiowed signi-
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ficant curvilinear relationships for total response opportunities (763),

but was not significant for nonturn interactions (764). This variable waa

not examined separately for turn interacilons, because of low frequency.

The curves for total interactiona were inverted/U-shaped, although much

more shallow for Word Analysis scores than for Total Reading scores (es

.01, .04, range .08 to .39). This suggests that moderate use of this

type of feedback is aPpropriate when terminal.feedback is being given,

at least in nonturn interactions.

Earlier research which examlned ask other feedback demonstrated

different relationships for SES groups: it was Positively related to

achievement for high SES classes but negatively related for low SES

classes (Brophy and Evertson, 1976; Note 1). The curvilinear result does .

suggest that too much use of this technique would not be advisable, but

that it is not totally undesirable, at least in nonturn interactions. The

low rate of occurrence in reading turns suggests that most teachers find

it inappropriate then, probably because of the effect on pacing.

The proportion of terminal feedback that was a call out by another

child showed no significant relationship for either test score (765, 766,

767).

These results do not yield any clear conclusions about the most

appropriate type of terminal feedback. The appropriate use of any type

of feedback is probably dependent on several factors, such as pacing

requirements, student characteristics, and the extent of use.

Types of sustainigaeedback. The three separate categories of

sustaining feedback also were examined in the same ways to determine more

about their effect on achievement.
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There were no significant relationships for the proiiortioh of total

response oppertunities that included repeating the question feedback (746).

For turn response opportunities, there was no relationship with Total Reading ,

scores, but there

scores (747; km

a positive slope

was a significant linear interaction for Word Analysis

.04, range a .04 to .19). In this interaction, there was

for higher ability classes, and a negative slope for lower

ability classes. There were no significant relationships with either test

for the proportion of nonturn response opportunities which included repeat

question feedback (7481 range a .03 to .06). The ranges indicate that

repeating the question as feedback was used most often in reading turns

and seldom in nonturn interactions. It may be that it is more effecttve

with higher level students because they are more capable of figuring out

for themselves what should be done to correct a misread word, and this is

an efficient use of time within reading turns. Perhaps lower Ability students

need more information than is proided by simply repeating a question after

a mistake. This technique might be effective when an error was caused by

impulsive guessing or reading too quickly, but it would be less effective

if errors were due to the. lack of skills required to decode a word. If

the latter type of error were more common in lower ability classes, then

it makes sense that too frequent use of repeating the question would not

be useful, because it would not provide the information which the child

needed to correctly read the word.

The proportion of response opportunities which con.tained clue feedback

showed no significant relationships for either total, tufn, or nonturn

interactions (749, 750, 751). The range here was small, from .06 to .10,
No.

indicating that few interactions included such feedback.
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There also were no Significant findings for the proportion of any type

of interaction that was give'by clue feedback (752, 753, 7541. The range

was restricted on this measure, from .00 to .01, reflecting the low level

of use of this technique.

The next set of variables expressed the proportionate use of each of

these three techniques to one another.

The proportion of all sustaining feedback that was repeating the question

yielded no significant relatiosships for total R.O.'s (768). However, for

turn response opportunities, there was a linear interaction with a positive

slope for higher ability classes and a negative slope for lower.ability

classes (769; p; .09, .01, range .24 to .53). This is the same pattern

which was demonstrated when repeating the question was expressed as a propor-

tion of all response oppertunities, and the interpretation is the-same

(i.e., lower.ability students may need more information, whereas higher

ability studentS can more often benefii from having the question repeated).

There were no significant findings for repeationtintt in nonturn

interactions (770).

Although no significant findings resulted when clue feedback was

expressed as the proportion of all rt3ponse opportunities, there were

significant interactive results when it was examined as the proportion of

all sustaining feedback in totaland in turn response opportunities.

For total response opportunities, the interaction was a negative

relationship for higher ability students and a positive relationship for

low ability students (771; R.. .10, .04, range . .47 to .70). For turn

Interactions, this same pattern was present and the results were more

highly significant (772; p = .01, p , .01, range . .43 to .70). For



nonturn interactions witll sustaining feedback, there was no significant

relationship (773).

These results suggest that when a teacher deciaes to use sustaining

feedback within reading turn interactions, it is probably better not to

use clue feedback too much of the time with fiigher level students. This

result complements the ones discussed earlier for repeating the question.

i7if

Higher level students probably do not need as much info 'ation to correct

their own answer, at least within reading turns, and p oviding too much

of it probably breaks the pace. The ranges for these scores indicate that

all teachers gave clue feedback some of the time when they used sustaining

fes4ack in turns, so this result should not be interpreted to mean that

clue feedback should never be used with higher level students. It simply,

shows that too much of it yielded negative relationships. This was not

xrue with lower ability students, who apparently benefited from more clue

feedback in reading turns compared to other types of sustaining feedback.

The implication is that when teachers want a student of lower ability to

try to correct an -rror while reading (that is, they have deCided on sustain-

ing feedback rather than terminal), it will probably be better to offer

clus instead of simply urging the child to try again.

The proportion of total sustaining feedback that was 21yLr.by_Flue

feedback showed no significant relationships with either test (774, 775,

1/6). Give by. clue feedback was used from 2% to 9% of the time that

:;ustaining feedback was uoed.

In summary of the data describing the specific types of sustaining

::iguifitant relationships were found for the use of giye by

whcs; examined in these ways. RejTat_questior feedback and
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clue feedback yielded significant interactions with ability when examined

for reading turns. Higher ability students making errors in turns who

received more repeat guestiun a+.14 less clue feedback had higher achievement,

while these relationships were the Opposite for lower ability aliases.

Feedback given when students fail to respond. The next three sections

will look at feedbytk categories separately for three types of answers:

failure to respond, incorrect answers, and statements of "I don't know".

'tThis first section examined what kind of feedback is given when students

fail to respond. Therefore, the denominator for these proportions was "the

sum of all no response answers" instead of "all interactions".

The proportion of all no response anrwers which included give answer

feedback demonstrated significant negative linear relationships with both

test scores (833; 2,.'s 0 .01, .02, range 0 .19 to .55). The more often the

teacher gave the answer to a child who had failed to respond initially to

a question or word, the worse was the overall achievement. This does not

mean that giving the answer is never an appropriate thing to do, however,

because the bottom of the range represented teachers who did so almost 20%

of the time that students did not respond. When this variable was examined

separately for turn and nonturn interactions, no significant relationships

were found (834, 835).

The proportion of no response answers followed ty ask other feedback

showed no significant relationships for either total or nonturn response

opportunities (836, 837).

The proportiom of no response answers which included a call out from

another child as feedback showed no significant relationships for total

interactions or turn interactions (838, 839). However, there were signi-

166
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ficant fnteractions for the proportion of no response answers in nonturn

interactions which included a child calling out the answer (840; i.< .01,

< .01, range m .01 to .16). This interaction includes a hegative slope

for higher ability classes and a positive slope for lower ability classes.

This suggests again that call outs are not desirable in higher ability

classes (possibly because they represent management problems there), but

they may represent something very different in lower ability classes.

However, this result must be considered in light of the observed range,

since call outs as feedback did not occur with great frequency. Indeed,

other results from the study suggest that too many call outs are not appro-

priaie. These interactions with ability suggest that a slightly higher

level of call outs should be tolerated in lower ability classes because

they may represent something desirable (motivation, enthusiasm, attention

to the lesson). Thii does not mean that teachers of lower ability classes

should encourage high'levels of calling out among their students.

The proportion of no response answers which included repeltquestion

feedback showed no significant findings for total response opportunities

(844), but did yield a significant interaction for turn response opportuni-

ties (845; jes = .08, .02, range = .00 to .14). This interaction showed

a positive slope for higher ability classes. This fiirther substantiates

the pattern found when repeating tht.vestion was examined with respect

to all answers and all sustaining feedback. There were no significant

findings for nonturn interactions including no response answers followed

by re.aet.irlg the question (846).

No response answers followed by clue feedback also yielded significant

interactions, as well as overall linear relationships with achievement.

.167
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For total response opportunities, there was a significant interaction with

a steep positive slope for higher ability classes and less steep positive

slope for lower ability classes, indicating that this technique was more

closelY related to achievement in Ildlkher ability classes (847; its for

interaction effect a .03, .04, range w .17 to .41). When the noninteractive

model was considered, there was still a significant positive relationship

(jes a .01, .01). This variable was not significant in separate examina-

tions of turn and nonturn interactions, although the results were,near-

significant and the slopes were positive.

The proportion of no response answers (in total inieractions) that

were followed by give by clue feedback showed a Curvilinear relationship

with Lhe Total Reading test, but no significant relationship with the Word

Analysis test. The curve essentially describt: a positive relationship .

(850; 2. .01, range m .00 to .06). Obviously, this technique was not

used yery often following failures ro respond. When this variable was

examined for turn interactions, there were significant linear interactions

for both tests (851; es a .04, .04, range a .00 to .04), with positive

relationships for both high and low classes,.but much steeper slopes for

lower ability classes. This suggests that, within reading turns, using

p. very easy clue question after a failure to respond is occasionally

advantageous, especially In lower ability classes. There were no signi-

ficant findings for this variable for nonturn interactions (852).

In summary, the following conclusions may be drawn from the data

describing feedback to failures to respond:

1. Givimthe answer to students without requiring another response

has a negative relationship with achievement. It may be that doing this
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'stoo freqUently reinforces the failure to.respond, and this may cause students

to give up too easily, therefore getting i'coo little practice in figuring

out how to read. That is, if students know they can get the answer from

the teacher without trying, they may be more likely to stop prematurely and

ask for help.
0

2. The relationship with achievement for other feedback techniques

depended on the ability level of the class. The presence of some callipg

out by other students within a limited range was positively related to

achievement for lower ability classes, but this relationship was negative

for higher ability classes. This pattern was demonstrated with some other

variables in the study describing calling out and in.previous research.

Clt_telja feedback (i.e., breaking down the initial question into a series

of simpler questions, and requiring another response) was positively related

to achievement for both high and low ability classes, but the strength of

the relationships within each ability group depended on the type of clue

given. For regular clues, when the answer to the clue question was not

an obvious "giveaway", higher level classes showed.steeper positive slopes

than did lower level classes, However, when much simpler clues were

examined, there were steeper relationships for lower ability classes, at

least within reading turn interactions.

Another interaction with ability level was present for repetition

of the question after a failure to respond. Within reading turns, a

failure...to respond:meant th4t the student stopped while reading the text

and repoating the question meant that the teacher simply prompted the

student :tad encouraged an attempt. There were positive relationships

with achievement in higher ability classes, but negative relationships
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in lower ability classes.

. These results suggest that optimal reeionse by the teacher to a student

failure to answak a question will vary depending on the ability level of

the student. For higher ability students, the optimal response seems to

be one that is somewhat challenging: pushing for an attempt to read the

word within a turn, offering clues that are noc too easy, discouraging

call outs from other students wbo would give ewey the *never, and minima

use of giving the answer to the student by the teacher.

However, for.students in lower ability classes, the reaults suggeat

that feedback to failuies to respond should not.be overly challengingl.but

should not reinforce the nonresponding behavior. Giving the answer to the

student by the teacher sho ld therefore be minimized, in order`to ieinforce

. the expectation that stuaents should respond. Allowing occanional call Outs

from other students who provide the answer is not inappropriate. Giving

clues Is often appropriate, but at least some of the time, those clues

should be very simple, allowing the student a guaranteed correct answer..

'This appears to be especially important in reading turns, where pacing must

be coasidered.

Such interpretations are in keeping with other research that has

indicated that higher ability students in the early grades benefit from

re/atively more challenge, while lower ability students benefit from a

relatively higher success rate and more encouragement (Brophy and Evertson,

1976; Note 1).

Feedback slven to incorrect answers. In addition to examining these

six types of feedback, the variables describing response to incorrect

answers also included failure to provide feedback (i.e., there was not
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even acknowledgement of incorrectness).

The proportion of incorrect answers that were not followed by tiny

feedback showed no significant relationships for total response opportunities
v.

(793), probably due to the very restricted eange of *Cores (from .00 to .01).

...

However, when examined for nonturn interactions,,there was a significant

negative linear relationship (794; 2. < .01, iLm .02, range m .00 tO .02).

Obviously, this did not happen very much of the time, but those teachers

who occasionally did fail to give feedback to incorrect answers had lower
4.

achievement scores. This seems obvious, since,studepts in this situation -

were essentially receiving inaccurate information about ritading, and/oT the
4

message that their performance *as not Important.

The proportion of incorrect answers (total interactions) that received

give answer feedback showed a significant relationship for Total Reading

scores but not for Word Analysis scorep. With Total.Reading there was a

significant curvilinear relationship, with both low and high ability groups

showing inverted U-shaped curves. However, for the low ability gnmp, the

curve dropped off much more steeply after ceaking. For the high liroup, it

leveled off more gradually (803;-.2 m .02, range .21 to .49). This stiggests

s

th .
high levels of Riving the answer to incorrect responses is especially

undesirable for lower level students. However, no significant relation-u

sh p was found for the Word Analysis test for total response opportunities,

nor were there significant results for Lurn and nontern intcractions fori

either test score (804, 805). Therefore, this interpretation remains

tentative.

The proportion of incorrect answers that received ask other feedback

showed no significant relationships for either test for either total or



nonturn interactions (805, 807).

Tge proportion-of incorrect &neves that received call out feedback

for total interactions showed significant curvilinear relationships (808;

11.'s u .10, .01, range u .00 to .06). The curve for lower ability classes

suggested a weak positive relationship. For the high classes, the curve

was primarily negative in slope with a short upward curve at the end.

Therefore, even though curvilinear, the pattern is essentially the inter-

. action detectbd earlier for call outs: negative relationships in higher

.ability classes and positive relationships in lower ability classes. This

relationship was not found when separate analyses were dome for turn and

nonturn interactions (809, 810).'
%

The proportion of incorrect answers that received repeat question

feedback shoved a significant curvilinear relationship (inverted U-shaped)

for total response Opportunities for the Total Reading test (614; Ito .06,

range .12 to .30). For the Woid Analysis test this variable showed a

significant linear interaction (814; 2. .04, range u .12 to .30) with a

positive slope for high classes and a negative slope for low classes.

Separate analysis of this variable for turn and nonturn response opportuni-

ties yielded no sigilificant results (815, 816).

For-total response opportunities, the proportion ,of incorrect answers

that reeeived clue feedback showed no significant findings, although there

were near-significant results indicating a positive linear slope (817;

range .15 to .33). When turn and nonturn interactions were examined

separately, no significant relationships were found (818, 819).

The proportion of incorrect answers which receivedigive by clue

feedback showed no significant relationships with gain for total inter-
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actions, .turn, or nonturn interactions (820, 821, 822).

Incorrect answers were divided into reading questions'and nonreading

questions to determine if this finer analysis would reveal a different '

pattern of findings. That is, would the appropriateness of feedback vary

according to these types of questions? The folloOing patterns were evident:

1. There were no significant refationships with achievement(for any

of the variables including nonreading questions. These were examined for

nonturn interactions only, since so few nonreading questions occurred in

turns.

2. When reading questions were examined separately, a similar pattern

of results was found to that already discussed for all questions that yielded

incorrect answers. Only the results that were different are discussed below.

There weri no significant relationships for giving the answer to.

Ancorrect resding questions (888, 890, 891), whereas analyses involving all

questions, yielded a curvilinear (inverted U-shaped) relatronship for totil

R.O.'s with one test.

I.

A significant negative linear relationship was found for the use of

asking other students for the answer in nonturn reading questiofis (892;

2 = .02, .03, range mg .03 to .31). In contrast, there were no significani

findings for dsking others after incorrect answers for all questions combined.

A
More significant findings were evident for variables describingrepeat

suestion feedback. When all questions were combined, there were significant

relationships only for total response opportunities, but for reading questions,

there were significant results for all three types of interactions. For

tctal and turn response opportunities, relationships were curvilinear,

inverted U-shaped, and similar for both ability levels. For nonturn R.O.'s,



.

the curves suggested an.erentially positive relationship for higher ability

classes, with no clear relationship for lower ability classes.

These results suggest that moderate 'amounts of repeating question

feedback are appropriate, but that the optimal level is dependent on the

ability level of the students. This same pattern has been discussed

elsewhere for other variables describing repeating the guestion. The inter-

actions with ability are probably due to differing needs for information

in order to correct an answer.

yeak positive linear relationships were found for use of clue feedback

following incorrect answers to reading questions (total response opportuni-

tiesi) (902; p's .10, .07; .15 to .36). This variable was not significant

for all questions combined. ,

In summary, the following conclusions may be drawn from the data

describing feedback to iftcorrect answers:

1. Many of the same patterns found for feedback to no response answers

' were evident, but they were not as consistent or as strong. This suggests

that, as expected, a failure to respond and a response that is incorrect

require different things.of the teacher. In the first case, the task is

relatively cl.ear cut; to encourage the student to say something. (This

point was strongly emphasized in the instructional model.) However, when

the student has answerd ineorrectly, the teaLlwr's options are more likely

to be defined in terms 01 the error itself and its importance in the lesson'

at that poine. Therefore, the objc..t bcomes provi4ing the correct infor-

mation in the best way.

2. Civing the answer to the !audent, which Alowed strong negative

relationships with achievement for nk_re:Tonse answers, was only weakly



related to achievement following incorrect answers. This seems reasonable,

in that too frequently giving the answer after a failure to respond may

indeed reinforce thit behavior, but giving the aniwer after an incorrect

answer may be the most efficient way of providing the correct information.

However, the data do suggest that too much use of the technique.following

4

incorrect answers is not appropriate.

3. There were interactions with ability for the use of repeat question

4

and call out feedback similar to those already. described (higher ability

classes had higher achievement with fewer call outs and more repeating the

question, and the reverse was true for lower ability classes). However,

again, these were not as strong as they were when examining failures to

respond.

4. The strength-of the relationship with achievepent depended on the

type of question. There were no significant findings when nonreadAng

questions were examined separately. However, when reading questions were

V examined, a similar pattern of results'emerged to that already described,

and for some variables the results were stronger. Of particular importance

here was a negative relationship with achievement for asking another student

following an incorrect answer. This Is the only instance of a negative

finding for this technique, although the original hypothesis was that it

would be negatively related to achievement.

Feedback aiven to "I don't know" answers. The same types of feedback

variables were created to express teacher responses to answers of "I don't

know" or requests for help. (In the model, there was much emphasis placed

sin eliciting some kind of response to every qwstion, with the understanding

that it is often appropriate for the child to say "I don't know", although
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it is not appropriate to say nothing.)

However, "I don't know" answers did not occur very often, so that many

of ehe feedback categories associated with them were not *bitable for analyses

due to low frequency.

There were no significant results for use of sive answer feedback (823,

824, 825), ask other feedback (826, 827), ovrepeat question feedback (828,

829). Calling out by other students and giving the answer by a clue were

not examined for "don't know" answers due to low frequency.

The only significant finding for the cluster of variables describing

feedback to "I don't know" answers was for the use of clue feedback in

nonturn response opportunities. Here, the.relationships were curvilinear

(832; .p.'s = .04, .05, range = .10 to .47). For both ability groups, these

Curves showed essentially positive relationships with a plateau 'for high

levels of the vailable. This suggests that giving a clue when students

admit they don't know the answer is an appropriate thing to do, at least

within the range of that behavior that was observed.

, Results of sustaining feedback. In addition tO looking at relationships

between achievement and types of feedback in different situations, the effects

of sustaining feedback also were examined. Every time that the teacher
I.

gave sustaining feedback, the observer noted whether or not ft led to an

improved response in the next interaction. Iraprovement was defined as any

correct answer or, in the case of an initial failure to respond, as making

any response. Proportions were then created to express the number of times

that such feedback led to improvement.

The proportion of all interactions involving sustaining feedback that

resulted in Improved answers yielded no significant relationships for either.
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total, turn, or nonturn interactions (934, 935, 936). It had 'been expected

that teachers who got better results with sustaining feedback would be the

more effective teachers, but this was not the case. The ranged on these

variables showed that sustlining feedback usually resulted in improvement,

although there was still variation among the teachers. For example, for

total response opportunities including sustaining feedback, teachers'

improvement scores ranged from 632 to 77% of the time. Therefore, they

were successful most of the time in eliditing a bettee agswer in the next

interaction; although this waP not necessarily the final correct answer.

Therefore, these measures did not define whether or not the teacher led the

student to the final sotution. It might be that a measure of ultimate

duccess or failure with a sequence of sustaining feedback would be a better

indication Of the teacher's ability to use it effectively, and this in turn

might be related to achievement. It seems likely that teachers who are

able to accurately diagnose the cause of an error and lead the child'

successfully through she process of answering ihe question woulci be more

effective teachers overall. However, this hypothesis.was not tested by

these particular variables.

Each type of answer (incorrect, "I don't know", and failure to respond)

was also examined for improvement following it. This was done in two

different ways. Scores were created which expressed the improvement ratio

for only those interactions which were sustained (i.e., those which could

be completely categorized as either improved or not improved). Also created

were variables expressing the propartiqn of improved answers out of all

such answers (i.e., those which included sustaining feedback, as well as.

all the times that the answer was not sustained).
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For the first type of variable, no relationships were found for the

propory.on of sustained.incorrect or no response answers that were improVed

(928, 942). However, when "Iilon't know" answers were considered, there

was a significant interaction for the proportion of these which were sustained

and improved.in nonturn response opportunities (940; 2 - .02, .06, range si

.43 to .76). This interaction.showed relationships with achievement which

were positive for higher ability clauses, and negative for lower ability

classes. It is not clear why there was a negative finding for low classes,

especially in light of other findings that suggested that clues which

guaranteed improvement were positively related to achievement in these

classes.

When the proportion of each type of answer that was improved was

examined, positive relationships with achievement were found for incorrect

answers (937; 2.'s = .06, .09, range = .23 to .43). Since these variables

were examining the proportion of effective sustaining feedback to all other

types of feedback, and since most suataining feedback was effective, these

results may actually reflect the general appreprlateness of using sustaining

feedback much of the time. However, there were no significant findOgs

for this variable for "I don't know" answers (939). Again, resules for

"I don't know" answers do not fit into a pattern established for other

types of answers. This might be due to their low frequency, which could

lead to unreliable results, or it might be that they actually represent

a qualitatively different situation thhn incorrect answers and "no response"

answers.

Each type ot sustaining teedbhok was exaziued tor the proportion that

resulted in improved responses. No significant rclationships with achieve-



ment were found for any 'of the three categories (944 - 951). Not surprisingly,

give by clue feedback more often resulted In success when it was used. but

relative success with this or any other type of feedback did not predict

achievement. These support the more general variables already discussed

which showed that effective use of sustaining feedback as it was measured

did not relate to acpievement.

Another Emt af variables w s created to examine the relative length

oa a series of sustained interactions, in order to determine if teachers

who gave up before ultimate success differed from teachers who usually

continued sustaining sequences through to the end. The variables expressed

the proportion of austained interactions which did not include the final

torrect answet that were terminated rather than sustained further. It might

be predicted that the relationship of this variable to achievement would

be curvilAnear, in that giving up and offering terminal feedback too much

of the tine might communicate ctgative expectations, while never being

willing to stop before success seriously disrupt the pace of the

lesson. However, there were no significant relationships for this variable

for total, turn, or nonturn interactions (662, 663, 664). Values ranged

trim 10% to 50% for sustained Interactions receiving terminal rather than

further sustaining icedback.

Summary of resu1t8 for Principles describing feedb.7c1c to incorrect

.110.Wf.: (PrinciWo.; 17,18, & 19) . The principles in the model suggested using

sm:taining feedback in response to errors when it seemed appropriate. When

it was not appropriate (due to pa(ing o: type of question), it was sugges,ed

that the teaclwr give the anawer to the student herself rather than ask

other situdents.

ta



In a very general sense, these principles were.supported by the data,

but the results suggested that many factors must be considered tn defining

their relationship with achievement. There were several statistical inter-

actions with the initial readiness level of the class, and results were

often different when separate analyses were done for response opportunities

during reading turns and those outside of reading turns..

Sustaining feedback was positively relatvd to achievement, when examined

in comparison to terminal feedback. Hosyever, the results indicated that

term4nal feedback was used by all teachers muca of the time. The differences

between the more and less effecttve teachers was in the relative amount,

with the more effective teachers using :ust.ining feedback up to 60% of

the time that they had the choice of the two general strategies. In addition,

the proportion of incorrect answers and failures to respund that were improved

through the use of sustaining feedback were positively related to achievemect.

When specific types of feedback were examined, the relationships with

achievement were dependent on both student ability level and the type 6f

answer preceding the feedback.

Terminal feedback categories:

Giving. the answer showed negative relationships with achievement, and_

this result was strongest when failures to respond were examined. Hcwever,

all teachers, even the most effective, used the techniqde some of the time.

The results therefore suggest that it should be used ir mlderation.

Askitg; other students for the answer did not occur wry otter, and

there were few relationships with achievement for its use. One significant

finding indicated a negative relationship, while another suggested a

curvilinear relationship in which moderate use was related to achievement.



This was contrary to ocpectations based on other research.

Call outs from other students yielded interactions with class mean

ability, in that there were positive relationships with achievement within

lower ability classes, but negattve relationships within bigger ability

classes. However, there was not much calling out as feedback, so that

the positive relationships in low classes do not imply high levels of the

behavior.

Sustaining feedback categories:

Repeating the question often showed interactions with ability, in that

its use within reading turns was positively associated with achievement for

higher ability classes, but there was a negative relationship for lower

ability classes. This was interpreted to iadicate that lower atality

students often need more information,in order to implove an answer, but

that higher ability students, given some additional time and encouragement,

may be able to reason out a word that they or.ginally hesitated on or missed.

Clue feedback following errors or failures to respond showed positive

relationships with achievement, although again, this was strongest following

fal es to respond, and especially in higher ability classes.

Give_by_clue fetldback did not occur often, and yielded few significant

relationshipA. However, its use was positively related to achievement when

following failures ti respaud. This .Afect was strongest in lower ability

classes.

A teacher's rate of success with sustaining feedback (i.e., whether

or not It led to an improved answer IL the next interaction) did not

pree' acl.ivvement. Most sustaining feedback wa3 successful in this

respert..
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Ftedback bp Correct Amswers_(Principle 20)

There were no significant relationships for the proportion of correct

answers followed by emphasis feedback.for any type of interaction (780, 781,

782, 854, 863, 864, 865, 910, 911). Emphasis, as it was measured in this

study (repeating the answer or having it repeated), showed no relationships

with achievement within the observed ranges. The proportion of correct

answers (nonturn interactions) followed by emphasis feedback ranged from

26% to 50%, indicating fairly frequent use of this type of feedback. The

range (ias much smaller in reading turn interactions (0 to 14%) probably

because the teacher wanted to maintain the pace and repeating words would

have been an unnecessary interruption.

It had been expected that omitting feedback after answers would be

negatively related to achievement at this level. This was true when

incorrect answers were analyzed. However, v':en the proportion of correct

answers that received no feedback was examined, there were weak positive

linear relationships for total interactions (778; 2's = .09, .07, range =

.00 to .15). This variable was not examined in reading turns due to low

frequency of occurrence.

When broken down into types of questions, the proportion of correct

reading questions taat received no feedback showed similar relationships,

either weak positive or near-significant trends in that direction (861,

863). However, there were no significant relationships for the proportion

of correct nonreading questions that received no feedback (908, 909).

Summon; of resu)ts for Principle 20 (responding to correct answers).

Although ft had been expected that eTphasis. !eedback (repeating or having



a.child repeat the answer) would be related to achievement, no relationships

were found. Teachers did use this type of feedback fairiy often' in nonturn

interactions (use ranged from one in (rover, four, to one in every two inter-

actions).

It had also been expected that failure to give feedback to correct

answers.would be negatively related to achievement, since it would represent

4

lack of information given to the student about an answer. )Iowever, there .

were weak positive relationahips with achievement found for the proportion

of correct answers that did not receive feedback. Omission of feedback tc

correct answers did not occur often (no, more than 152 of correct answers

received ito feedback). Perhaps omission of feedback is appropriate when

It is obvious to the students that an answer is correct, and acknowledgement

of this wouid be unnecessary.

Praise and Criticism (Principles 21 & 22)

Praise. Two types of praise were examined: praise during academic

interactions (response opportunities)- and praise of behavior. The absolute

rate of occurrence of each was not related to achievement (27, 425).

The proportiorrof all contacts, including response opportunities and

behavior contacts, that included praise showed no significsnt relationships

with the Word Analysis test, but significant curvilinear relationships with

Total Reading scores (1033; 2 = .05, range m .04 to..14). The curves for

both groups were shallow inverted U-shapes, suggesting an optimal amount

of praise in the middle of the range. However, the lack of significance

ior the Word Analysis test makes this interpretation tentative.

When only academic contacts (response opportunities) were examined,



thz proportion (total ipteractions) including praise was significantly

negatively related to the Total Reading scores, although not to Word

Analysis scores (730; 2 = .04, range = .04 to .17). Thereyere no'signifi-

cant findings for the proportion of turn response opportunities, that included

praise, probably due to the very restricted range (731; range a .00 to .03).

However, when nonturn interactions were examined, the proportion that received

praise showed negative linear relawionships with both test scgres (732;

= .02, .08, range = .04 to .19).

When only behovioral contacts were examined, the'proportion of these

with praise showed significant linear interactions\eith both test scotes

(1014; 2.'t. = .09, .02, range = .00 to .08). These interactions showed a

positive slope for higher ability classes and a negative s1Ope for lower

ability clas;ms. However, the' distribution of this variable was extremely

skewed, so that the results may be artifactual; Other research has suggested

that.lower ability students probably benefit from bore praise relative to

higher ability students (Brophy and Evertson, 1976; Note 1).

When only correct answers to academic questions Were examined, the

proportion receiving praise showed no significant relationships to gain

for any type of interaction (785, 786, 787, 868, 869, 870).

The use Ofipraise following reading turns that were completely correct

snowed a negative ;inear relationship for the Total Reading score (855;

2 .05, range ,= .04 to .30), but this variable was not significantly

related to the Word Analysis scores.

The use of praise following incorrect answers showed no significant

relationships to achievement for either total or nonturn Interactions,

probably due to the very restricted range (799, 800; range .00 to .01).



However, the use of praise following a reading turn that contained some

errors sh.med a significant negative linear relationship with Total Reading

scores, although not with Word Analysis scores (859; jos .04, range = .04

to .33).

Specificity of praise. There ,,ere no significant results for the

proportion of all praise (academic and behavioral) that was specific (1034).

When only academic praise was examdned for specificity, there was a positive

linear relationship with the TOtal Reading score, but not with the Word

Analysis score (756; 2. = .04, range = .01 to .08).

When onlylehavioral.praise was examdned, there were no significant

relationships to achievement (1029).

Criticism. Criticism was also examined for both academic and behavioral

-contacts. There were no significant results tor the absolute rate of occur-

rence of either type (28, 429).

The proportion of all contacts (academic and behavioral) that were

critical in nature showed significant negative linear relationships with

achievement (1035; k < .01, k < .01, range = .02 to .10). This variable

included academic criticism, behavioral criticism and behavioral warning.

It did not include behavior corrections that were mild in tone.

When only academic criticism was considered, there were no relationships

with achievement for either total or nontufn interaotions (733, 734).

Academic criticism was rare, occurring in less than 10% of all response

opportunities.

When only incorrect answers receiving criticism were examined, there

were also no significant findings (801, 802, 886, 887, 921). iCriticism

was given to incorrect answers less than 5% of the cime.

18,5
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Specificity of criticism. ihe prOportion of all criticism and corrective

contacts.that were specific.showed positive relationships with achievement

(1036; .es ..06, .02, range .1 .02 to .10). This variable suggests that

teachers who were specific about their criticism were getting higher achieve-

ment than teachers who were not, at least within the narrow range observed.

However, when only behavioral contacts were examined for 4se of

_specificity, there were no significant relationships (1019, 1030). Academic

criticism was not.examined separatelylor use of specificity due to the low

frequency of occurrence.

Stu:nary of =sults for Principles 21,& 22 (allse andHcriticiss). The

use of acadewic praise was negatively related tc achievement, suggesting

that toodmuch praise id inappropriate. These results were strongest for

nonturn interactions. For many of the variables describing praise, results

were only significant for the.Total Reading score, which suggests some'

caution in interpretation, since most.of the other variables were related
4.

similarly to both-tests.

As expected, use of specific academic praise was related to achieve-

ment, but it did not occur often (less than 8% of praise was specific).

There were negative relationships with achievement for the proportion

of contacts that were critical in nature. This is a reflection of more

critical behavioral contacts, since there were relatively few instances

of acade-ic criticism.

When examined separately, there were no significant relationships

with ac.lhievement for academic criticism.

The proportion of total critical statements that were specific was

positively related to achievement.

86
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. 2'Ime Usage

There were significant relationships with achievement for thvverage
.

time spent in reading groups. (This included transition time as well lipk.lesson time.) For the Total Reading score, -.this relationshiP was positive -

and linear (4035; 2. < .01, range 0 21.24 minutes to 31.84 minutes)... Foc'
,

.Word Analysis scores, the relationship was curvilinear (p. 01 .04). The'

shape of this curve was similar for both low and high groups, and showed

a positive slope up to a plateau.

. .

Similar results were found for the variable "Average response opporiu-

nity time available". This variable measured ate average time each reading

4group spent in actual acadâmic lessons, thus eliminating the transition ,

time prior to the lesson. For both test scores, these relationships with

achievement were curviline4r (4029; 20 .02, .02, range is 18.29 to 28.26),

and the curves were again positively sloped up to a plateau. For Word

'Analysis, the curve for the lower ability classes peaked and leveled off

much sooner, while the slope fnr the higher ability classes continued to

climb to a higher point before plateauing. These results suggest that the

longer students were exposed to instruction in lessons, up to a point, the

more they learned. The optimal amount of time was pbrhaps slightly different

for lower and higher ability students. This makes sense considering that

'attention spans were probably different tor the two groups.

The number of students in each reading group and the number of rea;;Ing

groups per class were also analyzed. The average number of groups seen in

a morning showed no relationship to Total Reading achievement, but a

positive linear relationship for Word Analysis achievPment (4069; 2. .05,.

IlVN



*range w 2.62 to 3.75). It may be that a greater number of groups reflect

more careful pairing of instruction with Abity.level. It would be expected

that this result also would be reflected in the average group size, because

more groups should mean fewer students per group. However, there were no

'significant relationships for the average group size in the class (4070;

range 5.65 to 8.39).

The number of activities assigned to the students during each reading

group wus counted. These were.worksheet exercises or other work that

(followed up on material taughtiduring the reading group. The work might

s

4

be dond within the group or taken back to the students' seats to be completed.

There were no significant.relationships for the average number cf activities

given during a group lesson (5352; range a...59 to 2.22).

The response opportunity time was coded as to the lesson context used.

Five lesson contexts were possible:

1. Sloivaced questioning and answers without use of the basal text

and without workbooks.

6 2. Workbook activities in which the students received instructions

on performing exercises and/or did these in the gioup.

3. Fast-paced drill, in which students were expected to respond to

the teacher's questions at a very rapid pace, such as in flash card drill.

4. Reading aloud of a new story from the basal text. This involved

either silent or oral reading of material which %e students had not seen

before. It would also include any comprehension question3 based on that

material.

5. Rereading of a story from the basal reader. This involved either

silent or oral reading and/or comprehension questions over material the



students had seen before.

The average time per lesson spent in each of these contexts was computed

for each teacher. There were positive linear relationships for the average

time spent in Context 1-slow-paced questioning without the reader or workbook

(4030; 2 = .01, .02, range = 2.11 to 9.98). There were no significant rela-

tionships for time spent in contexts 2, 3, 4, or 5. Some of these approached

significance for one of the two tests; in all such cases, the slope was

positive and linear. These resulto might reflect total time spent, in that

greater time overall might be related to molv time in any given context.

The proportion of time spent in the different lesson contexts was also

examined. The proportion of the total response opportunity time which was

spent in Context 1 (queg4ions with no student materials) showed positive

linear relationships with achievement (4063;2= .03, .03, range = .10 to

.39). There was no significant relationship for the proportion of time

spent in contexts 2, 3, 4, or E Although not significant, the slopes

for Context 2 (workbook) were negative, for 3 (drill) they were p6sitive,

for 4 (reading from basal texts) they were negative, and for 5 krereading
-

A

stories) they we.-e very close to zero.

These data suggest that the use of the first context is important: with

its focus on teacher questions with no student materials. These results

do not suggest, however, that all time should be spent in that context,

because the top of the range represented lise of this context no more

than 50% of the time. Examining groups of different ability levels or

higher grade levels might reveal different patterns of relationships.

-

As students gain ability to read aloud smoothly, they might benefit more

from time spent in contexts 4 and 5 (reading of old and new stories from
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the text) than they would earlier in their reading instruction.

Another measure was time that the teacher spent out of the group once

the lesson had begun, and it was expected that this would reflect teachers'

management ability. However, there were no significant relationPhips with

achievement for the average time the teacher was out of the group or the

average number of times per obse. stion that the tcacher left the group

(4036, 4037).

Another way of looking at.use c ime is the rate of response opportu-

nities offered to students. This ali , has be46 discussed under Principle 7,

but it will be discussed further here. There were positive relationships

with gain for the rate of all response opportunities given, and especially

the rate of nonturn response opportunities offered. .There were no signi-

ficant relationships with the number of reading turns per minute"-offered

to the students.

%

The results suggest that the mork. interactions a child has with the

teacher, especially in the form of sIngle questions and answers, the more 4

that child will achieve. This complements th results for lesson contexts,

since Context 1, which showed positive relationships with achievement,

would allow for more such interactions.

Since there was mudh emphasis in the model on use of sustaining

feedback, it was of interest to know how this affected the overall rate

of msponse opportunities in relationship to achievement. The proportion

of response opportunities that were initial selections rather than sustained

selections showed no relationships with achievement (645).

Summary of rPsults of time usap variables. These data indicated

generally positive relationships with achievement for the amount of time



spent in reading group lessons. However, this relationship was curvilinear,

suggesting that past a certain point, more instructional time does not

yield greater achievement. Other analyses suggest that a formarallowing

oral teacher questions and answers by individual students is important.

Several variables describing such's format showed positive relatibnships

with achievement, while variables describing oral reading or workbook

activities in the group were not significantly related to achievement.

There were positive relationships for the number of reading groups

seen each morning, although che range was only from 2.60 to 3.75 groups.

There were no significant findings for the number of students per group,

although this might be expected to vary with the number of groups. *These

results might represent a.careful pairing.of instruction with ability

level by the more effective teachers. This could result in more groups,

but not in equal,distribution of students if that was not appropriate

instructionally.

Curriculum and Content Covered

Variables included in this section Were analyzed at the reading group

level, since the curriculum and content covered varied within each class

by reading group. Therefore, the N for these regression analyses was 66,

rather than 20. (Reading groups that were not present for the entire

year were not included in the regression analyses, since there were no

appropriate test scores for them. Therefore, fewer groups are included

here than in the group comparison.) Only Total Reading scores were used ,

as a criterion since earlier analyses at the class level indicated that

most results were similar for the two test scores.



The content covered during the fear 'showed significant relationships

with Total Reading anhievemoiht. The reading level completed at the end

of the year was positively related to achievement, aud there was also i

significant interaction (6001; 11 < .01 for interaction and for main effect,

range = 1.70 - 3.72, where a score of 4 indicated that the students have

completed the first reader in the series, usually considered to be the

target for the end of first grade). The interaction effect for this

variable occurred because there was a much steeper slope for higher ability

reading groups than lower, although the slope was positive for lower

ability reading groups also. A comparable variable, the number of basals

completed, showed similar results (6006; 2. < .01 for both interaction and

main effects, range = 3.45 - 6.10). A reading group that started at the

first preprimer and went through all the books considered appropriatr for

the first grade would have completed six books. Again, although the over-

all slope Is positive, it was steeper for higher ability groups than for

lower ability groups. These two results taken together suggest that content

covered is definitely related to achievement, and that higher ability

students responded best and achieved.more at a faster pace than that which

seemed most appropriate for lower ability groups. however, even within

lower ability groups, those who covered more content achieved more. This

interaction is comparable to different results found for high and low SES

classrooms at the second- and third-grade level by Briyhy and Evertson

(Note 1). They suggested that higher SES students (and therefore, prestmably

higher ability students on the average) benefited from more demands by

their teacher, whilst lower SES students benefited from similar high expecta-

Lions for performance, but with more emphasis on tedundlney and careful
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coverage of each skill.

There were four basal.series adopted by the school distriCt for first- '

grade reading: ''EcJnoMy, Harcourt-Brace,Tougfiton-Mifflin and Scott-

Foresman. 'The basal used most in each reeding group was noted, and these

present-absent scores for each series were compared to the grOups' achieve.:

ment.

There was a significant interaction with entering.readiness level for

the use of the Economy series (6002; 2. = .02). There was a positiYe rela-

tionshi0 with achievement for tagher level groups and a less steep negative

relationship for lower level groups.

However, the other'three reading series yielded no significant rela-

tionships with achievement (6003, 6004,'6005).

There were several measures which examined the use of other materialp

besides the basal reader as part of the Reading and Language Arts program;

There were no significant relationships with achievement for the use of

the'basal workbook (6007), although since almost everyone used this,,the

range was reiEricted. There were also no significant relationships for

the use of commercial worksheets (6008), the spelling workbook (6009),

the handw-itini workbook (6010), or the DISTAR program (6012). There was

a weak aignificant positive relationship with achievement for the use of

the English workbook (6011vp = .08): Therefore, the uSe of additiOnal

commercial material showed \oo clear relat4onship with achievement.

The size of the class and of the ..eading group was also examined to

determine if smaller groups and/or smaller classes were related to achieve-

.

ment. There were no relationships with achievement for the averime size

of the reading group (6014), but there was a significant positive rela-
.
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tionship for average class size for the year (6019; En .03, range a 20.21 -
t

28.79). This result suggests that there was greater achievement in the

004ar8er clasims. This is in contrast to a similar 'apalysis done at.the class

level, where class size showed no relationship with schievemdnt: It is

not immediately.clear why the results differ althougit sample slze differences

or dependence of sampling units (in the case of the reading group analyses)

may be possible explanations: There are analyses prrently talcing place

'with other data from this study that may shed some light on.problems wlth

different units of analyses (Martin, Andersen; and Veldman, Note 7).

The stability of reading group membership wag measured by the number

of changes of students during the year and also the relative'frequency of

change. These demonstrated interactions with the average entering ability

of the group. For both variables there waA a negative relationship with

achievement for more frequent changes within higher ability groups, but no

clear relationship within lower ability groups)i6015, 6016). These filtdings

suggest that the more stable that higher ability groups are, theIbetter the

students will achieve. However, within lower abillty groups, there is no

indication that stable membership contributes to or detr.acts from achieve-

ment, at least as stabllity was measured here.

4 k
Summary of regression data for curriculum used and contentecovered.

Use of the Economy series (with a phonics emphasis) interacted with the

entering ability level of the reading group, so that there were positive

relationships wits. achievement for higher ability groups, but negative

relationships for lower abiltty groups.

use of any basal series. There were no

No more effecis were found for

clear relationships with achieve- .

ment for the use of additional commercial materials. However, there were

.
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clear effects demonstlatihg that more content covered in the reading groups

was related to achievewnt for both low\and high ability reading groups, and
-

4

that a faster pace.of content coverage was better for higher ability groups:

Reading group size demonstrated no relationship with achievement and asset'
4

sizwdemonstrated a positive relationship, suggesting that the larger classes

achieved more.* The variables describing stability of reading gtoup member-
yaw. .

ship suggested.that higher ability groups achieveless when there are more .

changcs in reading group memberships, but.there are no clear relationships

with achievement for lower ability groups.

Other Categories of Academic Teacher-student Interaction-
.

flany_pdtegories that describe response opportunities have already been

discus sed in evaluatton of the instructional mouel and its recommendations

for selecting,studenti and providinefeeldback. However, other categories

were also used to describe aca4emic interactions and are discussed below..

These were not derived from the instructional model, but we were interested

in their relatispuships with achievement.

Types of questions. Nine categories of.questions. were idcluded in

the coding syspem. Each type was expressed.as a proportion of readonse

opportunities and compared to achievement. There were not significant

findings for seven of the nine: repetition, reading choice, word recog4

nition, choice, product, comprehension, or interpretation (666 - 672, 677 -

684).

There were significant relationships!with achievement for the use of

word attack questions. Ilise,were Oestions which required the student.

to talk about a sound made bya letter or a part of a word, or to look at
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a single word and break it into its parté. This variable was examined for

total and nonturn response opportUnities only, because of low frequency in

reading Eurns: The proportion of xotal questions that were word attack

qtstions showed positive linear relationships (673; .es a .02, .02, range mg

.04 to .16). This,same pattern was repeated for the proportion of nonturn

questions that were word attack questions (674; 11!s .04, .03, range

to-.20). This does not suggest that Eeachers should spend all a their

time on word attack questions, bec:.use even teachers at the high end of

the range'only used such questions about7-16% of the timc. Nvever, teachers

who used more of these questions achieved higher reading gains with the,ir

students than those who used less.

There were significant negative linear relationships for the proportion

of nontuin questions that were Regional questions 4676, .es a .06, .('1,

range m :00 to .03). This range was restricted, and the distribution was

positively skewed so that a few teachers with higher levels of use were

probably Causing theice results. However: the,result does suggest that.

teachers who spent more of the time on personal questions rather than

skill-related questions,achieved less'with their students.

Because there was so much empf- is placed oa the use of sustaining

7

feedback in the instructioncl model, the proportions of each type of

question used in sustaining feedback were examined. .HOwever, there were

no significant relationships with achievement ior any of'thse variables

(653 - 659). Word recognition questions were used most commonly in

sustatning feedback, and they also were the most common type of question

aLked when all response opportunities weie examined.

Types ! answers (difficmilty 1~1). There were highly significant



positive linear relationships for the próportioa of total response opportuni:-.

, ties which led to correct aaswers (690; 21.'s < .01, < .01, range PI .62 to

.77). However, this relationship was not found when nonturn response

cipportunitieo were examined 'separately (691). (Errots in reading turns

are examined below.)

The proportion of total response opportunities that had incorrect

answers.showed.a significant curvilinear re/ationshirfor Tctal Reading

scores (693; 11 = .1.04, range = .18 to .31). ,These curves are fairly4shallow

inverted U's for both high and low ability classes. The relationship of

this variable with Word.Analysis scores was lineat and negative (693;

1/ < .01). 1

The proportion of nonturn response otportunities that included intor-

rect answers showed significant negative lines relationships with both
4.

** test scores (694; les Ays, .02, range = .10 to ,16).
4

There were no significant relationships with achievement for the .

proportion of re'sponse opportunities that led to "don't know" answers for

either total or nonturn interactions (696, 697). (These did not happen

very often, with the range for total response opportuuities being .01 to .02.)

There were significant relationships with achievement for the propor-

tion of response opportunities leading to no response answers for total

Interactions. This relationship was linear and negative (698; jes .04,

.03, range = .07 to .17). There were no significarc findings.for the

proportion of nonturn response opportunities leading to no response answees

(699) ..

Errors made in oral re,:ding turns. never a group was'reading A,loud

out of the basal text, the observer noted/interactions only when a student

/1 97
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made an error, and ,then separately recorded the quality of. reading turns

as a whole. This means that most of the interactions that ocCurred during

turns came as a result of mistakes, although they included,correct.answers

that followed sustaining feedback questions. °The plumber of response opportu-
AP.

nities that did gccur ser readi4 turn is an indication of the iurlibei-of

times-the reading stopped because of words read ificorrectly or not attempted.

There were negative linear relationships with achievement for the average
e**"

number of interactions per reading-turn (606; .es = .10, .05, range.= 1.33

to 1.89). The number of initial errors made per reading turn reflects the

number of original errors made by stUdents and not 4ny errors made durins

sustaining feedback interaction, and there else' were negative'linear rela-'

tiondhipa with achievement for this variable (701; .es .03,.`..02, range

.41 to .98). a

Correspondingly, there were positive linear relationships for the

proporiion of all reading turns that were completely correct, without errors

(702; 2.'8.= .05, .03, range 7 .53 to Ther; were no significant'

relationships with achievement for the proportion of interactions oCcurring

during reading turns that included correct answers (703).

These results suggest than when children read aloud, it is better

for the material to be easy enough that they can read with few mistakes.

However, these results could reflect the fact that students who make more

mistakes in reading are more likelYto he those who will not achieve as

much. It is difficult to say how much these results are due to this factor,

and how much they reflect more appropriate matching of.material to students

by the more effective.teachers. (Tt would be interest" to examine this

variable using only a subset of lower level reading groups.) Hbwever,

i



because these analyees were done with entering ability udid as a covariate,

and because interactions were tested for, it cannot be assumed that the

results are due entirely to a confoanding of ability4level with level of .

error.

Level of errors for different types cif questions. . In order to examine

the level of difficulty in more detail, different types of questions were

examined for the proportion of them that led to correct answers. There

were significant.positive.linear relationshiin with achievement for the

proportion of total reaiing questions that led to correct answers (952;

< .01, < .01, range = .56 to .75). This relationship was notAound

when reading questions asked during turn and nonturn interactions Were

examined separately (95, 954); There also were no significant relntion-

ships for the proportion of nonreading qiiestions that led to cortect %

answers (955).

Each separate type of question was examined in the same way. There

were significant .curvilinear relationships for the proportion of ieading

choice questions that were correct for both total and uonturn interactions

(total: 706; jes < .01, = .01, range = .75 to .89, nonturn: 707; 2.'s = < .01,

= .01, range =..75 to .89). -In all cases, the curves were very shallow

inverted U-shapes. This suggests an optimal moderate point of difficulty
P'.

for such questions.

There was a positive linear relationship for thd proportion of total

word recognition questions that were answered correctly.(708; jes = .01,

< .01, range = .45 to .67). This result suggests that within the range

available, teachers who ask easier questions produced higher achievement.

This probably is a reflection of optimal matching of mat:erial to students

109
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It does not mean that the teachers never challenged the students with

difficult material, but instead, that most of the time (close to 702),

they were asking questions that could be handled by the students. However,

thistresult was not replicated for .turn and nonturn interactions analyzed

separately (709, 710). It might be that analyzing these varibbles separate-

ly by ability levels would produce significant interactions not apparent

with the dais aggregated by class.

There was a significant interaction for the proportion of total

personal questions answered cocrealy, as well as for nonturn personal

questions. The relationship was positive tor higher ability classes, but

with a slightly negative or zero slope for lower level classes (714;

p.'s 40 .02, .02, range = .81 to 1.00). These distributions were somewhat

negatively skewed, and personal questtons did not occur very often, so

the results may not be meaningful.

The proportion of product questions!answered correctly showed a

significant interaction for Word Arialysis scores, but no relationship with

Total Reading scores (718; .2.'8 .04, range m .72 to .84). The relation-

ship with Wont' Analysis scores was a negative slope for higher ability

classes but a zero slope for lower ability classes. This result suggests

that higher ability students did better when product questions were not

too easy. (These questions could be answered with a single fact or label.)

There were no other significant relationships for the difficulty

levels of different types of questions.

Level of errors for different types of selections. Because the

instructional model emphasized types of selection and because some types

of selections seemed more likely to lead to correct answers (volunteering,

200
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call t;iiia), the proportion of each type of selection that did lead to correct

answers was examined.

The proportion of ordered selections that led to correct answers showed*

curvilinear relationships with achievement (640; 2.'8 sis .01, .08, iange .67

4

to..84). For both tests., these curves were of a shallow inverted U-shaper%

There was a positive linear relationship for the prop,tion of pre-
s

-selections that led to correct answers (641; 2.'s < .01, < .of, range .60

to .79). There also were signifiCant positive linear relationships with

achievement far the proportion of nonvOlunteer selections that led to

correct answers (642; Jes n .03, .04, range a .61 to .76).
1

Similarly, there were positive linear relationships for the proportion

of volunteer selections that led to correct answers for Word Analysis

scores (643; 2= .05, range a .69 to .84). This result was not significant

for Total Reading scores. There were no significant relationships with

achievement for the proportion of call out selections that led to correct

. answers (644). (Most call outs were correct.)

The ranges on these variables, with the exception of call out selec-

tions, indicate similar rates of correct answdis for each. The genera/

pattekn ot positive relationships with achievement for higher levels of

correct answers was not changed by separately examining the types of

selection.

-Process feedback. This was coded whenever the teacher gave an explana-.

tion about how an answer was figu'red out. There were significant curvi-

linear relationships for the proportion of all response opportunities that

included press feedback (728; E's = < .01, < .01, range = .01 to .03).

All of the curves were inverted U-shaped, although the curves for higher.
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ability classes ascended mOre steeply before turning. The range for this

variable was relatively restricted. It was.not examined in turn inter-

actions because it happened so seldom. For nonturn interactions, the same

curvilinear pattern was found (729; 2.'s < .01, < .01, range .01 to .04).

To analyze the use of process feedback in a more detaCled way, dif-

ferent types of answers ware examined. 'The proportion of correct answers

followed by procesa feedback again'showed significant curvilinear rela-

tionships with achievement for total and nonturn interactions (total: 783;

2's It '4.02, .01, range sR .00 to .04, nonturn: 784; .p's N. .02, .02, range sa

.00 to .04). Again, these curves show the same pattern (an inverted U-shape)

with a fairly definite positive slope leading up to a plateau and slight

negative slope. Again, the range is restricted, indicating that process

feedback did no.t follow correct answers very often.

Correct answers were broken dowkinto reading and nonreading questions,

and there were no significant relationships (866, 867) for reading questions.

However, when correct nonreading questions were examined, the proportiob

followed by process feedback again showed significant curvilinear rela-

tionships with achievement (912; les ... .09, .04, range .00 to .05).

Again, the curvilinear pattern is P positive4slope that plateaus. The

Curve for higher level groups rises more steeply before plateauing than

that,for lower level groups.

.
The curvilinear patterns did not persist when incorrect answers were

examined. Instead, the proportihn of inctorrect answers followed by process

feedback showed significant positive linear relationships for total response

opportunitles (797; = .01, :03, range ." .00. to .05), and for nonturn.
4

intejactions (798; k's = .01, .02, range = .01 to .08). Process feedback
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occurred more often following incorrect answers than correct answers.

When examined separately for reading questions, the proportion of

incorrect answers followed by process feedback showd similar positive

, linear relationships for total response opportunities (882; 2.'s .01, .08,

range m ..00 to .06), and nonturn response opportunities (883; jes .02, -

.08, range = .00 to .10).

. These results for process feedback. suggest that, following correct

answers, process feedback is valuable some of the time but should not be

overdone. It would be redundant in many cases, and it could seriously

disrupt the pace of th, lesson, if used too much of the time. 4lowever,

following incorrect answers, process feedback can be an approlkiate tech-

ftique. The largest range was observed when only incorrect answers to

reading questions in nonturn interactions were examined (from 0 to 102 of

the time). Perhaps this is the moL.t appropriate time to use proceS's feed-

back without disrupting the pace of the lesson.

Ne0 questions. There was a,curvilinear relationship for the prepor-

tion of all response opportunities that included new questions (743;

jes m .01, .02, range m .10 to .23). The curves are shallow inverted U's,

roughly parallel for both low and thigh groups. When the proportion of

nonturn response opportunifies that contained new questions was examined,

there was a significant positive linear relationship (745; jes c

m .01, range m .10 to ..19). These regults suggest that it is often

desirable to follow completed response opportunities with new (typically

related) questions, at least within the range observed.

Because the instructional model encouraged use of sustaining feedback

rather than terminal feedback, we were interested in the use of new
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question following terminal feedback (so tbal6 in effect, the student's

interaction with the teacher wls.sustained, although not with a question t

to correct his error). There were no significant relattonships found for

the proportion of any type of terminal feedback that was followed by a

nea question (957058, 959).

* The use of a new question following correct anywers was positively

related to achievement for total response opportunities (788; ja's n .01,

.03, rangt m .13 to .24), and nonturn interactions (790; ja's In .01, .02,

range - .12 to .23).
\

The use of a new question following reading turns that were completely

correct showed curvilinear relationships with achievement (856; ja's I. .06,

.04, range :06 to .33). These curves show fairly steep positive slope

up to a plateau for higher ability classes, but a shellow inverted U for

lower ability classes. ,

When correct *answers were broken Jown into reading and nonreading

questiontl, there weie significant curvilinear relationships for the use

of new questions following correct reading questions for total interactions

(871; jes .02, .02, range = .10 to .29), and fur nonturn interactions

(873; ilas .04, .04, range .08 to .28). All of these curves showed a

positive slope up to a pla.au. There were no significant relationsh:ps

for the proportion of correct nonreading questions followed by new

questions (917).

There Were no significant findings for the use of now questions

following incorrect answers (811, 813, 896, 898, 929). There also werc

no relationships with achievement for the uge of OW questions following

reading turns that contained some etrorg (860), ot for new que6tion,4

2o.1
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following no response answers (841, 843).

Stmmary of results of regression analyses of other response opportu-.

pitv.categories. .The types of questions.asked, the rate of correct answers,

and two other types of feedback not discussed in the instructional mo8e1

were examined for relationship with achievement.. Out of nine categories

of questions, only two showed significant results: word attack questions

had positive relationships with achievement and personal questions had

negative relationships. The difficulty level of questions, as measured

by the rates of correct and incorrect answers, did yield significant

findings. A higher rate of correct responses, especially during reading

turns, was associated with greater achievement. There were curvilinear

relationships for some variables describing correct answers, and ail vari-

ables fell within a range in which some errors were made, so these results

suggest an optimal level of difficulty which allows for some errors rather

than support for errorless'learning. Two other types of feedback, process

and new question, yielded positive relatioftships with achievement, Although

many of thpse were curvilinear, suggesting an optimarlevel. Process

feedback was most closely related to achievement when it followed incor-

rect answers. .New qeestions were most closely related to achievement

when they followed correct answers.

Behavioral Contacts

Although not specifically discussed in the instructional model, we

were Interested in the ways that teachers corrected misbehaviors.

There were negative linear relationships for the proportion of total

contacts that were behavioral contacts (1031; p. .01, < .01, range .09



to'.23).* Teachers wto spent more of their time correcting students for

misbehavior produced less achieNlement, probably because less time was

available for academic interactions in their reading groups. Teachers at

the high end of the scale had almost one liehavioral Correction for every

three academic contacts.

Betavioral,contacts were.classified as occurring within tpe group

(the teacher correcting students whom she is teaching at that time), or

outside the group (out-of-group students interrupt the teacher, or she

interrupts the group lesson to deal with out-of-group students). Each

was analyzed separatPly as ehe proportion of all contacts, and revealed

similar patterns. Both were negatively related to achievement (in-group

behavior corrections: 1077; 2 .2 .05, .02, ranse = .04 to .11, out-of-

group contacts: 1078; 2 .01, 2 < .01, range = .04 to .12).

Each behavioral coact was identified as to the type4pf student

behavior Involved, and variables were created expressing the proportion

of all corrections related to each type of misbehavior. There were no

significant relationships for any of these variables, indicating that

no one type of misbehavior was more closely related to outcome than any

other (1102 - 1012). This was true even,when single behavior types were

clustered together to express the proportion of behavioral corrections

that had to do with interactive'and potentially disruptive problems,

versus those that were noginteractive and nondisruptive, such as day-

dreaming (1011, 1012).

Teacher reactions to misbehavior. The teacher reaction expressed

'in each correction was coded as manzigment (a mild, matter of fpzt state-

mat to the child) wa!ninv (a move severe correction with evident irrita-

-1147-2 0 6
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tion in the teacher's voice), a criticism (a very harsh correction with

or without punishment), or nonverbal intervention (the teacher corrected

the student with an expression, gesture, snap of ihe fingers, or touch).

There were no significant relationships for the proportion of behavioral

contacts that included management statements (1015). The range for tt.is

variable (.45 to .64) indicated that management was the mist common type

of teacher correction. '

There was, however, a significant negative linear relationship for

the proportion of behavioral contacts that included warnings (1016; 2. < .01,

< .01, range = .12 to .26). This-relationship might indicate that teachers

wh, used a lot of warnings d d so because they had many behavioral.problems

and/or because they were overly reactive teachers who respondtd too harshly

to such problems. However, when the absolute rato per minute of warnings

was examined, there was a significant interaction for the Word Analysis

test, with a negative slope for higher classes, and a positive slope for

lower classes (428; 2. = .02, range = .01 to .06).

There were no significant .elationships for the proportion of behavioral

contacts that included criticism (1017). The range for this variable was

from .09.,0 .4, indicating that it did occur fairly often, but was not

the most common type of correction.

The proportion of contacts involving nonverbal intervention showed

significant positive relationships with Ward Analysis achievement (1018;

2 = .04, range = .01 to .10). However, this distribution was positively

skewed.

These results indicate that too much use of warnina (moderate irrita-

tion in correction) is dysfunctional, and some use of nonverbal intervention

9/,



ii appropriate. The.ranges observed suggest that teachers are most likely

to use management, then warning, then criticism, and then nonverbal inter-

vention. The m6re effective teachers had more nonverbal intervention and

, less warning than those who were lesseffective.

Some separate types of misbehavior were ekamined for the types of

teacher response to them. The only ones that occurred with enough frequency

to be analyzed separately were those conaidered to be individual inappro-

priate behaviors followed by different types of teacher reactions were -

AA

similar to the overall patterns just described. That is, there were no

significant relationships for use of management but there was a signifi-

-

cant negative relatienship for warning (1026; .p.'s .01, .02, range m .12
;

to ,27). There were no significant relationships for criticism 'or non-

verbal intervention (1027, 1028).

The interruptions involving out-of-group children.were eiamined In

some detail to see what effect they might have had on achievement. These

were classified as teacher-initiated (she corrected a student in the room)

or child-initiated (a student came up to the iroup from outside aneinter-

rupted the teacher). Each of these categories was further divided into

brief or long duration.

When only behavioral corrections were considered, the proportion

that was in-group rather than out-of-group was not significantly related

to achievement (1040). However, when all teacher-initiated contacts were

considered (this included all response opportunities, all in-group behavior

contacts, and all out-of-group behavior,contacts that were initiated by

the teacher rather than by the students), there was a significant negative

linear relationship with achievement (1079; jes =< .01, < .01, range = .02

08
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to .08). That is, considering.only those interactions over which the

teacher had direct conttol, the.higher the proportion of times that she

initiated something with studenti outside the group, the lower the class

achievement.. This undoubtedly is a reflection of an overall manag...ment

ability to have-the rest of the class running snoothly while the teacher

concentrates on the reading group.

When only child-initiated out-of-group contacts were examined, the

proportion that were brief rather than lon& was not significantly related

to a&ievement. This also was true for the proportion of teacher-initiated

contacts that were brief. However, the absolute rate per minute of long

teacher-initiated out-of-group contacts showed signif/cant interactions

(424; .p.'s =,.03, .03, range = .01 to .05). There were negative slopes

for highet ability classes, and slightly positive slopes for lower classes.

The i-oportion of out-of-group contacts that were child-initiated

rather than teacher-initiated was examined to. see if one type of inter-

ruption was less of a probleethan the other. However, there were no

significant relationships for this variable (1043).

Teacher reactions to out-of-group behaviork..contacts also were

examined separately for child-initiated vs. teacher-initiated contacts.

These vateables r6flect the general pattern reported earlier for teacher

reactions. Responding to child-Initiatdd contacts with a warning showed

an interaction such chat there wa's a positive slope for lower ability

students and a negative slope for higher ability students (1047; 2 = .01. 1

< .01, range = .00 to .15). This suggests that whet students approach

the teacher for either brief or long interactions, it may occasionally

be appropriate to be severe with lower ability students, but not higher

2 0 9
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ability students. It may be that this is a type of misbehavior that teachers

should discourage, strongly if necessarY, especially in loWer ability classes.

There were no significant relationships for use of criticism in response

to child-initiated contacts, but there was one significant positive linear

relatiOnship with Word Analysis for the uesi of.nonverbal intervention

(1049; 2 m .03, range m .00,to .09).

Al1 teacher-initiated contacts were also examined for the proportion

that involv'ed each type'of teacher reaction. There were no significant

*0

relationships for the use of management (1063), but there was a significant

linear negative relationship for the use of warnigg (1064; 2 us .02, .02,

range is .14 to .40). There were no significant relationships for criticism

or for nonverbal intervention (1065, 1066).

Summary of.regressiodanalyses for behavior con vts. Classes with

higher proportions of behavior contacts had lower acnieyement. Both

contacts within the readirg group and those occurring outside of the

%ft...,

reading group showed negative reldtionghips with gain, especially contacts

initiated by dr teacher herself to students outside the group. Specific

types of student misbehavior were not differentially associated with

achievement, but there were significant relationshipS for the types oi

teacher reactions to misbehavtor. Use of warning statements (moderately

severe corrections) showed negative relationships when expressed as

the proportion of all behavior contacts. However, there were no signi-

ficant findings for types of corrections which were less severe (manage-

ment statements) or more severe (criticism). ase of nonverbal correctionsMr
was positively related to gain within a small ringe of occurrence. There

were a few suggestions that mdre frequent use of more severe correctious

4,4
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(warnings) in lower ability clisses might be related tc grestter gain

(within a restrictad range of use in the first place); but these:Were

not found for all yariables, and were mostly confined to absolute rates

ratty: than proportion variables,

%.
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Chapter 5: Summaiy of Results and Revision of fhe Instructional Model

The major questions asked in the First-grade Reading Group Study weret

1) IA the treatment have an effect on studeot achievement? 2) Did the

treatment have an effect on teacher behaviors? 3) What were the relatioit

ships between teacher behaviors and student achievethent? .

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 have addressed these questions Separately by

presenting data for all variables. Based on the results reported, general

answers to those questions can be offered, but die final evaluation of the

experimental model requires an integration of several sets of results.

Therefore, this chapter discusses the groups of variables, proposes modi-

fications in the instructional model based on the results, and identifies

patterns of relationships that run throughout the data.

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the adjupted class mean scores on

reading achievement were significantly affected by treatment group member-

ship. Therefore, other analyses were performed to determine if this effect

could indeed be related to specific parts of the treatment. This required

comparing the behaviors of the treatment and control teachers, as well as

comparing other aspects of their classrooms and schools. If there were

consistent differences in the behaviors between the treatment and control

groups in the airection predicted, anti if those behaviors were related to

achievement, and if no other factors were uncovered which also differenti-

Ated the two groups and were related to achievement, then the treatment

could be said to have influenced the learning of the students.

Unfortunately, there are no clearcut and unqualified conclusions.

It does appear that the treatment was successful in changing teacher

behaviors,falthough not all components of the instructional model were



implemented as expected. Many of the behaviors described in the model.

were indeed related to achievement, and the resu ts of regression analyses

shed some lig4 on-the contextual factors influtncing those reiStionships.

Therefore, there is some support for concluding that the treatment did

influence the teachers to .behave in ways that. were related to achievemer'.

lz*general, the major principles 'underlying the complete instructional

model were supported: individual students should have opportunities to

receive information from the teacher and practice new skills, receiving

feedback on their progress. However, the redulzs suggest some additional .

ways to achieve this in the small group setting, arid some of the specific

results lend support to principles not intluded.in the treatment itself,

.which callsAato iluestion how much the treatment actuallyecontributed to

the cbserved group differences in achievement.

Of courbe, bne possible explanation for an..overall treatment effect ,

on achievement could be that a Hawthorne effect was present. That is,

perhaps the treatment teachers were simply trying harder to teach well,

because they knew that they should be doing better since they had received

a special treatment. If this occurred, it could account for the relation-

,

shipd of tspatment principles to achievement. That is, the treatment

teachers could have used the behaviors recommended (such as ordered turns),

but also could have tried harder in general, and therefore, achieved more.

The specific behaviors (such as ordered turns) would.then be related to

group differences iri achievement, but would not be the causes of these

differences. Such a Hawthorne effect may account for other differences

between the two observed groups on measures that cannot be related directly

to the treatment, such as content covered and level of correct answers.



Recent work by Good and Grouws (Note 8) indicates that gaini.in achievement

Tay 1e influenced simply by strong encouragement and knowledge of future

evaluation based on observation. Therefore, the possibility of some Hawthorne

effect should not be ruled out in evaluating these data.

However, the data describing the treatment group that was not observed

suggests that a Hawthorne effict does not completely account for the

achievement differences. The unobserved treatment group might be exPeCted

to be less subject to such expectancy effects, because they only came in

contact with the experimenters at the beginning and end of the year.

Therefore, it was expected that they would be less aware of the experimenterie

exp'ectations than those teachers who were observed once it week and who

knew that the treatment shQuld help them teach better. However, the

.treatment -unobserved group had significantly higher achi6ement scores

than the control group, but was not significantly different than.the

treatment-observed group. U'a Hawthorne effect was primarily responsihke

for the differences in,achievement, one would expect that the group who

remained most aware of their role in the study and our expectations for

them (the treament-observed group) would have the highest achievement.

What, then, acpounts for the differences beolen the groups? On many

(although not all) of the variables that were related to achievement, the

treatment-observed group did dempnstrate different levels of the behaviors

than the control group,,in the direction related to greater achievement.

Therefore, in order to evaluate the effect of ehe treatment, one must

examine the "match" between the group comparison data and the regression

analyses. Figure 2 summarizes the key variables in this way.

The following. sections examine each component of the instructional

;
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Figure 2

Summary of'major result.s of analyses of roup differences
(treatment vs. control) and-rblationships with achievement

Iss

*,

4

0roup.differences Relationship
in expected direc- with achieve-

Princi le # Variable tion d tected: ment detected:

Use of signals in transitions no

1 Efficient transitions, yes

2 Ap,ropriate teacher seating no

3 Use of overviews no

4 Presenting new words at begidning no

UO

yes (+)

Yee (+)

yes (+)

no

5 Repeating new words before using them no no..

6 Sufficient explanations no no

7

7

Providing opportunities for practice
to individual students yes .yes (+)

Minimizing choral responses yes yes (+)

8 Using ordered turns to select
respondents 4

/

.
yes yea (+)

...

--9 Calling on students for/comments no no

.

.

10 HInimizing volunteers .yes no
..

11 Minimizing call outs yes yes (+)

12 Avoiding confusing questions no no

13614 Breaking up the group due to different
learning rates no

15 ' Using a student as a model no

17,18,19 Use of sustaining feedback to tmprove
student errors and initial failures to
respond yes

19 Minimize calling on other students.to
corkect an error yes

20 Repeatifig correct answers

no

120

yes (+)

no.

no* no



Principle # Variable

Graup differences
in expected direc-
tions detected:

Relationship
with achieve.4

ment detected:

20 Omitting feedback after correct
answers

21 Moderate

.21 Specific

22 Specific

use of praise

use of praise

use of criticism

a.

no*

yes

yes
..

TkO

Variables not directly tied to the instructional model:

Group differences
significant:

Use of clues when presenting new
words

Tims spent in lessons

Time spent in question/answer format

Curriculum used

Content covered

Use of word attack questions

Success rate of students

Presence of behavior corrections

no

no

no

yel

yes

no

yes

yes

yes (+)

yes (+)

yes (13

yes (+)

yes (4)

yls (4)

yes (4)

yes (**)

yes (4-)

yes (4)

yes (+)

yes (-)

* There were group differences, but in the unexpected direction,

** Interaction



model in thepe terms, noting when the differences between the two groups

corresponded to the regression data in a way that could account for the

treatment group's superior achievement. Suggested revisions pf the instruc-

tional model are theu offered. In some cases, such revisions involve

describing.the desired behavior more completely in order to boost imple-

mentattnn. In other cases, the principle should be changed or eliminated.

Other measures not directly related to the original model suggested some

important additions.

Gettinl: an d Maintaining the Students' Attentio n (Principles 1 & 2)

The implementation data for these principles showed some differences

between the treatment and control groups, but most of these could not be

attributed directly to the treatmer. Treatment teachers had slightly

more ef!icient transitions, but they were not using signals more often,

as was suggested in the inbtructional model.

The regression data matched the implementatien data in that efficient

transitions were related op achievement, while measures of the specific

.suggestions made in the treatment were not. The time spent in'transition,

student attention to signals, the need for corrections of students once,

they were in the group, and the time taken by the teacher to get the lesson

started were aspects of transitions that were related to achievement,

probably because they reflected overall management skills that were

reflected in transitions.

Implementation data on seating arrangements as discussed in Princi-

ple 2 showed no differences between the treatment and control groups in
<0.

the way the teacher positioned herself, but a slight difference in the way
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the students positioned themselves. On the average, however, neither group

showed high implementation of this principle. Means for teacher seating

indicated that the average teacher could only see 60% of the other students

in the room, while 60% of the students could also easily see the rest of

the room. Regression data for seating arrangements showed positive rela-

tionships for thiteacher.seating variable, suggesting that the more effec-

tive teachers were those who placed themselves to monitor a greater portion

of the class. However, there were no significant relationships for ratings

of student seating.(i.e., how many other students were visible to the

children'in the group).

Therefore, we cannot conclude that the treatment teachers were more

effective due to stronger implementation of the principles related to

getting and maintaining student attention at thebeginning. However, the

findings for efficiency of transitions do suggest that the treatment

)

teachert0 greater achievement gains might have been due to better marine-

ment skills. It may be that the treatment teachers were better classroom

madagers to begin with, despite the randpm assignment of schools tG treat-
.

ments. However, it is also possible that the discussion of transitions

in the treatment model may have made the treatment teachers more aware

of transitions, and this awareness may have resulted in better manage-

' ment of them.

Given the results of the regression analysis, these principles in

the model should 13e revised in this way:

--Time spent in transition between reading groups should

he minimized, and activities should he as efficient as

possible. The teacher should concentrate on teaching

917
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the students tO respond immediately to her signal, so

that corrections are not necessary. The*teacher should

make sure that she is ready to begin the lesson, once

the students are in the group, so that she can capture

their attention immediately and spend less time organizing

materials and getting the students settled down. Ailhen

this is achieved, it will result in more time available

for content instruction.

--The teacher should arrange the classroom and the reading

group area sd that she can see as many students as possible

during small group instruction.

These two principles should te illustrated with specific suggestions

for accomplishing these goals (e.g., how to teach students to move through .

transitions; how to monitor the rest of the class while teaching the small

group).

Introducing the Lesson and Net414aterial to the Students (Princi les 4 5 & 6)

There were very few differenCes between the treatment and control groups

in implementation of these principles. Treatment teachers were likely to

present more new words per lesson and use more phonetic clues when presenting

them, but these differences cannot be related to the treatment. (They may

be due to differences in the basal series used.) Also, treatment teachers

were more likely to dismiss their students to their seats after demonstrating

an activity, which was unexpected. Control teachers were more likely to

have students begin their written activities while still In the group.

The regression data did suggest some relationships between achievement

N 9
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and betkaviors measured for these principles, but these relationships did

not usually match the differenc4s between the treatment and controljgroups.

Teachers who failed to give overviews produced less achievement, suggesting

that use of overviews to begin a lesson is\a good strategy, ai WAS suggested

in the treatment model. None of the measures describing the content of

overviews yielded informat/an about what kind is best. There were no signi-

ficant findings for the number of new words presented, afthough there were

treatment effects here. There were positive relationships for achievement

with the use of clues when new words were presented, especially for the

use of phonetic clues.. This relationship matches the implementation data,

in that treatment teachers did use more phonetic clues. However, this

cannot be attributed to the treatment, since no suggestions were made in

the model about using clues here. It might be that focusing the treatment

teachers or presentation of new words increased their use ofclues, and

phonetic clues were probably the most sensible to use when presenting

most of the words. The differences between the groups in the basal text

used may also have accounted for this, since more treatment teachers were

relying on a text that emphasized phonetic rules (the Economy series).

There were no findings in the regression data to support the principle

suggest4ng that students should repeat new words when they are given.

There were also no findings in the regression data regarding the

quality of demonstrations and explanations given. It may be that the

observers were not sensitive to differences in quality. Also, no distinc-

tions were made between demonstratiors of new activities and familiar

ones. Perhaps if these had been separated, a relationship would have

been detected between achievement and teacher ability to give clear
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explanations, especially for new.,or unusual activities:

An interesting interaction with ability was found for one of the

variables describing the way in which teachers chnk student comprehensioh

of explanations. Asking the students to'demonstrate the activity to the

, u

teacher showed poilitiVe-relationships for lower ability classes, but CUrvi-

linear relationships in higher ability classes; suggesting that some use

of this teChnique is appropriate for all students, but that high levels of

use are less appropriate for higher ability students. This makes sense

if one assumes that the higher ability studeqxs will understand most explana-

tions more quickly; or will be able to question the teacher about areas of

misunderstanding. Thererre no relationships found. for other ways of

checking student comprehension of eXp;anations, although there were4differ-

0.
emcee between tlie treatment and control groups on these measures.

Theefore, the data for this set of principles did not suggest that

the treatment itself contributed to the achievement differences. Some

relationships with achievement were found, but they did not match the

implemestation data, although one principle (use of overviews) was supported.

Based on the regreS'sion data, the principles in this section should

be revised in this way:

--Use some kind of overview tb begin most lessons. The

content of the overviews will vary, depending on the

purpose of the lessottand the needs and interests of

the. students.

--When presenting new words to the students, the teacher

should do more than say the word for the student and

move on. Much of the time, it will be appropriate to
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present the word to the student and Offer-phonetic

clues to help the student decode thOiord, even if the

teacher actually gives the wor4 to the child.

--The teacher should occasionally have the students

.4*

demonstrate to her how they will accomplish the activity

before they are allowed to work on it independently.

This is especially important with lowe; ability studenti

and with explanations that are detailed and possibly.

confusing.

The principles discussed in this section are probably more likely

than others 0D be subject to conteit effects, and further research done

with them shOuld distinguish between the complexity of information given

to students in overviews and explanations, indicating whether that informs-

tion is given when introducing a new skill or in reviipwing an old one, and

how the student will use the information (i.e., will he.be working inde-

pendently, without access to immediate feedback, or will he be working

directly under the teacher's supervision?).

Calling on Individual Students in the Group (Principles & 12)

There were two sets of findings that demonstrated both a strong

treatment effect anta strong relationship with achievement for this group

of principles: rate of individual response opportunities and selection

of students. Also, several other variables (not discussed in the treatment

model) were relatcd to achievement in ways that strengthened conclusions

about.these principles. a.

The first set of findings concerned the rate at which response



opportunities were offered to thi students. treatment teachers had higher

rates, and there were posititve relationships with adhievement, especially

when nonturn_questions were examined.separately. That is, the more often

the student was allowed to interact orally with the teacher about reading .

. .

skills through single questions, the more he learned. This finding can

be related to the data describing lesson contexts. There were positive

relationships with achievement for the 'use of a context that focused on

* single questions asked by the teacher and answered by individual students,

rather than relying mostly on oral reading or written work in the group.

However, there were no differences between the treatment and control classes

on these measures. (None wert expected, since th,e treatment did not diseuss

lesson context.) There were also significant relationships with adhieve-
.

merit/for the total amount of time spent in the reading group, although

there were also no differences between the.two groups on this.

All of these results indicate support for greater opportunity.to

learn ind piactice skills in oral interaction with.the teacher. Thus,

these data add to the results of other studies suggesting that achievement

in basic skills in the early grades may be optimized by maximizing.active

student engagement:with academic content (Rosenshine and Berliner, 1978).

Other data from this study describing content covered also suggest that

teachers.who wish to optimize reading achievement ihould set aside much

time for instruction and should use that time in as task-Oriented a manner

as possible.

However, the only result that can be tied directly to the treatment

is the finding for rate of response opportunities. Even that was not

defined precisely in the treatment, although teachers were encouraged to

2 23
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offer practice opportunitids and feedback to individual students.

The results for choral and group responses are related to those for

individual response opportunities, and.can be directIriied to the treat-

,
ment. The treatment teachers used fewer choral responses and allowed

fewer group call outs, and the regrespion data.suggested that such practices,

were related to achievement. However, the results also indicated that

. choral responses and group call outs may mean very different things. The

data suggest that choral responses should be minimized, but that occasional

call outs by the gfoup, especially in lower ability classes, may serve-

useful functions.

In other teaching programa (forVcample, the Direct,Instruction model

of Becker And Engelmann, in press), choral responses are recommended as a

means of teaching in a small group. We do not feel that these results

entirely contradict the recommendations of that program, however, Instead the

data suggest that the purposes and effects of group cesponding in various

. contexts should be examined more closely. Tt may be that some teachers

in this study were using choral responding as a substitute for more active,

closely monitored individual practice. However, in the Direet Instruction

program, choral responses are used

practie. and teachers are trained

studenti are involved. Therefore,

responses are used, but rather how

as a method of encouraging active

to be aware of whether or not the

the critical point is not whether group

imholved and attentive the students are.

One might question whether the higher rate of response opportunities

in the treatment

not specifically

indicate that it

group is actually a treatment effect. Principle 7 did

say to the teachers to ask more questions, but it did

was iiportant for individual students to receive practice
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and feedback from the teacher, and therefore, choral responding shoUld be

minimiied. Lowering the rate of choral responding could not account for

the higher rate of individual response opportunities, since choral responses

did not occur very often, even in the control\group. Therefore, it say be

'that the treatment teachers would haye provided more'opportunitids to

. . individuals to respond, even without the treatment. Again, the curriculum.

differences must be takep into accouni. It is possible that the series

used by most of the treatment teachers encouraged more individual response

opportunities bY focusing on decoding skills.. Fnrther analyses are being

,done to' determine the relative effects of the treatment' and"the basiii series

on such varialAes as rate of response opportunities and time slient in

reading group.

The second important set of variables derived from Principles 7 through

r2 which showed consistency between the implementation and regression data

were the selection variables. There were very strong treatment effects

for the use of ordered selection, in that treatment teachers used this

most of the time. Contsl teacIfers did not use it often at all, and instead

relied on more random selection of students or student self-selection

(volunteer or calling out). The regression data suggested a very strong

relationship with achievement for ordered turns, a strong negative rela-

tionship for the use of unsystematic teacher se:action, and negativejela-

Uonships for students calling out answers. Although we had suspected

that strong reliance on volunteering Wopld be negatively related to achieve-

ment because the more reticent students would have fewer chances to practice

skills, this relationship was not found. However, there were no teachers

who relied on volunteers the majority of the time, and it might be that

2 2 s
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e larger range of behavior would demonstrateAome relationship with.achievement.

Conclusions fram these selection data are supported-most, strongly for

ordered.turns, where all variables revealed positive, noninteractive linear

relationships with both leasures of achieyenent.. However, caution should

be observed in interpreting these results. Because th,lre was a very strong

treatment effect for the use of ordered turns, it may be that they were

highly correlated with something else in the tr eatment that also was strongly

associated with achievement. That is, even though these data cOme fram
.

an experimental study, they are still basically correlational, and cannot

be interpreted mime& Lg. that ordeted turns caused the higher achieveient.

However, there are some easons to believe that ordered selections may be

causally related to higher

are.also present.

First, they equalize.

achievement, when other good teaching practices

he diatribution oi response opportunitles, and

tnsure that everyone gets practice and is therefore exposed to the skills

being learned and tested. Second, they help teacherS maintain control of

the reading group. By reducing the frequencrof over-eager students con-

stantly volunteering, and of other students calling out answers, the teitcher

spende less time trying to decide who to select or correcting students for

call outs. Also, the teacher does not have to worry about remembering

who has or has not answered queetiont about a particular skill.

Ordered turns may simply represent the most efficient way for the
r%

teacher to remain in Control of who answers questions. and yet also insure

that all students receive equal attention. The main purposes of the

ability-based small group as we see them are o present new information

and opportunities to the students to practice and receive feedback on



developing skills. Within this particular context, it is not surprising

that the advantages ciffered by systematic selection are reflected in higher

achievement.

Revision of the principles in this section would involve deleting some

which showed no Telationship with achievement and no differences.in imple-

mentation: those dealing with the use of comments and confusing questions.

It m;ght be that the use of comments (asking another student to comment on

an answer) could occasionally be a useful technique, and should be suggested

to teachers. However, systematic use of this was not supported.by the data.

Likewise; although it seems sensible that confusing questions should be

avoided, the data indicated that this is not a large problem, and except

for individual cases, should not require special emphasis in'a treatment.

The suggestion given in Principle 7 about providing feedback to every

answer should be modified to suggest that it is important to offer feedback

to all answers that'are not correct, and.probably also to correct answers

that are not obvious to the students. However, teachers seem able to judge

when correct answers do not need feedback and are probably showing good

judgment about pacing when they omit it occastonally. This may be due to

sensitivity to pacing, or it may indicate something about the types of
..-

.

questions that/,'Were asked by the more effective teachers, who were more

likely to omit feedback to correct answers. It seems futile to simply

measure the presence or absence ofleedback without examining the informa-

tion needs at that point in time. Probably a better way to approach this

would be to define an underlying principle that students always need to

*alill

know when an answer is c rrect and sometimes need to know what was correct

about it. The teacher s u d remain aware of the students' needs for

22 7
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Information about their answers, and provide it when,necessary.

A revised version of the model would include similar suggestions regard-

ing selection of students to respond. One amendment would be to recognize

that teachers are not kikely to correct'a call out and also accept it. This

suggestion was made in Principle 11, but was not implemented. If call outs

were accepted for their content, they were not corrected, and vice versa.

However, the treatment teachers did have fewer call outs and the regression

data suggest that this was desirable. .Therefore, there should be mOre

emphasis in the model on preventing call outs and on what they might repre-

sent (in terms of student enthusiasm, etc.) rather than on Wye of dealing

with them when they occur: :Again, there should probably be a discussion

of the meaning of call outs in different contexts, to make.teachers aware

that they may sometimes represent something appropriate, but that at other*

times they repreient control.problems. Perhaps a useful modification of

the model wOuld be to suggest that teachers develop a clear signal system

'to indicate to students when they axe free to shout out answers and when

t114 are not. Further guidelines could be provided.to teachers about ways

to evaluate the effects of call outs In order to make decisions about when

to.use them as a technique to involve the students.

Therefore, the revised version of this section of the model would be

' as follows:

--Maximize your students' opportunities to interact orally

with you about reading skills through questions and answers.

--Your questiOns should be direited to individual students

almost all of the time. When group responses (choral re-

sponses) seem appropriate, make sure that all of the stu-
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dents are involved and attentive.

--Always provide feedback to Answexs that are not correct.

Feedback ordinarily should be *provided when answers are

'correct, as well, except when it is obvious that students

know they have answered correctly. Here, it will sometimes

be appropriate to omit feedback.

--Select students to answer questidts systematicalln such

as going in order around the group. ThiS insures that all

students haA an opportunity to practice important skills.

--Minimize call outs from students so that you can distribute

response opportunities as necessary. Sometimes, however,

you may want to allow call outs to encourage interest or

pick up the pace. A signal can be devised to indicate

to the stUdents wiwn you will allow call outs. At other

times, however, they should be discouraged.

Dealing wtth Individual Learning Rates within the Group (Princiyles 13,14,

15, & 16)

This group e principles had poor implementation by the treatment

group, and.the regression data did not show relationships with achievement.

They suggested behaviors that were probably unfamiliar to most of the.

teachers,'and it seems likely that the brief explanation given in the

treatment material was insufficient to convince the teachers to try them.

Another possibility, of course, is that they were 'not appropriate for

first-grade reading groups. Indeed, this set of suggestioni was derived

primarily from materials produced for teaching in a bilingual kindergarten



setting where language learning is more important than reading per se.

In revising the instructional model ror first-grade reading groups,

these principles would not be included, at least not in their present form.

However, work done with them.in othir settings (i.e., the bilingual kinder-

girten) indicated that they,may be useful in some situations Where there

is more of an -emphasis on language learning.

e

ResRonding,to Answers that are not Correct (Principles 17(_18, & 29)

. Principles in this section yielded many variables in order to tap

effects of type of question, relattve effectiveness of feedback, and student'.

ability level. As might Se expected wfien such a deteimined effort is made

to complicate matters, the results, although generally consistent, ire

complex.

These principles suggested that the teacher should provide feedback

\
to incorrect ahswers (or failures to respond), thus discouraging call outs

from Other students ana not asking other students for the answer, and that

whenever possible, this feedback should be sustaining, so that the original

student had opportunities to improve his own answer by being asked simpler

questions. Implementation data foc these principles demonstrated that,

as predicted, treatment teachers had a higher rate of use of sustaining

feedback, especially the category of clues. They asked other students

for the answers fewer times, and they had fewer instances of other students

calling out feedback. The two gioups were very similar in having the

teacher give the correct ,answer to the student. The treatment teachers

were slightly more effective with their sustaining feedback, in terms of

it leading to a correct Interaction with the students, although this was

230
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-\\iumnot emphasized in the treatment it:Bair. It may be that the tree ent teachers

4 expected more from sustaining feedback (because of the rationale given in

the treatment and-because their attention was foctised on it) and therefore

il
were working harder to see that it was effective.

The regression data generally matched the implementation data, and

did suggest several ways in which the effects of different kinds of feed-

back are moderated by context. Generally, the higher the proportion of

sustaining feedback to terminal feedback, the greater the achievement. *

However, all teachers, including ehe most effective, used both sustaining

air(' terminal feedback. Analyses of mure precise variables suggested that

appropriate use of feedback cannot be defined just.by these two categories

but also must include whether it meets the students' need for information

about an answer, and whether it interrupts the pace of the lesson. These

results are compatiblelwith -the treatment, in that teachers were encouraged

to use their judgment about when sustaining feedback was appropriate to a

questton and when it would fit the pace of the lesson. The data did suggest,

however, that improvement of incorrev answers or failures to respond

through sustaining feedback is a desirable thing, as was emphasized in the

treatment.

There were many interactions between the feedbaek variables and the

mean entering ability level of the classes. For example, an interaction

was found for call outs from other students, such that there were positive

relationships with achievement for lower ability classes, but negative

relationships for higher ability classes. This behavior did not occur

very often, so these results did not indicate that high levels of called

out feedback were related to achievement. The interaction is similar to



one found in other research (Brophy and Evertson, Note 1) and in the data

on group call outs, and is interpreted similarly. That Is, call outs may

mean different things in the two different types of classes.' Within lower

ability classes, they may represent students' enthusiasm and oagerness,

whereas in higher ability classes, where lack of malvation is not as likely'

to be a problem, they may represent a control problem.

N

Other t p4a of feedback yielded significant main effects. The teacher's

giving the anlver was relicted to lower achievement, especially when it

followed failures to respond.. (However, all teachers did this some of the

time.) TWo types of sustaining feedback, clue and ityllue, were

related to achievement. These results support the general conclusion that

sustaining feedback is advantageous much of the time. Teachers need to

help students process the information that will help them correct an error

or see the reason for it and giving the student the answer and going on

to another question much of the time is not going to accomplish this.

We expected to find some interactions with entering ability for these

variables, such that higher ability students would need less of the detailed

information offered by clueing feedback and could more often be helped

by the teacher.glving the answer to them. However, these interactions were

not found, and the negative relationship for giving the answer was similarly

strong for both ability levels. The only interaction for clueing feedback

was found when examining mistakes made during oral reading turns. fiere,

in higher ability classes, it seemed better for the teacher to simply prod

the student or wait for him to correct his mistake, rather than providing

clue feedback most of the time. However, in lower ability classes this

pattern was reversed. This was interpreted as indicating that lower



ability students at this grade level do, indeed, need more information to

correct an answer than is provided by simply repeating the question, whereas

higher ability students, given more time, may work through to the solution

more often.

However, this result might also indicate that ihe purpose of oral

reading turns within higher and lower ability classes is different. If the

students in these classes are reading at different levels, and if the higher

ability students were reading longer passages and focusing more on compre-

helsion, then the optimal feedback might be determined by what would be

net:essary to keep the pace going. In this case, stopping to give clue feed-

back would di4rupt the pace, although it would help the student work throurh

the process of sounding out a'word. Waiting a few seconds for.the student

to figure it out on his own might actually be a more efficient way of getting

the word read.

All teachers showed a tendency to give the answer to the student in

reading turns more often than in other situations, and this probably also

reflects pacing requirements, in that giving the answer allowed the student

to move on without disrupting comprehension of the passage. When examined

only in reading turn interactions, giving the answer to the student was not

related to achievement at all, so that the negative relationship found over-

all for its use may not necessarily apply within readin.; turns where the

pa,ing requirements are so different.

In the original treatment manual, there was much discussion of how

the teacher must use her own judgment in selecting feedback strategies.

:!Istinctions w:re drawn between the types of questions being asked, in

that some amiwers were obviously not amenable to sustaining feedback.
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Distinctions were also drawn between different pacing speeds,.in that in

rapid drills the teacher would be more likely to give an limier and mrve

on quickly. In tevising these pringiples, ehe general rationale would

remain tile same, with teachers being encouraged to use sustaining feedback

much.of the time as seemed appropriate, especially when'students failed

bp.respond. The discussion of appropriateness of feedback should be expanded

slightly to consider the pacing requirements'of reading turns as well as

drills, since reading turns were more COMMO1 than drills. There should

also be a discussion of how students of different ability levels will vary

in their dependency on the teacher for information about their mistakes.

1

In the original model, the description of the behaviors involved were

generally adequate, since the implementation for this group of principles

was good. Therefore, they need less substantive revision than many others

in the treatment model. The only major change would be to eliminate the

discussion of asking other students for the answer. This-was discouraged,

but the regression analyses did not show that it was midesirable. It should

be dis.:ussed as one type of feedback that should be evaluated in the same

terms as the others. That is, does the student receive the necessary infor-

mation withoot undesirable effects (e.g., disruption of pace, student

embairassment)?

The results support including the following in a revised model:

--When students answer incorrectly or fall to respond,

the teacher's feedback is very imortant. Many options

are open to the teacher, and all will be appropriate at

variom; timvs. The ,vachor must make a decision akout

how to respond to the students, based on two considers-

03
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tions: a) What information does the student need, and

how will he use it? b) How will the feedback affect the

overall pacing of the lesson, and how does that relate to

the lesson's objectives?

The following princiiiii-can be used to answer these two questions:

--Moit of the time, it is better to provide sustaining

feedback to the student by asking simpler questions

that lead him through the process in orderto correct

the answer himself, or by simply allowing him more tune

to correct without help. When using sustaining feedback,

the teacher should tailor it to the student by making

it possible.for.him to answer the new question with the

information provided.

--Soketimes sustaining feedback will not be appropriate,

due to the type of question asked (it cannot be broken

down into simpler questions) or the pace desired by the

teacher (i.e., when students are reading a passage aloud

for comprehension.purposes or when conducting a.fast

paced drill, sustaining feedback would interrupt the pace

necestary for the purpose of the lesson). When this is

the siase, the teacher st.ould provide the correct answer

in some way, although shi: should be careful that students

do not come to rely on this, especfally if students

frequently fail to respond.
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Responding to Correct Answers (Princikle 20)

'this principle emphasized that correct answers should be acknowledged

.and the teacher should make sure that all students heard and understood

them. The instructional model suggested that teachers would occasionally

need to repeat an answer, or have it repeatediby the students, and would

generally want to provide some kind of feedback following* correct answers.

Neither the implementation nor the regression data net expectations.

The treatment teachers were 4ctually less likely to use emphasis feedback

(repeating or having an answer repeated) after correct answers, and they

were more likely to omit feedback after correct answers. The results

suggest that this principle may have focused the treatment teachers'

attention on, their behavior following a correct answer, but their own

judgment suggested a change in their behavior opposite to What was prediCted.

The regression data.indicated that the treatment teachers were using

good judgment. Although there were no relationships found for the use

of emphasis feedback following correct answers, there were positive rela-

tionships with achievement for omission of feedback after correct answers.

This occurred an average of less than 15% of the time, and no teachers

were omitting feedback most of the time. Although it cannot be determined

*from the data, it may be that the correct answers that were not acknowledgei

were apparent to the students, so that they did not need the information

provided by teacher feedback. The teacher may have been omitting feedback

in these cases because stopping to provide feedback might have unnecessarily

interrupted the pace of the lesson. However, it is possible.that omission

of feedback following correct answers is as much a reflection of the type

of questions asked, as of the teacher's feedback style. That is, perhaps
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the more effective teachers.(who tended to-omit feedback more often) were .

also asking simpler questions with obviously correct answers.

In revising this principle, the discussiv should include the basic.

premisi that all siudetns in the group should have heard and undaibtood

the power, but tfiere should be less emphasis placed on repeating the

answer. Perhaps it is more important that the teacher maintain the students'

attention on the lesson, so that repeating the.answer is unnecessary.

However, there was no evidence to indicate that repeating the answer is

an undesirable thing to do. Therefore, it could be discussed with teachers

as a useful technique to use some of the time. The principle should

therefore be rewritten as follows:

--Maintain the stUdents' attention on individual responses

so th-4: they will hear correct answers when given. If the

teacher.feels that other students did not.recognile the

answers as correct, she shoula do something to focus their

attention on it.

The discussion of this principle4of prOviding.feedback to all correct

answers shuuld be less absolute. The focus should be more.on times when

it is appropriate and desirable to omit feedback following correct ansifers.

As is the case with many of the principles, apprOpriate usejs dependent

to a.great extent on the teacher knowing what information the students

need in order to understand the skills being taught.

Praise and Criticism (Principles 21 & 22)

%These principles suggested that praise be used moderately and with

discriminatien. It was suggested in the treatment that both praise and

?tri
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criticism should be very specific, so that students could know exactly

what it was about their beliaVior or answers that Wes desirable or undosir-
.

able.

Implementation data for these principles showed that there was some

treatment effect, but it was not strong. Treatment teacheri did use less

praise and were slightly more specific in the use of praise,,but they

were not specific very often.. There lere no differences between the two

groups in the lAvel of ulticism offered (although Principle:22 did not

..-

actually*suggest that there be more or less.criticism, only that it be

more specific). There were no differences between the two groups for

specificity of criticism.

The regression data match.the implementation data for praise, In that

there were generally negative relationships with achievement for praise

and one curvilinear finding, indicating that a moderate amount of praise

'was most effective. However,4these results were not consistently strong,

mid were found for only one of the test scores. There was apositive rela-
.

tionship with achievement found for specificity of academic praise, .but

this also was limited to one test score. 144A

1116Ab

Praise was not specific very often. Indeed, less than 8% of'all

interactions that ineluded praise 'were ipecific. Praise itself, however,

was more frequent. When maturn interactions were examined separately,

the range thit included praise was from 4% to 19%. Some teachers were

praising one out of every five answers given by the students. For this

variable (i.e., nonturn interactions that included praise), relatilinships

with both test scores suggested that those teachers at the high end of

the Scale (those offering praise almost 20% of the time) were achieving.
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less. Although it cannot be determined directly from the data, it'makes

senie that such frequent use of'praise may have a6med insincere and

meaningless. Other research has suggested that frequent 'Praise may indeed
.11

represent very low expectations by the teacher, which are also reflected

in less effort to encourage good perfOrmance (Brophy and GOod, 1974;

Kleinfeld, 1975; Weinstein, 1976). That is, the teacher praises work

that is less than the student's best, because she did not expect any bettet

work. If such au attitude is related to frequent use of praise, it lomot

'surprising that there are negative relationships with achievement.

There were no relationships with achievement for academic criticism.

It was rare, occurring in.less than 10% of all academic interactions.

However, When both academic and behavioral criticism were examitod together,

there were signiftcant negative relationships with achievement. This result

probably reflects the teachers who .were overreactive and focusing too much

attention on student misbehaviors, probably because they had poor managerial

skills. When total criticism (both academic and behavioral) was examined

for specificity, there were positive reaationships with achievemerit, although

as with praise, there was little specificity (less than 10% of.all criticism).

In revising Principles 21 and 22, we would retain the emphasis on a

moderate and discriminating use of praise, with suggestions to be as specific

as possible with its use. The low levels of implementation of specific

praise, however, suggest that the treatment itself, should be more precise,

expanding this discussion to include more examples, as was done with the

section on feedback.

The discussion of criticism in the model should probably be expanded to

include more emphasis on preventive management, and to help teachers focus



on the meaning of extremely negative cycles of critical reaction& to students.

Likewise, the discussion of specificity (i.e., pointing out to the siudents

what they should be doing instead of the misbehavior or inorrect answer)

should be expanded to provide mare examples.

Therefore, the revised principles would read:

--Praise should be used in.moderaeion and should be.as

specific.as possible about what is being praised. The

teacher should be careful not to overdo nonspecific

praise, especially if she finds herself respondibg auto-

matically with praise.instead of responding to the answer

with mere informative feedback.

--Criticism may be appropriate sometimes, although ..

the teacher should be as specific as possible about

-what desired alternatiires are.. Criticism of students'

behaviors may sometimes result in failure cycles in which

the criticism is not effective. Teachers should concen-

trate more on preventing misbehaviors (by supplying enough

work to do easily, by consistently enforcing expectations

in clear informative ways, etc,), and remain aware of

the effects of.criticism when they (JO offer it. If it

does not have the'desired effect (changing the students'

.behavior), then the teacher should seek other solutions.

Time Usage

Several variables were analyzed to see how teachers used their reading

group time. Only one of these (rate of questions) was related tO the
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treatment, so few differences were expected between the treatment and

control groups. Some differences wev apparent, however, but most did not

relate to achievement. .

The treetment teachers did
A

the amount of time spent in the

ot differ from the control teachers in

11 group lesson, or in the way that

time was used in different contex . However, these measures were related

to aehievement. The more time.sp t in the lesson, and especially the more

time spent in a format designed toL preseit questions to individual students

tooanswer orally, the more the class as a whole achieved. This nag be -

. because there was more public demonstration of skills. Even though each

student did not answer each question, he heard it.

The treatment teachers did differ from the control group in one way

that was reflected in the achievement data: more reading groups were seen

each morning (although there were no differences in the averqe time spent

with each group). This might mean that the treatment teachers were more

closely matching their instruction to ability group level, but further

analyses are necessary to determine this. That is, more homogeneous groups

(which would result in more groups in most classrooms) may be better.

However, until.such analyses are done, this finding should not be the

basis for a pridciple. Data discussed in the next section demonstrated

that large classes had higher achievement. It may be that the larger

classes also .had the most groups, and that the number of groups reflects

this, rather than careful matching of students by ability level. Indeed,

there were no relationships with achievement for average group size.

There alsb were no relationships with achievement for the number of

activities assigned to students during the reading group lesson. This



may not accuritely reflect the amount of follow-up.work given to tilt students

to do, since the teacher may have made other assignments before the studests

were seen in the group. Therefore, this variable may simily reflect teacher

style in giving assignments, rather than the amount of seatwork assigned to

'the students. Treatment teachers did assign more aativities in the,group

than did control teachers, but this difference was not reflected'in.the

achievement data.

Therefore, the time usage data suggest some principles that should be

added to the instructional model, but they do not Indicate that the treat,

, meat group and control group differed in ways that accounted for the treat-

ment effect on achievement.

The following principles should be added to the model, based on these

data:

--Reading groups should be between 25 and 30 minutes long.

The length will depend on the attention level of the student,

which will vary by ability level and probably also by the

time of the year and the context of the lesson.

--Up to one half of thd lesson time should be spent in a

format that allows for teacher questions to individual

students, without the use of materials. Oral reading

and work in workbooks will sometimes be.appropriate, but

should not be used %to the exclusion of the questioning

4format.

Curriculum Used and Content Covered

Thcre were differences between the control and treatment groups on
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the hasal series used most often and in use of other commercial materials.

There were also differences in the rate at which students moved through

the material, with the treatment.seading groups moving.at a slightly

faster pace. Some of these differences were also reflected in the analysis

with achievement scores, suggesting that part of the treatment effect may

have been due to curriculum and Other factors not directly related to the

treatment.

Although there were large aifferences between the treatment and control

groups on the choice of principal basal, there were no main effects to

suggbst that one series was uniformly better than another. However, there

was a significant iLteraction suggesting that one series, Economy, las

positivelyaelatea to achievement for reading groups that started with

higher levels of readiness, but was negatively related for lower ability

groups. Since liore treatment than control reading groups used the Economy

series, it is possible that at least part of the overall treatment effect

(i.e., greater adjusted achievement in treatment classrooms) was due to

greater use of the Economy series. However,.the absence of a main effect,

and the slightly negative relationship.with achievement in lower ability

reading groups prevents clear conclusions about the effects of the con-
.

founding of curriculum and treatment. However, the Economy series did

place greater emphasis on phonetic rules than the other series, and other

research (Chall, 1967) haS indicated that _phonics are important in begin-

s,:

ning reading instruction.

'71° It is easier to interpret the data describing tlhe amount of content

covered. The teachers who exposed their reading groups to more of the

basal curriculum h4d higher adjusted achievement scores. The slopes for



S.

higher and lower ability groups were significantly different, although

overall elre was a positive relationship. These results suggest that it

is important for the teacher to encourage the students to cover as much

Material as possible, and that a faster pace may be relatiVely impOrtant

for higher ability groups. This is comparable to other research done with

elementary students (Brophy and Evertson, 1976; Good, Grows, and Beckerman,

1978; Brophy and Evertson, Note 1).

The treatment did not discuss how fast content should be covered.

However, there were weakly significant differences between the treatment

and control reading groups on these measures. Since thebe analyses were

conducted with an N of 66, the use of the .10 level of significance is not

as justified as it was with the analyses using an N of 20. However, the

trend toward a higher level of significance should be noted. It is possible

that the treatment teachers pushed their students Somewhat faster because

they were aware that their performance was being monitored and.because they

were expected to outperform the control group (i.e., there may have been

a Hawthorne effect that was not directly related to the content of the

treatment). It might also be that some components of.the treatment made

it easier for the teachers to move somewhat faster through the books,-..

However, in interpreting the overall treatment effect (i.e., the treatment

groups achieving more than the control groups) the data on content coverage

must be considered.

In revising the instructional model, one additional component should

be an emphasis on presenting materials to the stud-bnts to maximize their

exposure to the skills. The data on time usagc suggest that one way to

do this would be to extend the reading group time. The suggestions made
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in the original treatment model, at least those that showed relationships

with achievement, are more likely to be useful when they occur in a setting

that makes ii possible to prviente-mere to the students and insure that

they are attending to the information.

Therefore, the'following principle should be added:

--Students should be.eticouraged to move.quickly through

the curriculum if teachers desire to maiimize achievement

scores. The rate at which they are expoied to the

curriculum will vary, depending on the ability level of

the students. However, rapid coverage of the curriculum

must include learning of the skills, not page Coverage

per se.

Other Resp9nse Opportunity Categories

In addition to the parts of response opportunities that were most,

emphasized in the treatment (selection and feedback), the coding system

included descriptions of types of questions, level of answers, and some

additional categories of,feedback.

Types of questions. There were no differences between the treatment

and control groups on the types of questions asked. Both groups asked

mostly word recognition question about 55% of the time, with the second

mou frequent type of question being comprehension questions 4about 12%

of all questions on the average).

There were some relationships with achievement for two categories of

questions that did not occur frequently. Word attack questions (the

students was asked about a letter or sound within a word) were positively



72.

related to achievement. Teachers who asked more word attack questions used

them about 15% of the time, compared to an average of 10% for all teachers.

It may be that use of such questions was also related to the curriculum

4

used, since one series (Economy) had a stronger emphasis ou phonetics.

However, use of that series showed an interaction with initial ability

to affect achievement, rather than tfie linear effect shown for wird attack

questions. Also, there were no differences between the two goups on

frequency of word attack questions, even though there were differences in

use of that basal series. Therefore, at this point, question type cannot

be atttibuted directly to the choice of basal. (Further analyses may detect

such an influence.)
416

.ft

There were negative relationships for personal questions, although

these did not occur often (the mean was 2%), and the result was probably

due to a few teachers with outlying scores. It seems unlikely that using

personal questions such a small percentage of the time would relate to

achievement, although the results do suggest that this should not be

kerdone.

Since there were no differences between the control and treatment

groups on the question variables, the treatment effect cannot be related

to these two findings. however, revisions of the model should probably

. include a discussion of word attack questions, In that they may help the

student understand better how to apply phonetic rules when reading a word.

Earlier reading research (Chall, 1967) has suggested that phonics instruc-

tion should be included in early reading instruction, and this type of

question is likely to be a reflection ot such do emphasis.
St

Level of answer. There wert differences between the two groups for

6
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relative frequency of correct answers, and these differences were reflected

in the regression data. Therefore, the overall treatment effect may have

been partially due to this factor, although this cannot lJe related directly
1.

to the treatment, except for no response answer The treatment grip6p had

a lower rate of failures to respond, and this can be related to die emphasis

in the treatment on eliciting a response to every .4stion. Likewise, the

regression data supported this part of the treatmant: fewer failures to

respond were related to greater achievement.

Higher levels of correct answers were related to greater achievement,

although within a range in which some, errors occurred. That is, there was

no support for errorless learning. These results were clearest when reading

turns were examined separately, indicating that oral reading should be

based on material that is easier for the student than'questions asked out

of turn. This makes sense, if the purpose of oral reading is to practice

skills other than word calling, such as reading with expression and for

comprehension. If the level of the material is too difficult, then more

attention must be paid to correcting single words at the expense of the

t prehension process. However, in a different setting, such as a question-

answer exchange with Cie teacher, errors are apparently not a hindrance

to the purpose of the lesson, and indeed may be important for diagnosis

about the skills Involved.

These results may be taken together with those describing appropriate

feedback to errors in order to define two contexts in which errors have

difterent meanings ani require different responses from the teacher, both

In p1anninr. And in coldnoting the lesson. Oral reading may be viewed more

an exerciso in applying several separate skills for a larger
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purpose, such as comprehension, and to build fluency and speedpile doing

so. That is, the purpose is one of coordinating several.separate skills

that need to be'almost automatic fot the coordination to take'place. It

makes sense, then, for this to occur at a level where the separate skills

(in this case, word calling) are not so difficult for-the chi4 that he

cannot coordinate them. It also makes sense for the teacher to pravide

feedback to errors in a manner that does not interfere with the larger

purpose of thi'exercise. The feedback data did not suggest an optimal

reb?onse to error- in turns as strongly as it did for nonturn response

opportunities. Perhaps in reading turns (or any situation where the

purpose is to coordinate the application of several skills) the type

of feedback is less important than the initial control of the error level

(i.e., the teacher should make suft that the separate skills can be used

easily in that exercise).

This situation is very different from one where the focus is on

learning separate skills (such as applying a single pnonetic rule to

decode a word). In the First-grade Study, nonturn response opportunities

are examples of this: for nonturn response opportunities, there were no

significant findings for error rate, while there were more important

relationships for the type of feedback following errors. Perhaps, then,

in lessons in which the purpose is to build skills before having to

coordinate them, the error rate is less important than what is done with

the crrors (i.e., the type of feedback offered by the teacher) so long

as it is not too hiah.

There are no apparent reasons why the treatment group had higher

rates of correct answers than the control group, since this cannot be

? I s



directly related to the treatment. As was discussed in'the section on

content coverage, the treemen; teachers also moved their students through

the basal materials slightly faster, and therefore can be described as

more challenging; even though the success rate was higher. They were

apparently better at designing instruction that balanced the right amounts

of challenge and success that would allow for easy progress. This might

have been due to pretreatment differences, or it might have been due to

a Hawthorne effect in that the teachers were "inspired" to be better teachers.

The general tone of the treatment materials could have contributed to this,

but the specific behaviors in the model are not directly relevant to the

findings for error rate and challenge. In any case, a revised version _of

the model should include a discuision of error rate and how it is important.

Other typei of feedback. The two additional types of feedback that

were examined yielded significant relationships with achievement; although

there were no group differences. Process feedback, in the form of an expla-

nation about how to get the answer, was an appropriate thing to do, although

it was not used extensively. It seemed especially useful after incorrect

answers. This can be related indirectly to the treatment, in that the

discussion of sustaining feedback in the instructional model emphasized

the students' understanding of the process necessary to correct an answer.

Therefore, additional information should be included in the part of

the model describing feedback to incorrect answers about offering explana-

tions occasionally when the students have not applied the process correctly.

Also, placing new questions to the same student who correctly answered

the previous one showed positive relationships with achievement, especially

after correct answers. Although they were not coded as such, most new
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questions were related to the previous questions, so that they represent

a kind of sustaining feedback, although not for the purpose of correcting

an error. Instead, they may serve the purpose of extending a line qf thought

through a series of qpeitions to the same child. There wete cUrvilinear

findings for soRe of the vsriablec describing new questions, which indicate

-that it should no1 be overdone, probably because staying too long with one

student ma" mean losing the attention of the others.

Therefore, revisions of the model based on the results of theseether

categories of response opportunity variables would include:

--Include some questions that focus on werd attack skills,

up to.about 15% of the time. Be careful not to overdo

0
questions about personal experiences at the expense of

skill-related questionst

,......;:ftAttentive to the number of errors that students are

making and how that affects the purpose of the particular

lesson. If students are practicing skills-that they should

know well, but are working on using them rapidly and smoothly,-'

then the material should be relatively simple. When students

are working on new skills and receiving frequent feedback

from the teacher, the difficulty level is not as important,

although most questions should elicit correct answers. When

errors do occur, apply the principles describing feedback

to incorrect answers.

--In general, feedback to any type of answer that emphasizes

the process to solution or the steps in a sequence will be

appropriate much of the time. The principles describing
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sustaining feedback to errors are based on this premise.

Additional feedback .techniques that are similar in purpose

and which may be used on occasion are process feedback, in

which the teacper explains to the students how to get an

answer, and asking a new question to the same student, to

extend a line of questioning to its logical conelusion.

Behdvior Contacts

This group of variables showed some differe.ces between the treatment

and control groups, and also some relationships with.adhievement that match
*

those differences, although the ,lorrespondence is not perfect.

Treatment teachers 'ad slightly fewer corrections than did control

teachers, alth-ough the results were marginally significant in many cases.

Differences were eispecially apparent for interruptions to correct a student .

out of the group: control tiathers did this more. It is gessible to relate

this to the treatment, since Principle 2 emphasized tatting to monitor the

rest of the class, although general management of.the entire classroom was

not emphasized as such in the treatment model. Here again, there are dif-

ferences between the two groups that are open to several interpretations:

there might be a treatment effect, there might be a Hawthorne.effeet, or

the treatment teachers might have been better managers to start with.

The frequency of behavior contacts, both within the group and to stu-

1

dents in the classroom, was negatively related to achievement, supporting

the contention that classes in which behavior problems are prevented will

achieve more. (Generally, the absence of behavior contacts indicates the

absence of problems, although it is of course possible for a teacher to



ignore misbehavior, in which case no'behavior contacts would have been

recorded.)

The type of misbehavior was not related in ay wayeio achievement,

even when examined as cluster variables of disruptive vs. nondisrypttve

behavior. Most behaviors leading to correction within the group were

nondisruptive (i.ev, they involved single students being inattentiVe,

misusing mateiials, etc.).

The results'for teacher reactions to misbehavior did not reveal aif-

feiences between the treatment and control groups, although there were

some relations with achievement. Teacher reactions could be rated on'a

scale of severity, from nonverbal intervention, to a management statement,

to a wanin& statement, to criticism. It might be expected that more

severe statements would be negatively related to achievement, since .fhey

might represent management problems. This was true for warnings,- where
or

negative relationships were found. However, there were no significant

findings for criticism alone, although this did not occur very often.

Teachers who responded to misbehaviors'most of. the time with irritation

(which would have been coded as warnipg) were probably those vith the

most problems in managing the classroom and/or who overreacted to students,

which cduld dilute their credibility. However, these differences in teacher

reactions were not reflected in the group differences as were the propor-

tions of misbehaviors. (Since ,Cte treatment did not address this topic,

except to recommend that criticism be specific, no differences were expected.)

There wale not extensive data collected on overall classroom management

since this was not emphasized in the model. However, these data suggest

that it is important, since the teacher must be able to ancentrate on



instructing the students in thp small grbup, and this involves maintaining

their attention as well as preventing interruptions from out*of the group;

Also, it is likely that overall reading achievement depends not only on

the group inseruction, but also on the independent work done While other

groups are being taught. Therefore, the teacher who establishes an atm..

sphere in-which more can be accomplished by students working on their own

while she is with a group is likely to maximize their practice of skills

(and hence, learning) in two different ways: through engagement in seatwork

and effective instruction 'in the group.

.The revision of a principle describing use of criticism has alfeady

been discussed (see page 230) and is further supported,by these data.

Another important principle can be derived from thft data describing

behavioral contacts.

--Stay aware of how 'gaily of your contacts are behamioral

in nature, and work to prevent misbehaviors so that more

of your attention may be focused on the lesson. There are two

places where this is important: with the students in the

. group, and with students at their seats. Minimize interrup-

tions of the group lesson to deal with out-of-group matters.

Unfortunately, this is easier said than done, and to be effeccive

such a principle would have to be illustrated with specific suggestions

for improving management. Although the First-grade Study did not yield

such suggestions, the work of Kounin (1970) is a valuable source, and

'other research presently being conducted by the authors may provide relevant

information here (Evertson and Anderson, Note 9; Anderson and Evertson,

Note 10).



These results suggest a

4on in the early elementary

were sUbstantiated, and many

Discussion

useful teaching style for "ail group instruc-

vades. Many points in the instructOnal model'

oUthe other.variables yielded additional infor-

"mation. 'Taken together, the data presented a fairly cohesive picture of

the "effective first-grade reading group teacher." Some of the principles

embodied in the reSults may be applicable in other primary-level classes

for other subjects and other formats, but many of the specific techniques

that exemplify the principles uay be less appropriate in a different context

(e.g., large group instruction, math instruction, third graders). For

example, tho principle of providing many practice opportunities to students.

who are learning basic tool skills is probably important in many settings,

but the use of ordered turns to insure systematic selection of students

may be less appropriate with large groups or with a lesson where the content

is more predictable, especially with older students who might indeed "tune

out" until their turn.

Even though.the appropriateness of specific techniques will change

with the context, the value of the general principles is not negated.

Indted, a useful approach to organizing research to use in teacher education

may be to identify the important major principles, such as those discussed

below, and then tO describe for teachers the specific techniques and strat-

egies that will embody those principles in different settings. The

instructional model used in this study was an attempt to do just that:

to begin with the principle that the teacher must manage the eniire group

\
while at the same time (and, in fact, in (miler to) provide attention to )

individuals within the group. Another underlying principle related to
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this was that the teacher must elicit responses from students to allow them

to practice skills being taught and receive immediate feedback before being

allowed to work on their own. The specific suggestions for accomplishing

. this were designed to be appropriate to first-grade reading groups, and

many of the results of the study.can be used to make them even more appro-

priate in that setting. (For example, the original model did tiot emphasize

different pacing requirements of reading turns as opposed to questions asked

outside of turns, and yet the results suggest that this is an importk::

factor to consider in defining appropriate error rate and feedback.)

Patterns in ihe data suggest that the following printiples are valuable

and that.their implementation (in'a manner appropriate to the specific

setting) will foster student achievement:

1) As other research has found (Rosenshine and Berliner, 19781

Good, et al., 1978), students achieve mOre when they were given greater

opportunity to learn. In this study, the more effective teachers spent

more time with the group and covered more content as a result. However,

no teacher met with reading groups an inordinately long time; for first

graders that would have been inappropriate. However, the teachers whose

students achieved more met with their groups for 30 minutes as opposed to

20 minutes a day. Although measures of seatwork were not taken in this

study, it Is likely that the careful patching of*follow-up work is also

important, with sufficient time being spent by Le student to practice

skills to the point cif fluency. There were indications that clisses in

which students at their seats worked quietly and independently also achieved

more, which does suggest that time-on-task in follow-up activities is

also important.

S.
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2) It is importaut.that students be given opportunities to practice

skills so that the teacher may monitor theii understanding, provide feedback,

and adjust her teaching accordingly. Accomplishing dhis goal in first-.

grade reading groups involved several distinct skills. Preventing misbe-

havior that could distract the teacher and other students was important,

as was efficient use of time within the group. (For example, teachers

who were ready to start the lesson immediately, without needing to organize

materials Or to correct students, had higher scores.) Students should be

selected to respond in an efficient way; in order to insure that everyone

gets a chance to practice. Within first-grade reading groups, ordered

selection was often an effective technique to accomplish this purpose.

At least in the iietting we studied, it was important that most (although

t-
not all) of the questions asked to the students resulted in correct an ers.

,

For students at this age who are leariling a skill that. mut become auto
..

matic, a low rate of errofs may be necessary to supply enough correct

practice of the skills in order to internalize them. For students at

different ages and with different objectives, more or less difficult material

may be appropriate. Indeed, some research has indicated that the optimal

difficulty level may depend on several factors, including learner aptitude

and motivation (Brophy art Evertson, 1976; Crawford, Note 11).

3) The teacher should provide as much information as is appropriate

about the structure of the skills involved, rather than focusing only on

memorized rules or labels. Positive results for several specific variables

supported this principle: a) using overviews (which presumably helvto

set the stage for the steps to follow); b) using sustaining feedback after

errors (which accomplishes two goals--the student receives practice at

256
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successfully deriving the answer, and the sequential steps to\the solution

are made obvious when the teacher gives the clues to help break down the
4

question); c) providing process feedback (so that an explanation of the

steps is provided by the teacher)Cd) occasionally asking new questions

(that generally are related to the.preceding one, so that the same student

is following up on his or her earlier anawers); e) being specific when

offering praise and criticism (high-lighting behaviors of interest).

Teachers who use such techniques pose of the time may be helping

-

the students focus on the relevant aspects of the problem solving process.

However, the data indicate that these techniques are often not appropriate

when they are overused and when they could interrupt the pace of the lesson

(with these data, especially with oral reading turns). When the pace is

broken, the immediate objective of the lesson may be lost 6is, for example,

when the purpose is to comprehend the'passageLeor the other students'

attention may wander, in which case time-consuming behavior problems may

result. 'Such techniques as listed above wilprobably be more or less

appropriate in apy setting, depending on how easily the teacher can work

them into the lesson and how important it is that students see the sequence

behind solutions.

4) Underlying all of the other principles, and making it possible

to implement them in instruction, must be good overall classroom management.

In the well-managed classroom,,studentp follow efficient routines for

accomplishing daily tasks, and there is a calm, pleasant environment in

which all students ..utay work without distraction. This means that the

teacher prevents behavior problems, and that the students concentrate on

the academic,tasks. In this study, evidence of good management in the
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more efflctive tetchers'.ciasses was found for such variables'as transition

time and fewer behavior corrections. Indeed, these teachers had implemented

an effective management structure that made it possible to accomplish other

goals, such as6extended reading groups, more-content covered, and greater

student participation. Much information is being generated currently about

how teachers mayNestab ish smoothly.running classrooms. The growing body

of research now makes i
/
possible t/ attempt.to change teacher managerial

behaviors througWeffor s such as the present study (Kounin, 1970; Brophy

and Tntnam, in press; Evertson and Anderson, Note 9i Anderson and Evertson,

Note 10).

The findings from the First-grade Study are in line .with the concept

of "direct instruction" espoused by Rosenshine and others (1976; Rosenshine

and Berliner, 1978). These data provide specific information about Strat-

egies for implementing direct ihstruction in one setting--reading groups

-.in first grade. Research conducted in other settings will help to distinguish'

further the specific requirements of the setting from the general principles

thert'apply to a large population of learners and objectives. Through this

kind of systematic approach to identifying process-product relationships,

and then through experimental efforts such as the First-grade Study and

others discussed in thd next section, the knowledge base about effective

teaching will become a practical and valid source of information and

direction for the training and continued education of teachers.



Cha ter 6: u estions for Future Ex erimental Studies of Teachin

Ihe First-gfade Study was successful in meeting many of its objectives.

Teachers in the treatment group did use parts of the instructional model,

and at least part of the achievement differences can be related to the model.

As described in Chapter 5, the process-outcome relationships supported many
do

of the instructional principles around which the treaiment was built.

On atbroader level, we believe that the results of this study support

the efficacy of process-product research in the ciassroom, and the utility

of experimental stuaies that attempt to modify teachers' behavior while

substantiating earlier research500gs. Through such efforts, classroom

researchers are able to see finaings tranilated into practice while validating

the original results and refining prescriptive principles to include the

%
Itexceptions to the rule."

In order for validation and refinement to occur; the process of applying

research findings must be conducted And evaluated carefully. This means

that an experimental paradigm must be develoPed for use by classroom

researcheri that provides both rigor and relevance. Although an experimental

approach is certainly not new to educational researchers,.most.experimental

work with instructional variOles has relied on *artificial settings or

controls within classrooms that isolated variables of interest. Such an

approach allows experimental-rigor, but lacks the flavor of the real-world

setting of the classroom. The results are not generalizable, and therefore

are not usable by practitioners.

However, using the natural setting of the classroom means that an

experimenter must deal with many real-world constraints outside his or

her control. Because of the complexity of a classroom, an experimental

459



study that does not control or account for important factors may.raise more

questions than it,answers.-

This, then, is the dilemma facing the classroom researcher who.wishes

to conduct experimental studies: thetu must be a compromise betWeen rigor

and relevance. The experimenter must maintain the "ecological*validity"

of the setting and also maintain control of or account for factors that

affect teacher.behaviors and student outcome.

The prospect of jugglins)these two priorities is not as grim as it

might seem at first glance. Aethis point, three large-scale studies have

been reasonably successful in attaining this compromise and influencing

both teacher behaviors and student outcomes. (In addition to the First-

grade.Study, see Good and Grouws, Note.8, and the work of Gage, Crawford,

and associates, Note lie) By drawing on the experiences of these researchers,

. 'several suggestions can be made about experimental design. Brophy (Note 13)

made some of these'as reviewed below; and other suggestions became apparent

while reviewing the data.from thy First-grade Study. Therefore, the following

sections offer a retrospective view of how to design an experimental study

of effective teaching.

MaintaininEL the E'oiog I caL Va4id:...ti of. tile_Ctassroo.m_ip _an Ex2yrirtlental. Study

The purpose of an experimental study in a classroom setting is to influ-
.

ence teachers to ildopt the behaviors and pr;nciples defiited In a treatment.

Generally, the treatment is a compilation of earlier research on effective

teaching and typically suggest strategies for dealing with routine sltua-

tions and &visions. This focua on the typical reqnirehents of classroom

life is not fortuitous. Research on effective teaching has demonstrated

G 0



that strateRies f 1" s ff more

and less effective teachers. Examples are: arranging students for instruc-

tion, sequencing and pacing lessons, selecting students to answer, responding

to student answers, scheduling instructional activities, and creating and

maintaining order. Research has demonstrated that teachers' performance

of such tasks has effects on student outcomes. Since teachers expend most

of their time and energy in daily, routine decisions and tasks, efforts at

improving their performance in these areas is likely to have payoff by

affecting those student outcomes most closely associated with the teaching

tasks.

The Content of the Treatment

Therefore, one of the most important considerations in the design of

an experimental study is the content of the treatmentvhat it is that the

teacher is supposed to do. If teachers are to implement the suggestions

in the course of their regular instruction, the treatment must convince

thca: to du SO as effectivel! as possible. Doyle and Ponder (1977) suggested

that the "practicality ethic" determines whether or not teachers will effec-

tivtiv use advice. Practicality depends on three qualities: it must be opera-

tional (easily translated into behavior); it must be congruent with th.
. .

teacher's own role deiinition; and it must be efficient in terms of the

t,acher's cost and time. These three suggestions imply that a treatment

will be implemented most easily when it 1.6 specific in terms A routin.:

tc.whor bchaViors, and when it provides a rationale that effectively relates

hv ,aviel!, to the teacher's goals of instructing the students. Also,
t

th. mak% extvw:ive demands on the teacher's Lime and

t).v, at none t Lat are not compensated for ir some way. (Of

t4
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course, an adequate rationale that convinces teachers of the validity of

the treatment often will be sufficient to justify extra effort on their

part.)

Is is possible to influence more drastic change in teachers' behaviors,

but it seems obvious that treatments that do not offer extensive support

and compensation in terns of time and energy will not lead to adoption of

novel or complex behaviors. Therefore, suggestions that are difficult to

incorporate into the teacher's daily routine are not likely to be implemented

easily. However, as the present study and the other experimental classroom

studies have demonstrated, changes in student outcome may be influenced by

treatments that are limited to familiar teaching tasks and that focus on

the principles defining successful strategies for fulfilling those tasks.

Such treatments offer more hope for effecting improvements in instruction

and learning than more radical innovations that do not have an adequate

research basis (such as changing to individualized assignments for each

child or movement to open classrooms, for example).

In summary of this first point, the content of a successful treatment

must reflect the teacher's understanding of the daily demands of the class-

room in order for him or her to implement it thoroughly. Evaluation of

a treatment depends on its being implemented, and so the classroom researcher

mu develop treatments that are likely to be implemented If the hypotheses

are to be tested. The research base on teaching effectiveness contains

many data that meet this requirement. Studies based on these data have

been successful in influencing studtnt ota,ome through teacher utilization

uf the suy,gestious about routine teachitty, tasks.



Clustering of Specific Suggestions

However, if we require that a treatment be operational and reasonable

in terms of routine classroom tasks, another problem immediately arises.

The treatment must be specific enough to allow translation into actual.be-

havior, but there are inherent difficulties with very specific advice.

Specific suggestions must be imbedded within larger principles, since no

isolated behavior can be appropriate all of the time. Hopever, it is not

possible or desirable to list all possible situations and the variables

defining appropriateness in them.

Therefore, a* more reasonable approach to treatment design is to identify

general principles of effective instruction and to cluster specific strat-

egies under each. The specific strategies then serve as examples of the

larger principle, and may themselves be organized around familiar teaching

tasks and settings. When treatments are communicated in this way, the

suggestions about particular techniques are imbedded in contexts and supported

by rationales that can be discussed in common sense terms.

The following lists suggest categories that might be useful in organizing

a treatment. Included are general principles of effective instruction that

are supported by research; settings and contexts in which teachers function,

and which may require different techniques according to the demands of the

setting; and the teaching tasks that are regularly performed In almost any

setting. Specific suggestions about techniques (such as use of ordered

turns and sustaining feedback) can be organised by teaching tasks, with

their appropriate use being a function of the setting demands and constraints.

The ration4le underlying;their use is provickd by the larger principle.

The following lists are not intended to be complete, hut only to serve as
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examples. There are, of course, other frameworks for discussing classroom

activities and teaching strategies. For anathei example, see Good and

Power (1976).

Principles of Effective Instruction

1. Achievement of content will depend on ;1,te learner's engaged

time on tasks related to that content,

la. Students need sufficient opportunities to practice components of

complex skills and receive feedback on their performance.

2. In order for a teacher to be an effective instructor, there

zmst be good classroom management that prevents many problems

and minimizes distractions and interruptions of task-related

activities.

Settings and Contexts in which Teaching_Tasks are Performed

Settings which teachers may choose:

1. Arrangement of students (whole-class, small-group, individual

students working with the teacher, individual students working

independently).

2. Nature of group (members very similar or dissimilar in abilities

and backgrounds).

3. Lessons with different objectives (e.g., presentation of new

material vs. practice of new material vs. review of old material:

learning of facts and labels vs. learning skills that require

coordination and integration of facts and principles).

Settings which are not usualj chosen k1 the tNtcher:11.,.r Y. *4* 1.0... -,..-e....1

4. audent characteristics (classes with students who are unusually

-256-
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low or high in ability and readiness skilli, motivation).

5. Class size (large vs. small).

6. Time of year (beginning of year vs. later in year).

7. Time of day (morning vs. afternoon).

8. Type of classroom (large vs. small, open vs. self-contained).
.\

Teaching Tasks

1. Arranging students for instruction, scheduling instructional ac-

tivities, starting and ending transitions between activities.

2. Explaining new content, assigning work, selection of student

activiges for practicesof new content.

3. Selecting students to answer questions, asking questions, respond-

ing to student answers.

4. Establishing and presenting rules and procedures, correcting

misbehaviors, monitoring student behavior..

It is probably not possible (or desirable) to create tieatments that

include suggestions under all or even several combinationi of categories,

unless the trextment program is to be a long-term effort (such as sequence

of skills presented during the years of internship and induction into

teaching, or an ongoing inservice program). Even if a treatment addresses

only a few combinations of principles, settings, and tasks, an overall

framework is valuable because it lends necessary perspective to an exnmina-

tion of the separate components of effective teaching.

As an example of how such categories could be used to cluster points

in a treatment, consider the suggestions in the First-grade Study treatment

about selection and feedback techniques.

PRINCIPLE: Students need sufficient opportunities to practice



SETTING:

components of complex skills.and receive feedback on

their performance.

The teacher is responsible for presenting new phonetics
4

rules to first-grade students. The students have

been placed in a small group. The teacher's purposes

are to present the new ryles and to determine that

the students can appl it with the words she will

use in the lesson.

TASKS: In order to determine that the students have learned

the rule, the teacher will ask them questions and
406

/correct them if they liake errors.

SUGGESTED TECHNIQUE: Selection. Select students

by going around the group in order.. This will insure

that there is equal opportunity for practice, and it

will help control problems with call outs and over-;,

enthusiastic students dominating the action.

CAUTION: Be careful that the students are not

"tuning out" when it is not their turn. If this

occurs, then the overall objective of maximizing

individual attention to and practice with the skills

is not being met.

SUGGESTED TECHNIQUE: 1 eedback to incorrerA answers.

Help the child derive the correct answer himself by

2
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asking a series of questions that simplify the problem

and focus the child on the Jequence to follow. If .

this ir not successful, give the child the answer and
.

move on. .Occasionally,,describe the sequence that

must be followed to-derive thscanswer.

CAUTION: Be careful that the.atteution of other

students is not lost because of-too much time spent

in working with cne student. Don t let the overall

pace suffer. Also be careful that` the simplified

questions do not become "pointless pumping", which
111.

embarraas the student, thus defeating the purpose of

providing successful practice with the skill.

Obviously,.when the purpose of the lesson or the setting'is very

different, the tasks will remain the same, although the techniques suggested

above will be appropriate less often. For example, if the teacher chose

to present a fast-paced drill to check for rapiCrecoanition of sight

vocabulary words, then frequent use of sustaining feedback would disrupt

the pace. When students are reading aloud for the purpose of story com-'4

prehension. cataining feedback would again be inappropriate much of the

time, because the continuity of the passage would be lost while the teacher

and student Taked on a single word. If the use of ordered-turns resulted

in less attention than desired, the teacher might want to vary the se;ec-

don techniques. The immediate objectives are to distribute practice op-

portunities fairly, and minimize problems with over-enthusiastic students

who might "upstage" more reticent students who also nted to interact with

the teacher. Many teachers have found that ordered turns are useful In

...)67
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achieving these objectives in this setting, but other types of selection

naylulfill the same purposes.

The purpose of presenting suggestions in this way is to help teachers

choose among alternstive strategies according to a rationale that defines

appropriateness. That is, the purpose of "treating" teachers is not to

force them to use a specific technique every time it is possible, but

instead to optimize use of several techniques oestrategiesusing them

when appropriate and avoiding their use when inappropriate. Training

teachers to make such decisionsirequires a conceptual framework with which

they may examine their classroom tasks along with a rationale that explains

why certain strategies are or'are not effeetive in various settings.

The implications of this for treatment design are that specific sug-

gestions must be placed within a meaningful framework. This is an inportant

part of meeting the first objective of classroom experimental design:

maintaining ecological validity. Teachers daily make thousands of deci-

sions about the tasks listed above and no treatment, no matter how thorough,

1

will replace the teacher's use of his or her own best judgment.

Maintaining Experimental Control in a Classroom Setting
.

Although the most difficult part of designing an experimental program

will.be the development of the treatment, it is equally important to set

up the study to maintain experimental control. Otherwise, the content of

the treatment can not be evaluated. In the tiaditional sense, "experimental

control" implies,elimination of any contaminating or modifying influences,

so that the treatment is the only possible explanation for differences

between experimental and control groups. It is not possible to maintain



4
control in thls'sense in classfbom studies. Therefore, it is important to,

establish as much control as possible through initial selection of subjects

and =Itching of goups, and then to closely monitor other factors that

may have important effects on outcomes. In these ways, control is exerted

either through initial assignment or wlth statistical techniques. Examples

of influential factors that should be controlled are given in the points

belew, which discuss some ptocedures that should be considered by classroom

researchers who conduct experimental studies.

1. Information on classroom

collected before the treatment is

that treatment and control groups

processes and characteristics should be

applied. In this w'ay,'one may insure

are equivalent IA important ways before

the treatment is introduced. Measurement of preexisting differences may

allow formation df equivalent treatment groups, especially if a larger

initial sample is available than will be used in the actual data collection.

Some of the dimensions on which classes 0111 differ and which have been

shown to influence student outcome are student ability level: and background,

teacher managerial effectiveness, school policies on allocation of time,

curriculum and materials, and pacing of content.

These pretreatment measures of the treatment and control groups

were not taken in the First-grade Study. Consequen0y, some of the group

differences on classroom process scores could not be explained. This

meant that many questions were left unanswered about possible expectancy
4.

effects and preexisting differences, and therefore, the full impact of

the treatment could nat be determined.

2. Data should be collected to describe ehe actual level of imple-

mentation of behaviors and principles described in the treatment in both
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the treatment and control groups. Other research-has demonitrated that the
.

effects.of an innovation may be most easily explained by measuring the .

actual implementation, rather than by assuming differences between the

treatment and control groups (Hall and Loucks, 19%7). Not all treatment

teachers will implement to the same degree, and some control teachers

will demonstrate high natural levels of use of the techniques or principles

being examined.. This latter possibility is especially likely when the

treatment is based on studies.of effective teachers.' Some teachers in a

. control group will already be using strategies that are associated with

effective teaching. If the treatment is to be fully evaluated, then the

actual extent of use by all teachers must be known.

Researchers shoulsd also examine alternative strategies to those

described ih the treatment, and should measure other factors that might

influence outcome, Ms described under the first point above. Even if

these were measured at the beginning of the study in order to form equi

valent groups, itsis important to note changes and development over time.

(For example, management strategies that are effective at the beginning

of the year may not be equally effective later In the year.) Also,

some important variables can only be evaluated at the end of the study

or school year, such as total amount of content covered.

3. Measures of short-term outcomes should also be taken. In this

way, short-term effects of the treatment may be detected. This will be

important' if the treatment has an effect that is different from that

expected by the researcher. For example, in the First-grade Study, we

suggested that transitions could be made more effective by using standard

signals to notify the students. -We found that most teachers, including



oft:

control teachers; did this, and so there was no group difference in i!ple-

mentation of that prir iple. Neither was there a relationship with out-

come due to the restricted variance. (This,did not-indicate that the

principle was invalid, but that it represented a very common behavior.)

However, there were differences between the groups for the efficiency of

transitions lwith the treatment group having shorter, smoother ones.)

Since there were no measures of preexisting differences, we can not rule

out the possibility Chat the treatment teachers had smoother transitions

to begin with. However, an laternative explanation is that the treatment

may have caused the teachers to focus on thelr transitionsand work harder

to make them more efficient, even though the strategies given in the

4.

treatment were obviously not ones that made a difference. However, the

short-term outcome measure (efficiency of transitions), provided support

for an alternative explanation of treatment effects: increasing-awareness'
. ,

of need leads to improved behavior, regardless of specific suggestions.

Another advantage of measuring short-term outcomes is that their

relationship to long-term outcomes (such as student achievement) will

make it clearer why the long-term outcomes are related to the specific

teacher behaviors (that presumably led to the short-term outcomes). Also,

by including immediate effects of teacher behaviors, the researcher may

be better able to distinguish true effects of treatment content from

Hawthorne effects (discussed in the next point) that might influence

long-term outcomes.

4. There is always the possibility that treatment teachers will .

outperform those in a control group simply because of the special atten-

tion and/or the expectations of better perforinance communicated to them
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(e.g., "We think that this treatment will make you a better teacher").,
.

lr

Therefore, any apparent tree ent effect must be related to the actual

content of the treatment, r a her than to heightened expectations for success

with the accompanying extra effort to fulfill the prophecy. 'Otherwise,

the principles in the treatment have not really been tested, and the pos-

sibility of Hawthorne or expectancy effects must be considered.

However, each of the experimental studies have utilized designs that

allowed the researchers to sort out the effects of treatment content from

other factors, although none of the studies excluded all possible factors.

Good and Grouws (Note 8) tried to heighten an expectancy effect by informing

his control group that their performance would be evaluated afeer a few

months, at which time they would be given feedback along with the.treatment

that was supplied to the other teachers. Although the student achievement

in this group was improved, there was a greater change in classes where

teachers had been given the specific treatment. It was concluded that

the treatment had a positive effect that could be distinguished from the

effects of the encouragement given the control group. Gage, Crawford,

and associates (Note 12) utilized two treatment groups with differing levels

of information provided to them. The minimal group received the written

information and one presentationty the experimenters (similar to the

First-grade Stuuy's treatment), and the maximal treatment group received

feedback and extra encouragement. Differences between these two treat-

ment groups can be interpreted as effects of treatment strength. In the

First-grade Study. two treatment groups were also utilized to ascertain

the effects of obpervation on outcome when a treatment was given. It

was expected that the observed group would follow the treatment model



more closely and might try harder to. do well becadse of the frequent ob-.

servation. (This desie would have been more effective if a comparable

unobserved-control group had also been included for examination of student

outcomes.)

Although it has not been utilized, there is another design that could

.serve to separate Hawthorne from content of treatment effects. This would

include two treatments, focusing on different but important aspects of

teaching. Each group would receive the same amount of information regarding

its own treatment and the same expectations for success. Each would be

observed to determine implementation of its own treatment, as well as

behavior in other aspects'of teachAng. If the tr tment content was truly

resPonsible for.changes in behavior and outcomes, th the two groups would

differ for those behaviors emphasized in their particular treatments.

For example,.one treatment could 'focus on reading group management, while

another focused on managing whole class lessons. In the first treatmerit,

one would expect to find improved teaching 1n4reading groups, but not in
4

whole class instruction unless the treatment was having a more generalized

.effect. In the second group, the most evident changes in behavior should

be in the area of whole class lessons. However, if both groups showed

improvement in several areas of teaching, and the teachers were not neces-

sarily stronger in the area specified by their treatment, then one could

conclude that Hawchorne or expectancy effects may have been operating.

additi tal advantage of this design would be the.opportunity to examine

generalized use of specific suggestions in other settings.

In snmiluiry, by utilizing desighz; that vary the expectations conveyed

and the -mount and type of information given to the teachers, it may be



possible tAeparate the effects of actual treatment content from other

effeCts.on teacher performance. An additional advantage of such designs

is that future decisions can be made on the basis of cost-effectiveness.

For example, if a minimal treatment is as effective as a more extensive

(and expensive) treatment in leading to a desired outcome, then the minimal

treatment could be more easily exported to other users, such as staff

developers, teacher educators, etc.

5. It is also desirable to determine any effects of teacher charac-

teristics and ability. It is possible, and indeed likely, that ane level

of treatment may be effective with one teacher and not with another because

of the teachers' experience, aptitude, and entering skills. Although no

attempts were made to measure such teacher traits In the First-grade Study,

the other two Studies included such measures, and both found that teacher

characteristics were important predictors of student outcome, either in

interaction ::ith or independent of the treatment.

6. It is also important to consider setting characteristics. As was

discussed in the first section of this chapter, the content of the treat-

ment will be valid only as long as it recognizes the many contexts in which

teachers must pct. These setting variables'must be considered ).n evaluating

the implementation and effects of a treatment. For example, in the First-

grade Study, there were important differences in implementation of certain

strategies depending in the kind ot lesson being taughtwhether it was

a question-answer sesscn, a lesson involving writing in workbooks or work-

sheets, or a lesson involving oral reading. Although the treatment did

not mention the different requirements of them. types of lessons, the

teachers utilized the principles differently in them. In many cases,



when implementation scores were examined, there were significant context-

treatment interactions: the treatment group was different from the control

group in one lesson context but not in another (Anderson, et al, Note 5).

Thvse interactions were sensible: generally the treatment teachers did

not utilize a technique that wcydd have been inappropriate for the pacing

requiremnts of the setting, although tlw gmad use that technique more

than the control teacheas in a setting in which it was appropriate and

u3eful. It is important to note that, although some contextual distinc-

tions wc.re built into the treatment (especially about types of feedback),

format was not. Howcver, the observation instrument included much

inf.,rration not clearly ;inked to the treatment in the hopes that other key

1Ators would be.ome obvious. In this case, lesson context emerged as an

i-port .nt consideration, especially the difference between reading turns

wv.stion: asked out of turn.

Conclusion

obviously, it is difficult to plan and conduct a stady that includes

II 01 abovv su!,,gestions. However, the points discussed should be

.orn.ider.1 in designing and evaluating a trcatment, both in terms of its

e.te..te: on teAthet behaviors as well as on shori.- and long-term student

lip 1 of classrlom research has prkvided a body of informa-

rt-:. thAt -riles it possible to cruate relevant treatment models that can

hv teAchers. More sophisticated ways organizing and analyzing

!A* v. includinv. multiple reyjossitm techniques, make ft

t
eite..ts on classrooms. By taking

) 1'4
.4
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Lv
advantage of knowledge in each of these areas, classroom researchers who

are determined to see their results translated into practice can do so

through treatments and experimental designs characterized by the points

'described above. Such designs, along with continued descriptive and cor-

relational research, will yield a more complete picture of what works

in classrooms, when it works, why it works, and how to make it happen.
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-Appendix A

AN INSTRUCTIONAL MCCEL FOR Finst GRADE READING GROUPS

To the teachers:

This Is a description of a system for small group instruction of

young children (in this case for first graders In reading groups.) It does

pot discuss content or materials, but it provides guidelines for teacher

management of reading group instruction. It Js hoped tnat the systematic

tiV3 of these principles will improve the planning and conduct of reading

group sessions and benefit the children. A major underlying rationale for

the system is Tnat each child should receive as much Individualized instruc-

.9tion as Is possible In a group setting.

.

The principles discussed in the following pages flow from both exper-

lance and research involving teachers and young children in small groups:

By combining them into an organized system to be used In the classroom,

much more information can be gained about how to best teach smal: groups of

young children.

The purposes of this project are to bring these principles together into

a workable system and to teach teachers to use them if they are not already

doing so. (l'ou may recognize many of the principles as techniques which yc

already use.) Atter asking you to incorporate these suggestions into your

teaching, we will examine the results in order to further owaluate the sysem

and the principles. Thase findings then could be used in teacher education

and teacher in4ervice programs if they show that certain techniques make a differ-

ence in childrenis learning.

You probably will find that many of the principles are more applicable

at one time than another, depending upon which children you are teaching and

what kind of lesson you are presenting. We have tried to provide a general



overview that can be adaptedtothe. many different lessons and types of

children with which the first grade reading teacher must deal. There is

special emphasis on dealing with shy, impulsive, and inattentive children

and problems such as wrong answers and failures to respond. It is hoped

-.hat dealing with such situations in the suggested ways will make reading

a more pleasant and productive experience for both the teacher'and the children.

Your role in the study is central, because application of these principles

involves teacher Judgment based upon knowledge of individual children's needs

as well as a feel for the group's needs. Specific examples have been provided

but are not meant tJ serve as absolute prescriptions. Rather, we ask that

the teacher learn the general principles, and then use them according to her

best Judgment about the situation and the children involved.

Please read the material and study it until you are comfortable with it

and feel that you could conduct a reading group accordingly. A meeting will

be scheduled at-,our school to discuss any questions and comments. There will

be a short test administered at the end of the meeting to assure understand-

ing of the principles. Any areas of misundei-standing that show up on the test

will be discussed again, so that both you as a teacher and we as researchers

can reach mutual satisfaction and agreement about procedures.



INTAODUCTION

The instructional model is based on two general principles concerning

children's learning In small groups:

I. It Is desirable to have a balance between a.) an efficient group

structure In which the pace is rapid enough to maintain interest and attentions

and b.) a group structure which helps the teacher to make sure that learning

is taking place for every child.

2. It also is desirable that children learn to respond to every teachel

questions but withowt feeling anxious about having to make a response.

Accomplishing.either of these goals requires teacher judgment at many

points bn the leison. How fast should questions be paced to keep attention

and yet not lose anyone? How long can you watt for a response from an individual

without losing the attention of the rest of the group? When should you end a

child's response opportunity if he might know the answer but seems afraid to

say anything? How long should a child be urged to respond before such encour-

agement creates embarrassment and anxiety?

Specific answers to these questions cannot be prepared in advances since

the situation is different for every child and every question. However, the

system of principles outlined below tan bo used as a framework within which

the teachers who knows the children, can make decisions.

The principles are presented below in a brief list. In the next section

they are discussed in Opater detail, along with the rationales and background

information related to them. The system Is divided int-. two major components:

1) organization and mangement; and 2) teacher responses to children's answers.

In order to avoid confusion of pronouns, "she" will be used to nefer to

the teacher and "he" will refer to the student.

)c.2
4.,t,
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OVERVIEW OF THE PRINCIPLES

I. ORGANIZATI9N. AND MANAGEMENT

GETTING THE CHILDREN'S ATTENTION

1. The teacher gets everyone's attention before starting the lesson.

2. The children sit with their backs to the rest of the cJass while the

teacher faces the class.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

3. The teacher introduces the lesson with a brief overview.

4. The teacher Presents new words clearly.

5. Aiter presenting new words, the teacher has the children repeat them.

6. A demonstration orrexplanation precedes the children's attempts to

do the work.

-CALLING ON CHILDREN

7. The teacher should work with ono chit: at a time, so that everyone is

checked and receives feedback.

8. The teacher should call on children in order rather than randomly.

9. Occasionally the teacher should question a child about another child's

response (to keep everyone alert).

10. The teacher should minimize calling on volunteers.

11. The teacher should discourage call outs and should emphasize that each

child is responsible for the question asked of him.

12. The teacher should avoid rhetorical questions, answering her own

questions, or repeating questions. These confuse the children.



MEETING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING NEEDS WITHIN THE GROUP

13. At some point, ihe teacher must dec le if the whole group can meet the

lesson's objectives:' If she decides they can, she should hold the group

together, making sure thet everyone masters each step before moving on to

the next step.

14. If the teacher decides that.everyone cannot meet the objective, the

students who can do so should be taught through to the. and then

t,
dismissed; so that the teacher can spend more time with tht other children.

15. An exception to the above Occuri when the teacher wants to use a

student who has mastered the objective as a ' for the others. Here, she

may retain one or more such students in the group in order to carry on a

dialogue.

16. If some of the children do not succeed in meeting the objectives before

lesson time Is up, arrangements should be made for extra tutorial help.

RESPONDING ILLaIILDRENIS ANS1iP5

The teacher's feedback to children's answers depends on I) the type of

question (whether It requires memory or reasoning), :) the pace of question-

ing (whether rapid for drill or slower for more thoughtful questions), and

3) the child's answer (correct, incorrect, "I don't know," or no response).

WHEN THE CHILD DOES NOT RESPOND

17. After asking a question, the teacher waits for the child to respond

and also sees that other children wait and do not call out answers.

During rapid pacing, she waits a few seconds and gives the answer. During

the more slowly paced parts of the lesscm, the teacher should wait for

an answer as long as she tools that the child Is thinking and will answer,



but not so long as to embarass the child or lose the other chfldren's

attention.

If the child does not respOnd within a reasonable time, the teacher

should indicate that some response is expected by probing ("Do you know?").

She should then simplify (se /19) according to the type of question.-

WHEN THE CHILD'S ANSWER IS INCORRECT

16, The teache.r should indicate that the answer is wrong, and then follow

simplification procedures outlined below for the two types of questions.

SIMPLIFICATION PROCEDURES

19. The appropriate simplification procedure is determined by the type of

question.

a.. If the question deals with factual knowledge that cannot be

reasoned out, the teacher should give the answer to the child

and then move on.

b. If the questi6 is one that the child could reason out with

help, the teacher should provide clues or simpli.fy the question.

If the clues still do not help the child, he should be given

the answer. The teacher should never ask ancetfier child to supply

the answer.

WHEN THE CHILD IS CORRECT

20. The teacher should acknowledge the correctness; and make sure that

everyone else heard and unOrstood the answer. A

PRAM AND CRITICISM

21. Praise is important but should not be used indiscriminately. Praise

thinking and effort more than just getting the answer, and make praise as



speCific and Individual as possible.

22. Criticism should also be as specific as possible and should include

specificaticm ol desirable or correct alterndtives.
4
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PART I: ORGANIZATION AND.MANGEMENT

1

GFTTING THE CHILDREN'S ATTENT(ON (Principles I and 2) ,

*It is important to catch and Maintain the children's attention at thq

'beginning of the.lesson.

I. The teacher should use a standard aul_nallistAba_sinnql to got the

childrenls attentioR. The use of this tec)nique should lead to.quicker and easier-

transitions with little time wasted In getting a group started.. It is useful
1

In two situations. The first i.,*the.transition from general class activities

to the.reading group (and alternale activities), and the second situation (s

getting everyone's attention when you ictually begin the reading group.

.A standard and predictable.signal is one which the children can learn to

recognize quickly because it Is repeated daily with the same meaning.. .For

1 example, the teacher might ring a bell every tay to signify that it is time

to move to the first reading group, or she might give a consistent verbal

signal, such as "It's time tor Tigers!" If the signal is clear and consistent,

the children do not have to stop each time and decide what to.do; they can

respond quickly and automatically. The teacner should decide upon the si.gnal

early in the year and the children should be allowed to practice responding

to the cue.

Once the thildren are in the group, the teacher should again use a con-

sistent recognizable signal indicating that the lesson is about to begfn and

that the children should pay attention. For example, she could use a phrase

every'day ,,uch as "Attention, children." Again, by consistently uSing the

same signal the children learn more easily when lessons aro starting, and the

teacher will f.pend ies f. time getting ihe clroun ormsni7ed.

In either situation, if som children do not respond to the signal, ihe
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1

teacher ghould gamind them individually of what Is expected; Howevef, tf)

teacher should be careful not tc; Interrupt the appropriate behavior of 'the

othlor children'or reward the.unattending child with too much attention (by

,filliouting,, scalding loudly, etc.). Instead, the teacher can tap or softly'call

. tie:names of those who are mit attending. If this stfii 'does not lead to the

desired behavior, the teacher should quietly and quickly explaln.the meanYng .

of the signal and makq sure that the child follows through. It is Important

that the teacher remain consistent and firm In her demands that the children

respond to the signal.
a.

a.

2. 'Once In the group, the children should be seated with their baCIA

to the,rest c4 the class while the teacher is facing.the class. This Is a-

preveltive measure in that the children in the group are less jikety to be

dlistracted by other activities If they face the teacher and have their backs

toward the rest ofthe class.. Also, the teacher can supervise both the

small group anethe remainder of the class at the smile tiros in this position.

4 ss
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INTRODUCING- NEW MATERy0.4. (Principles 3,4,5, and 6)

The introduction should prepark the childreA for the lesson by getting

their attention,*teaching ne.sw Naforial and new terms before applying them,

-

and making sure that the childrer know what to.do when they ore asked to iake
V

responses.

A

3.. The introductiOn should contain arrovervtew.of what is to come in

order to meLtally prepare the children.for the presentation. Tliis does na

have to be elaborate (141 fact, it should not be). A sehlehte or Iwo wiTI

somph as "Today we are going to learn abouta scund therietter a maket." $1.tch

an overview should contain a statement about the content to 1lb studied. It

.mai or may not 6e expressed in terms of a behavioral cbjectivelas.in, "At

the end of the lesson, you will know about two diyerent sounds for th.").

The overview may als9.mention something about the purposeofthe'lesson-,.especially
.

If this Is likely to motivate the students. For example, vie teachermay say,

"Today we are gang to learn about words witb tmo vowels side by side. When

you know about thiso.you 4iii be able to read a lot of new words that you could

not before, like boat, and seat, and sail."

If the lesson will InVolve changing activities at.some point (and especially

If the tdacher anticipates breaking up the group to work .with certain childr n

0

,

as discussed In Principles 13 and 14), it may be useful to give.the childrin .

a preview of 'the sequence of events.(foF example, "Todisy we will, ta;1( about some -

words like through, lat.; and although. They sound different but they.look

a lot alike. After we talk about them for awhire, some Of you will go do work-

book exerckes, Some of you will go to the listening c(nter, and sone of you

will stay and talk with me."). This prepares the 'Children for a futuretransi-

lion, and ii ,tco letc them know In advanco that neveral different activities

will take place. The children then will be expecting these directions when
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1

they are repeated later.

The purpose iof overviews such as these Is to prepare the children by

helping thewto organize their thinking atid focus on the task at.hend. It Is

Important for them to learn that the world e4 school and its demands (spec) fic-

ally reading) is a reascnable and orderly one. One step towed hekpinwthem

1P4rn.this is always to prepare them before making demanfs on them, and then to

toile*. that plan accurately so that iheir expectations of the lesson are ful-

filied:
, .

4. It Is also at the bivinning of the lesson that ner.j.t../ordal.a.a.C2u .

should be presented ho the Children, so that they can use them later when they

are reading or answering quest4cns. Introduction of new wores may be accom70
3

plished in several wa s depending upon the words, the children, and the teacher.

Words that do not' f4l low phonics :ru4es Auld cannot .be 'Aounded out by the children

should be Said clearly by the teacher. Words that could be sounded out by the

children may be presented as questions to them; aPong with whatever other clues

may 1;.0 helpful. Or, Hite teacher prefers, these words alSO could be given

to the children by her:: The important thing is that these new word's are .spoken

In some form at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher shOuld see that they

are disi)inctly oronoirnced and pointed to, expliained, or otherwise focused upon.S.
This technique lets the ckildren know what to expect, sothat they can regd

without anticipating totally unfamsliar Words. They can be looking for 'them,

$ .

and their learning of.the words Will be reinfOrced whon liley'see them again.

5. When new words or sounds have been Presented, the teacher should have

the children repeat them until they can.say them iatisfixtorily. 06ing them

repeat the words or perhaps make up sentences with themgives theM'practice in

reading and saying new words before they are called on to read them in context.

-286-
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It Ls also a relatively Vasi task, so that chlidren who are shy about respond-
4

Ing will find thls first demand less frighteningthan a more comfillcated

quettlon..: .

. .

,

j6. Aftermoving Into the lesson, bgt before asking'the children to use .

new material or.undertake new tasks, the tetther should present a demonstration

indoreolarlewbctivi#. A good explanatiJn includes a step-

/
.

.by-step description of the firocesses involved , given In simple, clear language
. t

that the children can understand. The teither should gear the eXOlanation

to the children's experience and idvel of understanding. For 9x9mple; if the

task was to find pictures whose names stai-ted wi:th the same sounias the naine

of the: letter just studied, the teacher might say, -"Show me all the pictures

whose names oegin with the /b/ sound." But if the children had never.performed

this task before and were not familler with the-skills involved, this might

be a poor explanation. . A better approach would be to break the task 'into each

stevand explain sdquenTiatly. #

..

For exa'mple, with a readiness group that had never befona tried this task,

the teecher might say (after an overview and presentaticn of the letter 'Sound

Deing studied), "First look at this'lette, b. What sound does it make?" .

(Child responds.) "Saythe sound to yarself. Now look at this picture. What

is the name of the picture?"..."Say the.name to yours9if. What is' tha first

sound in that name?....ls that the same sound as the sound orttiis.letter?"

If the children could answer each of these questions, the teacher could pre-

c..ent the noyt picture with fewer.questions. For example, she might say, "Now

look at this picture and say the name to yourself. Listen to hu first sound.

Is the first sound 'the same as the sound of this Potter?" Later, this could

be further shortened to "Look at this picture and '61 me if the first sound In
/

It.; nano Is fhe same as the sound of *this letve4 Eventually, the children

. 3
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could be given the explanatLon preselltod first above ("Show mo.all the

pictures Whose names begin.with the /b/ sound.").

Therefore, the 'criteria for a good idemqnstration or explanation involve

checking the children for their level e4 understanding and then, if.neces-
..

.
.sary, either expanding ontheexplanation bY breaking It into steps or shor-

tening it by leaving out a,few step4 at a time. The tóacher's cholte depends

upon the children's retponses at anli poInt in the explanation.

After the explanation or demonstration, the teacher should move quickly
. .

to haying the children do the task themselves. Children in this age range

need concrete personal experience to learn concepts or skills, but they also

',"need guidance to point out the most important features of the task.. Having

the ditidren perform the task in thegroup not.only helps them learn it, but also

allows the teacher to check them for understanding of the instructions befOre

they are released to workon their own or expected to respond.correctly in a

more rapidly paced group session.

I

;3



CALLING ON CHILDREN (Principles /,8,9,10,11, and 12)

Calling on.-chl Wren involves .distributing response opportunities to

Individuals while at the same time keeping the entize group alert.

7. The teacher should work with one individual at a time in having

the childrea practice the new skill or apply the new concept,.mbking sure

that everyone, is checked and receives feedback during the lesson., (Feedback

is discussed below in principles 16 through 21.) In this way, 'the teacher

Can monitor +he progress c4 each group member. This meanf\ that excessive user

c4 choral responses is mat desirable. -

8. jam teacher shoifidustlaatterutlasoinromone end of the 1

droud to the other) for selectina children to take their turns reading .1,the 1

group oranswerinq questions (as oppceed to calling on them randomly and tin-

predictably). For exampje, tge teacher can start with thechilOO her

Immediate left, then the child to his .left, ana so vl irounethe circle,

questioning each child or asking for reading.
a

This Is suggested because tho children will ajways know when to expect

a turn and will not feel anxiety about being called on unexpectedly. This'is

- 4
especially impbrtant with young childi-en who feel uncertain about having to

verform in school, and it also will hell.) to control overeager students who

frequently call out answers, wave their hands, and engage in attention-seeking

activily because they,think it will lead to a turn to road or respond.

Both shy, non-respcosive chiliren and attention-seeking, ovitreager ones will

know when their turn Is coming and will not spend the rest.of time feeling

arixiou; or trying to.get attention. The teacher must remain firmin her use

of this procedure.and dot skip a shy child to yletd to a handwaver, except In

%L.

the situations discussed below.
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9. in 6rdor to keep each member of the group alert and accountable ,

it all times*between furns, the teacher*occa9lonativ shoutO question al dal

about a previous response from another child (for. example, "Bill, how do you

feel aobut John's idea?" pr "Po you have anything to add to that?") Thus,.

each student should know that he may be'called upon at.any tim, noi%Just

during his turn. He must'therefore remain atilentive and listen to the other

children. However,

First, when a child
-

two precautions should be taken when using this technique.

is questioned about another's response, the demand made on

.the child should be -an.easy one for him. That is, if he Fas Iiiiening and peiy-

.

ing attention, he should be able to answer the quostionwithout.difficulty. nor

some.children, suctf demands are as simple as asking for a repetition or opini.ce.
A

Other Chi Idren might be asked to moment on the correctness of the answee or

to expand upon it (but only If the teacher, feels this Is within their capabil-%

if harder demands are made than a child can fulfill with this type of

questioning, the advantage of reducing anxiety by using a predetermUned order

(as discussed in principle 8) will be lost. If all of the out-of-turn questions

aro simple for each child, 'they will not learn to fear them. Instead; they will

be rewarded for paying attention and listening, and they will get an extra.

opportunity to give a correct answer.

As a second precautio'n; the child should be helped to realize that the

purpose of such questioning is to get his opinion or input, not to put down .
\

or "correct" another child. The teacher can, serve as a model through her\

responses by treating wrong.answers as a reason to teach, not lo criticize.

Tho use of these two principles should create a desirable balance

between predictability, which helps reduce anxicity and/or attention seeking

behal,efor, and continuous alertness within ttte whole group.
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10. Callinp on votunteers shcalerbe primarily rettricted to Rarts c4 the.
\N

leison in which children-of& contributing personal experiences or opintonso/

However, whenrlhe objectiAki of the lesson is to teach some content or skill,
.

*It Is-Uportant that ,every,child be called upon ind*expiected to respond. This

-'-can best be accomplished by using ordered turns and occasfonally questioning
. i

children out of turn to keep them enert.

II. wh2nalli_s_gicimur.,...LIL.0_22jjatchershsfaincizthe_Aujkltra

everyone gets a turri and that he Nst wait until his turn tCancwer. it is

Important not,to be overly critical, however, eipecially If the call out

demonstrates enthusiasm in a child who usually does not exhibit it. Never-

theless, all children should learn that When OM child is asked a questions

he isI responsible for the answer, and others are not to call out the answer

or "help."

If a child persists, In calling out despite repeated reminders, the

teacher must determine why he .Is doing so. Her later reactions then are

determined by the reason for the behavior. For example, if the calling out

primarily seems to be to get attention, the teacher,should make sure that

her resporises are not reinforci.ng the behavior by paying attentico to It.

.Reminders can be delivered impersonally to the child, without looking at him

or'seeming to speak directly'to him (thus not rewarding him with attention),

or the teacher can totally ignore the sfudent's cal 1.outs and only respond to

answers given duriAg his turn.

Ancethor reason for repetitive.call outs might be that the child is

impulsivo and has little self-control. In this,case, the teacher.may help

the child become aware of his behavior so that he can begin to control it.

It is important that the teacher never accept.a called-out answer.

Call outs should be 'ignored or should result in a reminder that everyone is

297
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expectetl to wait his turn or raise his hand and be called on by the teacher.

In contrast,tothisresponse to.call outs, the teacher should be sure that she

does respond positively to answers given during a child's turn. (In the case

of a typically non-responsive child who does #ake a rare call-out, the tdacher

should,not lose the oppOctunity to reinforce the pespohse, while gently re-
.

.
minding the child if she can that it would be better to answer during hletuill.

Otherwise, however, the teacher*should not accept the answeo called out.)

The purpose of this principle Is to.snot only help maintain control but

ttirteach children to listea to others and not to interrupt:

12. The teachep-should avoid rhetorical uestions asked for effect

with zsuenswer expected, of leadipe questions ("Wasn't that funnv?"). *Other

questioning_ patterns to be avoided are answering her own questions ("Why did

the farmer qo to town? -To buy a plg, of course!", without waiting for an

answell) pactreseatins("Why did the fatmergo to town? What did

he want to do? Why did he go?", again without waiting for an answer).*

These kinds of questions tend to confuse the children and will also make it

more difficult to teach them that each teacher question aemands an answer.

When the children are always asked questions.that can be dealt with and hame..

sensible answers,,they are more likely to 'farm the attitude that school

demands aro reasonable and can always be answered eventually.

. When rhetorical or leading questions are asked frecjiently, the children

may iparn that an answer is not expected or that it can be figured out from the

tone of the teacher's voice (as in "Wasn't that funny?" or "Don't you feel

sorry for poor old Nobbin?"). Lf the teacher frequently answers her own

questions without pausing for an ahswer, the children may be confused and not

see the connection between the different expressions of the same quostior.

To them, the above example ("Why did tho farmer; . ./1 What did he want? Why

2 98
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did'he go?") might Ippearito be several questions et once, which could

confuse some first-graders:

Instead, good questions for this ,je group should be short.enough

'for the children to hold in their memory while thlnkinb about the answer.

They should elicit some mental activity beycod second-guessing the teacher

fresponding" to 'her tone of voice rather than the content of thp question),

and they shou)d have answefs which make sense to a young cbild who cannot

0 think 6stractly or juggle too many concepts at the same pme. By consistent

use of reasonable questions, the teacher can help promot9..in her students the

lidea that school tasks are reasonable and within their capabilities.

4



MEETING 1NDIVIDUiL LEARNING NEEDS W111-11.14 THE,filiOUP (Princip es .11,14,15, and 16)

Meeting each individual's learning lrydeds may involve bre king up the
#

group , us 1 ng. another ch 1 1 d as a modol; and prranging for tutor! a 1 tie lp .

13. At some point during fhe lesson, the teacher mist make a #undamenfal

decisiori about .whether the rout as a whole can or cannot meet the lessorts

otatkes.... If there are large individual di fferences in the rate of learning,

keeping the group together might mean spending too much time with those who
ø.

are having diff iculty. When this is not the case and the group as a whole can

meet the objectives, the teacher should keep the group together, concentrating

her attention at each step on the slowest members, working with them unti 1 they

master the step before proceeding to the next one. In this fashion, all of

the chi Idren will achieve at least the minimal objectives of the lesson.

14. 1 f the tleacher decides that the rcu as a whoie cannot reach the

aarlizes at the same time because of iar e individual di ffere. nces in com re-

hens ion of the materi a l she shou 1 d p roceed d i f fe rent 1 Those students who

already know the objetti yes or who are learnini; rapidly and easi ly .should be

taught through to the end of the lesson and then dismissed from the group to

york !ndependently or.engage in some dpproyed self-chosen activity such 44 con-

pieting-workbook asiignmonts. Meanwhi le, the teacher should continue to work

with the rest of the group unti 1 all chi idron master the ob jectives, perhaps

dismissing them one by one as they do.

4 The teacher should be careful to avoid negati ve statements regarding

the chi Idren who remain for extra help. The chi ldren who have mastered the

lesson should be dismissed without fanfare and without cal ling attention to

the fact that they have succeeded. Simi larly, the remaini n9 chi leren should

noi get the imnresnion that they have fai led or done something wrong hecause
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they remain in the youp. One way to handle..this situation might be to let

the group know in advance, perhaps in.the Introduction, that thoy might have

dliferent activities, to co-mplete after ieading group. .When ttie time comos to.

split up the group, the teacher could dismiss those who have mastered the

objectives with instruCtions to comptete a workbook activity or go to a learn-
.:

ing centar, for example. She could then continue with the remaining,chIldren,

either 'with the original lesson plans or with another activity such as those

suggested in the teacher's manual for children with Individual needs. If the

children ask why they are staying behind, the teacher should.answer positively.

("Everyone has different work to do. This is your work for today.").

15. Sometimes the'teasher may wish to use one or more children who have

mastered the objectives to serve as models for the others. This may, be...done

with the group intact, or the teacher may dismiss all but the models and the

children who need ext..o help. Scme,times, children having difficulty attaining

objectives may benefit more from observing interactions between the.teacher and

students who already understand the process than they would from being questioned

themselves. For example, the teacher might be teaching the difference between

the sounds of words like tape and tap (to present the-idea of a final e making

the vowel sound 'Icng).* fhe teacher might ask a child who does'hot undecstand

this concept to read pairs c4 words, then give him the answers eachtime with en

explanation. But doing this repdatedly for several pairs of wrds may prove

frustrating for both cM Id andteacher. Thus, it may make more sense for the

-leacher tokeep children who have mastered the objectives in the group in order

to carry on a dialogue or demonstration with them and provide a model for the

oilmr children. She can then turn her attention back to the others after they

h.we had addiiionaf onportunities.to see and hear the answer and expGlation

modAild several times.



An advantage of using models Is that chlidreNoften iay attention to.
.

and4mitate peers whom they respett and tike.' Therefore, the teabeT should

be careful tc help the model matntain tie respect Ind friendship of his peers,

and tb proven+ any resentment which might arise if the situatlon Is ipishandled.

In particular, the teacher should not make the.other.children look bfid while

making 'a good example of the modeys). Instel4 of saying something like,

"Janet's,,so smapite. She knows the rule," the teacher should con7ain her comments

to the answer:Itself, pdrifthe students' abilities. *When commenti.ng on a model's

answer, the teacher should be sp4cific about what was correc and why, iince

this helps the other students to focus on the important aspects of the problem

("That's right, you looked atfthat last letter to see If it was an e before

*.. you sai.d the word.")

16. If one or more chi-Wren still do not'succeed in meeting the objectives

within the time available for tHe lesson, provision should be made for totorlai

4*
assistance. This might chme from the teacher terself or from peers who have

mastered the lesson's objectives. In any case, students who fail to meet objec,

fives should receive extra help, and must not be allowed to tail prOgressively

behind. As stated in rinciple 14, such assistance should be given in a posi-

atIve manner so that the children do not get the impression that they have failed

or done something wrong. The suggestions in the teacher's manuals can, of

course, be used for activities. When the teacher's time is limited, parent

volunteers or older studeilts might serve to help these students:
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PART II: RESPONDING TO CHILDREN'S ANVERS

4
The previous section dealt with group management practices. The second

;tart of the system is concerned directly With the teachee's role in.dealing
,

with individual students within the group. The teacheras two major responsi-

A . .

Witte* in an academic exchange.with the child: she must present the question,

and then respond tO the child's answer with feedback of some.sort. The

following principles focus primarily onthe latter.

Three distinctions vriii no4 be c9nsidered in turn, and,then will be used

to explain how the teacher decides what kind of feedback she will give'. Theis

distinctions art tys..eLoLnuLti.oa, types of teirninq and approprtatq pacing,

and types of chpd answers.

Questions,

There are two,basic types of questions. The first is a question that./-

carls-for a short, factual answer. Those often deal with matters of fact which

one either knows or does not know. Answering such questions requires remembering

infermatron. Thus, it is not possible to "think them out." Questions of thls

sort usually start with' who, when, what and whervand might entail suppl;iing*

labels or dates, or reading sight words. For example, when asked "What shape

is this?" a child either does or does dot recall the name. Generally, he

cannot be helped with a clue.

The second kind of question can be reasoned out. This includes some who,

whet, when, and where questions thlit'ask for more than a label (such as a

question about story content.) This type of question also includes how and

waquestions which do not have short factual answers. ExamPle-s are, "Why

do Eskimos wear warm clothes?" and "How can you toll when it Is time to gat
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up?" G:ving ,the childten clues can help them.to reason or remembet answers

to these .questiens. For.example, a clue to the Eskimo question might be,

"Would you Wear a bathing suit in the snow?" Then After a response, "Why not?"

chose two different typos of quettions make different demands the child.

Purely factual or labeling questiogs call on memory alone, whil, other ques- )(

tions also may call on reasoning processes.
a.

Different.types of learning Op require different strategies rn pacing

the speed of questioning. The distinction to be made here is between

4
D. demands fOr rote memory suitable to drill and 2)* questions requiring

reasoning wRich cannot be answered automatically. Examples of rote learning

are recognition of siglIt words and recitation of the multiplication tables.

The children are expbcted to respond quiCkly to sych questions Without having

to stop and think. Reasoning demands ask a child to apply a process kuch

as a word attack skill) or give an ahswer which requires some thought, such

as memory of story content or an opinion. In ganeral, rote learning is more

eas.ily accomplished with a rapid pace, while demands requiring more thinking

should be presented with a slower pace. The teacher must dcpiAle what demands

she is making of her child)en, and then sot the pace which will best Mae

the objective. ..
,

I
.

In a rapidly paced lbsson, tA teacher moves quicl9/from child to chlId.
i

.

The purpose of such a pace is to provide each answer nany times, so that tha

children can learn through rapid mpetition ta recoolze words, letters, etc.

on sight "eutomatically." Tho child learns to do this from hisaring and seeing

repoatodly the aaeociation betwien thc question and answer.

#.41c,/4
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A.raptd pace can be maintained when short feedback is,given rather than'

elaborate feedback. The teacherwitts only two.tO three seconds fOr a child

to respond.' If there Is'not*a response, the answer is given and the teacher

-moves on. Appropriate feedback during rapid pacing Is further .discusseirin

principles 17, 18, and 19.

A slower paced lesson.is one in which the teacher spends more ttr

with ()Soh child and each question and gives more extonsivs feedback. This

type of pace is suiteble for demands requiring reasoning or use of new

skills. In these situations the child learns hy doing the process or by seeing

it done and explained. For example, learning to sound opt new words with certain

combinatiOns of sounds is a more complex process than tho simple associative

learning of common words as described above. This second type of learning

often requires explanations and the process of getting an answer Is usually

more Important thah the answer itself. Tho feedback to be used in a sloWer-paced

lesson is.elso discussed In more detail In principles 17, 18, and 19.

Type of child answers

Children's.answers may be c1b;s1fied as (1) mostly or all correct,

(2) mostly or all incorrect (we include in this category the answer at

don't know," which indicates a lack of knowledge), or (3) no response at all.

Each of these situations requires a different response from the teacher,

0
depending on the demands'cif the quostion and the capability of tho.chi1L.

The rost of the principles are basdd on.the premise that Exchsid's

response can Bo turned into a pleasant learninn experience by the teacher.11010 011010 NI1 IIIM 011 16P 11 .11
Therefore, wrong answers and "I don't know" sta ements are not undesirable

in.themselves. *They can be used to promot%, Larnlng whon handled well.
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However, a failure-to respond is.not desirable, dnd the child shoUld be en-04

couraged to respond In some way, even If to say "1 don't,know." It Is then

the responsibility of the teacher to !earl the child with a.good feeling

about having responded, even if It was only to listen.to the correct answer

and repeat it.

The,rest of the principles discusi teacher.feedback to different

trpes of child answers. Types of questiom and types ofgpacingtre discussed

under each category. A :summary of approplate use of feedback appears In

chart form following the.discussion of prtnctples 17, 18, 19, and 20.

4

WHEN THE ano DOES NOT RESPOND .

17. When the teacher asks a question or gives a direction, she should watt

for the child to resRond, and also see that the rest of the group watts and
mow*. .... ir

does not call out answers, mva length of time spent waiting for ap answer

depends orruhat kind of.pace the teacher wishes to koep up. When the group

As moving tnrough rapidly paced qu.es,tioninb (sdch as drilling On sight words),

she should wait only a few seconds.and proceed by giving the answer herself if

the child does not respond. llowever, when the pacb is slower, the teacher should

1

continue to watt for a response for as long as the child looks like hels

thinking about ap answa4ved may come up with one. However, she should not

wait sd long that tie group's attention is lost or the situation becomes anxiety-

producing.for the child. The teacher must decide on the.spot what is the optimiI

wait-time.

If the teacher is unsure about whethar a child is still thin%ing about

a problem or whether he is.complotely stumPei, she should ask him ("Do you

know?" "Can you dosit?") and then procacd on thc4asis of -Ito child's re.spolisI.



If the child says he does not know.or cannot do it, tha teacherishou4drafer

to the ulscussion of "WNen the child is wrong or does not know" (Principie 17).
.

I f' the chi d sit I I does not roipond with! n a reasonable time during slower

paced questioning, the teacher,shoulu provide help, by simplifying the '

question by degrees but eilways attempting to get some response (see strategies

for simplifying questions below). If.necessary, she should at least get a

ft yes-rio!' answer to the question "Do you know the answer?" By making sure to

get anlovert verbal responses.tal eery,question,she asks, Ole will gradually

condition the children to respond to every question.

1.f the child still doesn't respond, or if..he finally responds incorrectly

or says "1 don't knows" the leac:ler should follow procedures for simplifying

as discussed below, in 1119.

A child who persistently requires encouragement to respend will probably

require some :tutorial assistance and ihoul4 probably receive fewer and easier

ir' group demands until he 1# more willing and able to respond.

e

WHEN THE CHILD IS INCOME& OR DOES NOT mad-THE ANSWER

18. Wrong answers and "1 don't know" statements should not be mat with

negative reactions by the teacher. If the child responds incorrectly, the

teacher should first tell him that thevanswer is not right. ,She can do this

by using such phrases as "No, that's not right" delivered In a nen-critical

*voice, or she can acknowledge that the answer was partly right or that the

child.was using the right process but misapplied it or didn't complete it:

"That's good; you remembered to think.about.thipse beginning and ending

sounds, but the word isn't right--it doesn't make sense there." In pointing

out that the answer is wrong, the teacher should be as specific as possible



, about what wes wrong.

When the child has answered incorrectly, the tbacher should follow the

simplification proCetures outlined 10 the next section. Thevo are the same

prOcedures to be used with a non-responsive aild, usually after the'teacher

has elicited at least a statement of "I don't know" from him. '

$ IMPLiFICATION PROCW.IRES 6

k
19. Attar attempting to get a response or acknowledging thit an answer is

wrong, the teacher has two.options for simplifying.the question. She may

give the correct answer to the child,'or she'may rephrase the question and

give clues.

a. If the question deals with a matter of fact, so that the response

canmot be reasoned out, the teacher must give the child the answer. She 'should

not ask another child to provide it. Calling on others in ihis way can create

bad feelings and ever-competitiveness. Also, this may convince the children

..that If they do not respond Or don't try to answer correctly, the' teacher

will eventually'go on to somei;ne else. 'Staying with the child until an answer

is established and attempting to eliCit some acceptable response from him

will instead teach the children that they must listen, think,.and respond.

Providing the, answer to the child canlbe done in several ways. If the

paco is rapid, the teacher should give the, answer and move on, perhaps

occasionally having a child repeat the4response. If the pace is slow, the

question can be restated in a form Oich simply calls for agreement, repetition,

or choosing between alternatives. For example, the question "What punctuation

mark is this?" can be simplified to "Is it a comma or a period?" Here,

the child only has to make a choice. If tho choice is still too difficult,

34,;c3



one of the options can be made more.apparent, such as."is it a comma or

question mark?" An oxtension.of this is to.make one of the alternatives so

ritdiculous that he child not only.enjoys it but sees that the correct

choice is obvious("lis it a comma or a wOrm?"). The child might also be given

the opportunity to make.a yes-no choice by questions such as "Is it a comma?P

Another strategy for simplifying factualqueitions which leads almost

certainly to a correct response is to give the answer and ask the child to

repeat it. FOr some children, repetition'may be the only demand to which

they can comfortably i.espond at first.

Giving tht answ4r to the child in the form of a simplified question to

.which he can.respond enabtes the child to succeed. This is particularly

I'mportint for children.who arecanxious about responding or who seldom get a

right answer. With children who generally reply'quidkly and correctly, it-

004;'4

usually it not necessaryto alwaysprovide a success experience', especially

when the questioni;ig is rapidly paced and the teacher know/ that the child

will not react negatively to tieing told th$: right ansWer.

b. If the question is such that the child can be expected to figure

It out if given help, the teacher should give cluz or rephrase the question

in a way that guides the child's thinOng in the right direction. If the clues

do not help and Oiving the ansv2r is necessary, the teacher should give it

herself rather than call on another child for it,

One way to rephrase a question might be to break it down into a sequence

of related questions. For example, in reviewing a story from the day before,

the teacher might ask, "How did Tom make the bread?" If the child could not

remember all the steps, the teacher could break if down into, "What did he

do right after he decided that he tyanted to make it?" Then, after an answer;
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"What did he do after he got home from 'the grocery store?", etc.

Another example of breaking a question down into sequential steps might

-

be 1%in helping a Chitd sound owl a new word. ("What is the beginning sound?"

[response], "What do you know about those vowels in the middle?" [response],

"Read the rest of the sentence. What word makes sense.there that has*the souniis

you just read?")

Another way to rephrase a question, especially a "why" question, is to

help ttie child focus on relevant aspects of 'the situation. For example, if

the question was, "Why is there a railing around the Tiger Pit?", the teacher

might say, "Well, if there was no railing around the cage, what might happen

if the tiger decided to take a walk?". Or she might ask, "WhatIwould happen

If the tiger got out of his cage?", and then, after answers, "When the rail is

there, can the tiger get out of his cage?"

Sometimes, rephcasinglof the.question into simpler language may be suffi-
#

cient to help the student. For.example, "Name me some reasons that Tomand

his family wore eager to get started," might be more easily undenstood as

"Why did Tom's fhmily want to go?"

SimplifiCation,4herefore, involves breaking a question down into a simpler

form'that helps the child direct his thinking to the right answer. Vith ques-

.

skill, the methods of simplifi-tions requiring reasoning or application of a

cation can he more Complex and extensive than

(under he'ading 19 a) for factual questions.

t..e methods described above

If simplificationlpf reasoning questions does not help the child get on

the right track, the teacher should'supply the answer, along with an explana-

tion of the thought process involved in figuring it out ("You have to say the

beginning sound, then the end sound, then look to see if ypu know anything about

the loiters iri tho middle. Then think wht word has those sounds ano ma .s



sense there.") 1Naain, In supplying the answer to 4 child, the teacher should
A

try to finish with a.questicm or t.esponge demand that the child can handle

succesifully, especially if the child is shy or apprehensive about responding.

WHEN THE CHILD IS aORRECT
AIM

20. If the cis'ild answers correctly, the teacher should acknowledge it.

. This can be done briefly by a nod, by repeiting the answer, or by verbal in-.

dication of agreement, such as "right", "okay", etc. Praisemay or may not

'be appropriate, and is further discussed In principles 2! and 22 below. After

acknowledging a correct answer, the teachel should iyke sure that the rest c4

the group hap heard and understood. If the others did not hear, she should

have thfchilirepeat tice answer more loudly. The teacher might also repeat

the answer herself and paraphrase it, although she should not get into the

habit of following every answer with repetition,.since the,elidren may stbp

listening to one another's ansyers. Sometimes she should ask another child

to repeat the answer, as discussed in primiple 9.
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Teaaler Responses to Childrisn's Answers: Summary

This chart summarizes priinciplel 17, 10, 19,.and 20. The teacher bases

herlhoice of feedback on the ty14 of question, the-pace, and the child's answer.

TYPE OF QUESTION

Factual (child
cannot be helped

. to figure Out the
answer if 41e does

not kn'ow)

Reasoning (child
can be helped to
figure out the
answer).

PACE CHILD'S RESPONSE

Rapid Mo response

Incorrect cr
mostly incorrect

Correct or
mostly correct

Slcm No response

Incorrect or

mostly incorrect

Correct or
mostly correct

Slow No response

Incorrect or

mostly incorrect

Correct or
mostly correct

FEEDBACK PESPOMSF

Teacher (T.) waits only
conds, gives the answer
on.

T. says that the answer
rect, gives theicorrect
and moves on. .

a few se-
and motes

is incor
answer

T. acknow1edges.that the answer
is.correct. She rakes sure,all
have heard the answer and moves on.

T. waits longer for a response
(as long as the child seems to
be thinking about it), then she
simptifies it to get some overt
verbal response, aral deals with
the verbalization as correct or
incorrect.

T. tells the student the answer
is incorrect, simplifies the'
question by giving a choice 'or

ihe answer and lots the
student repeat it.

T. acknowledges the correctness
and makes sure all have hoard.

T. waits for a.response as lonn
as the child seems to he thinkinn
about it, simplifies the nuestion
to get so'ne verhal response, then
deals with the verbalization as
correct or incorrect.

T. -tells the student the answer is
Incorrect or partly correct, com-
ments on the process where appro-
priate, then simphifies the question.

1. acknowledoes that the response
is correct, comments on the process
where it is opronririte, and makes
sure all have lword.
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PRAISE AND CRITICISM

..- 21. Praise is an importantAspect of teaching and should be used regularly
ie

but not.indiscriminately. When used sincerery, it can reinforce desired behaviors

and favorably influence the childrenst attitudes about themselves pnd school.

The teacher should take care to praise the child's effort and/or thinking

processes used in arriving at an answer, not just thee answeritself. The
le,

teachecashould use d variety.of praise statements rather than rely on a single

stock phrase, an4 should_avold praising too frequently lest her praise become

taken for granted. During rapidly paced portions of the lesson it is probably

best to avoid praise altogether, and instead confine responses to confirming

4 students' answ4rs and repeating the correct answeri. When the-pace is slaver

and students are called upon to demonstrate newly learned or more difficult

skilts, the teacher should begin praising more frequently..

Praise should be specific and individualized for each student. Py being

specific in her praise, the teacher can help the student focus on appropriate

behaviors.to be repeated. (This also helps make other students aware of what

aspect(s) of the response were correct.) By making praise contingent on indi-

vidual progress, the teachdr can help each child see and appreciate his own pro-

gress (rather than praising only behaviors which some children have mastorod

and oihershave not). In other words, individual progress rather than group ndrms

should be the basis for praise of individual students.

For example, 43 cfiild who usually gives up easily on now words but who, one

day, does sound out a word should be told, "'.'ary, that was good; you looked at

the word and than sounded it out by yourself." However, a child who consistently

sounds out new words but needs to work on pausing at the end of sentences could

be praised for doing the latter; "Good, John, I liked the way you waited after the
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1

periods." in these examples, both Mary and John were praised for ,specific,

u11.2..al_y_gedroressforbehaviorsvthichit-them. By specifying the behaviors in

these ways, the teacher gave more information to the children thanif she had

just said, "Cood, Vary" or "Good, John."

22. Children wheN blurt out answers, call out answers oui of turn, respoqd

impulsively, or continue to respond the same way time after time regardless of

the quostion should be corrected, but correction should come in the form of

criticism combined with specific positive instructions about what was wrOng and

what should have been done. ("Don't just guess, think about the problem first

before you try to answer." or "Don't pick out another activity now. Tho bell

has just rung and remember, that means it's time for you to go t" reading group.")

Criticism along, without ihe additional provision of positive, prescriptive in-

formation about what to do instead, will be of 14ttle use to the child and

may be harmful if it makes him inhibited or resentful.

LI



Appendix B

Summary of the Observation System Used in thit

First-Grade Reading Croup Study

This appendix summarizes the.system used to collect the data described

in the report. Full Instructions about using the system are contained in

the manual (Brophy, et al., Vbte 4).

Figures 1 and 2 present the forms used with the system, and they are

numbered to correspond to the descriptions given below.

Appendix C contains a glossary in which terms used to describe the

data are listftd in alphabetical order with definitions.

The observation system is composed of two parts: a section for.

recording group data (information about events affecting the group as a

4
whole), and individual data (information abbut the teacher's interactions

with individual students).

aptIT Data

Figure 1 presents the form used to record group data. One such sheet-

iS completed for each observation of a reading group.

1. Attention-getting transitions. The observer checks either "yes"

or "no" to indicate whether or not the teacher has used a general attention-

getter (that is, some signal that is delivered to the entire class to tell

them that a transition is about to take place and a particular reading group

about to start). If "yes" is checked, the coder indicates which kind of

signal is used by checking one of the five types listed underneath the "yes"

category. The options are: 1) the use of a bell, 2) turnIqg the lights

/
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Figure 1
First Crado Reading ea-oup Study
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Figure 2
Pirst Credo Reading amp Study

Individual Ceding Sheet
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on and off, 3) a verbal signal, 4) the delivery of a signal and then the

-routine contacting of all individuals involved, and 5) act other general

: signal.
, -

The total number of general signals is entered in the blank which is.

titled "total number." If no'general attention-getter was used by the

teacher for the entire group, ihis is indicated by checking Vac)," and one

of the three categories under "no" is checked. Those categories are:

1) "individual-routine," in which the teacher contacts each child who is

supposed to come to *reading individually, 2) "group is signal," in which

the-children respond to the dismissal of the previous group and come to the

reading group without being reminded by the teacher, and 3) "other" which

is used to designate any other way that the teacher might cauie a transi-

tion without delivering a general signal to the entire class.

.2. Further descriptions of trAnsitions. TTime to group" is the time in

minutet (to the neucest half-minute) that elapsed between the first signal

that called a group to the circle and the airival of the.last student in

the reading group area. "Time to T" is the time elapsed in iinutes (to the

nearest balf-minute) betwen the arrival of the last student in the reading.

group and the arrival of the teacher. Also in this section, the observer

notes whether any time noted for "time to T" was beyond, her control or was

due to routine managerial problems. .Thes"number of indivldual corrective

contacts" is entereddts the total frequency of children contacted by the

teacher because they did not attend to the transition signal properly. The

"percent of children attending" to the signal is determined by the coder and

is entered on the scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates that.none of the chil-

dren attended to the signal immediately, and 5 indicates that all of the

children attended Immediately.



3. .In-group,attenticarlettins. Again the coder indicates by checking

either "yes" or "no" whetfier or not the teacher used a signal delivered

to the entite group in order-to get die); iattention at the beginning of

the'lesson. If "yes" is checked; then one of the five itfms underneath

the "yes" heading.is checked to.indicate wrIu;t kind of signal is delivered.

The categories here correspond to the categories described above under

"aitention getting for transitions." If no signal is given then one of

the three categories under the "no" heading is checked.s. These are

1) "individual routine",'in which the teacher contacts each child.individ-

:

ually to get his or her attention, 2) "only individual corrective" con-
,

tacts, in which the teadher does not call for.anyone's attention unless

the child has misbehaved or is not attending, or does not call on anyone

because no corrective contacts were needed, and 3) "other" which is checked '

and completed if the teacher uses any other way of calling for a child's

attention:rather than addressing a signal to the entire group.

4. Further descriptions of in-group atterition-gettin. "Time to lesson"

is the time in minutes (to the nearest half-minute) that elapsed between

the teacher's artival in the group and the beginning of the lesson (defined

ss the first academic content addressed to the group as a whole). The

"number of individual corrective contacts" is a count of the children cor-

rected because they were not paying attention or were not ready to begin

the lesson: The "percent of children attending" at the beginning of the

lesson is rated on .a 5-point scale in which 1 indicates that no children

were attending at the beginning of the .lesson without correction and 5

indicates that all of the children were attending at th6 beginning.

5. Overview. The measures included here describe whether or nOt the

teacher gave a general overview at the beginning of the lesson and, if

319
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how it was 4eliverqd and what effect it had. The content of the overview is

designated by checking either "no instructional content" to indicate that no

such statement was given, "mechanff2,content" to indicate that only a des-

criptive overview was given, such as, "TOday we will read pages 58-62;, or

ft specific content" to indicate thaOF t the teacher gave an overview tbat expli-

citly described what lesson content would be covered that day. The motiv,p-

tional component of the oveiview is described ty checking Oqf of the five

categories, either "negative" to indicate.that ihe teacher made an overtly.

negative statement about how ,bad the lesson was going to be, "none" to indi-

/
cate that the teacher made no statement regarding the motivational Oalue of

V.

the lesson, "nonspecificpositive-statements" which indicate Viet the teacher

said something like, "You are really going to &joy' what we arq going to do'

today." "Specific positive motivational content" in which the teacher explain- w

ed uhy the lessOn was going to be good, such as saying "When we finish this

lesson you will be able to play the word same that you have been wanting to

play for so long," or "both," a category which includes both the nonspectfic

*positive and the specific positive statement just described.

If either an overview regarding the content or the motivational effect

of the lesson was given, then the "voice" and "effect" scaies are completed.

The "voice" scale indicates the tone of the teachei's voice and the apparent

excitement or favorableness accbrded-by the teacher to the upcoting lesson.

This ranges along a 5-point scale from 1 indicating an obvious negative out-
.

3.001(051.ndicatingushingendl'he"effect"scple.measures the

children's ieactions to the overview and ranges from I indicating an overt

negative.reaction to 5 indicaiing eicitement on the part of the children.

6. Breaking up the group. This set of/items describes whether or not

the teacher broke up the group due to ability differences and, if so, how-this

3 90
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Mb vas handled. 'The coder checks either that the group*was broken Up by

Judie-sting "done," that the group should have been broken up because of

ability differences, but was not by checking "needed, dot done," or that

the group.did not need.to be broken up and consequently was not by checking

"not needed, not done." It the category of "done" was checked, ihen the

following items in the section are also completed. The fitst four items

listed describe haw the group was brokeOup. "High taught, dismissed"

indicates that the students who were grasping the lesson more quiekly'than

the others were taught through to.the end of the objective and then sent to

their seats so that the teacher coald work further wIth those students whO

Amere not learning asii4lpidly. "High dismissed wtthout teaohipg" indicates

that the teacher went no further with the high-ability students and simply

dismissed them and retained the lower-ability students and worked with them

for the rest of the-lesson. "Low dismissed" indicates that the teacher

44

sent away those children who were not catching on as quickly as the other&

and spent the rest of the group time working with those children who were

learning rapidly. The category of "othee is checked and completed for

any other method of breaking tiRthe group due to aility differences. The

"expectations communicated" by breaking up the group is measured ,on a 1 to

5 scale with 1.indicating overt negative statemenis to the lower ability

students, in which the teacher communicated to everyone that certain stu-

dente were not achieving as well as other students. A score of 5 on this

scale indicates that the teacher managed to break up the grow without

overtly communicating any differential expectations. .
C.

. 7. Use of a student model. The coder checks one of three items to indi-

indicate whether or not the teacher used another student a!; a model for the

rest of the group in an academic interchange. "Group" is checked if the



sik

a

sk.
teacher did use a model while the group was ihtact, without sending way

any of the students because of ability differences. "Broken" is chocked
a

if the teacher used a model after breaking up the group.due to ability

differences and retained ONrof themore capable students along with.other

students who needed some extra help and then used the more capable.student

in an interchange to model questions and answers for the rest of the gxoup.
44

"None" is checked if no use of the model is present. If a model is used in

any way, then the rest of this section is4comOleted. The items listed ,

under the heading "feedback"-describe how the.teacher responded to the

model's answers along a 5-point scale. A score of 1,indicates mere acknowl-

edgement of correctness and 5 indicates that the teacher gave very specific

feedback with regard to the model's answers so that the rept of the group

could understand what was right about those.answers, not simply that they

were right. A scale of "expectations communicated" is also completed. A.

score of 1 on this scald indicavs much use of praise for the model with

sriticism of others in the group and direct comparisons of the ability of.,

the model to the ability of the other children. A'score of 5 indicates

that the teacher made no comments about differential ability and focused .

entirely on the answers given and the content of the lesson.

B. Appropriateness of seating. Appropriate seating is defined as:

1) the teacher being placed so that he or she may see the rest of the

children in the room as welliag the children in the reading group and

2) the placement of the children so that they can.see only the teacher
411.

and their vision of the rest of .the room is hampered as much as possible.

TWo scales are therefore completed for the appropriateness of seating, one

for the teacher-and one for the child. In both cases I responds to very

inappropriate seating and 5 responds to appropriateness. The points in
...

3 2
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.the.scale are determined by the percentage of error. For eXasTie, 3 on the.

scale tor the teacher Would indicate that the teacher could only see SCM of:

rest of.the class. A Point of 3 on the children's scale would indicate that

see what was going on in the rest of

seating arrangement is inappropriate

other factor beyond control of the

50M of the children In the group,could

the classroom. In either case.if the

because of building restraints or some

teacher, then the "beyond" box is also

scale is not applicable for either the

Teacher"or "N/A Children" is checked.

checked. If for some reasoi this

teacher or the children, then."N/A

The item is not applicable for the

teacher whenever there is another adult in'the.room so that the teacher

does not have to supervise the rest of the children. The item is not appli-

.
cible*for the Children.when there are no other children in the'room and

nothing else which would distract the children so that it does not matter

how they are seated.

9. Demonstrations/Expectftions. The items in this category=are com-

pleted for each activity asiigned by the teacher, up to five activities:

These usually involve workbook or seatwork assignments, which must 'be explained

to the children so that they know what to do. The numbers at the top of the

grids refer to the activity (first, second,.etc.). and for each one, the ver-

tical column is completed. The coder first deteimines for each activity

whether a demonstration has "occurred," was "needed, but did not occur," was

"not:needed and did not occur" even though an activity is ab)mt to take place,

or whether there is a "repetition of a demonstration" because a previous one

was insufficient. (The coder determines whether or not a demonstration or

explanation is needed by the reaction of the children.) If a demonstration

has occurred, then the coder completes the "sufficiency" scale, which ranges

from a score of 1 indicating a poor demonstration or explanation to a score

( 3 2 3
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'of 5 indicatipg.an-excellent demonstration or explanation. The suffitlency
of.

is determined by the coder after considering the amount or detlil that was.

incluaed, the sequencing of the steps explained,.and the overall clarity of

thi explanation. The coder .also indicates whether any checks for feedback'

were made by the teacher and whet kind were made. ."Question" fefers to a

call for quystions. (The teacher says something to the effe4 of, "Does

everyone understan4?"..or "Are there any questions?") "Repeat" indicates

that.the teacher has asked a Child'or children to repeat the directions.

"Dgo:nstrate" means that' the teacher has asked a child or children to deton-

strate the activity by going through some examples. "Start lesson" is checked

*whenever the teacher is 7gning to observe.the children working on the activity

and can therefore check on their understanding while they are doing this.

"None (WB)" is checked whenever the teacher gives an explanation of a work-

book activity, then dismisses the children to performit, and does not have

any checks for feedback. The."CliillVen's comprehension" of instructions for

activities is noted for eacli'demonstration or explanation by a 5-point scale

in which 1. indicates that none of the children understood the directions and

5 indicates that all of the children understood the directions. 'If the coder

cannot rate children's comprehension because they were dismissed from the

group before tlie activity was performed, the category of "Can't rate" iS.

checked.
/

10. Newwords. New words are vocabulary words or letters which are

introduced to the children and are used in the lesson in somt way. They do

lift include wordp or letters which Ire the focus of an entire lesson. Five

variables are considered for each new word or letter that is giOen, up to

ten words or letters. For each new word,Ithe coder indicates whether it

was given at the beginning of the lesson or during the lesson when it first

.3 2.1
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.sppeared. .The coder also indicates whether the teacher gave the word to

the children or had the child figure it out. The third set of variables

indicates Whether the teacher gave phonics clues, context clues, or neither

in presenting the new word. The.last two sets of items are concerned.with

whether the teadler has the children repeat a new word or letter. If it is

repeated, the coder indicates whether it was,done by choral or.individual

repetition, and whether or not all of the students had the chance to repeat

the word or whether only some of them did.

11. Choral and call oui responses. The coder keeps a tally of the

4. number of choral responses and group call outs occurring within that oaer
.

vation period. Choral responses are defined as total group responses which

are asked for by the teacher with the expectation that all of the children

in the group will respond with the same answer. Group call outs are defined

'as several children calling out the answer to a question, whether or not the

teacher has designated an individual to anstier ehe question: They differ

from choral responses in that the teacher does not indicate beforehand that

she wants more than one child to answer.

12. Undesirable question. "Rhetorical". is checked whenever the teacher

asks a very obvious question and does not really expect an answer, euchias

"Isn't that a beautiful picture?" "Answers own" is checked whenever the

teacher asks a.question and answers it without calling on a child or waiting

for a child to answer'it. "Series"-is checked whenever the teacher asks more

than one question in a row.without waiting for a child to answer. Any other

"undesirable" questions are noted under "other" and described.

Individual Data
A

Figure 2 presents the sheets used to record academic and behavioral inter-

actions. The number of these sheetAused for oach observation depends on the



length Ot the.reading.gioup. 1

1. Context. The codec notes bn each sheet the lesson context for all

instructions on that'page.

. "Slow,-No WB" inOicates a slow-paced question and answer session in

which no workbook was tnvolved. 'kat iS, the teacher is asking lquestibns,

children are answering, and_the pace is not fast enough to consider it a

drill.

'NB" stands for workbook activities. In tbis case each individual

Child is making some response to each question whether'or not this is

cated_by an oral response which is coded.

. "Drill" is checked whenever there is rapid questioning aid answering

by the children. The deteraining characteristic of this Context.is its

rapidity. The teacher neves quickly irom child to child and hives very

little substantive feedback.

"New reading" is checked whenever the children are reading,a stOry

from their textbook for the first time. They have not seen the material

before.

rRereading" is checked whenever it is apparent to the coder, usually

because the.teacher has said something to that effect, that the children

are rereading material that they have seen before.

2. Teacher Out. In these blanks the cpder shocad note the time that

the teacher was out of the group and also indicAe by checking "beyond" if

the teacher's absence on that particular occasion was due.to some factor

.beyond his or her control, suCTnara child getting sick, a phone call from

the office, etc.

The rest of this ceding sheet is divided into two sections: "Response

Opportunities" and "Behavioral Contacts." In the response opportunities
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section, each line corresponds b3 an interaction between the teacher and .

a child in which a question was asked; the answer was gi , and the ieacher

responded to the answer in sone way.

3. bald number. A child number is entered on each line to indicate

which child in the group is interacting with the teacher. The number is

it entered under either "male" or "female" to facilitate later data analyses.

4. Type of selection. Pith line also includes a check in one and

onlrone of the seven categories listed under Selection. There ire two

major types of selections, either initial selection or slpsequent selection.

Initial selection is used the first time the child is lled on in a series'

of interactions, and one of the two subsequent selection categories is checked
\NI

for each continued interaction without interruption. The five types of initial

selection are "order," in which the child is selected on the basis of the seat-
.

ing pattern, "preselect," in which the child is not selected on the basis of

the seating patternbut isnamed before the question is asked, "nonvolunteer,"

in which the child is not selected on the basis of the seating pattern and is

not called upon until after the question has been asked, "volunteer," in which

the child is called upon because he or she.has raised a hand and offered to

enswer the question, snd "call out," in which a child has ci4led oui an answer
a ,

to a question without being designated by the teacher to answeN\r that question

and the answer is accepted by the teacher. The two types of subsequent selec-

tión are "continue" in which the interaction with the teacher is continued for

some other purposes other than correcting a previous error and "error cotrec-

tion," which is checked whenever the interactioh is being sustained with a

child for the purpose of correcting a previous error.

5. Comment. This.category is checked if the teacher has called on the

child for the purpose of commenting about another child's answer for any other

4
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reason than giving the correct answer to an incorrect question.

6. Desit_i_LoLadilation. Either "turn" or '"end of turn" is

checked whenever an interaction haS occurred.within a reading turn. These

categories are necessary for later data snolyses to separate-Out single

response opportunities and those which occurred within a reading turn, since

the only lines of coding entered for a reading turn are those which involve

an interaction with the teacher. That is, a child-may read correctly all

the gay through a turn and have no corrections and interactions with the

teacher, in which case only one line of coding with "end of turn" checked

would be entered to indicate that the child did read. However, if a child

read the same materal and had several mistakes and several interactions

with the teacher because of those mistakes, there would be several lines of

coding with "Vurn" checked. Therefore, each interaction occurring within a

reading turn is desigviked by checking one of these two categories.

7. TYpes'of questions. For each line of coding one of the nine ...ate-

gories listed under Questions is checked. Questions may be either reading,

viestions or nonreading questions. The categories considered under leacip2a -

questions are those which have to do with a child actually looking at a

written symbol and saying a word or letter. NonreadinD questions have to

do with any other type of question that is asked during the reading turn

that doesnot emi)hasize actually reading a written symbol. The categories

of reading _questions are "repeat," in which a child is asked to look at a

word and repeat what the teacher just said; "reading choice," in which the

child is askesd to choose between four or fewer alternatives in a question

which emphasizes reading to make the correct choice; "word recognition,"

in which the task involves looking at a word and callinv, its name; and

"word attack," in which the question requires the child to analyze a word
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or letter into its component letters or sounde,or to answer a question about

word attack skIlls. .Types of nonreading questions are "personal" questions,

which require the child to say something about his personal background or

experience;'"choice" questions which ask the child to choose between four or

fewer alternatives in a situation that does not involve the reading of words

in order to answer the question; "product" questions which require the child

to give some kind of factual aniwer which As not related to the comprehension

of the story just immediately read; "comprehension" questOns which require

the child to answer a question about the content of material which has just

been read; and "interpretatfve" questions which require the child to go

beyond some material which he or she has just read or heard and to either

make predictions,evaluations, or interpretations about the material, as in,

"What do you think is going to happen to pavid,now?"

8. Answers. For each line of coding one of the four categories of

Answers must be checked. The question can be either "correct," "incorrect,"

a child may answer "I don't know,"'or the child may make "no response."

9. No feedback. It the teacher makes no response to the child's answer

and therefore does not give the,.child any indication of correctness or incor-

rectness, thee this category is checked. No other kind of feedback is checked

when "no feedback" has occurred.

10. General feedback. The five categories described here may occur in

conjunction with other types of feedback with the exception of "no feedback."

"Emphasis" is checked whenever the teacher repeats the Olild's answer for the

rest of the group or has the child or another child repeat that answer for

the purpose of the other children hearing it. "Process feedback" is checked

whenever the teacher goes beyond acknowledging or giving an answer and actually

ex!,1a1n3 the answer or the process used in arriving at that answer, such as

329
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explaining the process of sounding out a word. "Praise" and-"Criticism"

are checked whenever they'oceur. These categories apply4to praise and-

*ft.

criticism of a child's answers only. "Specific" is checked in conjunction*

yith elther praise or cirticism when.the teacherhas gone' beyond a simple

statement of good ar bad and specified.what was good about the answer or

what should have been done differently to avoid criticism of the answer.

11. Terminal feedback. TheAhree categories descabed here are u4ed

whenever the teacher does something to end that child's response opportunity

about that question. The teacher can either "give the answer," "ask other,"

or accept a "call out," in which another child shouts out an answer or a

correction before the teacher can respond and the teacher allows this to

stand as feedback in termination .of that question.

12. Sustaining feedhack. The four categories listed here are checked

whenever the teaeher does souething which sustains an interaction with _that

child. "New question" is checked when,the teacher asks thechild a new

question which does.,not serve as an error correction,of a previous answer.

The other three categories describe an attempt to have the child correct a

previous error.. "Repeat" is checked whenever the teachcr simply repeats
Mo

the question or prods the child without giving any substantive help, "clue"

is checked whenever the teacher gives ;$ome help by rephrasing the luestion

or giving clues but does not simplify the question so much that the answir

is obvious, and "give" is checked whenever the teacher gives a clue or

rephrases the question in such an obvious way that the child is almost

insured success on his second attempt at answering.

13. Results. -Whenever one of the last three types of susLaining feed-

back is checked ("repeat," "clue," or "give") the restilt of that error cor-

rection feedback is recorded by indicating whether the next'answer was
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improved or was nOS improved.

The next block, of categories concerns Behavioral Contacrs by the

teaeher. These are recorded independently of the Response Opportunities.

14. Child number. The child number of the recipient of the behavioral

contact is recorded if the child was in the group at that time. 'If a behav-

ioral contact involves a child out of the group, then the number 998 is

entered to indicate an out-of-gii4 concadc.

154 Behavior nu:6er. One Of thelourteen behavior numbers listed in

the upper right-hand corner of the coding slier:: is entered in this columr

for every line of coding. the first ten are only applied to students in

the reading group:

1. "Call out unaccepted" by the teacher and corrected.

2. "cal out accepted" by the teacher for its academic

content but also corrected.for the call out behaviOr.

3. "Individual inappropriate" behavior, whidh subsumes

inattentive type behaviors or anything that a child

does individually which is not appropriate to the

reading group setting and does not fall into one"of

the other categories.

4. 'Social interaction" with another child in the reading

group which .is not desired.

5. "Priv.ate disturbance" is an individual's behhvior

whichils-loud enough or active enough to disturb the

other children.

6.. "Posture6 includes any inappropriate behavior related

to sitting in the group.

7. "Materials" includes any Inappropriate befiavior

33i
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involving*the 'books, papers, pencils, etc. used

in the reading grow activities. This includes 4.

holding the book upside down, being on the wrong .

me, misuse of the marker,,etc.

8. "Contraband" includes the possession of .any

materials not appropriaie to the reading group

Such as toys, gum, or books for Other activities;

9. "Other in-group" inappropriate behav/ors noi listed

above.

10. "Praisewotthy" behavior occurring during the reading
.

group. This is only followed by a teacher reaction

of praise. The first nine items are all considered

behaviors.which result.in a corrective contact.

The next'four behaviors are concerned only with out-of-group contacts:
...

that is, the teacher interacts with a child that is not seated in the read-

ing group. These behaviors are;

11. "Child-initiated brief," in which the child approaches

the teachet, and the contact is of a very brief duration

(less than five seconds):

12. "Child-initiated long," in which the child approaches

ihe teacher and the contact lasts longer than five

seconds.

13. "Teacher-initiated brief," in which the teacher inter-

rupts the group to say something to those outside the

group but the contact is brief (less than five seconds).

14. "Teacher-initiated long," in which the teacher interrupts

the group and the contact las'..s longer than five seconds.

3"2



16., Teacher reactions.- The next seven categories are checked'to

indiâate what kind of to-her reaction occurred.within each of the behiv-

ioral contacts. "Praise" indicates that the teaCher said something about
.

how good a partiCular behavior was. "Ignore* is used only for behavior

categories of "call out unaccepted" and the "child-initiated out-of-groupr

contacts. "Management" is checked whenever the teacher delivered a correc-.
4

tive contact in a,calm, nonirratated tone of vioce. Naming" indiciates

that the teacher showed irritation or slight anger in the voice and implied

a threat to the child or some iunishmentlf he or she does not comply.

"Criticise is checked whenever the teacher's voice was extreme and demon-'

strated Anger or delivered some punishment to the child because of the

behaVior. "Nonvrbal interactior is checked whenever the teacher delivers,

a corrective contact without saying anything; that is, a gesture of some-

sort served to correct the child. . "Specificity" is checked whenever any ,

of the previous catPsories just described (with the eXception of "Ignore")

was specific as to either what behavior is being praised or est() what

alternative behavior is desirable in the case of the corrective contact.



,Appendix C

Glossary of Terms:Died to Describe Data from the

First-Grade Reading Group Studi

The followingis an'alphabetical list of terms derived from the

observation system used to describe teacher and student,behaviors.of

interest in the study.

AAademic interaction. This is also described as a response opportu-
.

441x, an oral interchange in which the tescher asks an academic queition

of an individual student who answers in soma; way and may receivelgedback

from thia teacher.

Ask other: A type of teimi.nal feedback, in which the teacher asks

a second child to answer &question that was not andwered .correctly by

the first respondent.

Behavior contact. An intefaction in which the teacher cOrreds the

child for some misbehavior or praises some behavior that was good. These

interactions are not academic in nature.

Call out. A type of selrp.on in which a student answers a. question

without having been designated by the teacher (either by seating position

or by being named). It is also a type of terminal feedbaa when a secOnd

student calite,out an answer or gives sone kind of feedback aiter the first

student's answer was incorrect. This occurs without the teacher calling

on the second student to request the answer.^

Choice question. A type of questiOn in which the student must select

from four or fewer alternatives to answer a question that is not about a

word or sound.

Olue feedback. A type of sustaining feedback following an incorrect

answer orfailure to respond. 'The teacher provides clues or simplified

questions to help the same student get a better answer.
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Comment. A second student is asked by the teacher to comment on the

'answer given 14 tho first.stadent. This is not done in order to piovide

the correct answer, but to let the second student repeat the answer Or

a

expand it.
#

Comprehension question. A type of quistion'in which the student pro-
.

vides information about some material that his just been read in the group.

Correct answer.' A type of answer that'is acceptable to the teacher.

Criticism (in academic interactions). A type of feedback that includes

a very negative response to the child and/or the answer.

Critic1 ism (in behavior contacts). A type of teacher reaction to mis-
.

behavior that included an angry tone of voice and/or.the delivery of punish-

meat..

Don't know answert A type-of answer in which the studedt simply stated,

"I don't kn ow."

Emphasis feedbdck. A type of feedback by which the teacher ensures that

the rest of the group'heard the answer and understood it. Thts usually means

9pt the teather repeated it or tied a child repeat it.

/ Feedback. The response.offered by a teacher to an individual student's

answer, to an academic.question.

Give answer feedback. A type of terminal feedback in which the teacher

supplies tte answer io a child who hag not answered correctly.

Give by clue feedback. A type of sustaining feedback in which the teacher

continues to ask questions to the child, but makes the new questions so simple

that the answer is essentially given to the.child. "rhe difference between this

caxegory,of feedback and that of give answer is that this technique elicits the

correct answer frto the child who originally made the error.

Ignore. A type of teacher reaction to misbehavior in which no acknowledg-

ment is given by the teacher. This category was only applicable to call outs

2
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and child-inittated out-of-group interruptions;

,Improvement. eluk resu4 of sustaining feedback thai led to a batter

answer than that originally given by the child.

Incorrect answer. 'Aktipe of-answer that was not acceptable.

Interpretation question.

required to make predictions,

A type of question in which the student is

evaluations, or interpretations.

Management. A tyge of teacher reaction to misbehavior that was mild

in tone with no threat of punishment.

New question. A type of feedback in which the teacher asks a related

question of a student who has just completed answering a quesiion.

No feedback. The absence of any feedback to au answer. The teacher

did not, respond with affirmation or negation of the answer did provided no

other substantive feedback.

No improvement. The result of sustaining feedback that did not lead

l to a'better response thawthat given by the child to the Original question.
1k.

No response answer. A type of answer in which thechild did not say

anything in rtsponse to the teacher's question.

Nonreading questions. A large category of questions composed of five

smaller categories: personal, choice, product, comprehension, and inter-

prttttion having in common that the student is being aiked a ques-lon about

a fact, the content of what has been read, or is asked for an opinion. See

also reading question.

Nonturn response opportunitie§. The interaction between the teacher

and child did not take place while the child was reading a sentence or

ptssage aloud.

Nonverbal.intervention. A iype of teacher reaction to misbehavior

that consxsted of a gesture, look, or finger-snap.



;..

*onvOlunteer. A type of selection in which thp'teacher asks,a ques-

tion and.tbeo calls on a child who has not volunteered to answer,sand who

was not previouely designated to answer because of bis or her seating

position: '

w'

Ordered selection. A type Of selection based on seeting positioh

because the teacher was using a pattern of selection, such as gang from
.

A

one end of the group to the other.

-

'Personal question. A type of question in which the student was asked

to describe a personal experience or state an opinion about personal pref-

erence.

Iroise. A type of academic feedbaCk or reaction, to studeht behavior

to which the.teacher indicates a very favorable., positive response to the

child, the answer, or the behavior.

. Preselect. A type of selection ih4which the teacKei names:. a partic-

ular child before asking a question and is apparently not selecting the

student because of his or her seating poeition.

Process feedback. A type of feedback in which the,teacher explains

the steps or process necessary to solve a problem or answer a question.

15roduct question. A"iype of 'question in whit!, thetstudent must pro-

dute some fact or label from memory that does.not include reading a word

or answering a 'comprehension question.

Reading choice question. A type of.question in which the student

must choose between four or fewer alternatives that answer a question about

a word, letter,.or, sound.

Reading question. A large category of questions composed of four

smaller categories: repetition, reading choice, word attack, and Word

recognition, which have in common that the student is asked to decode or

14entify words, letters, or sounds. See also nonreadins questions.

".$
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Repeat feedback. A type of qustaining teedback in which the teacher

repeats the originalquestionkwithout providing any more information,
1

or

otherwise encourages the Child to respond withoui providing any substan-

tive help.

fl

Repetition question. A type of question in whiCh the student is asked

to repeat a wmxd that has just been read.

Response An interaction between a teacher a4d an

individual child in the reading group about an academic question. .It cop- ,

sists of three parts: the question asked by the teacher, the response of

the child, and the feedback delivered by the teacher.

Result of sustaining feedback. Indication as to whether.or not the

Aeacher's efforts actually led to &better response by the child. This

was classified as either Amprovtment or i improvement.

Specificity. When used with praise, this term means that the praise

specified exactly what was good about what the child just did or said. When

used with critidism, it indicates that the teacher was specific about what

should have been done instead of the criticized behavior.

Sustained interaction. A response opportunity (teacher question; child

answer, and teacher feedback) which was the result of the teacher offering

gustaining feedback to the incorrect answer just given by the child.

Sustainidg feedback. Teacher response to a child who has answered

incorrectly, has said "I don't know," or has failed to respand. The teacher

stays with the child for another interaction instead of giving terminal

feedback.

Terminat-feedback. A response offered bc the teacher when the child's

answer was incorrect, "I don't knaw," or a failure to respond, ending the

child's opportunity,to answer that question by provhding the answer or having

it provided.
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Total response opportunities. Retponse opportunities that are not

diainguished as to whethetlor noX they occurred during a reading turn.

Turn response opportunities. Academic interactions (response oppor-

tunities)-that occurred while the child was reading a sentence or passage

aloud.
I.

yarning. A type ..of teacher reaction to misbehavior .that included an

irritated tone of voice and perhaps an implied or stated threat of punish

sent:

Word attack _question. A type of question in which the student m4st

giveLinformation about sounds otletters within a word, or about the pro-

cess of breaking down a word into, its component parts.

Word recognition question. A type of question in which the itudent

must say the name of a word or letter by reading it aloud.

r s
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